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Dear Sir:

The enclosed abstract of the Report of the 

Federal Reserve Board., which is to be released probably 

at 12 noon, on Saturday, February has been prepared 

at the request of some members of the Press. Thinking 

that you might possibly have use for it, a copy is here

with forwarded to you. The abstract is not an official 

statement of the Board, but, as just stated, has been pre

pared as a matter of convenience to the press.

Very truly yours,

Enclosure:
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February 3, 1917.

The Federal Reserve Board to-day sent to the Speaker 
of the House of Representatives its Third Annual Report covering 
the operations of the system for the year 1916. The outstanding 
feature of the document is its discussion of the existing bank
ing situation as affected by possible conditions grwring out of 
the present abnormal state of foreign trade, and the situation 
that may exist after the war is over.

To make the system an effective means of financial pre
paredness, able to guard against all contingencies reasonably to 
be expected, the Board proposes the reserve percentage amendments 
to the Federal Reserve Act already made known some time ago, 
which it estimates would result in massing in the Federal reserve 
banks a total sum of $800,000,000 to $900,000,000, Other pro
posed changes in the law would enable the Board to safeguard this 
stock, not only by varying discount rates, as at present, but 
also by changing reserve requirements, inclusive of those of mem
ber banks.*

As a means of assisting in this process of mobilizing the 
gold of the country, the Board again proposes an amendment to tho 
Act providing for the issuing of Federal reserve notes under lib
eralized conditions by permitting cash in the hands of Federal re
serve agents to count as a part of the Federal reserve banks1 own 
cash reserve.

This plan for an immensely powerful massed reserve is 
further amplified and worked out in its foreign aspects as shown, 
by the statement that the establishment of connections with the 
great governmental banks abroad is under consideration, and that 
relationships not only with the Bank of England, as announced some 
time ago, but with other institutions will be authorized from time 
to. time, such relationships to be employed as a means of regulating 
gold export movements. The central feature of the report is thus a 
highly developed and thorough-going plan for \miting and organizing 
the gold resources of the banks of the country under joint management, 
designed to render their use as effective and economical as possible, 
both at home and in international trade.

The report ahows that the banking situation of the country 
taken as a whole is in some respects ome of remarkable strength, be
cause of the notable additions to the gold holdings of the banks and 
of the people at large, but a note of caution is sounded in the state
ment that there has been an even greater proportionate expansion of 
deposits and loans. The investment of tha funds of the banks in long
term Securities have been very large. Purchases of obligations other 
than those of the United States Governments now being more than six 
billion dollars, an increase as compared with the situation in June, 
1914, of about $1,300,000,000 or ,21.2% of the sum then invested. Ac
cording to the Board,the purchase of desirable foreign loans by AmericanDigitized for FRASER 
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investors has been a hsalthy and normal operation, and the re
cent statement containing a warning against undue extension of 
bank investments in foreign-.securities was intended simply as a- 
caution to the banks that eventually the amount of securities 
to be taken over must depend upon the absorbing power of the 
investor himself»

The banking and currency situation has developed very 
satisfactorily during the year in a number of ways, which are 
fully described in the report. Interest rates have been low 
throughout the year, but the Board has found it unnecessary to 
establish any special low rates of discount as was done during 
1915, and those that were already in effect have been but little 
availed of, owing to the satisfactory financial position of local 
farmers and traders. There has been a most encouraging improve
ment in the character of the paper circulation of the country, 
Federal reserve notes, practically equivalent to gold certificates 
and protected by 100$ of gold, being issued to the extent of about 
$283,000,000. At the same time the old national bank notes have 
fallen off to the extent of $4U,500,000, their places being taken 
primarily by the new gold secured notes. Coordinated with this 
process of strengthening and improving the circulation of the 
country has been that of rendering more effective the use and ad
visability of checks. The Board shows that there are now about 
15,000 banks in and out of the Federal reserve system on which 
checks may be collected at par, and it predicts that further 
experience under the present plan of clearings and collection will 
at no distant date practically place the whole country on a par 
collection basis, inasmuch as banks will be likely to lose desir
able business if checks drawn upon them are at a discount while 
checks drawn upon a nearby competitor circulate at par- While the 
clearing house system is thus moving forward toward complete success, 
the Board recommends amendments to the Federal Reserve Act designed 
to further improve and comfirm it by facilitating the use of the 
System by State banks and trust companies. That the growing 
strength and efficiency of the Federal Reserve System is fully 
appreciated by the banks of the country is strongly set forth, 
the Board stating that the reserve banks have won the confidence 
of the public, that the system is established upon a firm and 
enduring foundation, and that information available shows that 
an increasing favorable attitude is being adopted toward it by 
strong State institutions. The new members gainedtythe System 
during the year 1316 numbered I30.

An interesting feature of the Report is the description 
of work done in the administration of the playton Act, and the 
so-called Kern Amendment. In a large number of cases directors 
of banks whose tenure of office was rendered unlawful under the 
new legislation voluntarily withdrew from one or more directorates, 
the result being to bring about a considerable change in the dis
tribution of national bank directorships. The process of applying
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the Kern amendment has, however, proved to be one of considerable 
difficulty and detail, and the Board points out that it must be 
regarded as a continuing operation, which can never be definitely 
finished, since the conditions will change, and the appliaation 
of the law to individual cases will necessarily change with them.

The Board points out that practically all of the appeals 
for changes in Federal reserve districts have been disposed of in 
one way or another, and it devotes considerable attention to the 
question of domestic branches and agencies. No new branches have 
been established during the year; ,so that the branch at New Or
leans remains the only institution of the kind in*the system. It 
is pointed out that the experience gained from the operation of 
this branch makes it seem wise in every case where the establish
ment of a new branch is proposed, to consider with special Car® 
the question whether there is a real need for such a branch and 
whether it can be expected not only to increase the convenience 
of the member banks, but at the same time to make itself self- 
sustaining. In this same connection, it is further noted that 
the establishment of agencies or offices in various cities de
signed to meet the needs of the local banks is under considera
tion and that good success has been had with an agency of this 
kind at Memphis, Tenn,, during the past year, the agency being 
established for the purpose of facilitating the handling of the 
cotton crop. It is, however, stated that the whole question of 
the establishment of branches is somewhat inadequately dealt with 
in existing law, so much so that the Board would welcome legisla
tion designed to clarify its authority and duty as well as that 
of the Federal, reserve banks themselves in this matter.

In dealing with the earning capacity of the system, the 
outstanding fact noted by the Report is that net profits for the 
past year amounted to 5$ on the average for the whole system, as 
against an average net earning since organization of 3% of paid- 
up capital. The gross expertEgs for the year are shown to have 
been about $2,200,000, while the net earnings were about $2,750,000.
A table of dividends shows that all the banks are now on a dividend 
basis, although none of them have provided for their fully author
ized percentage up to date. This is in spite of the fact that the 
past year has been an unusually unfavorable period for the business 
of rediscounting, owing to the great plethora of funds in the vaults 
of banks generally and the prevailing low rates of interest.

The amendments to the Federal Reserve Act enacted by Cong
ress in September, 1916, are commended as having added materially to 
the smooth working of the system, and a lengthy discussion of the de
tailed changes in the Act now recommended as a further improvement 
is furnished. Taken all in all,the Report shows a condition of great
ly increased strength and capacity in the system as a whole,of favor
able outlook for the future,and of expectation that with suitable 
legislation by Congress allProfcatble contingencies to be expected 
within the near future can be amply guarded against.
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CHAIRMAN

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
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WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

February 3/ 19̂ 7

Dear Sir:

There has been some confusion as to the manner in 
which the Chairmen of the Boards of Directors and Federal Re
serve Agents of the respective banks are to be addressed in 
official communications sent to them from the office of the 
Secretary of the Board-

In order to expedite the business of the office.,
you are advised that a uniform policy will be adopted hence
forth, making it necessary to disregard requests that have 
been made in a number of cases.

The title of "Chairman" will not be used in tele
grams or office letters relating to the exercise of Federal 
Reserve Agent’s functions, and for the sake of brevity sur
names only will be used when telegrams are sent.

In the case of letters the form that will be used 
henceforth will' be as follows:

"Mr. F. H. Curtiss,
Federal Reserve Agent,

Boston, Mass."

In the case of form letters sent to all Federal Re
serve Agents, this form may at times be used, when circum
stances require:

"Federal Reserve Agent,
Boston, Mass."

Telegrams will be addressed as follows: 

"Curtiss,
Federal Reserve Agent,

Boston, Mass."

Proper substitution of names and addresses will be used in the
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case of telegrams and communications to Federal Reserve Agents 
in other districts.

You are requested to communicate this to the officials 
and staff of your Federal Reserve Bank, in order that there may 
be no misunderstanding or error in regard to the delivery and 
opening of telegrams and mail addressed to you.

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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WILLIAM G. MCADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASUPY 

CHAIRMAN

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
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JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 
AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON 1006
ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Dear Sir:

In checking up the receipts from the different Fed

eral reserve banks on account of the first installment of the 

assessment for the general expenses of the Board for the six 

months ending June 30, next, it is noted that the amounts re

mitted would indicate that seme of the banks have based the 

assessment on their capital as of January 2, 1317, while 

others Jiave apparently based it on their capital as of De

cember 1, 1916. In two or three instances we are unable 

to reconcile the amount received as being based on the cap

ital as of either of the two dates. In order that the basis 

of the assessment may be uniform for all of the banks it is 

requested that the capitalization as reported to the Board 

for January 2, I917, be used, and that the matter be adjusted 

when remitting for the second half of the installment.

Very truly yours,

Fiscal Agent.
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WASHINGTON
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AND FISCAL AGENT

ADDRESS REPL1Q 07
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

February 5j 1917 *

Sir:

Heretofore it has been the policy of the Federal 
Reserve Board to keep on band in Washington and with Federal- 
Reserve Agents approximately $500,000,000 of unissued Federal 
reserve notes available in varying amounts for the twelve banks 
of the System. The Committee on Banking and Currency of the • 
House of Representatives has reported favorably an amendment 
to the Reserve Section of the Federal Reserve Act which will take 
approximately the sum of $300,000,000 of gold and lawful money 
out of the member banks and place it with the Federal Reserve 
Banks.

In order to be better prepared to fill any vacuum 
which may be .created thereby and to respond to any unforeseen 
demands, the Board deems it advisable that the stock of unissued 
Federal reserve notes should be increased to about $900,000,000. 
The Director 6f the Bureau of Engraving and Printing has advised 
the Board that about ninety days' time will be necessary- for the 
execution of orders for Federal reserve notes, and each Federal 
Reserve Bank is therefore requested to place an order through the 
Federal Reserve Board for the printing of its proportionate share 
of the contemplated increased stock, in such denominations as it 
may desire.

You are requested to bring this letter to the attention 
of the executive committee or board of directors of your bank and 
a reply at your early convenience would 'be appreciated.

Very truly yours,

Governor,
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STATEMENT FOR THE PRESS.

The following message has been sent by Honorable W,

P, G. Harding,, Governor of the Federal Reserve Board., to the 

North Carolina State Convention of Commercial Secretaries, farm 

demonstrators, bankers and other business men, held at Gastonia, 

North Carolina, February 5th - 8th, in lieu of an address which 

Mr. Harding was to have delivered at a banquet held at noon Feb

ruary 6th.

It was with keen regret that I felt obliged to telegraph 

you this morning that I could not go to Gastonia tonight in order 

to be present at the most interesting occasion in your city to

morrow. I had looked forward with much pleasure to the privilege 

of meeting and addressing the merchants, farmers, and bankers of the 

Carolinas, and was particularly anxious to avail myself of the oppor

tunity of pointing out to them the very great value especially in 

times like the present, of the Federal Reserve System, which has en

abled the country to withstand without the slightest financial tremor 

all of the shocks and sensations that it has experienced during the 

past two years, many of which would doubtless, under old conditions, 

have been followed by serious consequences. Our preparedness from 

a military and naval standpoint is now engrossing the attention of
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Congress and of the nation, but I wish you would inform the audience 

which I expected to address that, from a financial standpoint the 

country is already fully prepared and is ready to meet any contin

gency that is likely to arise, so that there need be no uneasiness 

whatsoever on that score,

I had desired particularly to say a few words to the farmers 

by way of urging them not to become nervous or alarmed because of any 

threatened temporary interference with ocean transportation. I 

wished to point out to them that while in these fateful times, when 

it is beyond human power to forecast even the immediate future> we 

should remember that after all the only real wealth comes from the 

soil.

A character in Greek Mythology is Antaeus, of whom it is 

said that he could not be overcome in wrestling, for whenever he was 

brought to his knees he received renewed strength from his Mother, 

Earth, and was enabled thereby to arise in his might and overcome his 

adversary. Throughout the world millions of men have been withdrawn 

from their ordinary avocations and are devoting themselves entirely to 

military duties. It seems to me it is clearly the duty of the fanners 

of the United States, in the planting season fast approaching, to pre

pare for the largest crops of all kinds that it possible to produce.

No farmer should devote himself to a single crop alone, but he should 

diversify, with the idea of growing as far as possible on his own 

land, everything necessary for the sustenance of his family and of his
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domestic animals* Three years have elapsed since our fertilizers 

have contained an adequate supply of potash, and under present 

conditions it is hardly probable that an excessive supply of the 

south’s greatest staple crop, cotton, can be produced. Virginia, 

North and South Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama are now great cot

ton manufacturing States, and their annual consumption of raw cot

ton is greater than that of England, and greater than that of New 

England and Canada combined. If the farmers of the.south will 

practice diversification they need have no fear as to the price of 

cotton, f or any condition which will make exports of cotton impos

sible will likewise render impracticable exports of food stuffs.

It follows therefore, that if the' price of cotton should decline, 

the price of cereals, grain, and hay, will decline also. A few 

weeks ago cotton was selling at $100.00 a bale and more. The Col

lege of Agriculture of the University of Kansas pointed out at the 

time these prices ’were effective that while cotton had advanced in 

price it advanced merely in terms of gold, and it made an interest

ing comparison as to its price in terms of other commodities. It 

estimated the purchasing power of cotton in an ordinary year, and 

on the basis of $100.00 per bale, and it demonstrated statistically 

that even at $100.00 per bale the Southern cotton planter who had 

not planted in a manner to provide for his necessities in the way 

of food stuffs was in a sorry plight, for a bale of cotton will buy,

-3-
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in an average year,, with cotton at. from $50.00 to $60.00 per bale,

89 bushels potatoes at J0^
750 pounds of lard at 8#
22 barrels of flour at $*+.50 
375. pounds bacon at 16#
6 tons hay at $10.00 
30 pairs shoes at $2.00 

720 yards cotton cloth 
100 bu. ccrn at 60

and this year at $100.00 a bale it will buy

44 bu. potatoes at $2.25 
555 pounds lard at 18<£
10 bbls- flour at $10*00 

333 pounds bacon at 
5 tons hay at $20 

20 pairs shoes at $5*00 
666 yards cotton cloth 
,83 bu. corn at $1.20

The subject of nutrition has been reduced to a science 

and the importance of a well-balanced diet is now well understood. 

Some foods ai*e rich in nitrates, others in carbohydrates, and others 

in proteins* No family can keep itself healthy if it lives entire

ly on meat or entirely on potatoes, or entirely on peas, or alto

gether on eggs and milk. A scientific combination of thesef0 ods 

is essential for the best results. So iikewise with farming. No 

State can prosper if its farmers devote their energies to the cul

tivation of a single crop, be it cotton or be it grain or hay, and 

to obtain the best results diversification is necessary. The 

farmer should be impressed with the necessity of rotation of crops 

in order that their soil may not be impoverished, and if they plant
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several products they are not affected by th* price of any one 

of them. It is not possible to advise a farmer intelligently 

as to the amount of cotton he should plant. In some cases five 

acres to the plow would seem best, and there may be other in

stances where eight or ten acres to the plow may be planted; 

but in no case, particularly in times like the present, should 

the farmer entrust all his eggs to one basket and risk his sol

vency upon a single crop.

In my opinion the greatest service that the farmers 

of the south can render their section, their country and the 

world in general, is to coax from the soil, during the year 1917.» 

as great an abundance as possible of crops of all kinds.

Please say to the members of the Chamber of Commerce of 

Gastonia, and to the bankers of your city, that I highly appre

ciate their kind invitation, and express to them again my deep 

regret at being obliged, at the last moment, to forego the pleasure 

of meeting them.

- 5 -
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WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
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February 1, 1917

Dear Sir:

Owing to the fact that Thursday, February 22d, 

’•Washington’s Birthday," is a holiday in Washington, the 

offices of the Federal Reserve Board will be closed on 

that day. Please be advised, therefore, that transactions 

under the Gold Settlement Fund cannot be made on February 

22, 1917» The weekly settlement usually made on Thursday 

will be omitted on February 22d, and made on February 23d. 

Please, however, forward telegrams and letters on which 

the settlement is made, as usual.

Respectfully,

Assistant Secretary
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I.

THE BANKS AND THE "MARKET" - THE CHIEF MODERN SYSTEM Ofr BANKING-.

1. The Bank as Parc of the Eankine Organization.

(a) The functions of the bank ~

The classical grouping - iiscount, deposit and issue.

(b) Tins grouping criticised - identity of "functions1*.

(c) The modern view of banking - a process of obtaining 

credit, trading m  it, and maintaining its converti- 

oility into casn on demand.

(d) The bank of comparatively minor interest and considered 

as a separate unit.

(e) The real significance of the bank understood when 

viewed as an element m  the general organization of 

credit and exchange.

2. The Credit Structure of Economic Society.

(a) The essential purpose of credit mechanism is that of 

testing, comparing and offsetting claims to wealth.

(b) These claims expressed in terms of money, and should 

be kept convertible into money.

(c) The duty of the banks as a whole is to perfonn these 

functions, but, at the same time, to add in their 

collective capacity another - that of affording a 

market for cedit in which claims upon banks and traders
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may be bought and sold with the maximum of safety and 

under substartially uniform conditions, thereby insuring 

as nearly as possible uniformity of charge for banking 

service, and for the use of caprcal.

(d) A study of this market involves analysis of setoral dis

tinct factors; tne methods and practices of business men 

in creating claims to payment, the form given to such 

claims; the legal relationships involved in the creation 

of such claims and m  transaction therein, the mechanism 

by vriiich such claims are dealt m; the relative value of 

such claims and their relative cost from the standpoint
iof banking, the bank mechanism needed to "carry" them and 

offset them among themselves, and to "collect11 them when due*

(e) The credit structure of today must also be studied and ana

lyzed from the standpoint of its constituents, involving a 

study of, diffexent types of banks and other financial in

stitutions, their respective lines of business, their inter-
/

nal organization, their relations one to another, and their 

different places in the market of the country.

Constituents and Subdivisions of the Finarcxal Market*

(a) The discount market.

The discount market includes the market for 
those forms of paper which are discountable,
i. e., which are based on commercial trans
actions. It concerns itself with "live" com
mercial banking operations, and paper growing 
out of them. Its importance lies m  the fact 
that commercial paper is the class of obli
gation next to cash in its liquid character.
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(b) The investment market.

The investment market is concerned with obliga
tions of long-term whicn have been created for 
the purpose of financing or capitalizing under
takings. It deals with obligations whose most 
important element is yield ana safety rather 
than promptness of payment. It may be sub
divided into various classes according to the 
character of the investment, the underlying 

conditions under whxch payment may be ex
pected, and a variety of otner considerations.

(c) Other divisions of "market".

Various special kinds of markets, such as that 
for sTock, etc., must be recognized in any study 
of banking, both because of their own importance 
and because of the influence they exert upon the 
elements m  the market with which the banks are 
directly concerned Ttecause of their interest 
as makers and purchasers of credit instruments.

The Discount Market.

(a) The discount market is that with which banks jn the 

proper sense of the word, are most closely concerned.

(b) Two essentials to be studied in connection with the 

discount market - the origin and form of paper which 

figures there, and the methods employed by banks

to guarantee such paper and make -+ easily and 

widely recognizable*

(c) The fundamental requirement of paper m  the discount 

market is that it be short-term and grow out of 

actual transactions, thus furnishing its own means 

of payment.
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(d) Analysis and explanation of pape* of such descrip

tion.

(e) Process oy which banks broadeu Salability of paper 

m  the discount market - acceptance and endorsement.

(f) Classes of concerns participating in the discount 

market - makers of paper, acceptors, dealers or 

brokers; purchasers; speculators, or those oho pur

chase paper as a means of insurance.

5. Systems of Banking,

(a) Meaning o* "system*n A banking system is that or

ganisation of or relationship betv/een banks which 

exists as a result of lew or custom, and which results 

in uniting the banks of a* country under definite rela

tionships, with a market resulting therefrom, and with 

definite arrangements for the holding of cash and the 

conversion of liabilities into casn.

(b) Principal systems of to-day - three distinct types 

of system - central banking system, independent charter 

system, and "free" banking system. Difference lies in 

conditions under which banks are chartered or incoxpor- 

ated, and in the degree of combination of resources and 

centralization of control.

(c) Characteristics of different systems. The central 

banking system provides complete mechanism for husband
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ing coin and currency, granting relief in time of strin

gency through note issue, and affording at all times a 

market for pai>er growing out .of coinmercial hanking oper- . 

at ions. In this case actual hanking relations with the 

public are left to various independent institutions 

which are united through the central hanking mechanism.

(d) The independent charter system assumes that a variety

of banks, each with many branches, can perform the serv

ice both of a central bank and oi communication with 

the public in the transaction of its business.

(e) The free banking system assumes that each bank is cap

able of managing its own affairs without outside aid, 

or, that if such aid is needed, it would be still, 

through*infoimal action on the part of leading mem

bers of the banking community, designed to bring about 

community end harmony of policy, and relief when nec

essary.

(f) Principles derived f*om experience. Experience shows 

that every banking system needs a mode of "mobilizing" 

its. resources. Study of this mode of mobilization is 

equivalent to study of central banking principles.

Need for mobilization resides in the peculiar character 

of the banking business, and the fact that banks can 

never be in position to pay oaih to all who require it.

-6- '
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Study of financial mobilization has crystallized
9

into analysis of principles governing note issuei
and reserves, together with inquiry into the ques

tion who should hold reserves.

(g) Part oi tJmted States. The United States up to 19J.3 

was the leading example of free banking principles*

By enactmert of the Federal reserve Act, principles 

of combinoo or centralized banking'have been intro

duced, while free banking mechanism is retained.

The effort is to retain free access to banging busi

ness for individuals, while at the same time provid

ing machinery of control and cooperation of resources. 

The United States is thus given a peculiar status, 

its barking business being analogous m  principle to 

those of the dentral banking cr,-nines, while largely 

unique in detail and adjustment.

(h) Study of American banking system. Includes two chief 

branches, analysis of law and custom governing or

ganization of the system, and analysis of business 

practice methods in conneccion with operations under 

it. Also implies comparative study of legislation, 

national and State, with a view to noting defects at 

points at which readjustment is called for.
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6 Sketch of Banking Systems of World.

(a) Chief features of English, French, German and Cana* 

dian systems, with special reference to reserves, 

note issue, and purchase of commercial paper*

(b) Contrast between practice in foreign countries speci

fied, and practice in the United States, with respect 

to each of the chief elements in-banking operation*

(c) General conclusions as to best practice of to-day on 

chief disputed points, and indications of countries 

most nearly conforming to best principles*

(d) Analysis of points at which American methods do no.t 

conform to the best practice as thu3 vrorked out.

2/9/17
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bRSANIZATION OF BANKS AND DIVISION OF THE FIELD AMONG- INSTITUTIONS.

1- Essentials of Banking Organisation.

(a) Relations lx;tween banks d weloped as result 6t law

or custom; grouping of banks on l9gal or eco

nomic basis.
9

(b) Arrangements for combining resources, relieving neces

sity or stringency or equalizing capital.

(c) Assignment of functions to be performed on joint or

common basis.

(d) These elements best studied by using our own banking

system as illustrative, with comparative analysis 

of foreign systems, by way of contrast.thereto.

2. Outline of American Banking Organization.

(a) Three main classes of banks from the legal standpoint -

national, State and private - no necessary or es

sential difference between them as to kind of busi

ness performed.
i

(b) National banks constitute compact, central "core" of

banking system, partly because of more stringent 

general requirements, partly because of wide geo

1994
1012
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graphical distribution, partly because of Federal 

reserve organization.

(c) National banks are combined together for cooperative!

purposes in Federal reserve system, with such ad- . 

ditional membership drawn from State banks as the 

latter may choose to add.

(d) Federal reserve system composed of twelve banking organs

izations, each cooperative, including all national 

and some State banks in the district, all such 

members being united under the supervision of the 

Federal Reserve Board.

3 . Function of Federal Reserve System in Organizing Banka^of 

the Country.

(a) Combined reserves. Under former legislation sc loose

system of combined reserves was obtained by 

re deposit of funds in specified cities, ?.nd at 

times by operation of clearing houses or, in later 

years, of "national currency associations." In 

place of this we now have compulsory deposit of 

specified proportion of reserves in Federal reserve 

banks.

(b) Note issues. Under former legislation notes were issued

by national banks which deposited bonds with Trea

sury to protect such notes. Under the Federal 

reserve system notes are issued by Federal reserve
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banks at the instance of member banks, primarily 

on the basis of commercial paper or, under special 

conditions, of gold. . Limiter! amounts of bond-secured 

notes called "Federal reserve notes," are alao issued 

by Federal reserve banks at discretion. Notes are 

obtained by member banks through rediscount of their 

paper.

(c) Rediscounting process. As method of establishing re- '

serves or obtaining notes from Federal reserve banks, 

member banks offer their paper of specified kinds, 

with their cwn endorsement, to Federal reserve banks.

When such rediscount occurs a reserve deposit is 

created on the books of the reserve bank, or notes 

are issued. When paper matures the reserve bank re

ceives the cash or its own notes, or a claim on it

self icheck) thus reducing liabilities or strengthen

ing reserve holdings.

(d) Reports and examinations. Under former legislation the

making of examinations and reports was in the hands 

of the Comptroller of the Currency. The new system 

provides for regular reports to reserve banks on the 

part of members and also examination of member banks 

whenever deemed necessary.. Such examinations likely 

to be infrequent and unnecessary because of close re

lationship between reserve banks and member banks.

1996
1012.
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U, Membership in Federal Reserve System.

(a) A3 already seen, all national hanks in continental United

States are required by law to become members*

(b) State banks (i. e> banks organized under State law ) are

permitted to become members upon complying with cer

tain conditions. System may, therefore, include not 

only national banks but State institutions of specified 

kinds•

(c) At present most State institutions remain outside, while

many always will so remain because of inability to 

comply with requirements*

(d) Many private banks, savings banks and other financial in

stitutions which have a direct relation to the finan-
\

cial market, and in many cases to the discount market, 

are nevertheless unlikely to become members*

5- Relation Between Reserve System and Outside Institutions*

(a) Non-national banks have in the past kept balances largely

with national banks because of generally more string- 

gent oversight and greater power of the latter. This 

relationship will continue to a considerable extent, 

and may be accentuated because of greater power of the 

reserve system to render relief in case of necessity.

(b) The reserve system is establishing definite discount mar

ket, and in this all financial institutions do and 

will participate. The reserve system will afford
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market for gopd paper created "by outside institutions, thus 

enabling latter to market assets in time of necessity; and 

to equalize investments and rates in ordinary times*

(c) Working of th9 reserve systa:.! will profoundly affect international 

monetary and financial relations of the United States, and 

in so doing will alter the basis of business for larger 

State institutions, such as trust companies.

6. Relation Between National and Other Banks.

(a) National banks organized under National Eank Act, State banks

and other institutions under State legislation.

(b) National banks inspected by Federal examiners; other institu- ‘

tions by State examiners.

(c) National banks allowed to Ifceep reserves only in vault, or in

Federal recenve banks, or (temporarily) with other na

tional banks in specified cities; State banks allowed 

in many cases to keep reserves either with other State 

banks in specified cities, or with national banks; trust 

companies subject to same conditions frhere reserve require

ments are fully worked out.

(d) Hence national banks may be regarded as the reserve-holding in-

, stitutions of the country, the larger number of State banks 

depending upon them for aid in case of necessity. National 

banks also exercise the function of rediscount to some

extent for smaller State institutions.
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(e) Relations between national banks and ether financial in

stitutions,, such a? savings banks* insurance companies, 

etc., are similar to relations with State banks', but 

even less well defined.

7 . Relations Between Other Or ours of Institutions.

(a) In some States, State banks are organized cn lines similar ■

to those of the national system, with plans for the 

redepositing of reserves, etc.

(b) Other institutions-may keep ther:e State funis with the

stronger State bank or trust companies, which thus in 

&  certain measure act as reserve holders.

(c) Most of the non-commercial banking instutions participate 

* in and more or less depend upon the discount market

(and investment market as affected thereby) in which1

national banks act- as the leading factors.

(d) These relationships vary considerably from State to State

according to legislation prevailing there. (Analysis 

of State legislation).

8 * Comparative Analysis of Foreign Banking Organizations.

(a) » Bank of England: (1) relation with other banks largely 

the result of custom rather than law; (2) reserves 

maintained in highly concentrated form in Bank of 

England; (3) relations with public divided between 

Bank of England and other banks, but largely in hands 

of other banks;. (4) Bank of England devotes its chief
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effort tc headship of the discount market., regulations 

oi international movements of specie, and other matters 

of similar description; (5) note issue practically in 

hands of Ear.k of England, security being Government 

bonds and gold in normal times, with other classes of 

protection in extraordinary times when bank act is sus

pended.

(b) Bank of France: (1) relations with other banks based on

fact that Bank of France is practically a Government 

institution strongly fortified with gold, and transacts 

very conservative business; (2) other banks keep 

deposits with it as they see fit; (3 ) most important 

function is note issue; (4) Bank does a large business 

on small unit- basis with individuals, thus occupying a 

position different from that of many other central 

banks; (5 ) Bank controls specie movements by use of 

its rate of discount.v

(c) Reichsbank of Germany: (1) relations with other banks

partly result of custom and partly of law; (2) control 

of note issue based on commercial paper, and adoption 

of methods designed to centralize control of gold 

stock give Reichsbank leadership in German international
a *

affairs; (3 ) Bank leaves dealings with public, 

especially of smaller varieties, to other banks.

(d) Canadian system? (1) each chartered bank is separate, inde

pendent "systemj1 dealing with public and conserving its
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own funds by appropr iate reserve policy; (2) each 

bank undertakes, therefore, both large and email 

■transactions, issues its own notes, etc.; (3) note 

issue is maintained by joint guaranty fund under con

trol of the Government; (4) Government oversight 

and examination furnish additional bond between banks, 

and informal consultations between them tend to estab

lish uniform policies.

(e) Other banking systems. Most other banking systems

are more or less closely modeled upon types already
«

enumerated, with variations intended to suit local or 

national conditions.

9. Organization of the Bank as a Unit.

(a) The commercial bank;, (l) organization of board of 

directors - interests represented - committee work - 

president and "chairman"; (2) officers of bank, 

their duties - variation* in assignment of functions;

(3) division of bank between "departments," - princi

pal departments enumerated and described.

(b) The trust company: £l) banking department likely

to be substantially similar to that of commercial bank;

(3) other departments, number depending upon functions 

performed.

(c) Savings banks:

- 16 -
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MAINTENANCE OF THE LIQUID CONDITION OF THE BANK.

Sienificance of Liouid Condition:

(a) Bank's essential function, as already seen, that 

of insuring convertibility of community's credit,

(b) Thi3 convertibility implies capacity to pay cash 

on demand at any time,

(c) Maintenance of liquid condition of bank, therefore, 

has two aspects (l) The keeping of bank reserves 

sufficiently high; and (2) The keeping of bank in

vestments in form which can be used to get cash 

when needed.

(d) From standpoint of community as a whole, it also 

implies provision of some means of converting assets 

into cash generally, i. e,, of suddenly increasing 

money or "currency".

Theory of Reserves:

(a) Reserve is'that part of a bank's funds kept in form 

for immediate use.

(b) Strictly speaking, this means ultimate legal tender 

money.

(c) Actual banking practice allows it to consist in part
^  *

of deposits with other banks, and in part of non 

legal tender forms of money.
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(d) Bank theoretically starts with 100$ reserve; then 

put3 out its own obligations, payable on demand; a 

portion of these obligations are presented from 

time to time. Reserve "percentage" is the ratio

' of immediate resources to demand liabilities.

(e) When reserve falls, ratio may be restored (1) by 

getting in cash from outside; (2) by refraining 

from further logins and allowing cld ones to ma

ture and be paid; (3) by "rediscounting" with 

other banks.

(f) Purchase of coin. This may be carried out inter

nationally when country's supply of coin is short; 

but domestically in periods of presure is out of 

the question except on limited scale. Necessity 

'tfiich makes purchase of coin desirable is likely to 

be tendency of the public to hoard.

(g) Cessation of leaning or discounting. This hazard

ous to community and may, if generally undertaken, 

accentuate bad conditions,

(h) Rediscounting. This is a process of throwing bank 

resources together into a common fund. May be car

ried on by one strong bank for weaker units. Best 

conducted cooperatively by banking community for all 

banks that desire it-.
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Theory and Practice of Rediscounting;

(a) Rediscounting bank is subject to same laws and

, principles, as customers' bank.

(b) Difference in its position from that of other banks 

must be twofold (l) must limit itself to specified 

kinds of choice paper; (2) must practically elimi

nate certain sources of danger by confining its bus

iness to customers not affected by same conditions 

which influence customers of other banks.

(c) As rediscounting bank is primarily governed by pub

lic service considerations,, must put these first,
t

and considerations of profit second.

(d) Must be able to meet increased demands for currency 

by supplying acceptable medium of exchange without 

weakening its own money stock too much. This re- . 

quirem9nt meets provision for "elastic currency."

(e) Function of rediscounting bank is thus to check un

due extension of credit by testing soundness of bank-
i

ing situation, and raising rates for accommodation 

when expansion is too active.

Function of Open Market.

(a) By open market is meant general market for paper.

(b) Object in ordinary times, a3 already seen, that of ' 

equalizing rates and supply of capital.
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(c) In unusual times enables rediscounting banks to 

influence conditions of other banks indirectly by 

drawing funds off from market or putting them in

to market.

(d) Open-market thus an adjunct of rediscounting pro

cess , and must be operated in conjunction with 

latter.

5» Fixed or Fluctuating Reserves.

(a) Desirable level of reserves differs greatly accord- 

ing to habits of community and methods of banking.

(b) Must be settled in each case on basis of highest 

judgment of banker.

(c) Legal requirement can be only a minimum., and is 

likely tc be at fault.

(d) Legal fixed reserve is development of free banking 

system - f,rule of thumb” laid down for guidance of 

inexperienced or reckless banker. .

(e) Most scientific mode of regulating liquid condition 

of bank is to prescribe classes of paper to be 

bought so that "secondary reserve" is built up.

(f) Many, variations of reserve regulations exist, in

cluding taxes on reserve-defipiencies, etc. These 

rendered less and less necessary when ultimate de-
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cisicn 5.3 to reserve policy is placed in hands of 

strong central, regulating body*

6* Maintenance of "Confidence.n

(a) Discussion of reserve based on existence of normal 

degree of "confidence."

(b) Any factor tending to destroy confidence throws 

strain upon banks*

(c) Maintenance of confidence is result of belief in

(1) sound banking condition; (2) ability of bank to 

get emergency relief if necessary*

(d) Chief factor in maintaining confidence must be 

adoption of sound and conservative banking policy.

(e) If confidence in banking system as a whole is lost, 

no artificial means of restoration; when loss of 

confidence affects only locality or group of insti

tutions, situation secured by substituting credit of 

banks as a whole for that of individual institutions*

7• Past Experience in Maintenance of "Confidence".

(a) Clearing house agreement and issue of "certificates".

(b) National currency associations (law of 1908).

(c) Issue of "emergency currency."

(d) Joint guaranty of notes or deposit of bonds.

8. Function of Reserve System in Maintaining Liquid Condition.

(a) Reserve banks1 primary duty that of safeguarding
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reserves of community and standardizing forms of 

commercial paper.

(b) Secondary duty is that of relieving panics or emer

gencies by rediscounting.

(c) System may perform its functions by granting of de

posit credits, or issue of notes.

(d) Success in every plan dependent upon ability of other 

banks to present paper of speedily maturing varieties, 

so as to enable community to liquidate itself.

(e) Success depends upon constant wisdom of management.

9- Contrast Between United States and Foreign Countries:

(a) ' United States far less homogeneous financially.

(b) United States lacks distinct national financial 

market.

(c) Foreign central banks are largely outgrowth of past 

commercial banks and exercise dominating control in 

market.

(d) Reserve banks are new cooperative organizations, and 

have not yet obtained strong hold on market.

(e) State banking systems and differences in legislation 

tend to create independent groups of institutions 

directly dependent upon the reserve banks.

(f) Commercial paper in United States far less standard-
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ized than in other countries.

(g) Periods of credit and open account system more las 

in United States than in Europe.

Future Development of Liquid Condition.

(a) Basic problem that of developing sound commercial 

paper practice.

(b) Development by experience of accurate reserve percent

age policy. L

(c) Evolution of prompt eifficient rediscounting, and note 

issue process.

(d) Establishment of satisfactory number of branches and ■ 

agencies at convenient points.

(e) Gradual growth and confirmation of general national 

discount market.

(f) Evolution of distinct local market in each Federal 

reserve district, and adaptation of paper, etc., with

in that district to local necessities.
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IV.

BANK OBLIGATIONS AND RESERVE CONSTITUENTS - DEPOSITS AND NOTES

1. Question of Reserve Composition:

(a) Problem of reserve implies in practice question of 

composition of what is called reserve.

(b) As already seen., this in modern countries really in- 

eludes large element of credit, although theoretically 

reserves consist of cash.

2* Reserve Constituents - Deposits:

(a) Next to actual cash the most immediately available 

resource is power to draw on another bank.

(b) Henco National Bank Act grants authority to rede

posit part of reserves, counting such deposit as 

reserves.

(c) Hence also under Federal Reserve Act authority is 

granted to count balance with reserve bank as sub

stantial part of reserves.

(d) So also in foreign countries, even where no legal 

reserve is specified, actual reserve requirements 

consist partly of credit, i. e., balances on books 

of central bank in favor of other banks.

3* Reserve Constituents - Notes:

(a) Notes theoretically identical with deposits, but 

representing credit of issuer. *
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(b) Hence often contended that hank notes should be 

allowed to figure to specified extent in reserves.

(c) Difference of practice on this point,, many systems 

refusing to allow notes to count on ground that they 

may cause inflation.

(d) Essential difference between notes and deposits as 

reserve constituents lies in rapidity of "turnover” 

or rate of redemption, notes tending to have much 

longer lifo.

U. Modern View of Reserves:

(a) Real test of reserves is power to liquidate.

(b) Cash can not be maintained at sufficient figure to 

affect liquidation under all crdinary circumstances.

(c) Sufficiently severe shock to national credit means 

that joint power of the banks is attacked, just as 

individual power is under difficulties of more 

limited scope.

(d) Hence problem becomes that of maintaining succession 

of prompt maturities sufficiently 9hort in duration 

to insure continuous flow of maturing credits, there* 

by providing for cancellation of claims at adequate 

rate.

5* Secondary Reserves;

(a) By secondary reserve is meant that portion of the
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assets put into shape to he readily convertible into 

reserves.

(b) Any paper immediately saleable figures as proper 

element of secondary reserves.

(c) This means that what may be secondary reserves for 

one concern is not for another, and vtiiat is secondary 

reserve for any bank may not be for all banks simul- 

taneously.

(&) Ordinarily secondary reserves consist of paper having 

an unquestionable and early maturity.

(e) Banking problem as affected by reservos thus becomes 

that of arranging assets and liabilities in such a 

way as, under all ordinary conditions, to offset one 

another up to substantial high percentage.

(f) When this policy is successfully carried out, tho 

question of providing a suddeh currency resource is 

largely minimized..

6. ’’Emergency Currency".

(a) Emergency currency has been provided in some countries 

as a substitute for secondary reserves.

(b) Its use signifies that the banking system has par

tially broken down.

(c) Use of emergency currency implies a subsequent return

- 26 -
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to normal conditions,, frequently preceded "by suspen

sion of 8pecio payment*

(d) Hence use of emergency currency now considered la£t

resort, and its employment discredits banking-system . 

when resorted to.

2/23/17.
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V,

CENTRAL VS- DIFFUSED CONTROL OF BANK INC - THE RELATION OF THE

GOVERNMENT TO THE BANKS.

1- Problem of Control*

(a) B7 control of banking is meant oversight or 

regulation designed to prevent banks frbm un

duly expanding loans and placing themselves

• in a dangerous position.

(b) Public oversight is ordinarily thought of as

a means of avoiding dishonesty. This, however, 

is only incidental*

(c) The real problem of control is that of prevent

ing expansion of liabilities (l) boycnd the 

point of safety as compared with reserves; and

(2 ) in a way that involves undue or unfair dis

tribution of credit.

2* Methods of Public Control.

(a) Obvious means of control is that of regular 

bank examination and regular reports. These 

ordinarily made in specified form which is sup

posed to be uniform or standard.
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(b) Inspection,, however., usually aims to insure that 

banks are living up to legislative requirements.

(c) These legislative requirements frequently include

(l) fixed reserve percentage; (2) prohibition

of certain classes of loans; (3) prohibition of 

excessive loans to single individuals or con&erna; 

(U) prohibition of loans intended to facilitate 

the operations of interested persons.

3- Fixed Reserve Requirements.
1 \

(a) *'F.irst duty of public authorities in connection

wiih reserve requirements is to ascertain extent

to whitih Observed.

(b) If requirement i6 violated, authorities usually 

armed with power to penalize the bank or compel 

it to suspend further operations pending restora

tion of reserve.

(c) Exercise of this authority always hazardous and 

more or less artificial except in isolated in- ' 

stances.

Excessive Loans.

(a) Books of banks show amount of loans to each bor

rower.

(b) Public authorities censure banks if limitatiqn is

-29-

net observed.
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(c) Difficulty found in fact that many ways of 

evading the spirit of the requirement are 

easily found*

5- Loans on Improper Security, or Over-Investment'.

(a) Facts of this kind ascertained by usual methods 

of examination, etc*

(b) Difficulty lies in fact that when commitments 

are once made, rectification may involve not 

only hardship to banks but to others.

6* Protection of Borrower by Regulating Rates of Interest.

(a) Usury laws found in most States and designed 

to protect borrowers.

(b) These laws difficult of enforcement and usually 

result in additional hardship.

(c) Application of such laws by means of legislative 

control never easy or adequate.

7* Criticism of Foregoing Means of Control. ,

(a) Remedies generally come too late to relieve evil - 

hence development of bad conditions which are 

impossible completely to rectify.

(b) Greatest danger comes from general tendencies in 

banking which are not revealed by examination of 

individual institutions.
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(c) Hence Government or State oversight always un

satisfactory, and usually serviceable only in 

correcting dishonesty or enforcing manifest re

quirements of safety•

8* Modern Methods of Control - Cooperative Banking*

(a) In central banking countries, general restraint 

imposed by central bank (1) through regulation 

of the discount rate; (2) through determination 

of amount of credit to be obtained by banks on 

given kind of paper, (3 ) through constant knowl

edge of operations of specified banks, (U) 

through adjustment of general means to require

ments of specified cases *

(b) When no central banking mechanism is in exist

ence, similar results may be obtained through 

informal organizations, e. g., central clearing 

house associations of the United States which 

operate examination systems, regulate methods 

of doing business, etc*

(c) In United States central banking control now 

furnished by Federal reserve system (1) through 

establishment of standard discount rate, (2) 

through continuous analysis of credit of indiv-
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iduals and condition of banks; (3 ) through 

regular reports from member banks; (H) through 

special examination when necessary.

Relation flf Government to Banking.

(a) Generally admitted that examination and in

spection based on regulatory laws id necessary.

(b) Question of direct control of actual banking 

operations less well agreed. Nevertheless (1) 

prevailing practice is to give Government power 

to appoint either some or all of directors of 

central banking mechanism, or some or all of 

executive officers; (2) also in some cases to 

have the Government subscribe a portion of the 

stock of the central bank, thereby becoming a 

party in interest from the dividend standpoint;

(3) or, in some cases, to have the Government 

own and operate a central banking institution 

of.its own.

(c.j Best consensus of opinion is that wisest control 

is obtained through joint management by Govern

ment and private capital; leaving to private 

capital the business initiative and a substantial 

part, or all, of the risk and profit; and to Gov-

- 32-
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ernment., exercise of conservative influence 

and the employment of an absolute or partial 

veto upon undesirable practices or policios. 

Two Methods of Banking Control.

(a) Regulation of discount rates in such a way as 

to advance or restrict credit (l) generally;

(2) in special case$ or industries so as to 

equalize demand with supply.
4

(b) Standardization of classes of paper so as to

insure maintenance of proportion of bank re

sources in a given forar, thereby enabling com

munity at all times to obtain necessary basiG 

accommodation for maintenance and liquidation 

of current operations.

(c) Maintenance of control of directorates to such 

ail extent as to insure nonpartisan and disinter

ested use of central banking fund3 of dountry.

(d) Prohibition and avoidance of operations that 

would tend to jeopardize the liquid condition 

of banks., or would tend to place commercial re

sources of the country at the disposal of specu^ 

lative or investment operators.

(e) In general the maintenance of competition upon 

a legitimate basis throughout the general bank-
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Contrast between Central and Diffused Control.

(a) Diffused control, e. g., tanking inspection by 

the several States, may result at its test in 

eliminating dishonesty.

(t) In applying strict regulations as to tanking, 

such control suffers from the competition of- 

the tanking systems of the different States,, 

it being desired to attract as many concerns 

to State incorporation as possible.

(c) Central control, when properly applied> goes 

further than diffused control by (1) applying 

a restrictive oversight of actual operations;

(2) Constantly changing the underlying dondi- 

tibns of banking in such a way a3 to maintain 

sound methods and eradicate.any tendehcjr to 

undue expansion or, over development.

Criticism of Government Control.

(a) Opponents of Government control contend that

tanking is a competitive business, self-regulat

ing, and not properly subject to any oversight 

except v\hat is necessary to insure honesty as 

between banks and the public.
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(b) Public takes the view that banking lies at 

the bottom of all commercial conditions,, and 

the country as a whole must do what is nec

essary to insure maintenance of a stable and
/

sound commercial situation.

(c) Public insists therefore., that banking is a
I*

business carried on in public interest, and 

hence vested with public service qualities.

(d) Refuses to grant to banks the currency func

tion in so far as it displaces money, on the 

ground that circulation of money affects 

prices, and that profit from such circulation

. properly belongs to the nation at large.

(e) Public also contends that modern governments 

have large sums of their own which just be de

posited in and handled by banks. Hence urge8 

participation on the part of the*nation in 

banking operations so far as based upon funds 

which are the property of the public.

13* Status of Discussion at the Present.

(a) General oversight of all banks to insure honesty 

and fair treatment of depositors.

(b) Joint control and sometimes joint ownership of

-35-
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central banking mechanism by Government and 

banks or individuals.

(c) Separation of note i:suc- power and concentra

tion of it in hands of central banking mechan

ism.

(d) Use of central banking mechanism as noncommer

cial enterprise designed as "balance wheel"

of financial market.

3/2/17
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MODES OF ECONOMIZING CASH AND PROMOTING LIQUIDATION - 
THE CLEARING SYSTEM.

1. Theory of Clearing.

(a) Theory of clearing based on fact that if all pay

ments made by bank check, process of liquidation 

would be bookkeeping.

(b) Hence, the larger the percentage of payments off-

sett set.against one another, the smaller the amount of

money used.

(c) It is desirable to economize the use of money for 

obvious reasons.

(d) Hence, clearing i3 not only natter of labor-saving 

and convenience, but also necessary factor in main* 

tenance of bank reserves intact.

2. Relation of Clearing to Central Banking.

(a) Clearing idea essentially involves combination or 

cooperation of banks in ordor to bring about gen

eral participation in bookkeeping process of off

setting claims.

(b) Where regularly organized cloaring houses exist 

such offsetting may result in transfer of final

balance in cash, or balance may be transferred in
' 1

form of claims on-cash in clearing house, or in 

some designated bank.

1012
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(c) Where central banking institution practically acts 

as clearing house, transfer of balances occurs on 

books of reserve or central bank.

(d) Result is to bring about economy m  use of reserve 

cash.

3 . Relation of Reserves to Clearing.

(a) As already seen., "reserves" are not necessarily "cash"., 

but are a portion of bank resources put into shape

to perform function of meeting and liquidating claims.

(b) "Checks" or "drafts", which are items that figure in 

clearing, are demand claims on banks, hence plan for 

liquidating them is part of reserve function.

(c) Such demand claims may likewise, to certain extent, 

figure m  reserves of bank without causing serious 

danger.

(d) Consequently National Bank system has allowed balances 

with city banks counted as reserves, to be composed

in part of uncollected checks deposited there for 

purpose of collection or clearance.

(e) Under Federal Reserve Act question of allowing such 

checks or claims to figure as part of "reserve credit" 

on books of reserve banks, rests with Reserve Board.

(f) Up to date Board has declined to allow such checks

so to count, and has cleared them only on a time basis, 

giving credit when collected.
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b, Problem of Uncollected Checks.

(a) Where territory embraced in a clearing system is 

large, time required in transmitting checks may also 

be large-

(b) When such time exceeds period between close of business 

day and beginning of another., so-called "float" is 

created, during which if checks are credited by re

ceiving bank before they reach bank on which drawn, pro-

' vision must be made for "carrying" them.

(c) This is equivalent to an investment in uncollected/
checks, but if such investments are practically equal 

the country over, no harm is done through immediate 

credit, although there may be theoretical loss to banks 

on account of sacrifice of interest.

(d) Such investments are not equivalent at all times, how

ever, and hence there may be adverse currents of ex

change involving eventual transfers of funds and 

meanwhile a considerable float.

(e) This situation may be partially corrected by national 

clearance.

Clearing System of United States.

(a) As already noted, clearing houses may exist else

where, and in fact exist in more or less developed 

form at over 160 places in United States.
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(b) Each clearing house has its own set of rules,, regu

lations, etc., governing clearance of items.

(c) Every Federal reserve bank now receives checks on 

all member banks, and on nonmember banks that will 

clear them at par, and credits the same on its books, 

after allowing designated time for collection.

(d) Gold Settlement Fund at Washington provides weekly 

telegraphic clearance for Federal reserve banks 

among themselves.

(e) Kucleus of national clearance system thus developed 

inasmuch as all national banks members of reserve 

system, while reserve banks are usually members of 

local clearing houses.

(f) Problem of completing national system of clearance 

depends on obtaining aid of nonmember banks not now 

included in system.

6. Theory of Exchange Charges.

(a) Two views of this problem - one that bank's obliga

tion should be equivalent to currency and collectible 

at par everywhere it circulates; the other that par 

payment is properly to be expected only at counters of 

banks drawn upon.

(b) In practice, checks of a solvent bank always cashable 

at par in city vriiere bank is located, and custom has
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made such checks so cashable at various other points 

a& result of competition*

(c) Banks which make exchange charges do so on theory 

that cashing checks means expense for clerical hire, 

and loss of interest during time check or draft is m  

transit, as well as possible cost m  providing funds 

at distant points*

(d) Those opposed to this view point out that function of 

bank is to provide medium of exchange, and popular 

agreement long ago made notes cashable at par, so that 

checks should be on same basis* Under normal condi

tions, many claim, exchange currents offset one another, 

and loss is only theoretical - i* e., a profit that 

might have been made* Cost of clerical hire, etc*, is 

practically cost of conducting the bank*

(e) Tendency is toward establishment of par collection with 

either no charge, or uniform moderate service charge 

based on number of items.

(f) Such charge as is made to public is m  theory to be 

placed upon drawer of check, and not on payee who is 

presumably receiving a flat sum to which he is entitled.

Relation of Clearance to American Banking.

(a) Check collection system has become closely interwoven 

with nredeposited reserve" plan.

(b) Abolition of latter necessarily means provision for

former
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(c) Hence effort of reserve system to utilize machinery 

provided by it in order to take care of collections 

for member banks.

(d) In absence of such service, member banks would have 

to go on paying city banks for performance of func

tions now technically rendered by reserve banks.

(e) Clearing thus an integral part of reserve system, 

essential to smooth wording of reserve institutions*

(f) Experience shows that work can be cheaply done by 

reserve banks, and that eventually with all banks 

joining m  collection plan, cost would be reduced to 

low figure.

(g) Opposition of banks due to desire not to lose profit 

from exchange on checks, and feeling that reserve col

lection system subjects them to unnecessary oversight 

or an extra expense through keeping funds in cities in 

addition to funds held with reserve banks.

Clearance Systems Abroad and at Home.

(a) On Continent problem does not appear m  same form as 

here owing to preponderating use of note currency and 

low development of check.

(b) In England situation is likewise different owing to 

absence of fixed reserve requirements and small area 

of country.
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(c) Clearing system., therefore, an American problem, 

rendered special because of (1) extensive use of 

check system, (2) great siae of country, (3) fixed 

reserve requirements, and (4) difference of view as 

to whether uncollected items should or should not 

figure m  "reserve balances.n

(d) In United States experience of widely diffused sys

tem of competitive institutions without central or 

combined banking, has until lately, rendered issue 

difficult of settlement.

f ' Reserve system with its arrangement for cooperation 

will eliminate much of this difficulty.

3/8/17
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COMMERCIAL PAPER - ITS VARIETIES AND PECULIARITIES

Meaning of Conmercial Pape r .

(a) Commercial paper is the material ir which banks deal

(b) It is the evidence of conmercial transactions*

(c) Hence no rigid definition of commercial paper can be 

given apart from general principles on which bank is 

conducted - i* e., commercial paper m  one country 

may be different from commercial paper elsewhere.

Significance of. Commercial Paper.

(a) Terms, condition and basis of commercial paper de

termine liquidity of bank and ability to get its 

funds m  hand when needed.

(b) Legal principles and practices surrounding commercial 

paper determine validity of bank1? operations and re

lation to business community*

(c) Volume of commercial paper offered ax any given time 

is index to volume of transactions of community.

Classes of Commercial Paper*

(a) Single-name paper - ordinary commercial note or 

promise to pay.

(b) Endorsed single-name paper - additional signature 

being merely additional evidence of goodness*
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(c) Bill of exchange drawn by seller on buyer, or^two- 

name" paper evidencing commercial transaction.

(d) Bankers' acceptance * bill of exchange dr*awn on 

bank and accepted by latter on behalf of someone 

else.

(e) Endorsed acceptance - same as above, but with addi

tional guarantee.

(f) Collateral note - single-name papet4 secured by evi

dence of value - sometimes called "commodity paper" 

when collateral consists of claims to staple goods.

May be secured by stock, bonds, etc.

(g) Foreign or domestic bill of exchange accompanied by 

shipping documents, insurance receipts, etc.

(h) Miscellaneous variations of foregoing (see regulations 

of Federal Reserve Board attached hereto).

U. Classification of Commercial Paper.

(a) By maturities - short-term paper usually regarded as 

outgrowth of live or liquid commercial obligations; 

long-term considered less liquid, but both dependent 

on normal term of credit in community for validity.

(b) By protection. Two main classes of protection good 

in process of production, transit, delivery or sale 

and existing values, such as shares, bonds, real
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property, etc. Pure personal credit not a separate 

classification, but merely evidence of belief in 

eventual control of property*

(c) By maker or originator. This relates to the form of 

paper, although certain kinds or ioftns are closely 

alJied with certain kinds of security or protection*

5 : Modes of Testing Commercial Paper.

(a) Test of value of commercial psLper is test of two 

elements - solvency of maker and liquid condition 

of his assets.

(b) Both tests applied by obtaining satisfactory "state

ment". Such statement calls for an underlying ac

counting analysis which varies somewhat from business 

to business.

(c) Valuation of items or property is essential, and may 

be effected through outside appraisement by way of 

checking validity of statement.

(d) Ascertainment of reliability of commercial credit in

volves elaborate study of variety of factors - this 

accomplished through credit agencies and reports of 

investigators.

(e) Commercial paper rating is composite product of judg

ment as to solvency of maker, and judgment as to prompt-

t
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. n@as bf payment; due to liquid condition of persons 

directly liable.

(f) Woi*k 6f testing credit is impbrtant phase of banking 

and usually entrusted to separate division in charge 

of experts; while officers of banks spend much of 

their time-in credit analysis.

(g) Direction of credit analysis varies according to pre

ponderating activities of bank; whether chiefly em

ployed in short-term commercial loans; loans on stock; 

or other forms of enterprise.

6. Commercial Paper and Currency.

(a) Sound theory of bank currency bases its volume on 

volume of transactions.

(b) Commercial paper is evidence of transaction; hence 

kind and quality of commercial paper has intimate re

lation to currency.

(c) Most modern banking systems regulate note issue by 

relation to commercial paper.

(d) Federal Reserve Act provides for segregation of 100$ ■ 

commercial paper behind notes.

(e) Absence of such protection deprives bank of steady 

flow of funds with which to provide for liquidation

. of notes when presented for redemption.
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7• Rediscount of Commercial Parer*

(a) Reliability bf paper increases as number of sbuhd 

endorsements increase's*

(b) Best form of commercial frâ ei1 is that growing out bf 

business transactions with-guarantee of strong finan- 

c ial'instituti ons.

(c) Rediscounted paper is paper discounted by one finan

cial institution for another* Such paper constitutes 

best protection of notes.

(d) Bank rediscounting primarily concerned with solvency 

of concerns presenting paper - only indirectly with 

that of maker - work of judging, as well as that of 

carrying, responsibility, is thus divided.

8. Purchase of Commercial Paper.

(a) Different from rediscounting in that it must be paid 

for, while in rediscounting proceeds are credited.

(b) Moreover, in purchase, paper may be bought with or 

without recourse.

(c) Such open market purchases are, therefore, a second

ary field of operation after rediscounting has been 

resorted to and fails to supply the volume needed.

(d) Purchase of paper necessary as expedient of market 

in which bills and notes are freely offered for sale,
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and m  which interest rates are fixed as the result

of competition.

9« Principles of Development of "Portfolio”.

(a) Careful selection of paper with view to maturity.

(b) Selection of paper with view to diffusion of liability.

(c) Selection of paper with view to division of makers

between different industries.

(d) Selection of paper with view to geographic distribution.

(e) Selection of paper with view to equalization of sizes

of unite.

(f) Main object is to secure compensating or balanced 

holding of paper in vtfiich risks offset one another.

i •
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TESTING THE CONDITION OF THE BORROWER - HlS 
BUSINESS ELIGIBILITY.

1- Significance of Borrower!s Condataon.

(a) From the preceding discussion it is evident that hank 

depends upon ho'rower for maintenance or convertibility,, 

of credit# Bank guarantees convertibility, but guar

antee can not be fulfilled unless average judgment of 

condition of borrower is sound.

(b) Ascertainment of actual condition of borrower is, there

fore, essential factor in bank's operations#

(c) Borrower's analysis of his own condition and observance 

of sound principles necessary in order to enable him 

to meet obligations.

(d) Two-fold problem thus presented (1) What is "soundness" 

in condition of borrower, and (2) What method can best 

be used by bank to protect itself against deceit and 

imposition#

(e) Questions thus raised partly those of accounting and 

partly those of obtaining quick information.

2. Analysis of Borrower's Condiu-on.

(a) Question of solvency. Bank is, of course, primarily 

interested to know that borrower is souna, but solvency 

is only one fundamental. It must be ascertained by

V I I I .
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usual methods - correct accounting, proper valuation 

of assets, suitable allowance for depreciation, etc*

(b) Banker declines ordinarily to have any relatioii with 

concern which is either insolvent or on verge of in

solvency.

(c) Assuming solvency, banker's primary interest is m  

question of liquidity - he wishes to know whether 

concern is asking for fixed capital or current ac

commodation

(d) If concern wants capital practically on permanent 

loan, amount banker is willing to extend would be 

much smaller1, if what is desired is liquifying of 

short term commercial claims, banker is willing to 

go practically to extent of his resources.

(e) Basis of analysis is relation between tarn over of 

capital and investment, amount of outstanding obli

gations, as compared with incoming or accruing claims; 

"goodness" or liquidity of claims, and current ac

tivities of business which mean salability of pro

ducer's own goods. These factors differ from in

dustry to industry in significance and relative im

portance.

(f) Question of commercial policy. Sound business policy 

essential factor, if concern is large but business
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sapped by excessive dividends or withdrawals, or i£ 

expehse of carrying on business is unduly high; banker 

will hesitate as to extent of loan. Pis effort is to 

obtain details as to policy as accurate as possible*

Criteria of Banker*8 Choice.

(a) As already stated, solvency essential, although bank 

may at times find it wise policy to help a concern 

technically insolvent*

(b) Assuming solvency, banker’s effort is to discriminate 

between long term loans which are liquid and short 

termj or strictly commercial loans.

(c) In long term loans, banker is willing to go to extent 

pexmitted by probability of safety and ultimate liqui

dation if forced. Regards such loans as undesirable 

and to be made only for encouragement of more satis

factory business.

(d) In all applications for loans beyond this basic element 

of long term investment, banker anxious to expand his 

operations so far as resources will permit*

(e) Limitation on operations furnished by desire not to ex

pand beyond point of safety as indicated by capital and 

reserves of institutions, also not to enlarge n s k  in 

any one case beyond point of safety, also not to become
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involved too closely with' affairs of any one concern

or type of business*

(f) Desire of banker is to supply credit to dealers who 

are most successful in rapidly turning over capital, 

not only because of capacity to earn profits, and con

sequent safety, but also because they are most profit

able customers for banks both as to volume and character 

of accommodation sought; Banker mfikes profit from 

rapid turn over of funds; not from long term loans*

U. Relation of Bank to Accounting System.

(a) As already seen, correct accounting is essential*

(b) further, uniform accounting is urgent.

(c) In addition, standardized accounting is desirable*

(d) Business practice in United States is loose as to ac

counting methods*

(e) Hence reliance upon sound firms of accountants who 

examine books, criticize methods and reduce results to 

a somewhat uniform basis, thus permitting of rough 

standardization and comparison.

(f) Banker calls first for statement of condition, and if 

this is unsatisfactory or incomplete, obtains audit 

or analysis, through accounting firm vrtiich advises 

him of condition of affairs, as well as policy as 

shown by. books*

-  53 -
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5• Fixation of Banker to Credit Agencies*

(a) Function of credit agency is to ascertain full facts 

as to conduct of ‘business man in connection with set

tlement of claims against him, state of his business 

as reported by himself, and tested by outside criteria, 

and other matters.

(b) Result is body of data indicating general trustworthi

ness of business man.

(c) Banker relies on data thus furnished in making his loans.

(d) Credit agency data, however, not usually sufficiently

complete, and consequently banker supplements them by 
* /

data obtained through unofficial or private credit 

agencies” These are compiled from a great variety of 

sources with remarks indicating relative value of items 

of information.

6. Organization of Credit Department.

(a) Credit department necessary feature of modern bank.

(b) In large banks consists of elaborate system of files 

in ufcich are embodied all credit data together with 

analyses of borrowers' capacity in regard to accommoda

tion and general financing of business.

(c) Effort of credit department is to furnish on short no

tice tabulated, condensed view of situation of prospective
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■borrower, showing particularly liabilities and their 

maturities, relation of liabilities to quick assets, 

and contingent liabilities, if any, and general status 

of borrower.

(d) Credit department also includes outside staff of regu

larly or sporadically employed individuals who furnish 

data likely to be useful.

/
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IX.

EANK ORGANIZATION AND RELATIONSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS.

1. Function of ^Foreign Exchange”.

(a) As already seen, bank performs function of provicU 

ing means of payment at a distance' and collection

of resulting documents. This is fundamental service 

in foreign exchange operations.

(b) As further seen., bank furnishes credit for the pur

pose of 11 carrying” goods, and this process may imply 

the furnishing of credit during a productive period

- or during a period wfrien the goods are in transit* 

hence commercially out of reach. Latter phase of 

this function is that performed by bank in foreign 

exchange relationship.

(c) Function of supplying capital for investment is per-
»

formed by many banks* and when undertaken by one 

country for another must be carried out through bank

ing mechanic which can make use of foreign exchange 

. methods.

(d) These functions are the ssnuj when performed inter

nationally as when performed domestically* except in 

two particulars (1) Conversion of values from one cur

rency to another* and (2) Transference of funds from

_ jl.012.
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one more or less isolated market to another. "Inter

national trade" and "foreign exchange" “between Maine 

and Canada are conducted on the same principles as 

"domestic trade" between Maine and California.

Effect of Variation in Money Standard.

(a) Money standard of different nations may differ as

to (1) “basic material, or (2) unit value of coin., or

(3) both.

(b) Where material is identical but unit value is differ

ent as, e. g., dollar and pound sterling, fundamental 

function of bank is to convert coined money or its 

representatives into one or the other kind of money, 

buying and selling, according to demand.

(c) Where basic metal is different, as, e. g., American 

dollar (gold) and Chinese dollar (silver), function 

of bank is to deal in gold value expressed in silver, 

and vice versa, and at times to supply gold or silver, 

as the case may be, for export, or to receive and 

sell it.

(d) Where both elements enter, function of bank is -same

as last stated.
\

Organization of International Banking.

(a) If no established relationship between banks of one 

4 country and banks of another, owing to fact that
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they belong to different systems, international work 

of bank is merely that of buying and selling foreign 

currency and claims to credit.

(b) If relationship established, basis for systematic 

trading is laid and credit begins to enter in.

(c) In this case, bank here may- act as agent or correi
f

spondent for a foreign bank, or foreign bank may 

establish actual branch office here, or may arrange 

to control a local institution.
•o

(d) a In every case fundamental change is introduction of

credit into relationship of bank in international deal

ing, which means that payment may be postponed, and 

that bank becomes merchant in international credit 

instead of merchant in.gold and silver.

(e) From internal standpoint this necessitates opening of 

"foreign exchange department" in bank.

(£) Foreign department is usually organized on separate 

basis with separate set of records designed to permit 

of statement of relationship in terms of foreign 

currency, i. e., bank account is altered to permit 

change in basic unit of value, and periodical "conver

sion" must take place. Sometimes also' definite por- 

• tion of bank*s resources is sot apart for trading in 

foreign exchange. Where foreign branch is established
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given "balance" is usually as sighed to such branch)

■and transfers made from time to time to increase its 

resources as occasion requirest Where foreign bank, is 

is designated as correspondent) balance is placed on 

its books to credit of home institution. This balance 

carried in terms of currency of country where foreign 

institution is located.

4. Dealing in Coin and Bullion.

(a) Simplest "foreign" operation is purchase of coin of 

foreign country composed of metal same as domestic' 

standard.

(b) If metal unit of foreign country contains, say, 4*8666 

times as much gold as home unit, bank may purchase title 

to a unit of such gold actually located in foreign 

country. In such case, exchange is at "par" when bank 

is willing to pay exact gold equivalent of foreign unit - 

in this case $4.8666 for one pound sterling.

(c) Modification in problem seen when pound sterling is 

located here and not abroad. In this case purchasing 

value may be $4.8666 less cost of conversion into coin, 

if any, loss of interest due to time metal is idle, etc. 

Assuming existence of such par exchange in two countries 

simultaneously ~ England and America - theoretical price 

to be charged by bank for supplying individual with
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title to pound sterling is gold equivalent plus cost 

of transportation, plus interest in transit, plus 

insurance and other charges, because individual would 

have to incur these expenses if he shipped local gold 

and then sold it to English banks at par. In same way 

theoretical amount home bank will give for title to 

gold in England is gold equivalent less amount equal 

to transportation, insurance, interest, etc., coming 

in opposite direction.

(d) Points above and below gold equivalent ef par which 

will cover shipping and other costs, known as "gold 

points".

(e) If exchange were at gold point, individual would not 

need to rely' on bank, but could effect his 'own deal

ings.

(f) Practical foreign exchange operations, therefore, are 

concerned with fixing actual ratio of exchange at sons 

point intermediate between "gold points".

(g) Problem in foreign exchange is to adjust supply and 

demand in such a way as to avoid shipment of gold.

(h) Real function of bank is thus seen in offsetting or 

clearing international claims with shipment ( and 

conversion ) of as little gold as possible.
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5• Interchange of Sold and Silver.

(a) Foreign exchange operations between gold and silver 

may be simply purchase of silver against gold and 

vice versa.

(b) Or, where credit relationships established, as above 

explained, may be clearance or cancellation of series* 

of credits and debits resulting in net balance which 

is converted from silver into gold and vice versa.

(c) Bank's profits or losses during continuance of opera

tion consist of charges based not merely on regular 

exchange service, but also on conversion of gold into 

silver units according to market variations of one 

metal stated in terms of the other.

(d) In all such operations interchange of metals does 

not necessarily take place in fact, but liability for 

interchange, in case payment Is demanded, is assumed 

by bank.

6- Supply and Demand in International Exchange.

(a) Establishment of selling or buying point for one cur

rency in terms of another evidently dependent on com

parison of volume of claims on one country, as compared 

with demand for remittances.

(b) -Volume of remittances dependent on quantity of goods

2046
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purchased and requiring payment, while volume of 

claims dependent on quantity of goods sold and to be 

paid for.

"Goods" as here used include commodities, services, 

interest and dividends, travelers funds, and variety 

of minor factors - anything giving rise to an indebt

edness.

When such demand or supply is one-sided, artificial 

resources may oe availed of by arranging to create 

credit balances abroad.

This done through ordinary loan arrangements, estab

lishing logins .or credits m  favor of foreign banks. 

Therefore, arrangements giving rise to artificial 

credits suffice to bridge over period until payment 

made m  "goods", or "goods" received. Exports and 

imports eventually equal.
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IX
(Continued)

CLASSES OF PAPER IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE.

1. Fundamental Types of Paper.

(a) "Bill" or "bill of exchange" is the underlying type 

of document.

(b) This represents paper drawn against actual shipments 

of goods from one country to another.

(c) "Bill" in foreign, as in domestic trade, is order 

o to pay specified sum at sight or at maturity.

(d) Differs from domestic bill chiefly in requiring more 

careful protection and frequently in being stated

in terms of a foreign currency.

2. Documents.

(a) Foreign bills usually protected by "documents", in

cluding bills of lading, properly drawn, certificates 

of issuance, hypothecation powers, invoices, consular 

and other certificates, etc.

(b) These documents must be made in accordance with local 

law and administrative regulations, and must give to 

the bank power to facilitate movements of goods, and 

to retain control of them until released.
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(c) "Complete set" of documents practically places in 

hands of bank control over goods constituting basis 

of credit extended.

3. Clean Bills.

(a) By "clean bills" are meant bills without documents♦
attached.

(b) Protection of banker purchasing clean bills dependent 

entirely on credit standing of persons against whom 

drawn,, and eventual liability of drawer.

(c) In case of accommodation based on clean bills, ad

vance is practically a loan on two-name paper.

(d) Documented bill becomes identical with clean bill 

when banker releases the documents to consignee of the 

merchandise, though he may protect himself by so*, 

called "trust receipts" which establish different 

legal status for borrower.

4. Finance Bills.

(a) By finance bill is meant bill drawn for purpose of 

providing funds to meet requirements, independent of 

actual shipments of goods.

(b) Finance bills may be drawn for the purpose of offset

ting difference between exports and imports, or for 

any other purpose requiring immediate funds.
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(c) Such bills are really drafts against loans negotiated 

with foreign bankers.

(d) Protection for finance bills may be collateral of any 

kind placed with concern agreeing to make payment of 

bills which are thus drawn.

5. Commercial Letters of Credit.

(a) By commercial letter of credit is meant authorization 

issued to importer in order to enable him to obtain 

goods abroad to be paid for by bank in foreign country, 

which in turn collects from bank at home extending 

credit.

(b) This enables purchase of merchandise on cash basis.

(c) Banker who furnishes the credit does not ask for pay

ment until maturity of draft and arrival of goods.

(d) Banker is thus protected by ownership of goods until 

their arrival and release to importer.

(e) Confirmed letter of credit is one that can not be re

voked without consent of payee.

6. Types of Paper in International Trade.

(a) From foregoing it is seen that loans or advances in 

international trade are same as in domestic trade.

(b) Form, however, is different owing to closer adherence 

to commercial movements of goods as basis for business.
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(c) Protection is more thoroughly worked out than in most 

bank loans at home, partly owing to varying legal re

quirements of different countries, and partly owing to 

uncertainty as to exact financial or business conditions 

surrounding each transaction.

(d) Technique of management of paper also differs, inasmuch 

an complex relation between banks is introduced, and 

hence the necessity for some provision protecting such 

banks1 interests against one another, as well as against 

borrower.

(e) Foreign trade also implies continuous maintenance of 

given sum of banking capital m  financing trade in 

given district, and effort so far as possible to have 

movements of goods and operations for financing such 

-movements offset one another so as to have credits, as 

well as shipments of goods, cancel as nearly as possible.

*
d

i

4/5/17.
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•X

THE FOREIGN EXCHANGE’ MARKET . ITS ORGANIZATION AND METHODS*

Idea of "Market11.

(a) General conception is same as that-of any other market* .

i. .e., aggregate of buyers and sellers who deal with 

one' another*

(b) Analysis of market thus becomes analysis of supply of 

bills drawn in foreign transactions, and analysis of 

demand for such bills or remittances growing out of them.

(c) Associated with this analysis of demand and supply is 

analysis of agencies for performing work, including both 

the methods of dealers and of middlemen and speculators.

Origin of Bills. .

(a) Supply of foreign exchange is supply of instruments of 

value growing out of all those transactions which give 

rise to claims by one country on another.

(b) As already seen these are claims originating chiefly as 

follows: (l) raw or manufactured products purchased; (2) 

securities bought; (3) interest upon capital invested 

abroad; (4) money borrowed; (5 ) expenses of travelers;

(6) freight and insurance.

(c) % Demand for remittances is converse of above, i. e., is

due to the need of meeting obligations growing out of
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transactions based on these same elements.

(d) Distribution of control of foreign exchange naturally 

adjusts itself according to character of operations, 

one class of remittances originating with customers of 

given kind of institution, another with another.

•

3 . Commercial Banks and Their Operations.

(a) As seen in former analysis, foreign exchange function 

of commercial bank is that of opening credits for pay

ment of goods, and making transfers - latter function 

grows out-of or is dependent on former.

(b) Customers of commercial banks are exporters and importers 

who want to have bank finance movement -of goods. Such 

operations give rise to balance in favor of or against 

banks abroad, and to some extent■"clearw on books*

(c) Remittances called'for may be necessitated in order to 

offset or liquidate balances, or to enable individual 

simply to sell or transfer funds.

(d) Commercial banks may purchase and sell bills -or remit

tances in this way, waiting for maturity of obligations 

and pay-*.ngwand offestting them then, or they may buy and 

sell drafts or claims of different maturities, engaging 

in exchange business with other banks in domestic 

field or abroad. This trading process may be intended

- 68 -
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either as a means of making earnings or as a means of 

insurance against loss.

Private Banker and "International Banker11.

(a) Operations of private and international hankers.are 

usually either brokerage or finance operations.

(b) Concerns of this kind have connections or branches 

abroad, and find a profit in transfers of funds in order 

to take advantage of varying rates of interest to pur

chase or carry securities abroad, or to use foreign 

funds in home market

(c) Such operations give rise to ,Tfinance bills" which

do not grow out of any distinct commercial, operations, 

although eventually liquidated by movement of specie or 

goods.

(d) Bankers1 acceptances may be used in international trade 

to create balances for the purposes before mentioned, 

or they may grow out of actual commercial transactions, 

and may then be marketed through private or international 

bankers.

5- Brokers and Middlemen.

(a) Inasmuch as no definitely established market for foreign 

exchange exists, there is field for service of broker or 

middleman.
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(b) This service may he merely conveying of information 

from hank to hank and carrying through of transactions 

necessary for interchange of claims- Or it may consist 

in actual purchase of hills and sale to someone else, 

in which case broker or middleman approximates to pri

vate banker.

(c) Some houses engaged in international trade conduct for-
%

eign exchange departments which operate not only in ex- 

change growing out of business of the concerns, hut also 

out of other business, thus becoming practically foreign 

exchange brokers in addition to other functions*

6- Work of Commercial Houses.

(a) Normally commercial house merely opens credit with 

necessary, or disposes of drafts as case may he*

(h) Commercial house may, however, foresee fluctuations of 

exchange market, and hence contract with hank for pur

chase or delivery of exchange at future dates in specified 

amounts at contract rates.

(c) Commercial house may actually purchase hills and hold
#

them in order to supply itself with remittances at 

future time.

(d) In all such cases commercial house becomes speculative 

factor in exchange market.
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• Mechanism of Market.

(a) As just seen, market contains several classes of factors 

differently organized.

(b) No definite meeting place or'basis of interchange.

(c) Nevertheless stable quotations established through action 

of large dealers in fixing their rates.

(d) Competition then results in "shading"'of rates with 

modification for various transactions because of special 

conditions influencing them.

(e) Government interference with movement of specie, or Gov

ernment action for supplying or withholding remittances 

establishes artificial conditions, and either introduces 

new factor in market, or sets limit to fluctuations, as 

case may be.
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XI.

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF CAPITAL.

1* Character of Demand for Capitals

(a) Rate of interest a payment for capital not money.

(b) Rates to he earned determine rates that will he offered.

(c) International competition the same in theory as com^ 

petition between individuals or localities.

2. Form of Foreign Loans.

(a) When short in form; merely give rise to.hankers' balances 

carried on hooks; or short term paper of ordinary "fin

ance" varieties.
\

(h) When longer; are represented.by bonds as in case of 

other loans.

(c) In either case require to he placed with investor or 

holder-

3- Mode of Payment of Foreign Loans.

(a) This best approached by considering purpose of such 

loans.

(b) Such purpose is not that of getting control of.;.monev 

except in rare instances.

(c) It is rather the getting control of goods either for 

consumption or production.
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(d) Foreign loans are thus essentially transfers of goods 

(although sometimes of money) in exchange for obliga

tions.

U. Effect of Foreign Loans on International Balance of Trade.

(a) Creates permanent item of interest.

(b) To the extent or amount of such items it becomes no 

longer necessary to ship goods to make up full mer

chandize balance.

(c) Loan.- operations affect exchange market directly by 

leading to necessity of supply of exchange to meet 

obligations.

5* Control of Exchange and Monetary-Movements.

(a) Method is to supply exchange or withhold it.

(b) This method practiced on short term basis by bankers 

in order to equalize temporary differences in supply 

of bills growing out of commercial shipments.

(c) When movement of specie is continuously against a 

country, Government may undertake to supply exchange 

through the placing of public obligations or through 

other artificial methods of meeting demands (illustra

tion afforded by "gold pool" established in the United 

States at opening of European war).

■ 73 -
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(d) At times the practice of artifacially furnishing ex

change may be adopted as regular basis of control of 

monetary relationships by Government, as seen in the 

case of India and the Philippine Islands.

6- Effect of Specie Movement.

(a) Eventually it is necessary to liquidate trade balance 

which is continuously unfavorable by shipment of specie 

due to fact that conditions of sale of securities are 

likely to be unfavorable if plan of such sale is carried * 

too far.

(b) When specie moves from one country to another it usually 

goes into bank reserves.

(c) Effect is to increase lending power of banks, hence to 

reduce rates of interest.

(d) Effect of this reduction is to supply buying power and 

to raise prices, while through influence on the invest

ment of capital the tendency is to cut rates of interest.

(e) In consequence country tends to increase in cost of 

production and loses its competitive advantage.

(f) ' Under ordinary conditions this results in gradually re~

storing balance of trade.

7• Debtor and Creditor Countries.

- 74 ~

(a) Creditor countries are those in which process of saving
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and. investing capital has resulted m  more or less com

plete utilization of domestic resources leaving invest

ment surplus for use abhoad.

(b) Debtor countries are those m  which funds have been needed 

for local use, and because ordinary interest returns have 

been higher.

(c) Creditor countries are able to maintain their hold on 

trade of debtors by dictating form m  which remittances 

shall be made, and by offering satisfactory financial 

market for disposal of bills.

(d) This ordinarily means that creditor countries are bankers 

for others*

8» International Position of United States.

(a) Before war - borrower not engaged in financing foreign 

trade - in debt about 2 billions.

(b) Since war - lender and financier of foreign trade.

(c) Future - depends on intensity of desire to develop own

' country as against operations in foreign countries.

- 75 -
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XII.

RATES AND COMPETITION FOR CAPITAL.

Distinction EetweeA Long Term and Short Tertn Competition.

(a) Long tenn capital is supplied through mechanisrfa already 

studied, said distribution depends upon conditions govern*
i

ing investments.

(b) Short tern capital is supplied for temporary or short term 

operations; and may not require or presuppose any long term 

investment.

(c) International money market may; therefore; be afforded by 

country which has no surplus capital for investment; al

though ordinarily country vrtiich is large lender of capital 

also develops banking machinery for short tern operations.
t

(d) Short term competition primarily a matter of discount rates 

and banking facilities; long term is matter of investment 

and financing.

Mechanism of International Money Market.

(a) Essential, factor is rate of discount which can'be allowed 

on the use of banking funds for facilitating movement of 

goods.

(b) Second essential factor is ability to furnish actual bank

ing conveniences for collections; opening of credits; etc.

2061
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(c) Third essential is ability to operate banks under most 

economical method and with approved types of paper.

(d) Fourth escential is satisfactory trade relations with for

eign countries so that "market” is not disturbed by undue 

difficulties with trade balance.

3. Methods of International Payments.

(a) These ahe selected by agreement or contract.

(b) Effort of tankers conhected with giveii market is to have 

merchants settle balances by "bills" drawn on market with 

which such bankers are Connected*

(e) in times past "sterlihg bill** was standard method of settle

ment fcecdttee df facilities held but by England*
*

(d) Selection of money unit in which to draw bills is determined 

by conditions governing sale of such bills.

(e) Bills drawn usually distributed by currency omit according 

to market on which they are drawn in first instance., while' 

bills which would ordinarily be drawn on minor markets are 

shifted to major markets according to facilities for sale 

or disposition as already indicated.

Conditions Determining Location of Financing.

(a) Fundamental consideration is level of discount*. • rates for 

first class commercial paper.

-  J 7  -  1012.
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(b) Development of banking with branches and agencies and other 
1 /

international connections, has important influence.

(c) Extent of country's financial interests abroad, investments 

in foreign countries, etc*? has underlying influence in 

directing business to home market.

(d) Character of country's foreign business and degree of per-, 

manence tend to influence permanence of foreign financing 

which comes to it.

5* International Competition Among Bankers.

(a) Bank which has abundance of funds desires to have bills 

drawn on it and thus keep its funds employed.

(b) When funds are fully occupied, banker endeavors to secure 

assistance 9$ some intermediary country by arranging to 

draw bills on it (illustrated by present position of United 

States and Great Britain).

(c) Selection of intermediary country depends on cost of estab

lishing bankers' balances there. This depends somewhat on 

international arrangements, and somewhat on prevailing rates 

of interest.

(d) One determining influence at any given time may be condition 

of balance of trade which affects exchange rates, and so 

alters basic cost of providing remittances.
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*

%

6. Influence of Balance of Trade.

(a) In general, in order to carry on financial relations with 

any country, basis must be laid by establishment of good 

commercial relations.

(b) This means that extension of banking business abroad is 

associated with extension of said of goods.

(c) Financial facilities also react, as already seen, upon 

development of commercial business*

(d) Summary: - Basic considerations influencing short tera 

financing and current sale of goods found in relative dis

count levels of trading countries and in conditions sur

rounding export of capital.

V27/17
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XIII.

• MONET PRICES, AND CREDIT.

1. Definition of Money Value.
(a) Price a statement of relationship between goods and money.
(b) Money not a final good in itself, but a means of transi

tion to some other goodi
(c) Hence price really a mode of expressing the value of any 

one good or article in terms of all other goods or articles*
(d) "Value of money" is converse of other expressions of value 

which State such value in terms of money.

1012.

2. Theory of Prices.
(a) Theory of prices is analysis of factors governing rela

tionship between money and goods.
(b) If "money" were an abstract purchasing power or unit 

representing control over an aggregate of different goods, 
theory of prices would be theory of values .in general.

(c) When money is introduced, peculiarity of the analysis is 
seen in fact that it is narrowed so as to bear specially 
upon elements relating to the exchange power of the mo ioy- 
article.

(d) Most discussions of prices thus tend to become special 
discussions of factors directly influencing the value of
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money itself. -While factors of value which are common 

to all classes of goods are taken for granted.

Corif lie tin fe. Views of Prices*

(a) Original "quantitative” theory of money states that

prices vary according to variations in supply of money.

(to) As economic activities toecame more complex, this neces

sitated various refinements upon definition of "quantity 

of money. ”

(c) Eventually there was developed the so-called "credit 

theory of prices," which regarded price as outcome of 

aggregate of factors representing purchasing power.

(d) Principal difference between conflicting theories found 

in definition assigned to term money, and in analysis 

of factors influencing its supply.

Nature of C re d it . .

(a) Various definitions tout two chiefly in opposition:

(1) That credit is a "short sale of money", i* e., 

merely a deferred agreement to deliver, money. (2)

That credit is purchasing power based on the possession 

of goods and merely stated in terms of money. The 

latter idea the correct one.

(b) Object of using credit to dispense with use of money (l)
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‘because of expense of using itj (2) "because of greater 

speed and convenience without it.

5. Effect of Use of Credit.

(a) Two primary or ..original views on the topic, (l) That 

use of credit is equivalent in effect to use of money and 

affects prices in same way. (2 ) That credit acts as 

substitute for money, and relieves money of demand which 

would otherwise fall on it, prices being simply trans

ferred to credit exchanges from the money exchange.

(b) Electric view more recently developed is combination of 

foregoing and is that credit and money normally operate 

together as media of demand for commodities; relation 

between money and commodities being established by com

parison of demand and supply in exchange system of which 

credit forms integral part.

6 . Relation of Credit to Prices.

(a) Under any given conditions if sew volume of goods comes 

into existence they lead to creation of credit at banks 

and elsevAiere sufficient to effect their exchange. In

such case no influence on prices, but some strain which wouj<‘. 

have fallen on money is lifted off.

(b) In certain cases credit may be granted out of proportion
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to real values created or exchange work to he dohe. Such 

exchange of credit may lead to undue amount of purchasing 

power in certain hands., and this tends to increase demand 

for commodities, hence causes rise of prices.

(c) In either case over*-conservatism or ’'panic" may lead to 

withholding of credit which would otherwise have been 

granted. This may lead to lessening of demand for com., 

modities, hence fall of prices.

(d) In some cases derangement of normal credit arrangements 

may result in unusual call for money to settle with; 

prices, however, remaining unchanged.

The Bank and the Money Supply.

(a) Two views regarding the function of ..bank in relation to 

money, (1) one treats 'It as a means of providing a sub

stitute for money. (2) the other as a means of effecting 

transactions without the necessity of any reference to 

money.

(b) First effect of banking operations is to provide means 

of exchange which economize or reduce necessary use of 

money.

(c) Secondary effect is to render circulation of money much 

more rapid, thereby enabling a given quantity of money 

to perform larger number of exchanges.
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(d) Incidental effect of banking is to equalize stocks of 

money, and hence to bring about equilibrium of prices 

both locally and internationally.

8. Relation of Banking to Price Level.

(a) Eanking cc^es into existence on basis of established 

price level. Relation of bank to this existing price 

level is one of steady and constant modification.

(b) Effect of bank operations is to stimulate exchange and
if

production, while encouraging use of money stock as bank

ing reserve.

(c) Rise or fall of reserve tends to affect supply of credit, 

hence to increase or decrease means of transferring goods.

(d) Fluctuation in supply of bank credit also tends to in

fluence direct payment for goods, hence to affect prices.

■(e) Such influence on prices tends to bring about readjustment 

of money domestically or internationally, hence to estab

lish similar relationships between money and goods through^ 

out -world.

(f) Bank in p- is thus direct influence through which price level 

is altered (l) by reflecting change in activity of the 

process of exchange and in the conditions of supply of 

credit, (2) by directly affecting the supply of bank 

credit itself through changes in reserves, and hence iA
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the volume of credit which can be extended by bank at 

given t ime•

9. Ultimate Problem of Prices as Influenced by Banking Credit.

(a) If bank credit merely eliminates certain transactions
9

from entering into money exchange,, effect of banking upon ■ 

price pr.j.Dl3ra is negligible frcnilong-range standpoint al

though significant temporarily, and prices are basical'..; 

established in that range of operations which are conducted 

on a money basis.'

(b) If bank credit is merely a substitute for money, foregoing 

conclusion must hold generally good.

(c) If bank credit is regarded as one element among factors of 

demand, coordinate with money, fluctuations in bank credit 

are real fluctuations in demand for goods, hence bank 

credit may be regarded as playing the same part as 

additional "money11 supply, and prices may be considered 

with bank credit treated as an essential element in equation.

(d) From this standpoint, analysis of price becomes largely 

analyses of all factors tending to influence activities 

of exchange, and convertibility of goods into purchasing 

power.

5/3/17.
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XIV.

EANKING AND ITS RELATION TO MONEY AND PRICES 
(Continued)

1. Mechanism of Money and Banking.

(a) Under co»iditions where money is used as medium of ex

change?, hut no hanking or credit system in operation, 

assume creation of hanking mechanism*

(h) Immediate/effect is to withdraw portion of circulating 

medium and simultaneously provide a credit mechanism 

capable of supplying a means of effecting exchanges as 

needed, up to much larger amount*

(c) Banks stand ready to provide this circulating medium hy 

converting claims upon wealth into means of payment, or, 

in ether words, ''extending fcredit."

(d) This system enables owner of wealth to make direct pay

ment for other wealth in form acceptable to owner thereof*

(e) Process dobs not create new wealth, but renders process 

of exchange more active and simple, than would be true 

without it*

(f) Process makes a demand for a given sum of money in the 

first instance for use as "reserve", but also facilitates 

transactions which might otherwise have required use of 

money, and at the same time renders possible or brings 

into existence transactions that otherwise would probably
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not have teen “undertaken.

(g) Credit mechanism thus both constitutes demand for money 

and influences supply of it, obviating the necessity 

for as large* a coinage as would otherwise occur.

Adjustment of Level nf Money Supply.

(a) Banking system undertakes to place money where it will 

yield largest returns,, in convenience as measured by 

interest rate.

(b) Hence if bank reserve has been undtily lessened in any 

country, owing to growth of credit structure with re

sulting increase in discount rate, banking mechanism 

shifts specie to that point*

(c) Effect is to prevent undue increase in price level re

sulting from cost of bank credit as element in-cost of 

production, or from temporary curtailment of demand due 

to inability or indisposition of local bank to provide 

additional amounts of credit on books.

(d) Process of readjustment of Specie supply thus carried 

out establishes stable relationship between credit dystem 

of world and underlying money basis.

Relation sf Reserve to Amount of Credit.

(a) This relationship not constant either geographically or
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chronologically.

(b) Amount of credit which can he safely sustained by a 

given reserve varies widely in accordance with several 

factors.

(c) Hence no positive statement to be made concerning extent 

to which credit is'"substitute" for money.

(d) Credit instruments as medium of exchange also vary in 

ability to satisfy wishes of community, public being at 

some times mere ready to employ credit instruments than 

at others.

Relation of Credit System to "Raoiditv of Circulation11.

(a) Rapidity of circulation recognized by all economists 

as factor in real money "supply.v

(b) Must likewise berrecognized as factox* in credit supply, 

since efficiency and availability of credit are rendered 

greater when given amount of credit is rendered more able 

to exchange goods, through improved methods.

(c) Renee Variation in activity of credit mechanism implies 

variation in extent and effectiveness of current or im

mediate demand.for goods.

Credit System and Prices.
\

(a) Credit system is thus seen as an arrangement or mechanism
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which operates to affect the strength of every factor 

entering into the determination of prices.

(b) May correctly be regarded as affording means of providing 

a "substitute for money" at times, or as rendering money 

more efficient.

(c) This, however, is only incidental effect ofc its operation.

(d) Credit system affords entirely new medium within vrtiich 

different factors influencing demand and supply of goods 

and money act upon one another*

(e) Even if conceded that change in quantity of money pro

puces an exactly corresponding change in prices, this 

could be true only under stable or assumed condition as

to use of credit, because change in such condition changes 

relationship between othSr factors in price equation.

(f) Credit itself, as already seen, does not constitute 

"demand for goods"; but demand is, at least potentially, 

present in some form before credit is extended.

(g) Money must be included among gbods, not only because of 

circulation power, but because constituent metal has a 

value of its own.

(h) Money, however, not to be regarded as a medium through 

which all exchange must ultimately of theoretically be 

effected, but as simply an element entering into the gen

eral equation of demand and supply.
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6- General Summary.

Banking and ‘bank credit sure to "be regarded as proces
ses or means whereby exchange system of the world is 

facilitated and demand for goods is rendered more 

steady and effective. Inasmuch as extension of hank 

credit, and credit system as a whole, are processes 

without any eventual value in themselves, they are not 

substitutes for money, but are means of creating a 

condition of exchange in which money occupies a place 

different from that otherwise to be assigned to itj 

Priced can not be discussed without reference to 

credit sittiation since this tends to influence them 

both absolutely and relatively because it affects the 

conditions under which demand is exerted. Money is 

one element in a great aggregate of goods. It has 

a value dependent upon a variety of different elements 

of use. Prices can not be regarded as based upon a 

theoretical comparison of the total valume of money 

in existence with a given total of goods to be ex- . 

changed. Neither element in such an equation is 

stable at any moment, but both are variable.

5/10/1?.
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GUR3EN: BA'TCjlNG PROEMS OF THE bNITED STATES

Problem of a Combined Gold Reserve.

(a) Effect of Federal Reserve Act (1) Establishment of partial 

and incomplete system of organization shared in by about 

one-haIf banking capital and surplus of country* (2) Crea

tion of e partial combination Or concentration of gold 

reserve. (3 ) Inaaguration of system of Federal oversight 

whirhj however, has no means of direct cooperation with 

State aothorxtiep. (
(b) New system has shown stself effective as stabilizer of 

credit m  peaceful times Not tested as yet by panic or 

international pressure or by severe government financing*

(c) Question now to be met m  this connection is the means of 

securing organization of complete system able to carry the 

load of public demands and maintain convertibility of 

whole credit structure.

Problem of Elastic and Sound Currency.

(a) Coexistence of variety of different kmdo of note issues, 

including three classes of bank note*

(b) Difficulty of eliminating bond security behrnd notes, 1 d 

'putting issues upon a basis of sound comme iu paper.

(c) Failure to recognize bank note as form of credjt, he^ce
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tendency to include it as 'bank reserve in State institutions.

(d) Difficulty of securing note issue based solely on commer

cial paper instead of on bonds or long term investments.

Problem of Introducing Sound Method of Financing Business
With Commercial Paper.

(a) Prevalence of single name paper type of loan.

(b) Obstacles to introduction of trade acceptance and bankers 

acceptance.

(c) Special conditions under ijhich discount market must be 

developed.

(d) Federal Reserve system provides for several technically 

separate discount markets, connected by the Federal Reserve 

system of oversight. This is a new mode of dealing with the 

banking question and requires the application of new methods.

Problem of Relation of Government to Banking; System.

(a) Federal Reserve system, though technically fiscal agent of 

Government, not yet performing more than routine functions.

(b) With peace maintained, problem would have been that of 

gradually taking over subtreasury duties.

(c) In view of condition of war, chief problem becomes that
0

of aiding in flotation of loans and in keeping banking 

system as sound and liquid as possible as outstanding obli-
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gations increase*

(d) In modern government loans., public obligations tend to be

come a staple banking paper, and hence the basis of advances. 

Problem of reserve system is to prevent dangerous inflation 

based on such advances.

5. Problem of Uniform Collection and Clearance System.

(a) Maintenance of erroneous collection system by considerable 

number of banks based on faulty reserve plan has continued 

down to date*

(b) Retention of deposits of country bank funds in cities where 

they are leaned on call leads to a desire to use these funds 

to "carry" the collections.

(c) Opposition to prompt and cheap collection owing to existence 

of large number of artificially created institutions, likely 

to persevere.

6. Problem of Uniform Management, or Oversight, of All Classes
of Banks*

(a) Conflicting State laws and regulations differing from those 

of national Government.

(b) Lack of any accepted principle of classifying different kinds 

of banking operations and dividing them among different (and 

mutually exclusive) types of institutions.
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(c) Lack of uniform policy regarding loans, discount rates, and 

banking policy throughout country*

(d) Competition for retention of institutions under State super

vision, resulting in concessions regarding reserves, manage

ment and otner details of operation*

5/iVx?
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For release Sunday, a. m*. February 11, 1917.
1014

February 10, 1917-

MEi/iORANDUM FOR THE PRESS.

Mr* William L. Saunders has been elected a Class T'C" Di

rector of the Federal Reserve Bank of NewYork in the place 

of Mr. Charles Starek, resigned, for the term ending Decem

ber 3 1, 1917.

Mr. Saunders is President of the Rand Drill Company, 

and prominently identified with other business interests in 

New York and New Jersey. He has been twice Mayor of Plain- 

field, N. J., which is his home, a member of the New Jersey 

Harbor Commission, the New Jersey Board of Commerce and 

Navigation, is Vice Chairman of the Naval Consulting Board 

and holds other like offices* He has business offices at 

No. 11, Broadway, New "York.
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BE IT ENACTED BY THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED,

That the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized 
 ̂ and directed to receive deposits of gold coin or of gold certifi

cates with the Treasurer or any Assistant Treasurer of the United 
States when tendered by any Federal reserve bank or Federal re
serve agent for credit to its or his account with the Federal Re
serve Board. The Secretary shall prescribe by regulation the form 
of receipt to be issued by the Treasurer or Assistant Treasurer +o 

9 * the Federal reserve bank or Federal reserve agent making the de
posit, and a duplicate of such receipt Shal be delivered to the 
Federal Reserve Board by the Treasurer at iVashihg+on upon proper 
advices from any Assistant Treasurer that such deposit has been 
made* Deposits so made shall be held subject to the orders of 
the Federal Reserve Board and shall be payable m  gold c om or gold 
certificates on the order of the Federal Reserve Board to any Fed
eral reserve bank or Federal reserve agent at the Treasury or at 
the subtreasury of the United States nearest the place of business 
of such Federal reserve bank or such Federal reserve agent, Provided, 
however, That any expense incurred m  shipping gold to or from the 

, Treasury or §ubtreasunes m  order to make such payments, or as a
result of making such payments, shall be paid by the Federal Re
serve Board andassessed against the Federal reserve banks* The 
order used by the Federal Reserve Board in making such payments 
shall be signed by the Governor, or Vice Governor, or such other 

- officers or members as the Eoard may by regulation prescribe. The
form of such order 3nall be approved by the Secretary of the Trea
sury*

The expenses necessarily incurred m  carry mg, out the 
provisions of this Act, including the cost of the certificates or 
receipts issued for deposits received, and all expenses incident 

• to the handling of such deposits shall be paid by the Federal Re
serve Board and included m  its assessments against the several 
Federal reserve banks.

• Gold deposits standing to the credit of any Federal re
serve bank with the Federal Reserve Board shall, at the option of 
said bank, be counted as part of the lawful reserve which it is 
required to maintain against outstanding federal reserve notes, or 
as a part of the reserve it is required to maintain against deposits*

4 "Nothing in this Act shall be construed as amending the
, Act of March lU, 1300, as amended by the Acts of March 4, 1907 and

March 2, 1911, nor shall the provisions of that Act be construed to 
1 apply to the deposits made or to the receipts or certificates

issued under this Act.11
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LETTER OF COUNTRY BANKER IN TEXAS TO 

R- L. VAN ZANDT, GOVERNOR, FEDERAL RESERVE EA'IK OF DALLAS.

nI have tried to keep in touch with the purposes and 
objects of the Federal Reserve Act as well as a busy man could 
who was not charged with the administration of any part of it.
There is ..no question in my mind but that the System will event
ually prove to be one of the very best bank acts m  the world, 
after it has been seasoned and amended by years of experience.

"In view of the fact that the presem is an epoch 
making period m  the history of our country (and particularly 
so in a financial way) I am defply interested both as a banker 
and citizen m  making use of every instrument at command for 
fortifying ourselves against the coming evil day.

"It occurs to me that just at this time the thing of 
most pressing importance is the getting under the control of the 
Federal Reserve Banks as large a percentage as possible of all the 
gold in the United States where it can be advantageously used to 
protect the Government as well as the business interests of the 
country m  an economic way. The recent amendments to the Federal
Reserve Act as recommended by the Federal Reserve Board would mater
ially aid* m  accomplishing this*

"Another thing which, m  my judgment, would help to place 
the country, and particilarly Texas, on a sounder, safer basis, in- 
a business way, would be the liberal use of both trade and bankers [ 
acceptances m  domestic and foreign transactions. Notwithstanding 
the information induscr^aasly circulated by the Federal Reserve Banks, 
very few country merchants and country bankers have ever given the 
matter, so far as I ara. able to judge, any serious thought or tried 
to make use of them, and but few of the wholesalers, jobbers, grain 
dealers, oil mills, lumbermen and manufacturers m  the State have 
made general use of either. If they were in general use I believe 
a broad market for such bills would soon develop,and if country 
bankers could buy prime bills for thirty, si-\ty and ninety days' 
maturixy from their correspondence in Texas or from brokers m  the 
principal Texas cities, a lot of these short maturities would be 
taken by country banks at any rate in advanre of the usual 2$ on 
balances. In this way a lot of us fellows could loan much clo&er 
and at the same time always have paper that could be quickly re
discounted with our Federal Bank if some emergency should arise. I 
understand, of course, that these bills can be bought at this tine 

* in New York, but I want to see Texas business men make use of all 
the good things going and Texas finance herself in so far as is 
possible."
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Ex-officio Members

WILLIAM G. MCADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

Chairm an

W. P. G. HARDING. fcOVERNQR 
PAUL M. W A R B U R G .^Q d ^E R N O R  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 
and  f isc a l  Agent

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

February lH, 19 1 7.

Dear Sir:

A Committee of the federal Reserve Board has recently 
been engaged in reviewing the discount rates now in effect at 
Federal reserve banks, and finds that there is a considerable 
lack of uniformity among them, while in some cases the policy 
followed by one bank is slightly opposed to that of others. A 
summary of the. situation shows that there are in effect at the 
present time thirteen different discount rates, as follows:

1. Collateral notes, 1 to 15 days,
2. Paper maturing within ten days,
3* tl tl n 15 days,
U. U n between 1 1 and 30 da]
5- tT n n 16 " 30
6 . ft 11 tt 31 » 60 "
7- IT tt Tt 6l » 30 "
8. Agricultural paper within 90 days,
9 . Trade acceptances between 1 and 30 days,

1 0. " “ » 31 ” 60 "
11. •' " » 61 " 90 "
12. Commodity paper within 90 days,
1 3 . Bankers' acceptances.

The Committee has recommended that an attempt be made 
to simplify these rates by suggesting to the various banks the 
adoption in lieu thereof of the following seven standard quota
tions*

1. Paper maturing within 15 days,
(including collateral notes),

2. Paper maturing from l6 to J,0 days,
3 . " " " 31 to 90 days,
4. Trade acceptances 30 to 90 days,
5 . Commodity paper within 30 tc 90 days,
b. Agricultural paper 90 to 180 days,
7- Bankers' acceptances 30 to 90 days.

Will you give this matter your careful consideration 
and report as soon as possible your views with respect to this 
proposal?

Very truly yours,

Grove rnor
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EE IT ENACTED BY THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRE

SENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED,

That every hank, hanking association, trust com

pany and private hanker authorized hy the laws of the United 

States or of any State to receive money on deposit subject to 

check shall pay an annual tax of one*tenth of one per cent 

on the aggregate amount of checks paid hy it during each fis

cal year which hear the endorsement of or which are collected 

through any other hank, hanking association, trust company or 

private banker located outside of the State in which such 

checks are made payable> and every hank, hanking association, 

trust company or private hanker shall make a return at the end 

of each quarterly period to the Collector of Internal Revenue 

showing the aggregate amount of such chefcks paid during that 

quarter, such return being verified hy the oath of a member of 

any private hanking firm or of at least two officers of any in

corporated hank, banking association, or trust company, PROVIDED, 

HOWEVER, that this tax shall not apply to any Federal reserve 

hank or member bank of any Federal reserve bank, or to any non

member hank v\hich carries and maintains a collection or exchange 

account with any Federal reserve hank under authority of the 

Federal Reserve Act.

2/14/17
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BE IT ENACTED BY THE SEIaTE AND HOUSE OE REPRE

SENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES OF MlRtCA IN CONGRESS 

ASSEMBLED,

That all Federal reserve notes and all 
gold, gold certificates, lawful money and eli
gible collateral security issued to or deposit
ed with any Federal reserve agent under the pro
visions of the Federal Reserve Act shall here
after be held by such agent, under such rules 
and regulations as the Federal Reserve Board may 
prescribe, in the joint custody of himself and 
the Federal reserve bank to which he is accredited* 
Such agent and such Federal reserve bank shall be 
jointly liable for the safe-keeping of such Fed
eral reserve notes, gold, gold certificates, law
ful money, and eligible collateral security. Noth
ing herein contained, however, shall be construed 
to prohibit a Federal reserve agent from deposit
ing gold, or gold certificates, with the Federal 
Reserve Board to be held by such Board subject to 
his order or with the Treasurer of the United 
States for the purposes authorized by law.

2/14/17
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TO BE ADOPTED BY THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD IN PROMOTING THE 

MATTER OF CHECK COLLECTION.
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1023

After consulation with each of the Federal Reserve Eanks as 

to the situation in each of the Districts in respect to clearing., the 

Federal Reserve Board outlines the following line of procedure as the 

next important step in the solution of the collection and clearing 

system:

1. That as soon as possible; say, April 1st, or May 1st, each 

of the Federal Reserve Banks shall notify their member 

banks that they are prepared to receive checks from 

their members, upon any bank in their District or in 

other Districts, subject to the following scale of 

service charges, which it is hoped way te reduced in 

the case of checks drawn on member and assenting banks 

to nil.

(a) Checks on member banks and bearing member bank 
indorsements; 1̂  per item.

(b) Checks on assenting nonmember banks (those agree
ing to remit at par) when presented and indorsed 
by a member bank; 1̂  per item.
These checks may also be accepted without charge 
from assenting nonmember banks when remitted in 
settlement of checks received from the Federal Re
serve Bank.

(c) Checks on nonassenting nonmember banks (those re
fusing to remit at par) a charge of one-tenth of
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one per ceht on the aggregate, amount of all the 
itemsi Provided, however* that.this charge is 
imposed solely to reimburse the Federal reserve 
bank in whole or in part for its expense of col* 
lection and is not to be paid to the remitting 
bank.

2. In order to assist the Federal reserve banks in every way

in making these collections, the Federal reserve banks 

will be authorized to make use of post offices (*), ex

press companies, or any other agencies which they may 

find necessary in making the collections; provided, 

however, that as a matter of equity to member banks 

required to remit at par, no exchange charge for re

mitting funds shall be paid to any remitting bank.

Banks which have no offsetting items to remit will be 

permitted, as heretofore, to remit currency at the ex

pense of the Federal reserve bank.

3- Federal reserve banks will be requested to encourage in every 

possible way the direct routing of items, either by 

sending items on banks in other Districts to the Federal 

reserve banks of thos& Districts, or "by mutual consent, 

or with the permission of the Federal reserve bank -

Note (*) - When post offices are used, under the arrangement 
authorized by the Postmaster General, postmasters, after having 
collected checks, will have the privilege of remitting either 
currency or a postal money order for the amount of the total 
funds collected, less the customary charge for the postal money 
order.
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routing their checks direct to the hank upon whom 

drawn. Thus, a hank at "A”, in the Seventh District, 

will have the privilege of sending checks drawn against 

a hank at "B”, in the same District, and settling for 

these checks hy a draft drawn on the hank at MBn, to 

he sent direct to the Federal reserve hank, together 

with a copy of the letter listing and transmitting the 

items. In the same way, the hank at "B” will have the 

privilege of offsetting items which it receives drawn 

on the bank at ’’A”.

For the present, the Federal Reserve Board will not promul

gate any rales in respect to charges which member hanks 

may make against their customers for checks.

The Federal Reserve Board will continue to issue a par list 

the first of every month to accompany the Bulletin,

until further notice
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JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ETARY

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY
AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

February l6, 1917

Dear Sir:

The Board deems it advisable that the Federal reserve 

banks should understand clearly what they may and may not do in 

the way of rediscounts or loans based upon United States Govern

ment bonds or notes. For your information,, therefore, a memo

randum which has been prepared bjr counsel and which has been ap

proved by the Board, is sent to you herewith, as follows:

methods whereby Federal reserve banks may make advances to their 

member banks for the purpose of enabling them or their customers 

to carry or trade in bonds or notes of the United States.

dorsement of a member bank, a Federal reserve bank may discount 

notes, drafts, and bills of exchange arising out of actual com

mercial transactions, which may or may not be secured by staple 

agricultural products or other goods, wares or merchandise. The 

law then states that "such definition” of eligible paper shall not 

include notes, drafts, or bills of exchange drawn for the purpose 

of'"carrying or trading in stocks, bonds or other investment secur

ities except bonds and notes of the Government of the United States.”

Section 13 of the Federal Reserve Act provides two

Paragraph 2 of Section 13 provides that upon the en
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This is equivalent, to an affirmative declaration that a Federal re

serve hank may discount a note, draft, or hill of exchange endorsed 

hy a member hank which is issued or drawn for the purpose of carry-
>

ing or trading in bonds or notes of the United States. This clause
*

of Section 13, however, does not permit of the discount for a member 

hank of one of its own hills payable, since the Requirement that the 

note or hill must he endorsed hy a member hank precludes the possi

bility of applying this provision to the discount of anything hut 

customers * paper.

The amendment to.Section 13, approved-September 7j 1916, 

provides on the other hand that a Federal reserve hank may make 

h- advances to its member banks-.on their promissory notes for a period

not exceeding fifteen days, provided, such notes are secured hy cer

tain specified classes of paper or ,Tby a deposit or pledge of bonds 

or notes of the United States.n It is evident, therefore, that a 

.y member hank may borrow directly from its Federal reserve hank on the

security of Government obligations, hut not for a period longer than 

fifteen days*

Under the provisions of Section 14, subsection (h), Fed- 
1

eral reserve banks are authorized Tlto buy and sell at home and 

y abroad, bonds and notes of the United Statesn and under authority

of this section member banks owning Government obligations may properly 

sell them to any Federal reserve bank desiring to make the purchase*
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S U M M A R Y

I. Any member bank which has loaned money to any of 

its customers for the purpose of carrying or trending in bonds or 

notes of the United States, may rediscount with its Federal re

serve bank the bill or note of its customer, provided, such bill 

or note

(a) Has a maturity at the time of discount of not 
more than ninety days, exclusive of days of grace)

(b) Has the endorsement of the member bank.

Such bill or note, however, need not necessarily be secured and 

need not be drawn for a commercial purpose other than for the 

purpose of carrying or trading in notes or bonds of the United 

States,

II. Any member bank which has itself purchased obliga

tions of the United States may procure advances from its Federal 

reserve bank, for not exceeding fifteen days, on its own promissory 

note, provided, such note is secured by 3- deposit or pledge of 

bonds or notes of the United States*

III- Any member bank owning bonds or notes of the United 

States may, under authority of Section 14, subsection (b), sell 

such bonds or notes to any Federal reserve bank, desiring to make 

the purchase•

Very truly yours,

Governo
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  T r e a s u r y

Ch a ir m a n

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. V ic e  g o v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD SHERMAN P. A RETARY

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

H. PARKER WI

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE" BOARD

February 16, 1917*

Dear Sir:

I enclose herewith copies of letters received 

this morning from one of the Federal reserve hanks, 

which explain themselves.

necessary to caution you to be careful lest your bank 

be victimised in a similar manner, but for the informal 

tion of the Board, I would appreciate it if you would 

let me know what your course would have been had you 

received a letter like the one enclosed, purporting to 

come from one of your member banks, asking that a ship

ment of currency be made by registered mail to an in

dividual unknown to you.

I assume, of course, that it is entirely un-

Very truly yours,

Governor

Enclosure.
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’’Please ship to us as soon as possible $1,000 

in $1 notes and $500 in $2 notes. It will not mat

ter if the notes are new or old ones.

It will also save time and additional expense, 

and we will appreciate it, if you will send direct, 

hy registered mail, to one of our customers, Mr. 

Ralph Miller, so as to reach him Monday, C/o Hotel 

Dupofct, Wilmington, Delaware, $2,000 in $10 notes, 

preferably Federal reserve notes, new or old.

Charge the amount and expense of this shipment to 

us.

We will make good any shortage in reserve re

quired with the Federal Reserve Bank.’’
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1025 b.

"I regret to announce that this morning we discovered 
that apparently we are going to suffer a loss of $2,000 because 

» we acted on a letter which we believed to be genuine and wrtiich
now proves to be a forgery. The facts are substantially as fol
lows:

On Saturday morning, February 10th, we received a 
letter from the Pine Grove National Bank of Pine Grove, Penn- 

* sylvania, a member bank, a copy of which I enclose. The letter
is on the regular letterhead of the Pine Grove National Bank and 

i the signature of the Cashier to the letter is a poor imitation
of the genuine signature. We acted in accordance with the letter, 
shipping $1,500 in currency to the Pine Grove National Bank, and 
$2,000 to Ralph Miller, c/o the Hotel du Pont, Wilmington, Dela
ware, This morning we received a letter from the Pine Grove 
National Bank returning the currency shipped to them and stating 
that they had not ordered it. We immediately called them on the 
telephone and were advised that the whole matter was fraudulent.

* We have put the case in the hands of detectives but
have not much hope of locating the $2,000 sent to Ralph Miller.
We wish it were possible for us to call upon the Secret Service 
to help us out in a matter of this kind because we think they 
are far more competent than any detective agency. None of the 
policies which we are carrying protect us against forgery unless 
the forgery is conducted in collusion with one of our own em
ployees, which is not the case in the present instance.

There is no excuse for us to offer, the fact is that 
we passed a forged signature and that is all there is to it.
As soon as we have further information on the matter I will com
municate with you. ”

f

y

i

*
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

Ex -Off ic io  Mem bers W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 
AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON A D D R ^ :£PLY TO
RAL RESERVE B O A R D

February 17, 1917.

Dear Sir:

It is noted that Federal reserve agents are treating 
supplies of notes in subtreasuries not as reserve or emergency 
supplies, but as stock to be drawn upon for current requirements. 
The Board believes that a more desirable policy will be to treat 
notes held in subtreasury as reserve, to be drawn upon only in 
case of necessity, while using the stock in Washington as the 
current supply to be drawn upon when notes are required to be 
issued to a Federal reserve agent.

In this connection it is suggested that Form 45 be 
used only in ordering notes from Washington or in confirming 
such orders which have been sent by wire.

Some confusion has been caused in the offices of the 
Board through the failure of Federal reserve agents to indicate 
upon requisitions for notes on the printed form that the requi
sition is in confirmation of an order forwarded by telephone or 
telegram.

You are requested, therefore, if you are not already 
doing so, to indicate plainly when an order is forwarded on the 
usual form in confirmation of a telephone or telegraph message.
A rubber stamp may be used or the word "Confirmation" written 
diagonally across the requisition with the date on which the 
original request was forwarded. This will prevent duplication 
of orders.

Requests for the release of notes from the subtreas
ury should be confirmed over the signature of the Federal reserve 
agent in the ordinary way, and not upon a blank.

am,
Thanking you for your attention to this matter, I

Very respectfully,

Governor.
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Ex -Offic io  Mem bers

WILLIAM G. McADOO
S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  T r e a s u r y  

C h a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. Wa r b u r g , V ic e  Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO

l O S ® 01-™ c - m il l er
CHARLES S . HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

February l6, I9 1 7.

Sir:

The Treasurer of the United States has advised 

the Federal Reserve Board that his office will be pleased 

to extend the privilege of transfers of funds to the Fed

eral reserve banks situated in subtreasury cities, payment 

to be made in the same form of currency as that deposited 

and in such denominations as may be available at the time 

payment is made. Such transfers will be made by wire upon 

request; but the expense of telegrams must be borne by 

the depositing bank.

This cooperation by the Treasurer will facilitate 

deposits of currency by Federal reserve banks in a subtreas

ury city with the subtreasury therein, for payment in simi

lar currency to a Federal reserve bank in another subtreasury 

city through the subtreasury there located.

The Board has asked that it be kept informed, as far 

as practicab le, of the amounts and denominations of currency 

available in each subtreasury.

Respectfully,

Governor-
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Ex -o f f ic io  m em be rs

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

W . P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. w a r b u r g , V ic e  Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H, PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY
AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON A D D R E S S  RE

FEDERAL iERVE BOARD

Dear Sir:

In reply to your letter of 

I have pleasure in advising that your name has 

been placed on our list to receive a copy of the 

third annual report of the Federal Reserve Board 

as soon as it is available.

An advance copy is enclosed herewith.

Very truly yours,,

Assistant Secretary

Enclosure
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At New Haven, February 21, 1917•

Members of the Connecticut Bankers' Association!

The question of **preparedness** has been discussed during 

redent months from many angles, but comparatively little atten

tion has been given it from the point of view of finance. Per

haps this is as good a time as any to clear our minds upon that 

phase of the subject. It is a moment which appeals strongly to 

the patriotic instincts of the average American in any year, but 

in this year and at this moment above all others. If we were to 

ask the traditional man in the street what he means by prepared

ness, he would perhaps define it as defense of the country against 

outside aggression. We all hope that no such danger will ever 

be imminent, but most of us also recognize that in order to pre

vent it from becoming so, we must be ready to meet such a con

tingency. Most men also realize that the true analysis of the 

idea of "preparedness” implies not merely preparation for some 

possible event, but also preparation for certainties. In this 

view of the problem the question is really one of self-analyses 

or inventory. It is an inquiry as to the degree of our disci - 

pline, the extent to which we are ready for what may come, the 

measure in which we are able to husband and use our resources

of every kind.
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The experience of the European nations during the past 

two and a half years shows that even in the limited military sense 

"preparedness” depends much for its efficacy upon finance, since 

it is only through proper finance that the nations' resources can 

be husbanded, marshalled and directed to the spot where they are 

most needed. This, too, is the teaching of general observation 

and of the logic of events. How have We prepared ourselves fin

ancially? To what degree have we made ready for any sudden strain 

or catastrophe? More important still - How far are the resources 

of the country of today, marshalled far the economic contests of 

the future?

You are all familiar with the Federal Reserve System and 

its work. I do not need to tell you anything about that system 

in detail. Many of you are already members of it* You have, 

therefore, studied the system intimately, and you know how it af

fects you individually. I believe most of you think it has been 

beneficial to you even from the narrower business standpoint - 

that new opportunities have been opened, and that while they have 

not all perhaps been fully put to use, the}’' are all available, and 

when so used will result in making the bank as a going institution 

far mors profitable and satisfactory from the investment standpoint 

than it could have been under the old system. However, this may 

be and whatever you may think on the subject from the standpoint of
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banking as a business investment, let us consider the matter 

in its more important public aspects.

The Federal reserve banks stand ready today to provide 

you with all of the note currency that can in any conceivable state 

of things be asked for. Altogether I estimate their note-issuing 

capacity in round numbers at about one billion dollars. They 

hold reserve money to the extent of $535>000->000. Their neces

sary reserve holdings against deposits are, roughly speaking, 

$235,000,000. They have thus $300,000,000 of free gold which 

can be used as a U0$ reserve against notes, thereby permitting an 

issue of $750,000,000. In addition to this they hold today al

most $100,000,000 of free commercial paper not pledged to protect 

outstanding notes. By withdrawing from Federal reserve agents an 

equal amount of the gold held by the latter and putting this paper 

in the place of it, they would, after deducting the reserves re

quired by law to be held against notes already outstanding, be 

able to issue fully $150,000,000 more. Inasmuch as there would 

still remain a sum in gold amounting to nearly $200,000,000, in 

the hands of Federal reserve agents, a considerable portion of 

which could also be released and used under favorable conditions 

as a basis for notes, we may safely add another $100,000,000 to 

the sums of $7 5 0,000,000 and $150,000,000 already enumerated, 

thus raising the potential issue power of the banks to fully one
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thousand million dollars. Numbers so large as these have little

meaning in and of themselves. We must remind ourselves by way of*
comparison that during the year I91U when the modified Aldrich- 

Vreeland Law was called into active operation, the issue of notes 

was less than $400,000/000 for the country as a whole, while ad

ditional issues of clearing house certificates were less than 

$150,0 0 0 0̂ 0 6i In round numbers we may say that notes available 

today are dbuble the total of emergency issues called for. at any 

time in the past.

Do not suppose that this issue p&wer is only theoreti

cally available for use. The Federal Reserve Board knowing the 

importance that is attached to the question of note issue, has 

promptly and efficiently arranged to make full use of the pro*, 

visions of the law which facilitate the issue of notes. You 

remember that the original A1drich-Vreeland Law made provision for 

the printing and holding in stock of some $50 0,000,000 of what was 

called emergency currency. This was an outgrowth of previous 

experience which had emphasized the difficulty of getting bank 

notes under the older system with the speed that was required in 

times of emergency, some three weeks or more being necessary for 

the printing and seasoning of the new circulation before it could 

be issued. Therefore when the Federal Reserve Board was first 

organized it directed the printing of $500,000,000 of notes. Later
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this amount was increased to some $700,000,000 because of the large 

demand for these notes in exchange for gold. Very recently it has 

been voted to raise the total note issue to $9 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0, this stun, 

of course, being in addition to the notes now outstanding.' The 

Bureau of Engraving and Printing at Washington is working at full 

speed upon the new currency, and it is hardly conceivable that the 

demand should overtake it. There are today in the vaults at 

Washington and in the hands of Federal reserve agents and Federal 

reserve banks an accumulated supply of not less than $U5 0;00 0,000  ̂

in notes already prepared.

It has also been found in past times that a serious dif

ficulty lay in the time required to transmit notes from Washington. 

Delays were inevitable, due to the necessity of sending the notes 

under guard or with special precaution for their safety, or due 

to the limitations placed by the forwarding companies upon the 

transmission of large consignments of notes. For many reasons, 

therefore, it has been properly felt that every center of note 

issue should have its reserve stock readily available and in 

abundant supply. The framers of the Federal Reserve Act fore

saw this necessity and provided that the notes to be printed 

might be stored in the subtreasuries or mints nearest the reserve 

banks at which the]r were to be issued, but until recently it has 

been deemed wise to keep the great bulk of this supply in Washing-
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ton. Today the provisions of the law are fully '.availed of.

A large deposit of notes is "being made in every subtreasury and 

In some of the mints in order that every reserve bank may be 

readily in touch with the source of supply for its currency ne

cessities. If, therefore, there is any safety or security to-be 

found in abundant, well protected, sound and carefully con

trolled circulating notes the Federal reserve system is fully 

prepared to provide that safeguard. This seems an ample pro

tection so far as the currency situation is concerned. We may 

regard it as the supply of financial ’'munitions” stored and avail

able to meet any possible shock.

Let me say, however, that in my judgment, the note cir

culation is not likely to play the important part in the future 

that it has in the past as a means of relief. We have placed 

far too much emphasis upon the note question in our whole discus

sion of banking and currency. Motes may be of great importance 

as an auxilliary resource, but the currency of the advanced com

mercial countries of today is not the note but the check and de

posit. How has the Federal reserve system prepared itself to 

meet the call for this kind of currency? Precisely in the same 

way as in that of the notes. It has perfected its machinery for 

the granting of discounts; it has simplified the kinds and classes 

of paper that are available as discount offerings; it has developed
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its internal organization, and last but not least, it has laid

the foundation of an adequate check collection system- You know

that in times past when banks of our centers have suspended specie

payment upon occasions of emergency, the result was to make a

vast volume of checks constituting the so-called "float" of the

country, practically uncollectible. That this was one of the

fundamental elements of the situation which could be corrected
freeonly in very limited measure by the/issue of bank notes, is con

sidered by every man familiar with the real facts in the situa

tion* It was, therefore, one of the principal cares of those 

who framed the Reserve Act to provide for an adequate system of 

collecting and cashing checks drawn on both member and non-member 

banks that might be deposited with reserve institutions. The 

reserve banks, therefore, stand today as the poet expresses it, 

"forthright, accoutered, accepting," ready to cash the credit 

claims of the community by the<*established method of offsetting 

them against one another under conditions and backed by resources 

which guarantee the convertibility of the balance into available 

circulating media upon demand. It is the knowledge and con

sciousness of this fact widely diffused among the bankers of the 

country that constitutes the best safeguard against disturbance, 

and that strongly indicates the impossibility that any sudden 

demand for notes as in the past has made itself felt, will now

- 7 -
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be. presented. There has from time to time been a large ex

pansion in the circulating necessities of the country as con

fidence rises and ebbs, and as current events influence the minds 

of depositors and through them the necessities oi the banks* But 

it is not the ebbing and flowing of the tide that, causes disaster, 

but the sudden tidal wave. We may expect our currency necessities 

in the future to resemble the former and not the latter, and we 

may confidently cfiunt upon our control of the movement through 

proper provision for the storage and disposal of the surplus 

waters of demand. It is the organization of the banks of the 

country into self-governing, self-contained, self-dependent disx 

tricts that constitutes the best safeguard against possible dan

ger in the months to come. We have, in short, carefully organi

zed, drilled and disciplined a competent corps of expert finan

cial soldiers, and with them as with others, their best resource 

is found in their esprit de corps, and only secondary in weapons 

of credit with which they are provided.

The ultimate problem in the matter does not however 

relate to this aspect of preparation, but relates to those who 

are inclined to enlist. The Federal reserve system at its start 

was, as you all know, the result of conscription. We have been 

waiting for additional recruits to come forward upon the principle 

of voluntary service, but they have been slow. Some 40 State 

institutions have enrolled themselves, and among these are some 

of national prominence and outstanding responsibility. All are

- 8 -
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good institutions, and evil have sho-vn Doth their patriotism and 

the enlightened character of their self-interest in associating 

themselves with the new system;, hut in this case, as in others, 

the question must always he raised whether it is right to leave 

the heat and burden of the day to he borne by those of the greater 

public spirit and patriotism who are willing to volunteer, or 

whether their efforts should be sustained by a requirement made 

in the interest of the public service. It would be far better 

indeed to maintain the voluntary character of the enrollment, 

but there is justice in the contention that a large part of those, 

who are now enlisted have become members because of the require

ments of law, and that they should not be compelled to carry the 

load which in all equity and justice should be distributed among 

those who are best able to bear it, and who expect to profit 

from the results of the operation of the system. It is with 

this in mind that the Federal Reserve Board has recently presented 

to Congress a series of amendments to the Federal Reserve Act which 

are designed to open the way for an enlarged membership, and 

which will offer full and equal opportunity for service to those 

who are willing to promote the safety of the financial structure 

of the nation. The amendments suggested go even further than 

this. They undertake to bring about a combination of gold 

resources which shall be superior in strength to anything else now 

known in the financial world, and which shall practically unite 

under associate control the basic reserve funds of the banks of

the United States
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The outstanding feature of the amendments is its dis

cussion of the existing banking situation as affected by possible 

conditions growing out of the present abnormal state of foreign 

trade, and the situation that may exist after the war is over.

To make the system an effective means of financial pre

paredness, able to guard against all contingencies reasonably to 

be expected, the Board proposes the reserve percentage amendments 

to the Federal Reserve let already made known some time ago, 

which it estimates would result in massing in the Federal reserve 

banks a total sum of $800,000,000 to $900,000,000. Other pro

posed changes in the law would enable the Board to safeguard this 

stock, not only by varying discount rates, as at present, but 

also fey changing reserve requirements, inclusive of those of mem
ber banks.

As a means of assisting in this process of mobilizing 

the gold of the country, the Board again proposes an amendment 

to the Act providing for the issuing of Federal reserve notes un

der liberalized conditions by permitting cash in the hands of 

Federal reserve agents to count as a part of the Federal reserve 

banks’.own cash reserve.

This plan for an immensely powerful massed reserve is 

further amplified and worked out in its foreign aspects as shown 

by the statement that the establishment of connections with the 

great Governmental banks abroad is under consideration, and that
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relationships not only with the Bank of England* as annouhced 

some time ago, hut with other institutions will he atrtkorized 

from time to time, such relationships to he employed as a 

means of regulating gold export movements. The central feature 

of the report is thus a highly developed and thorough-going 

plan for uniting and organizing the gold resources of the hanks 

of the country under joint management, designed to render their 

use as effective and economical as possible, both at home and 

in international trade.

It is not well, however, in finance any more than in 

the management of individual affairs, to he constantly preparing 

against emergencies. The man who lays by for a rainy day'is like

ly to provide for such a day, hut for very little else. It is 

more important to prepare our banking and financial system for the 

future expansion and development which must come to it, and for 

the performance of the duties which it can not avoid, than it is 

to strengthen it simply against some danger which may prove imag

inary, and which will be met in any case by the progressive 

strengthening and increasing of its capacities. How was it that 

the Bank of England met the unexpected onset of the war? I do 

not underestimate in the least the capable management of the 

English currency systems, or the prompt adaptation of long-estab

lished customs and lawsto inmediate necessities; but I sub

mit that England's principal bulwark against danger 

was found in the foreign connections which fortified
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English bankers and English banking systems against a shock that 

might otherwise have overcome them. England's enormous foreign 

balances on current accounts gave to the London market an enor- ‘ 

mous financial power at the opening of the war. British in

vestors' ownership of foreign securities -gave to England a stay

ing power in the investment market that, considering the issue 

at stake, has been almost unparalleled. When our Civil War was 

two and a half years old, the Government at Washington was selling 

7% bonds and accepting pay for them in currency which was worth 

about thirty-eight cents on the dollar. England to-day sells 

her securities in this market at a rate between five and six per 

cent, and obtains her payment for them in the best currency in 

the world, at a favorable rate of exchange. Have we in the 

United States forearmed ourselves in any similar fashion, not 

merely against the possibility* of conflict with other nations, 

but against the chance of competition and commercial warfare?

The Federal Reserve Act has held out the opportunity to our 

bankers to lay the foundation for this kind of preparation. Has 

it been availed of? Two of our leading institutions have estab

lished branches in South America. None has entered the Oriental 

field. Almost nothing has been done in Europe. Other parts of 

the world have not been touched. They are a virgin field to-day 

for beneficial exploitation by American banking capital. I have 

heard it said by some that American bankers would prefer that the
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Federal reserve system should lead the way into the foreign 

field, and by breaking a path prepare a road for those who are 

to come after. Is not this reversing the real intent of the 

Federal reserve system? In order to do its best work the reserve 

system must act as it has always acted; as a cooperative enter

prise; as a union of banks and bankers. It Efust have the under- ♦
lying support which comes from the presence of live commercial 

transactions conducted by .Americans, stated in dollars, and 

ready for use. And yet the Federal reserve system has endeavored 

to keep well to the forefront in this regard. It has undertaken 

negotiations with some of the foremost banking institutions. It 

has perfected a working arrangement with one such. It has con

cluded an agreement with an Oriental institution which operates 

upon a saalle.r scale. It is prepared to go further and to accom

modate itself to any requirement with //hich it is free to cope.

But in this it must have the aid and backing of American bankers.

For many years past there has been an almost unlimited 

amount of talk about foreign banking, and yet the number of banking 

enterprises actually established abroad by American bankers prior 

to the passage of the Federal Reserve Act, could- be counted on the 

fingers of one hand. The Federal Reserve Act, as you know, pro

vides for the establishment of branch banks, by properly qualified 

institutions, in foreign countries, and it also authorizes the Fed

eral reserve banks to establish agencies in such countries. Only

-13-
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two national banks, so far as I am aware, have taken advant

age of this permission, and of these but one, an eminent and 

ably-managed institution of great resources and far-reaching 

vision,has entered the field on a large scale- A few months 

ago there was an outcry among business men’s associations for 

an amendment to the Federal Reserve Act that would permit bank

ers to join together for the purpose of organising such branch 

institutions. The demand was heeded, and on September 7, 1916, 

Congress, at the request of the FederalReserve Board, so amend

ed the Federal Reserve Act as to permit such jointly-owned banks 

to be organized. Thus far no such banks have been established 

and I am not aware of any proposals to create them that are like

ly to come to a head in the near future. Perhaps there are some 

of which I am not aware, but certainly the movement has not gone 

far, if indeed it has ever been started. We must conclude, there

fore, that the banks of the country have not gone actively into 

the task of preparing themselves for the struggle to retain our 

foreign trade after the change of conditions which all admit must 

come when European conditions materially alter, and when competi

tion is restored to something like its former intensity. The Fed*- 

eral reserve system has made a beginning by undertaking prelimin

ary arrangements looking to the designation of foreign agencies 

intended to assist in fulfilling the purposes of the system in

-14-*-
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so far as these relate to foreign operations. I need not, how

ever, insist upon the fact that the Federal reserve system has 

a purpose which is essentially different from that of ordinary 

commercial hanks, and that whatever it may do in promoting our 

relations with foreign countries and in aiding in the general 

plan to promote the welfare of the .American discount market, it 

can not perform the task which only strong commercially organ

ized institutions can fulfill - that of exploiting and develop

ing the foreign market in the interest of our own business com

munity.

It is to be feared that some of our bankers look at 

this question as if it were a question of immediate profit sole

ly. They are inclined to inquire into the possible profits to 

be gained by the establishment of branches and connections 

abroad, as if it affected only them and the welfare of their 

institutions. The question is,1 however, a good deal broader 

than this, since, as I have just shown, it involves the whole 

matter of retaining our trade and developing it in markets other 

than our own domestic fields. The business man will not be able 

under existing conditions in trade and industry, to carry on the 

campaign alone. He must have that powerful assistance which 

only the banker can afford, and this can not be rendered without 

special organization and cooperation for foreign trade in the 

way that I have spoken of. There are two methods by which such
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effective cooperation can be accomplished; one, the actual 

establishment of branches abroad, the other the establishment 

of connections with some institution which will faithfully 

and earnestly represent the interests of our own bankers and 

business men in those foreign countries.

The only true way in which to foster and retain 

foreign trade is through the extension of accommodation under 

wise and conservative conditions, to those business interests 

in other countries which require that kind of assistance, and 

which in return for it, or as a condition of getting it, will 

be willing and ready to turn their purchasing power toward the 

United States, We have long known that England’s powerful hold 

upon the trade of South America and the Far East was not due 

to any innate fondness on the part of the people of those re

gions for Great Britain or her assistance, but was due to the 

fact that British banking institutions stood ready to facili

tate the movement of goods tothose countries, while they also 

stood ready within reasonable limits to assist in the develop

ment of the resources of those countries, and in the exporta

tion of their products to Great Britain. The progress which 

has been made in recent years by German tankers and business 

men in competing with Great Britain and her representatives,has 

been due to Germany's recognition of the essential basis for

- 16-
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British trade, and her adoption of similar modes of getting and 

controlling business. The real question in the whole matter is: 

Do we want to continue our present control of foreign trade, or ■ 

are we content to return to the foreign trade situation which 

existed before the European war? If we do in fact believe that 

benefit comes to the country from the maintenance of a strong 

and well-divers ifieA foreign trade, it will be necessary for us 

as a nation to adopt those measures and methods which experience 

has shown to be requisite.

As I have already intimated, I do not believe strongly 

in the effect of artificial legislation in sustaining and extend

ing our business. In order to deal with foreign countries suc

cessfully we must not only sell but buy. We must do more than 

this. We must hold out the help necessary to enable our own 

business men to place their goods on foreign markets with suc

cess and at reasonable cost, and we must enable shippers in 

this country to export without unreasonable sacrifice. Indeed, 

we must, if we wish to create a permanent and growing foreign

trade, aid producers and shippers abroad by every legitimate *
means in our power, to increase their output, and to market it 

under favorable conditions. The idea that this can not be done, 

or that some special difficulties stand in the way, or that the 

problem is being prematurely presented, or that for some reason

-1 7 -
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we can escape immediate action upon it, has been dispelled by the 

events of the past two years. It must be evident to all that the 

present moment is one which calls for the exercise of construct

ive business ability and the display of enterprise and initiative 

by our people along every line that experience shows to be re

quired in facilitating the growth of business.

There is another way in which preparation has been made 

for eventualities, whatever they may be. In the United States 

for many years past there has been a lack of uniformity and con

sistency of practice with reference to commercial paper. When 

the Federal Reserve Act was first put forward the statement was 

often made that its requirements with reference to cocmercial 

paper were so stringent that banks could not live up to them, 

and that they would almost inevitably be debarred from the en

joyment of rediscount privileges, save perhaps in some unusual 

and specially favored instances. Events have proved the base

lessness of this fear. According to the reports of the Comptrol

ler of the Currency the national banks hold at least $1,-

6 3 9.0 0 0,0 0 0, of paper . eligible for discount under the

requirements of the Federal Reserve Board. Congress, in order 

to meet the convenience of member banks, has broadened the classes 

of paper which are eligible for purchase and discount, and has 

provided for the making of loans upon the direct note of a member
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bank secured by eligible paper as collateral. The Federal re

serve banks have set themselves earnestly to work to improve 

the character of the commercial paper of the country, to stand

ardize it, and to reduce the element of renewal paper which is 

found in the vaults of almost every institution. There is no 

phase of the work of the Federal reserve system which is less 

spectacular and perhaps less appreciated than this; yet it 

has required only leadership and uniformity of action to bring 

about a very material progress. There are many progressive 

business firms which are actively cooperating with the reserve 

banks in the effort to introduce the trade acceptance. The 

bankers acceptance has been placed upon the market by .American 

institutions to the amount of perhaps $300,000,000, and while 

there are still defects and errors connected with its use, a 

desirable beginning has been made. How far the member banks 

themselves have gone in applying the principles of the Federal 

reserve system in their communications with their borrowers, 

and yet insisting that their borrowers live up to and observe 

the manifest necessities of good banking practice, it would 

be impossible to say. There is, however, abundant evidence 

that this movement has made large progress, as many banks which 

alone and unaided would not have felt able to institute reforms
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among their borrowers are doing so; that they have been ma

terially assisted by the moral and actual support of the Fed

eral reserve banks; and that to-day the commercial paper of 

the country ig as a consequence in a batter, more liquid and 

more available shape than it has ever been before. If this 

be true, or even only comparatively true, the greatest possible 

service has been rendered in preparing the community and the 

country not merely for any sudden shock to which it may be ex

posed, but for the more efficient and capable performance of 

its regular duties in the extension and conversion of credit 

from this time forward.
X

X.
:V

X
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I think we all realize the importance of discipline 

and organization, both individual, local and national, in a way 

that we never did before the breaking out Of the European war.

We appreciate certain qualities of cooperation more than we ever 

did before* And yet we are somewhat reluctant to do what is 

necessary to attain them. Like the Roman poet we recognize the 

better way but we follow the worse. Nevertheless there is reason 

to think that this tendency to inertia will be overcome and that 

we shall do what circumstances require us to do as a nation for 

the purpose of organizing and marshalling our forces. Is not 

the situation among our banks very similar to that which pre
vails among our citizens? We have long prided ourselves on 

our individuality, our freedom from control, the fact that we 

were not subject to oversight, and did not recognize allegiance 

to any. We have protested against Government interference with 

industries, and we have done well to do so. But there is a dan

ger in this as in other cases* that many crimes may be committed 

in the name of a good cause, and that man3r will mistake for in

dependence and vigpr that which is nothing more than a refusal 

to cooperate for the common good. The Federal reserve system 

has sometimes been represented as a system of drastic oversight 

and control over a business which m s  already competitive, and 

which could be engaged in by any citizens who possessed the
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necessary character and capital; It has "been described as 

an exhibition of paternalism. How far is this true? Every 

Federal reserve bank is under the control of a board of nine 

directors of whom six are chosen by the bankers of the district. 

It elects its own officers, chooses its own employees, fixes 

their salaries, determines the conditions of operation, and in 

every other reasonable way is fully autonomous. The control 

exerted by the Federal Reserve Board at Washington is merely 

that of harmonizing and unifying the policies and practices of 

the banks, thereby attaining that degree of community of method 

universally recognized as a necessity to the proper conduct of 

any banking system worthy of the name. The Federal Reserve 

Board is authorized to issue certain kinds of orders, and its 

approval is required in certain other cases; but its actual 

voice in the Federal reserve banks is limited to the appointment 

of one third of their directors, and I am happy to say that they 

have thus far in every case with which I am familiar been inter

ested in the bank as directors and business men, and not as Gov

ernment employees. There is no evidence that the participation 

of the Government in the establishment of the boards of directors 

has thus far resulted in any different kind or method of manage

ment or organization than would have been provided by wise and 

cautious business men in any banking institution. Nor is there
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any reason to question that the type of management thus far fur-, 

nished at Washington and. elsewhere will continue to be character

istic of the Federal reserve system. This is a matter entirely 

in the hands of the bankers of the country, and the power and in

fluence of their opinions are too well known to call for any

comment from me. So far from being a plan for the increase of

Government oversight over banking, the Federal reserve system is 

a plan which decreases the necessary scope of Government oversight, 

and which places in the hands of bankers the duty of mutual con

trol and mutual support- It is a system that endeavors to give 

effect to what has happily been called ’’the common sense of most”, 

which represents the best average judgment of the financial com

munity, and which, therefore, should be accepted as the normal 

or guiding opinion in matters financial. If there are prac

tices or methods in vogue among sections of the banking community

which are not in the best interests of all, it is desirable that

they should be improved or superseded, and this is recognized by 

the banking community itself. There will always be in every 

organization some restivaneso and unwillingness to submit to 

> discipline, even where that discipline is self-imposed and is

intended in the interest of those to whom it is made applicable.

We can not expect that the Federal reserve system will be free 

from the necessities and conditions that apply to all other or
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ganizations. Our safety will be found in making the policies 

adopted and the methods pursued so manifestly reasonable in their 

nature that there can be no question of their propriety, sound

ness, and benefit. In recognizing this fact the Federal reserve 

system necessarily concedes that it can never maintain that sup

port in public opinion without which it must inevitably be doomed 

to failure, unless what it does commends itself to the sentiments 

of the less prejudiced and more enlightened of those who are af

fected by it. I am very happy to think that thus far it has had 

this support, and that it has grown in strength and approval as the 

the months have past. At the opening, therefore, of what mayfbe 

a severe strain upon its powers and capacity to serve the public# 

it feels itself strong in the support and approval of the best 

element of the community, and obliged to face no internal problems 

more serious than that of inducing some members who do not as yet 

feel inclined fully to cooperate, or the fact that it is their 

duty so to do. And in this I think the hopeful aspect is that 

this process of convincing and persuading a minority of the need 

of cooperation is an intellectual process. It implies no element 

of coercion. Discussion has been free and open, and the issues 

at stake have been tested before the bar of public opinion. I 

believe that the present national emergency will perform, among 

other services, the great one of persuading every member of our
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tanking and financial community of the necessity of cooperation 

and harmonious action designed to^promote the welfare of this 

organization, and to strengthen its hands in all good under#

» takings. If such should be the result, we must say in this as

in other cases, that there is good in all things, and that even 

an emergency which we would gladly have avoided has strengthened
*

us to meet future emergencies, and to make our resources contin

uously effective.
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Ex -Off ic io  Mem bers W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, Vice Governor 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Chairman

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY
and Fiscal Agent

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

February 21, 1917

Sir

Some time ago at the request of a Federal reserve 

bank the Federal Reserve Bank of New York was asked by 

the Board to notify us of changes in bankers' accept

ance rates in New York, such information to be conveyed 

to the several Federal reserve banks. We are to-day in 

receipt of a telegram as follows:

"New York, February 20, 1917....Ruling
prices to-day bankers' acceptance thirty 
to ninety days members three to three and 
one quarter nonmembers three and one quar
ter to three and one half percent."

Future changes in acceptance rates will, in accord

ance with a plan adopted by the Federal Reserve Board, 

be transmitted to you by wire.

Yours very tru ly ,

Secretary.
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Ex -Offic io  Mem bers

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Chairman

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. Vice Governor 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY
1-k and Fiscal Agent

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

February 20., 1317*

Dear Sir:

Recently there have come to the Board some requests 

of Federal Reserve Banks for approval of purchases of warrants 

in excess of the 25^ limit.

The object of this letter is to inform you that the 

Board does not believe that it would be good policy at this time

for Federal Reserve Banks to invest in warrants. Such invest

ments should be encouraged during periods of great ease of money 

and when rediscounts from member banks and offers of bankers' 

acceptances are not expected to be heavy. At the moment, however, 

when indications are that rates are likely to harden and when 

Federal Reserve Banks must be prepared to meet heavy demands upon 

them by their member banks, the Board thinks that it is inadvisable 

to invest the funds of the Federal Reserve Eanks in warrants.

Very tru ly  yours,

Governor
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Ex -Offic io  Mem bers

WILLIAM G. McADOO
Secretary of the Treasury 

Chairman

W. P. G. HARDING, Governor 
PAUL M. WARBURG, Vice Governor 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Comptroller of the Currency FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W A SH IN G TO N

H. PARKER W ILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

and Fiscal AgentX-8
ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

February 21, 1917.

Dear Sir:

The question has been raised at various times re

cently with individual members of the Board as to the advisabil

ity of a conference of the Governors of the Federal reserve banks 

to be held here some time during the month of March. At the 

Board’s meeting this morning the matter was discussed and the 

conclusion reached that it seems particularly desirable under 

existing conditions, that the executive officers of the banks 

should remain clftsely at their respective posts of duty. The 

Board does not know of any matters requiring the joint delibera

tion of the Governors iff the near future^ and it therefore ad

vises that any plans that may have been in contemplation for a 

meeting be held in abeyance. Of course if there are any compel

ling reasons in your judgment why a meeting should be held, the 

Board would be pleased to have you state them, as it is always 

glad to receive suggestions from you, but it does not know of any 

matters pressing at this time affecting the operation of the 

twelve Federal reserve banks as a system, which can not be handled 

effectively by the Board, which is keeping in close touch by 

correspondence with the officials of the various banks.

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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Ex-Off ic io  Mem bers

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN
JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS

COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD ^RKER W ILLIS. SECRETARY 
[MAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

and Fiscal Agent

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

February 21, 1917-

Dear Sir:

It appears from recent correspondence with some of 

the Federal reserve banks that there is a lack of uniformity 

in the protection afforded under certain forms of casualty 

insurance carried by the banks.

The officials of some of the banks feel that insur

ance carried protects them against loss by forgery, while others 

advise that they are not so protected. The Board desires to 

look into this matter of insurance,* with the view of bringing 

about uniform methods if possible, and I am therefore request

ing that you forward to this office a memorandum of the forms 

and amounts of the insurance carried by your bank.

Thanking you in advance for your courtesy, I am,

Very tru ly  yours,

Governor
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

W. P. G. HARDING. Governor 
PAUL M. WARBURG. Vice Governor 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 
and Fiscal Agent

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO . .
FEDERAL RE

February 27, 1917.

Dear Sir:

The Board has determined to have prepared a telegraphic 

code book for use in transmitting messages between the offices 

of the Board and the Federal reserve banks and between the Fed

eral reserve banks and their branches or agencies, but not to 

be used as between Federal reserve banks and their member banks. 

It is desired that this code book be so comprehensive as to in

sure brevity and privacy in every message that is likely to be 

sent. Your cooperation in the preparation of this work will 

be appreciated and you are requested to send to the Board a 

list of any subjects and phrases which in your opinion should 

be incorporated.

Very tru ly  yours,

Governor.
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RELEASEI m o r y i : ,?ERS OF THURSDAY, MARCH.JLV x-16

Fe b ruary 28, 1917 *

STATEMENT FOR THE PRESS.

Pursuant to the policy already made known in connection 

with the Bank of England on December 20, lQl6, at which time it 

was stated that the Board had had under consideration the advis*- 

ability of authorizing Federal reserve banks to establish' corre

spondents or agencies in Europe, the Federal Reserve Board has an

nounced that it has passed a resolution approving the application 

of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York for authority to establish 

an agency with the Bank of France of Paris, France.

This action is taken under the provisions of Section 14, 

paragraph (e) of the Federal Reserve Act, which authorizes any Fed

eral reserve bank, with the consent of the Federal Reserve Board, 

to "open and maintain banking accounts in .foreign countries, ap

point correspondents, and establish agencies in such countries 

wheresoever it may deem best for the purpose of purchasing, selling 

and collecting bills of exchange, and to buy and sell, with cr with

out its indorsement, through such correspondents cr agencies, bills 

o.f exchange arising out of actual commercial transactions * * * and 

to open and maintain banking accounts for such foreign correspond

ents cr agencies."

Other Federal reserve banks may participate in the agency 

relationship with the Bank of France,- when established, upon the 

same terms and conditions that will govern the Federal Reserve Bank 

of New York, if they so desire*
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Ex-Of f ic io  Me m bers

WILLIAM 6 . McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

Chairm an

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. 6 . HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 

X — 1 <?HARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER W ILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

and  Fisc al  Agent

W A SH IN G TO N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 1, 1 9 1 7.

Dear Sir:

Thrcugl the courtesy of the Federal Reserve Bank 

of St.Louis Mr. 0. M= Attebery has teen released for tem

porary service in the offices of the Federal Reserve Board 

at Washington.

Mr. Attetery will be used by the Board as. its ex

pert in transit matters and a comprehensive plan for the 

development of the clearing and collection system frill be 

given consideration by the Board at once. Mr. Attobery has 

been instructed to report to the Board5s Committee on Clear

ings and in correspondence with the Federal reserve banks 

will act in behalf of that Committee.

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

Ex -Of f ic io  m e m b e r s W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
A £ °L P H  C. MILLER 
g & M J lS  S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 
and  Fis c a l  Agent

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

February 28., 1917 *

Mr* C. J. Rhoads,
Governor, Federal Reserve Bank, ‘

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Governor Rhoads:

Your letter of February 27 to hr. Warburg, concerning 
purchases of U. S. bonds by Federal reserve banks, has been re
ferred to me for reply. In answer to your inquiries you are ad
vised as follows:

The Treasury Department desires to have the resolutions 
from the banks covering anticipated conversions of bonds promptly 
on March 20> and would prefer that they b'e filled in for the max
imum amount or any part thereof. When you are advised of the 
amount of bonds which you will be required to take through offer
ings to the Treasurer of the tfnited States, you can wire the 
Board and we will have the necessary adjustment made in your reso
lution.

For your confidential information, and for similar use 
of the other banks, i car. advise you that the total offerings by 
member banks in the several Districts for sale through the Treas
urer of the United States amounted, at the close of business to
day, to $8 ,6 9 1,750.* distributed as follows:

Banks
No. of banks 

making offerings Amount
Boston 12 $ 950,500
New York- i2 832,500
Philadelphia 10 1 ,121,500
Cleveland 2 26,250
Richmond 1 200,000
Atlanta 7 U52,000
Chicago 9 5^2,500
St. Louis 7 ^,069,750
Minneapolis 1 38,000
Kansas City 3 170,000
Dallas 3 195,000
San Francisco _____  ___ 5 95.750

Total . 72 $8,691,750
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Allotments will be approximately as follows, but 

these figures are not exact, and will be definitely given later:

Banks

...... - . --  -...— ---..  ******
Proportionate
allotment of 
$15,000,000.

Boston $1,3U8,100
New York 3,206,1*50
Philadelphia 1,1407,100
Cleveland 1,613,600
Richmond 899,550
Atlanta 667,750
Chicago 1,861,050
St. Loui s 752,300
Minneapolis 6U0,800
Kansas City 8 2 1,1*50
Dallas 725,600
San Francisco 1,056,250

...... ... — .■■**.-**■.
Total

$15,000,POOL,

As sis tant Sec ref arjr̂ -

Very truly ycurs
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

, CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Ex -Of f ic io  Mem bers W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD X r j A H ,  PARKER W ILLIS. SECRETARY
*~’ C-USHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 2, 1917 *

Dear Sir:

The following message, received from the 

Federal Reserve Bank of New York to-day, is trans

mitted to you in accordance with the instructions 

of the Federal Reserve Board, as already explained 

in the letter addressed to you under date of Febru

ary 21st:

"Bankers* ninety-day acceptances - 
Members three three and one-eighth, 
nonmembers three and one quarter 
to three and three-eighths.n

Respectfully,

Secretary.
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Ex -Off ic io  Mem bers

f a y .

WILLIAM G. McADOO
S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  t r e a s u r y

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  Cu r r e n c y FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, V ic e  Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLEKV p*|
CHARLES S. HAMLOT #

H. PARKER W ILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  a g e n t

W A SH IN G TO N A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 3 , 1 9 1 7.

Dear Sir:

It appears that nearly all Federal reserve tanks pre

pare for the information of their executive committees or Board 

of directors bi-weekly statements showing the aggregate of ac

ceptances held and of indorsement liabilities thereon, as of 

the day of the meeting* In the opinion of the Board it would 

be desirable to condense these statements into one., ao that there 

may be shown the aggregate amount of acceptances of any one ac

ceptor held, and the total indorsement liability of any one firm 

or corporation, not only.in the several banks, but in the com

bined system. These totals will doubtless be of interest and 

value to each Federal reserve bank, and the Board contemplates 

therefore, sending this summary to each one of the Federal reserve 

banks for its confidential use. The forms of statement used by 

the bank which purchases the largest volume 6i acceptances are 

inclosed herewith*

In order to facilitate the compilation here, it is sug

gested that each Federal reserve bank use a similar form in making 

compilations for its directors, and each bank is requested to 

send a copy of this bi-weekly statement to the Federal Reserve
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Board. Compilation ox these figures submitted by all banks 

will not, of course, show actual conditions on the date of 

compilation, and. the footings will show the total holdings a 

week or more back, but this is not regarded as detracting very 

much from its value. The Board realizes that compilations 

might be made here from its own records, but as it is import

ant that the figures of each bank be available for meetings 

of their directors or executive committees, the Board believes 

that it is better to have the combination statements made here, 

in order to avoid unnecessary duplication in making the original 

tabulation.

Very truly yours,

Governor.

2 inclosures.
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STATfiMiNT of acceptances held 
a t

CLOSE OF BUSINESS FEBRUARY 26. 1917.

2136
X-21-a

Name and Address

Amount 
Indorsed 

By Member 
Banks

Amount
Not indorsed 
By Member 
Banks

Total Amount 
Liable as 
Acceptor.

Total amount 
Liable as 
Ind.on Accept
ances Of Other 
Banks and 
Trust Co's.

*
First Nat’l. Bank, 
Boston, Mass. $ $ $ $

Fourth Atlantic Nat'l.Bk. 
Boston,, Mass.

Kidder, Peabody & Co., 
Boston, Mass,

Lee,Higginson & Co., 
Boston, Mass.

Merchants Nat’l. Bank, 
Boston, Mass.

Moors & Co., J.B.,
Boston, Mass.

National Shawmut Bank, 
Boston, Mass.

Old Colony Trust Co., 
Boston, Mass.

Second National Bank, 
Boston, Mass.

1st Bridgeport Nat'l.Bk., 
Bridgeport, Conn>^

American Exchange Nat.Bk. 
New York, N. Y.

\

Anglo South American Bk., 
New York, N. Y.

Atlantic National Bank, 
New York, N. Y.

Bank of America,
New York, N. Y,

»
Bk.of British No.America 
New York, N. Y.

Bank of the Manhattan Co., 
New York, N.Y.

Bank of Montreal,
New York, N, Y.

Bank of New York,N.B.A., 
New York, N.Y.

Bank of United States,
New York, U. Y.
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Moriraura Aral 4 Co.̂  
New York

Yokohama Ki-Ito Raaisha 
Ltd., Yoiohama

i t

ii
t i

R. W. Peabody & Co., 
New York

Jardine Metheson & Co., 
Shanghai

R. W, Peabody & Co., 
New York

John C. Siegfried & Co., 
Kobe

Stone, Timlow & Co., 
Boston, Mass.

Hagerty Brothers, 
London

Tata Sons & Company, 
New York

Hara Yusutauten, 
Yokohama

3/3/17

i
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AMOUNTS AND PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL PAID-IN CAPITAL 
FOR EACH FEDERAL RESERVE EANK AND PROPORTION

ATE BOND CONVERSION ALLOTMENTS ON 
$15,000,000 BASIS .

BANK
Pai d-in 
Capital 

March 2,IS17

Per cent of 
Total paid-in 

capital*

Proportionate 
allotment for 
$15,0 0 0,0 0 0.

Boston 5 ,083,000 > 9-0695 1,360,400

New York 11,888,000 21.2116 3,181,700

Philadelphia 5,259,000 9*3835 1,407,500
Cleveland 6,085,000 10.8574 1,628,600

Richmond 3,Uo9>ooo 6.0826 912,400
Atlanta 2,1+20,000 ^•3179 647,700

Chicago 6,999,000 12-4882 1,873,200

St. Louis 2 ,794,000 4*9853 747,800

Minneapolis 2,412,000 4.3037 645,500

Kansas City 3,089,000 5.5116 826,800
Dallas 2 ,696,000 4.8104 721,600

San Francisco 3,911,000 6.9785 1,046,800
Total 56,045,000 100*0000 15,000,000

March 6, I9I7
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Ex-Of f ic io  Mem be r s

WILLIAM G. McADOO
Secretary of the Treasury

Chairm an

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILLIS, SECRETARY 

X « . g l ( jR M A N  P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 
a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G TO N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 8, 1917.

Dear Sir:

Criticism having been made by some of the Federal

reserve agents of a method which permits the delivery of a

large amount of money to a single individual, however respon

sible, the Board has, after due consideration, adopted the 

following preamble and resolutions:

W H E R E !  S, The Federal Reserve Act provides 
that Federal reserve notes may be deposited in subtreas
uries or mints of the United States for safekeeping, and 
may be delivered to Federal reserve agents upon order of 
the Comptroller of the Currency acting under the general 
supervision of the Federal Reserve Board, and

W H E R E A S ,  The Board desires to adopt all nec
essary and proper safeguards against.loss in making such 
deliveries,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Couptrol
ler of the Currency be and he is hereby requested to sti
pulate in the order for delivery of notes to Federal re
serve agents that no delivery shall be made to a Federal 
reserve agent except in the presence of at least one other 
officer of the Federal reserve bank to which such Federal 
reserve agent is accredited.

RESOLVED FURTHER, That the Secretary of the Treas
ury be and he is hereby requested to direct the Treasurer 
of the United States and Director of the Mint to require 
all receipts accepted for Federal reserve notes delivered 
to Federal reserve agents to be witnessed by- a duly author
ized officer of the bank to which such Federal reserve 
agent is accredited.
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RESOLVED FURTHER, That the board of directors of 
each Federal reserve bank be and they are hereby request
ed to designate and authorize one or more officers of 
such bank to witness the delivery of all Federal reserve 
notes to the Federal reserve agent of such bank and to 
sign receipts as evidence of this fact.

You are requested to bring the foregoing to the atten

tion of your executive cocmittee or board of directors.

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

Ex -Off ic io  Me m be r s

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY

X-31
W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 8, 1917

Dear Sir:

The Board is informed that each Federal reserve 

agent, with possibly one exception, carries the notes and 

securities with the custody of which he is charged by law, 

in a separate safe or compartment in the vault of the bank 

to -which he is accredited, the combination of the vault be

ing in the exclusive control of the executive officers of 

the bank and not of the Federal reserve agent, while the 

latter has the combinations to his own safe or compartment. 

It seems, therefore, that only a few additional steps are 

necessary to bring about joint control and custody of the 

gold, notes and securities held by the agent, and the Board 

would appreciate the opinion of the Federal reserve agents 

and of the Governors as to whether it would be- practicable 

or desirable for the Federal reserve banks to assume with 

the Federal reserve agents such joint custody under a volun

tary arrangement which would require the presence of some 

person duly authorized by the board of directors of the bank 

whenever the Federal reserve agent's safe is opened. If 

this plan is impracticable under the law as it now stands,
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would it, in your opinion, be advisable to ask for legisla

tion requiring joint custody of the notes, funds and securi

ties now held exclusively by Federal reserve agents, and mak

ing the banks and the Federal reserve agents jointly liable?

A frank expression of your views upon this subject 

would be appreciated by the Board.

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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F E D E R A L  R E S E R V E  B O A R D

Washington} March Sj 1917*
#

A T E N T A T I V E  P R O P O S A L  

Submitted by

THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD 

For the Consideration 

of

Banks,, Bankers and Banking Associations;

of

Merchants, Manufacturers and Associations of Manufacturers;

and of

Auditors, Accountants and Associations of Accountants.

Through the courtesy of the Federal Trade Commission the 

Federal Reserve Board has been enabled to take advantage of a large 

amount of information and data which the Trade Commission acquired in 

connection with the study of the statements made by merchants, manu

facturers, etc., as showing the condition of their business. Because 

this matter was clearly of importance to banks and bankers, and 

especially to the Federal reserve banks who might be asked to redis

count commercial paper based on borrowers' statements, the Federal
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Reserve Board has taken a.n active interest in the consideration of 

the suggestions which have developed as a result of the Trade Coa

mission's investigation, and now submits in the form of a tentative 

statement certain proposals in regard to suggested standard forms 

of statements for merchants and manufacturers.

The problem naturally sub-divides itself into two parts:

(1) The improvement in standardization of the 
forms of statements.

• (2) The adoption of methods which will insure
greater care in compiling.the statements 
and the proper verification thereof.

In recent years bankers through their associations and other
wise have made rapid progress in the direction of more uniform and 
complete forms of statements. Much has also been accomplished 
in the improvement of the quality of the statements rendered and 
in securing statements.which do not depend for their accuracy on 
the borrowers' statement alone but are verified to a greater or 
less extent fey independent scrutiny and audit. The advantage 
of a statement Certified by trustworthy public accountants over 
an unverified statement is evident. At the present time, how
ever, there is no uniformity as to the extent of verification in 
the case Of statements put forward as having been verified.

The federal Trade Commission in the course of its investi
gation of business conditions has been strongly impressed with 
the lack of uniformity and has enlisted the aid of the American 
Institute .Of Accountants with a View to remedying the condition, 
ft has found that verified statements may be divided broadly 
into -

(a) Those in which the certificate is based on an 
examination of the books without personal supervi
sion of inventories and independent appraisal of 
all assets with the aid of technical appraisers 
and

(b) Statements verified with the personal super
vision of inventories and independent appraisal 
of all assets.
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The value of the two classes of audits and their relation 
to each other depends to a great extent upon the character and 
magnitude of the business involved.

In some cased method (b) has advantages over method (a).
In other cases, notably those of large companies in which per
sonal supervision of inventories is arduous and perhaps imprac
ticable and the value of an independent appraisal of assets is 
liable to be considerably exaggerated, the reverse may be true. 
That is to say, a verification based upon the books themselves 
without an appraisal may be and often is the safer method of 
procedure. It is highly desirable gradually to educate the 
business world to the great importance of a complete form of 
audit statement, although any plan for immediate adoption intended 
to produce practical results must recognize that under present 
practice probably more than ninety per cent of the statements 
certified by public accountants are what are called balance sheet 
audits, such as are described in paragraph (a) above referred to.

As a first step toward the standardization of balance sheet 
audits and to insure greater care in Compiling and verifying 
statements the Federal Trade Commission requested the American 
Institute of Accountants to prepare a memorandum on balance sheet 
audits* This memorandum was duly prepared and approved by the 
Council of the Institute representing accountants in all sections 
of the country.

After approval by the Federal Trade Commission the memo
randum, was placed before the Federal Reserve Board for consider
ation* The Federal Reserve Board, after conferences with repre
sentatives of the Federal Trade Commission and the American In
stitute of Accountants, and a careful consideration of the memo
randum in question* has accepted the memorandum, given it a pro
visional or tentative endorsement, and submitted it to the banks, 
bankers and banking associations throughout the country for their 
consideration and criticism.

The recommendations in the memorandum apply primarily to 
what are known as balance sheet audits. This is an initial 
step which may easily be succeeded by future developments tend
ing still further to establish uniformity and covering more fully 
the field of financial statements.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR A BALANCE SHEET AUDIT OF 

A MANUFACTURING OR A MERCHANDISING CONCERN.

- 4 -

The scope of a balance sheet audit for a fiscal year 
or other operating period of an industrial or mercantile 
corporation or finn comprises a verification of the assets 
and liabilities, a general examination of the profit and 
loss account, and, incidental thereto, ar examination of 
the essential features of the accounting.

Trial balances of the general ledger, both at the 
beginning and end of the period under review, should be 
prepared in comparative form and checked with the ledger.
The items in the trial balances should be traced into the 
balance sheets before the assets and liabilities are veri
fied, to prove, among other things, that no ’'contra" asset 
or liability has been omitted from the accounts, that the 
assets and liabilities have been grouped in the same manner 
at the beginning and end of the period, and also that the 
balance sheets are in accordance with the books. The dis
position of any general ledger assets and liabilities that 
may have been scrapped, sold, written off, or liquidated 
during the period, ur.der review should be traced and noted 
in the working papers. Furthermore, a general scrutiny of 
the general ledger should be made to see thatthe accounts, 
if any, that have been opened and closed during the year 
have no bearing on the company's financial position at the 
close of the fiscal period.

The auditor should obtain a copy each of the balance 
sheet at the beginning and the end of the priod to be 
audited, and should make a comparison between them, so that 
a comprehensive view may be had by him of the changes in the 
figures during the period under review, A statement of the 
disposition of the profits should then be prepared from this 
comparative balance sheet as a further aid in impressing the 
meaning of the figures upon the mind of the auditor.

The verification of assets and liabilities for conven
ience will be considered in the order in which the items ap
pear in the form of balance sheet attached hereto. This form 
of statement has been determined by the desire to meet as 
nearly as possible the requirements and practice of Federal 
reserve banks.
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SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS RELATING TO 

THE SEPARATE HEADINGS.

C A S H .

The cash on h=nd preferably should be counted after bank* 
ing hours on the last day of the fiscal period to be covered 
by the audit, and the amount thereof, together with the cash 
stated to be in bank, reconciled with that shown by the cash
book. The cash, bills receivable, and investments must be ex
amined on the same day, so as to make it impossible for a 
treasurer to make up a shortage in one asset by withdrawing 
negotiable funds temporarily from another.

In counting the cash on hand the auditor must see that 
all customers * checks produced to him as part of the cash 
balance have been duly entered in the cashbook prior to the 
close of the period and should note the dates and descriptions 
of such checks, and also the dates and descriptions of all 
advances made from cash and not recorded on the books. Ad
vances to employees should be strictly investigated, and if 
any are secured by personal checks the auditor should see that 
the checks are certified by the bank on which they are drawn 
before the close of the audit.

Certificates must be obtained, as of the evening of the 
closing date, from the banks in which cash is deposited, by, 
or mailed directly to, the auditor himself. The balances as 
shown by the certificates must be reconciled with those shown 
on either the cashbook, the checkbook stubs; or bank registers, 
taking into consideration outstanding checks.

In verifying the outstanding checks there is only one 
safe and saitsfactcry method of proving their accuracy, and 
that is to compare che credit side of the cashbook from the 
last day of the fiscal period backward,, item by item, with 
the checks returned from the bank for such period as may be 
necessary to account for all current outstandings. Any old 
checks not yet cashed by banks should be made the subject of 
special inquiry. When this work is completed, a list of the 
outstanding checks so ascertained should be prepared, showing 
the dates of the checks and compared with the actual checks 
returned from the bank at a later date, and any not so returned 
should be specially investigated. Special care is necessary to 
see that no checks for cash purposes are drawn at the close of 
the period and entered in the next period.
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Where the currency and bank transactions are kept together 
in the cashbook and the auditor does not count the cash until a 
date subsequent to the close of the fiscal year, he must, in 
addition to verifying the bank balances as of the close of the 
year, verify them as of the date of the count of cash. This 
is absolutely essential when it is considered that, although 
the cash on hand, which forms only part of the balance, at the 
date of the count is correct, it does not follow that the to
tal cash is correct.

When receipts are shown in the cash book as being deposit
ed in bank on the last day of the fiscal period, but axe includ
ed in the reconciliation statement on account of their not being 
paid into the bank until the next day, the auditor must obtain 
letters from the banks acknowledging such deposits.

The deposits jkfeown in the pass books should be checked 
in detail for the last two or three days of the fiscal period 
from the books to prove that they were composed of bona fide 
checks, and that no check drawn by the company was deposited 
in a bank without being credited to fhe bank on which it was 
drawn prior to the close of the fiscal period.

So that the auditor may satisfy hriself that deposits 
are promptly made in bank each day, and that the same checks 
are paid into bank as are received, it is advisable to call 
for a number of deposit slips and compare them with the 
receipts as shown by the cashbook for the days in which the 
deposits are made. To make such verification absolute the 
deposit slips should be obtained from the banks.

When the practice of a company is to pay all of its cash 
receipts into bank, they should be compared and reconciled with 
the total deposits, as shown by the bank books, and similarly 
the disbursements should be reconciled with the total checks 
drawn.

Outstanding checks not examined at a previous audit on 
account of not having been returned by the banks must be called 
for and traced into the cashbvok at the beginning of the cur
rent audit.

NOTES RECEIVABLE.

A list of notes receivable outstanding at the end of the 
fiscal period should be prepared showing the dates the notes 
are made, the customers' names, the date due, the amounts of
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the notes elnd the interest, if any, contained in the motes.
If discounted the name of the discounting bank should be not
ed and Verification obtained from the bank.

The outstanding notes must be carefully examined with 
the notes-receivable book, and with the list prepared by or 
produced to the auditor, the due dates and the dates of making 
the notes being carefully checked, and when notes have been 
renewed the original dates should be recorded. When notes 
have been paid since the close of the fiscal year, the cash 
should be traced into the books of the company, and when they 
are in the hands of attorneys or bankers for collection, cer
tificates should be obtained from the depositaries.

When notes receivable are discounted by banks the com
pany has a liability therefor which should appear on the bal
ance sheet. Lists of discounted notes not matured at the date 
of the audit should be obtained from the banks as verification, 
and their totals entered under 20a if the cash therefor is 
shown as an asset.

The Value of collateral, if any, held for notes should 
’ be ascertained, as it frequently happens that the notes are

worth no more than the collateral.
Notes due by officials and employees must always be stat

ed separately from customers’ notes, as must also notes re
ceived for other than trade transactions,.

Notes due from affiliated concerns must not be included 
as customers’ notes, even though received as a result of 
trading transactions. Affiliated companies’ notes should be 
shown as a separate item of current assets or as other assets 
as the circumstances warrant. They may be fairly included in 
current assets if the debtor company has ample margin of quick 
assets over its liabilities, including such notes.

* The term "Quick Assets" is used here in the sense in
which it is used by Federal reserve practice. "Current As
sets" is used to comprise these assets and other assets which 
though current are excluded in determining the eligibility of 
the paper for Federal reserve purposes.

Optional - The best verification of notes receivable is 
an acknowledgment by the party named in each note as the payor 
on the due date, that the note is a bona fide obligation.
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Therefore, if tide permits, and the client does not object, 
it is advisable to obtain such written confirmation for each 
note. The auditor should personally mail the letters, in
closing stamped envelope for reply addressed direct to him
self.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE.

The bookkeepers of the accounts-receivable ledgers should 
be asked to draw off lists of the open balances at the end of 
the fiscal period, and distributions of the total columns should 
be shown on the lists according to the age of the accounts, e.g., 
not yet due, less than 30 days past due, more than 30 days past 
due. The accounts paid since the close of the fiscal period 
should be noted in the lists before taking up the matter of 
past due accounts with the credit department, as payment is 
the best proof that an account was good at the date of the audit.

The totals of the lists of outstanding accounts should 
agree with the controlling account, in the general ledger4 if 
separate ledgers are kept. When credit balances appear on 
customers' accounts they should be shown on the balance sheet 
as a separate item and not deducted from the total of debit 
balances; 4nd debit balances on the accounts-payable ledgers 
should be treated in the same manner.

The lists must be footed and compared in detail with the 
customers' accounts in the ledgers.

The composition of outstanding balances should always be 
examined, as it frequently happens that while a customer may 
be making regular payments on his account; old items are being 
carried forward which have been in dispute for a considerable 
period of time. Such items and accounts which are past due 
should be taken up with the credit department or some respon
sible officer and the correspondence with the customers examined, 
so that the auditor may form an opinion of the worth of the ac
counts and satisfy himself that the reserve for bad and doubtful 
accounts set up by the company is sufficient.

Trade discounts (and also so-called cash discounts, if ex
ceeding 1$) and freights allowed by the company should be in
quired into, and if they have been included in the accounts 
receivable a reserve therefor should be set up in the balance 
sheet. Also inquiries should be made regarding customers'
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claims for reductions in prices and for rebates and allow
ances on account of defective materials, so that it may be 
seen that a sufficient reserve has been established therefor,

Inquiry must be made as to whether any of the accounts 
receivable have been hypothecated or assigned, and the sum 
total of accounts so listed entered under (20b).

The auditor should satisfy himself that the bad debts 
written off have been duly authorized by responsible offi
cials .

Accounts due from directors, officers, and employees 
must be stated in the balance sheet separately and not in
cluded as trade accounts. This applies also to deposits as 
security, guaranties, and other extraordinary items not con
nected with sales.

Accounts due from affiliated concerns must not be includ
ed as customers' accounts, even though arising as a result of 
trading transactions. Affiliated companies' accounts should 
be shown as a separate item of "Current Assets" or as "Other 
Assets", as th9 circumstances warrant. They may be fairly in
cluded as "Current Assets" if the debtor company has ample 
margin of quick assets over its liabilities, including such 
accounts.

Optional - The best verification of an open balance is a 
confirmation by the customer; therefore, if time permits and 
the client does not object, it is advisable to circularize 
the customers. The auditor should personally see the circulars 
mailed after comparing them vith the lists of outstanding ac
counts. The envelopes for replies sent with the circular's 
should be addressed direct to the auditor.

In large concerns the system of accounting is generally 
so arranged that it would be almost impossible for accounts 
to be paid and not correctly credited on the accounts-receiv
able ledgers, but in small concerns, with imperfect systems, 
such occurrences are quite possible, so much so, in fact, 
that it is generally admitted that the risk of errors and, 
omissions decreases in direct proportion to an increase in 
bookkeeping.
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SECURITIES

Under this caption must be listed securities in which 
surplus funds of the company or firm have been temporarily 
invested and which are considered as available as "quick 
assets," i. e., can be turned into money in time of need.
Where stocks or bonds represent control or a material in
terest in other enterprises, the ownership of which carries 
more or less value to the holder outside of the return threr- 
on they should be considered as fixed assets.

A list of investments should be prepared showing -

The dates of purchases.
Descriptions of the investments.
Par value of the investments.
The denomination of the shares.
The number o£ shares or bonds owned.
The total capital stock of the various companies.
The amounts paid for the investments.
The interest and dividends received.
The market values of the investments.
The surplus or deficit shown by the balance, 

sheets of the companies where no market 
quotations are available.

If hypothecated, with whom and for what purpose.: •

This list must be compared with the ledger accounts 
concerned and the total of amounts paid according to the 
list must agree with the balance of the investment account 
or accounts.

The securities must be examined by the auditor in person 
or he must secure confirmation of their existence from those 
who hold them as collateral. Those in possession of the com
pany must be counted and examined as soon as possible after 
the audit starts, and all of them must be submitted to him at 
one time. It is much more satisfactory to see the actual 
securities than to verify cash receipts and other evidences 
therefor after the audit has progressed some time.

Certificates out for transfer must be verified by cor
respondence.

Where the market values of securities are less than the 
book values, save where the variation is so small as to be
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trifling, a reserve for loss in value on the "balance sheet 
date must "be set up.

Care must be taken to see that the certificates are made 
out in favor of the company, or that they are indorsed or 
accompanied by powers of attorney when they are in the names 
of individuals*

Coupons on bonds must be examined to see that they are 
intact subsequent to the latest interest payment date.

The investment schedule must show that the total interest 
and dividends receivable by the company has been duly accounted 
for; the income from the investments shown in the profit and 
loss account must be in accord with this schedule.

When market quotations can not be obtained for invest
ments, the balance sheets of the companies in which investments 
are held must be examined so that the auditor may form an idea 
of their value.

In verifying purchases of stock exchange securities the 
brokers’ advices must in all cases be examined in connection 
with the verification of the purchase price.

Investments in deeds and mortgages must be supported by 
both the mortgages and insurance policies, and, furthermore, it 
must be shown that all assessed taxes on the property have been 
duly paid, that the mortgages have been properly recorded and 
that the insurance policies are correctly made out to the com
pany.

If any of the securities have been hypothecated the fact 
and amount (book value) must be stated under 20d of the balance 
sheet.

*
INVENTORIES.

Under this caption must be included only stocks of goods 
owned and tinder control of the owner. Stocks are often hy
pothecated and if this is the case, the fact should be stated 
on the balance sheet.

Inasmuch as the accuracy of the profit and loss account 
is absolutely dependent upon the accuracy of the inventories
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of merchandise at the beginning and end of the period vender 
review, this part of the verification should receive special 
attention. When a balance sheet audit is being made for the 
first time, the inventory at the beginning of the period should 
receive as much attention as that at the end, and the auditor 
should take every precaution to satisfy himself that both in
ventories were taken on the same basis.

An acceptable program of audit for inventories is as 
follows:

(1) Secure the original stock sheets if they are in 
existence and Carefully test the typewritten copies with them 
and with tickets, cards, or other memoranda that show the 
original counti

(2) See that the sheets are certified to or initialed 
by the persons who took the stock, made the calculations and 
footings, and fixed the prices, and satisfy yourself that they 
are dependable and responsible persons. Obtain a clear and 
detailed statement in writing as to the method followed in 
taking stock and pricing itj also a certificate from a respon
sible head as to the accuracy of the inventory as a whole.

(3) A thorough test of the accuracy of the footings and 
extensions should be made, especially of all large items.

(U) The inventories should be compared with the stores 
ledger, work in progress ledgers and finished product records 
and stock records as to quantities, prices, and values, and 
any material discrepancy should be thoroughly traced.

(5) Where stock records are kept and no physical in
ventory is taken at the time of the audit, ascertain when 
the last physical inventory m s  taken and compare it with 
the book records. If no recent comparison is possible, 
select a few book items of importance and personally compare 
with the actual stock on hand.

(6) Where no stock records are kept, a physical in
ventory should be taken preferably under the general direction 
of the auditor. After the inventory is completed, he should 
apply the same tests to verify its accuracy as if the inventory 
had been taken before his arrival upon the scene.

(7) When the cost system of a company does not form a 
part of the financial accounting scheme there is always a
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chance that orders might he completed and hilled hut not taken 
out of the work in progress records. Especially is this the 
case when reliance is placed on such records to the extent 
that a physical inventory is not taken at the end of the period 
to verify the information shown therein. In these cases the 
sales for the month preceding the close of the fiscal period 
should he carefully compared with the orders in progress as shown 
hy the inventory, to see that nothing that has been shipped is 
included in the» inventory in error. Cost systems which are not 
co-ordinated with the financial accounts are unreliable and 
frequently misleading. Special attention should be called to 
every case in which the cost system is not adequately checked hy 
the results of the financial accounting.

(8) Ascertain that purchase invoices for all stock 
included in the inventory have been entered on the hooks. Look 
for post-dated invoices and give special attention to goods
in transit*

(9) See that nothing is included in the inventory which 
is not owned but is on consignment from others. If goods 
consigned to others are included, see that cost prices are 
placed thereon, less a proper allowance for los$, damage, or 
expenses of possible subsequent return* This does not in
clude goods at branches, as the valuing of such stocks will
be governed by the same principles as apply at the head office.

(10) Ascertain that nothing is included which has been 
sold and billed, and is simply awaiting shipment.

(11) If duties, freight, insurance, and other direct 
charges have been added, test them to ascertain that no 
error has been made. Duties and freight are legitimate 
additions to the cost price of goods, but no other items should 
be added except under unusual circumstances.

(12) As a check against obsolete or damaged stock being 
carried in the inventory at an excessive valuation, the de
tailed records for stores, supplies, work in progress, fin
ished products, and purchased stock in trade, should be ex
amined and a list prepared of inactive stock accounts, which 
should be discussed with the company's officials &nd satis
factory explanations obtained.

(13) The auditor should satisfy himself that inventories
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are stated at cost or market prices, whichever are the lower 
at the date of the balance sheet* No inventory must he passed 
which has been marked up to market prices and a profit assumed 
that is not and may never be realized. If the market is higher 
than cost it is permissible to state that fact in a footnote 
on the balance sheet.

(lU) It may be found that inventories are valued at the 
average prices of raw materials and supplies on hand at the end 
of the period. In such cases the averages should be com- 
pared with the latest invoices in order to verify the fact that 
they are not in excess of the latest prices, and also with the 
trade papers, when market prices are used* to see that they are 
not in excess of market values.

(15) Make an independent inspection of the inventory 
^sheets to determine whether or not the quantities are reason
able, and whether they accord in particular instances with the 
average consumption and average purchases over a fixed period. 
Abnormally, large quantities of stock on hand may be the legit
imate result of shrewd foresight in buying in a low market, 
but may , on the other handj arise from serious errors in stock
taking.

(16) Always attempt to check the totals by the ’'Gross
profit test" and compare the percentage of gross profit shown 
with that of previous yearst in a business where the aVerdge
gross profit remains fairly constant this test is a dependable 
one, because, if the rate of gross profit is apparently not 
maintained and the discrepancy can not be satisfactorily ac
counted for by a rise or fall in the cost of production or -of 
the selling price, the difference will..usually be due to errors 
in stock-taking.

(17) In verifying the prices at which the work in progress 
is included in the inventory, a general examination and test
of the cost system in force is the best means of doing this 
work satisfactorily. In a good cost system little diffi
culty. will be found with the distribution of the raw materials, 
stores, and pay roll, but the distribution of factory overhead 
cost is one that should receive careful consideration, the 
main points to be kept in view being:

(a) That no selling expenses, interest charges, or ad
ministrative expenses are included in the factory overhead cost.
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(b) That the factor}' overhead cost is distributed over 
the various departments, shops, and commodities on a fair and 
equitable basis.

(18) No profit should be included in the price of finished 
products or stock in trade. The price lists should be examined 
to see that the cost prices of stock are below the selling prices 
after allowing for trade discounts, and if they are not a re
serve should be set up on the balance sheet for this loss. If 
the company takes immediate steps to increase the selling price, 
however, the amount of this reserve may be limited to the loss
on goods which may have been sold since the close of the period 
to the date of the discover}’'.

(19) In the case of companies manufacturing large contracts 
it is frequently found necessary to make partial shipments 
thereof. The question then arises as to whether it is per
missible to include the profits on these partial shipments in 
the profit and loss account. As a matter of fact, it is 
evident that the actual cost can not be known until the order
is completed. It may be estimated that a profit will ulti
mately be made, yet unforeseen conditions, such as strikes, 
delays in receiving material, etc., may arise to increase the 
estimated cost. It is better not to include the profits on 
partial shipments, but information of this character which may 
have its influence in the decision of the banker upon a pro
posed loan may properly be laid before him. Of course, an 

„ exception should be made in cases where the profit on the 
partial shipments largely exceeds the selling price of the 
balance of the order.

(20) The selling prices for contract work in progress 
should be ascertained from the contracts, and where it is . •• 
apparent that there will be a loss on the completed con
tract a due proportion of the estimated loss should be 
charged to the period under audit by setting up a reserve 
for losses on contracts in progress.

(21) If a company has discontinued the manufacture of 
any of its products during the year, the inventory of such 
products should be carefully scrutinized and, if unsalable, 
the amount should be written off.

(22) The inventory should be scrutinized to see that no 
machinery or other material that has been charged to plant
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or property account is included therein.

(23) Partial deliveries received on account of purchase 
contracts for material, etc., should he verified by certi
ficates from the contractors, both as to quantities and 
prices.

(2U) Advance payments on account of purchase contracts 
for future deliveries should never appear in an inventory, 
but be shown on the balance sheet under a separate heading.

(25) Trade discounts should be deducted from inventory 
prices, but it is not customary to deduct cash discounts. 
However, this may be done when it is the trade practice so 
to do.

{26) While the inventory is being verified, the auditor 
should ascertain the aggregate sales for the last year. If 
the turnover has not been rapid, it may be due to a poor stock 
of goods. Some business men dislike to sell below cost and 
would rather accumulate a big stock of old goods than dispose 
of the old and unseasonable stock at a sacrifice. The usual 
outcome is that the stock becomes unwieldy and funds are 
lacking to purchase new goods. The inventory and the gross 
sales may, therefore, have a direct connection.

♦ 1
(27) It may be well to reiterate that interest, selling 

expenses,* and administrative expenses form no part of the 
cost of production, and therefore should not be included in 
the inventory in any shape.

COST OF FIXED PROPERTY

In preparing the leading schedules for the accounts 
grouped under this heading, such as real estate, buildings, 
plant, machinery, etc., the balances at the beginning of the 
period, the additions or deductions to the accounts during 
the year, and the balances at the end of the period must be 
shown.

The total of the balances at the beginning of the period 
must agree with the cost of property figures given in the 
balance sheet at that date, and the balances at the end of the
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period., with the amount shown in the balance sheet that is being 
audited. The charges entering into the additions must be veri
fied in detail and in this connection the following notes are 
of value:

(1) Authorizations for the expenditure made during the 
year should be examined, and where the costs of the additions 
have overrun the sums authorized inquiries should be made in 
regard thereto.- The authorizations should show the accounts 
to which the expenditures are chargeable, the amounts thereof, 
the approvals of the comptroller and manager, and descriptions 
of the jobs. When the authorizations are not specific as to 
the work done the actual additions should, if possible, be in
spected.

(2) The auditor should satisfy himself before approving 
additions that they were made with the object of increasing 
the earning capacity of the plant, and that they are not of 
the nature of either renewals or improvements, and in/this 
connection changes in the production and capacity of the plant 
should receive consideration.

(3) To verify the pay roll and store and supply charges 
to jobs, one or two pay roll distribution reports should be 
examined in detail, and also one or two storehouse reports.
In cases where large purchases have been made from outside 
parties for capital construction work the vouchers therefor 
should he examined and the usual precautions taken to see 
that they are prbperly dpproved for the receipt of materials, 
prices, etc.

(h) For purchases of real estate the title d6eds should 
be examined together with the vouchers, and it should be seen 
that the deeds have been properly recorded.

(5) While it may be considered permissible to make a 
charge for factory overhead cost to additions to property 
such as, ~e. g., time of superintendent and his clerical force 
employed on construction work, etc., it can not be deemed 
conservative business practice, inasmuch as the probabilities 
are that the overhead charges of a plant will not be decreased 
to any extent even though additions are not under way, and, 
therefore, the absorption of part of these charges when addi
tions are in progress has the effect of reducing the operating 
costs as compared with months in which no construction work 
is under way.
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(6) Construction work in progress at the end of the fiscal 
period should be shown in the balance sheet under the heading
of fixed assets and not as part of the inventories. This is 
important to bear in mind because construction work is not an 
asset that can be quickly turned into money, while everything in 
the inventory is supposed to be realizable in cash within a 
reasonably short time.

(7) The auditor should inquire as to whether any installments 
are due on account of construction work in progress which is being 
carried on by outside parties; and if so, the liabilities for these 
installments should be included in the balance sheet, as they may 
have a direct bearing on the amount of available cash on hand.

(8) When a company uses leasehold properties the leases 
should be examined and notes made of the periods covered, So that 
it may be seen that improvements, etc-, on such properties are 
witten off over the periods covered by the leases.

(9) The auditor should satisfy himself that the.reserves for 
depreciation of buildings, machinery, equipment, etc., are ade
quate to reflect the deterioration in the value of the fixed prop
erties, If in his epinion the reserves shown on the balance 
sheet are insufficient he should call attention to the matter
in his certificate.

(10) Care should be taken to ensure that property destroyed 
by fire or otherwise prematurely put out of service is correctly 
treated in the books. Any portion of the original charge for 
such property which is not recoverable through insurance, as 
salvage or otherwise and has not been provided for by the depre
ciation scheme, should be written off.

It is to be observed that the foregoing notes are to be applied 
only to cost of properties incurred during the period under audit.
In addition, information may usefully be obtained on broader lines 
in regard to the composition of the real estate, building and 
machinery accounts, and showing what principal property is repre
sented thereby and how the accounts have been built up from year 
to year for a reasonable time past, if not from the inception #f 
the business. The information derived therefrom is valuable only 
in indicating the progressive policy of the concern, the extent to 
which it reinvests undivided surplus in its plant, etc. Beyond 
these facts the banker who is asked for ordinary discounts or 
short-term loans is not interested; he looks more to the quick 
aasets for his security.
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Optional - When the loan is greater than the quick as
sets seem to justify the auditor should suggest a reliable 
verification of the cost of property prior to the period un- 
d^r audit. Such action may become necessary even to the ex
tent of calling for an appraisement by disinterested outside 
experts;

-1 9 -

DEFERRED CHARGES TO OPERATIONS.

Under this heading in the balance sheet are grouped 
such items as unexpired insurance, bond discounts appli
cable to a future period, prepaid royalties, experimental, 
charges, etc. After the clerical accuracy of the deferred 
charges has been verified the auditor should satisfy himself 
tljat they are properly carried forward to future operations.

Wherever possible, documentary proof must be produced 
in support of the items carried forward, as, for example, 
with unexpired insurance the policies must be examined to 
verify the dates of (aspiration, the amounts covered, and the 
proportion of the premiums carried forward; with royalties 
the agreements must be examined; with experimental charges the 
vouchers and particulars of the work done must be looked into, 
etc.

The examination of the deferred charges will usually 
furnish the auditor with valuable information in regard to 
the accounts of the company, as, e. g.,:

(1) The verification of experimental charges carried 
forward will generally furnish information as to the pro
duction and future policy of the company.

(2) Royalty vouchers will generally furnish a check 
on the production of mines.

(3) An examination of the insurance policies will show 
if the properties are mortgaged or covered by lien, and thus 
be an additional verification of the liability for mortgages 
on real estate, buildings, etc., shown in the balance sheet.

(4) The assets covered by insurance will be ascertained 
and, if any omissions are discovered, they should be mentioned.
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NOTES AND BILLS PAYABLE.

Under this caption appear notes payable and drafts ac
cepted. Schedules should be prepared under the subcaptions, 
and in columns headed -

Date.of making the notes or drafts.
Due dates.
Names of creditors.
Collateral hypothecated.
Additional indorsers.
Interest accrued to date of audit.
Notations of renewals (as information of this 

nature furnishes a guide to the state of 
the concern's credit).

The schedule must be compared with the notes-payable 
book and the total, of the aggregate must agree with the bal
ance of the ledger account of notes payable.

Statements must be obtained from all banks and brokers 
with whom the concern does business showing all notes and 
drafts discounted or sold by them for the benefit of the 
concern. These statements when received must be checked 
against the loans shown on the concern's books and approved 
in the minutes of a company.

Inasmuch as a note is a negotiable instrument, Care 
must be taken to see that all of those recorded as paid 
during the year under audit have been properly discharged, 
and the canceled notes are the best evidence of this fact.

Careful attention should be given to the collateral 
deposited for loans and statements as to the existence of 
such collateral should be obtained from the holders thereof. 
Such hypothecation of any of the concern's assets should be 
accounted for on the balance sheet.

When practicable the auditor might suggest to the client 
the advisability of drawing notes payable on blanks bound in 
a book, like a check book, with a stub for each blank - the 
blank and the stub to bear identical numbers. The officer, 
or officers, signing the notes could, in such case, initial 
the stub as a certificate to the amounts, payees and terms 
of the notes issued. If this were done, the auditing of bills 
payable would be greatly facilitated.
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ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.

A list of balances due on open accounts must be prepared 
and carefully checked with the ledger accounts, dare being 
taken to see that no open account on the ledger has been omit
ted from the list* It should be ascertained that the balances 
represent specific and recent items only* When any account 
does not appear regular a statement from the creditor should 
be obtained. If there are many such accounts in dispute, and 
they amount to so large a sum as to affect appreciably the 
total of current liabilities, the general causes for the dis
putes should be inquired into and note made of the matter for 
the consideration of the banker.

In concerns with modern voucher systems accounts pay
able are easily verified, as'all liabilities are then in
cluded in the books When incurred. Care should be taken, how- 
ever> to see that all goods received on the last day of the 
fiscal period, as shown by the receiving records, and also 
all goods that were in transit and belonged to the concern 
on that date, are included as liabilities, and Lhe correspond
ing assets included in the inventories. This test is neces
sary as an increase in the accounts payable may have a very 
important bearing on the financial position of the concern if 
the cash on hand is small.

Monthly expenses outstanding can usually be ascertained 
by a comparison of the expenses of the last month of the fis
cal period with previous months, and those of the year with 
the previous year. The voucher record should, however, be 
examined for the months subsequent to the close of the fiscal 
year, in case any expenses included therein are applicable to 
the fiscal period under audit.

When a first-class voucher system is not in operation 
the auditor must take additional precautions to satisfy himself 
that all liabilities are included in the accounts, among which 
may be mentioned:

(1) Payments made in the months subsequent to the date 
of the fiscal period as shown by the cashbook, which should be 
carefully scrutinized to see that none of them is applicable 
to the period under review,

(2) The file of bills not vouchered or entered on the 
books should be examined to see that none of them belongs to 
the period under audit.
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(3) A careful perusal of the minutes of a company may 
further assist the auditor in determining liabilities.

When a company has large purchase contracts in force 
for future deliveries they should be examined, as, if the 
contract prices are greater than market prices, it might 
be necessary to set up a reserve for this loss. Any debit 
balance due to advance payments on such contracts or to any 
other cause should be shown on the balance sheet under a sep
arate heading.

If the business under audit is one where there is any 
possibility of goods having been received on consignments, 
and part or all of such goods having been sold without a 
liability therefor having been shown in the books, the audi
tor must use all due diligence to cover the point fully. This 
may readily happen, as consignment accounts are usually treat
ed as memoranda only.

If inquiry develops the fact that goods have been re
ceived on consignment, all records in connection therewith, 
should be called for. If the goods have all been sold, the 
consignor's account should show the full amount due, and if 
the debt is a current one, the amount will appear among ac
counts payable due to trade creditors. Where only part of 
the goods have been sold, the net proceeds due to the con
signors should be shown on the balance sheet under the cap
tion of "Accounts payable consignors."

As an additional precaution against the omission of lia
bilities a certificate should be obtained from the proper of
ficer or member of the concern stating that all outstanding 
liabilities for purchases and expenses have been included in 
the accounts of the period under review or of former periods. 
In many cases it is also advisable to obtain a certificate 
from the president stating that all liabilities for legal 
claims, infringements of patents, claims for damages, bank 
loans, etc., have been included, as he may be the only exe
cutive officer of the company to know the extent .of such ob
ligations.

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES.

It is not enough that a balance sheet shows what must 
be paid; it should set forth with as much particularity as 
possible what may have to be paid. It is the duty of an
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auditor who makes a balance sheet audit to discover and re
port upon liabilities of every description, not only liquidat
ed debts but possible debts. The following are the usual 
forms under which contingent liabilities will be found:

Indorsements - Inquiry of the officers or partners of 
the concern should be made as to whether any indorsement of 
outside paper has been made and as to any security received 
to protect the concern. Such inquiry should be particularly 
strict if it is known that any of the officers or partners 
are interested in other enterprises. Similar action should 
be taken in the matter of -

Guaranties.

Unfulfilled contracts - Contracts to accept the deliv
ery of goods contracted for before the date of the balance 
sheet may call for the payment of large sums of money within 
a short time. In the case of raw materials for a manufacturer 
this might be a perfectly legitimate reason for seeking a tem
porary loan pending production and sale, but for a merchant 
whose balance sheet shows a large stock of goods on hand it 
might indicate a real liability impending with assets of a 
doubtful character to offset it. In every audit, therefore, 
the auditor should call for copies of all orders for future 
delivery, and if such orders call tor stock in excess of the 
current and reasonable prospective demand, mention should be 
made on the balance sheet and a report submitted, the details 
depending on the circumstances of each particular case.

Items other than those arising from the specific hypothe
cation of current assets to be listed under item 20 should ap
pear as a footnote on the liability side of the balance sheet, 
the total amounts being stated for each subheading and such 
additional report made as will convey clear information to the 
banker.

ACCRUED LIABILITIES.

Under this caption are grouped such items as interest, 
taxes, wages, etc., which have accrued to the end of the 
period under audit but are not due and payable till a later 
date. The verification of such items can be accurately made 
from the books and records. Special attention may be direct
ed to the following:
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Interest payable - Many of the liabilities which appear 
on a balance sheet carry interests Such items as bonds and 
notes payable are obvious, but the auditor should also con
sider the possibility of accounts also bearing .interest, as 
enough book accounts, when past due, do bear interest to war* 
rant inquiry being made. Loan accounts of partners and of
ficers of corporations almost invariably bear interest; also 
judgments, Overdue taxes, and other liens.

Taxes - The amount of accrued State and local taxes can 
be ascertained from an examination of the latest tax receipts> 
though in some cases, as the period for which the taxes are 
paid is not shown on the face of the receipt, it may be nec
essary to make inquiries of the proper taxing authorities as 
to the period covered.

Under the Federal income tax law a tax of 2 per cent 
is imposed upon the net profits of a corporation, which must 
be paid even if the corporation is dissolved before the end 
of the year during which the tax is imposed. As the tax is 
specifically based upon the net profits of a particular 
period, although payable some months thereafter, the tax ac
crues throughout the specified period, and if a net profit 
is disclosed upon the closing of the books at any date dur
ing the year, a reserve of 2 per cent must be shown on the 
balance sheet as an accrued tax.

Wages - Where the date of the balance sheet does not 
coincide with ■the date to which the last pay roll of the 
period under audit has been calculated, the amount accrued 
to the date of the balance sheet must be ascertained and en
tered as a liability, unless such amount is trifling. It 
will suffice to take the proportion of a full week's pay 
roll (six days) without reference to possible daily variations.

Water rates. etc. - Where bills for such expenses as 
water, gas, etc., are not rendered monthly, the auditor must 
enter the accrual of the proper proportion since the last 
bill as a liability.

Traveling expenses and commissions - It is important 
to note whether the accounts of all traveling salesmen have 
been received and entered before the books are closed. The 
auditor should secure a list, and if any report was not so 
entered, provision should be made for it unless the amount 
is likely to be trifling.

I
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Apple provision should bs made for all comnissions 
eventually payable on sales which have been billed to cus
tomers. As commissions are frequently not payable to 
salesmen until the sales have been collected from the cus
tomers, accrued comnissions are often omitted from the 
books. As they must, however, be paid out of the proceeds 
of the sales on which the full profit has already been 
taken into the accounts, they should be set up as an ac
crued liability.

Legal Expense - All concerns have more or less liti
gation. Before the books are closed the lawyers should be 
requested to send in a bill to date. If one is not found, 
the auditor should ascertain the amount, if any, probably 
due and set it up as an accrued liability.

Damages - If the concern is insured against liability 
for damages to employees or the public a proportion of the 
premiums paid in advance for the unexpired time covered by 
the insurance will appear in Deferred Charges. But there 
may be claims or suits for other damages not covered by 
insurance and where the auditor finds any evidence which 
leads him to suspect there may be liability of this nature 
he should insist upon being informed of all the facts. He 
can then form an opinion as to the amount that should be 
set up as an accrued liability, or if the outcome is uncer
tain as a reserve against possible loss.

BONDED AND MORTGAGE DEBT.

A copy of the mortgages must be examined and the terms 
thereof noted. The amount of bonds registered, issued, and 
in treasury, rate of interest, and duration of the bonds, 
should be shown on the face of the balance sheet. A certi
ficate should be obtained from the trust company certifying 
the amount of bonds outstanding, etc., as verification of the 
liability stated in the balance sheet. The interest on the 
bonds outstanding, shown in the balance sheet, should be 

calculated and reconciled with the interest on bonds, as 
shown in the profit and loss account.

Sinking-fund provisions in mortgages should be care
fully noted and care should be taken to see that they are 
provided for in the accounts of the company, and any default 
noted in the balance sheet.
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Bonds redeemed during the period or previously should 

be examined to see that they have been properly canceled, 
or, if they have been destroyed, a cremation certificate 
should be bbtained from the trustees.-

Mortgages sometimes stipulate that the current assets 
must be maintained at a Certain amount in excess of the cur
rent liabilities* and the auditor must give due considera
tion to such matters and any other stipulation in regard to 
the accounts, or any audit thereof, that may be referred to 
in the trust deed, and see that they have been cotoplied- with.

Mortgages - As a mortgage derives its chief value from 
the fact that upon registry it becomes a lien, the auditor 
should verify the existence of such an obligation by inspect
ing the public records, not only with hefSrehoe to Such as 
may be found on the company's books but also any that may 
still appear on the public records as unsatisfied. If the 
auditor lacks the necessary facilities for making a search 
it will be worth his while to arrange with a local lawyer 
or title company whereby, for a small fee, any mortgages 
or judgments entered against the concern under audit will 
be reported to him.

In any event the auditor must verify the amount as re
corded in the account, the rate, the due date, and the 
property covered thereby.

It should be borne in mind that a payment on account 
of a mortgage must be recorded or the entire amount will 
remain as an encumbrance on the property. Therefore, if 
payments on account appear, the auditor should ascertain 
if they have been so recorded; if not the fact should be 
noted on the balance sheet.

Judgments - The same procedure should be followed in 
verifying judgments as in verifying mortgages. As many 
business men consider that the entry of an invoice is an 
admission of liability, and will not permit the entry of 
a claim which they propose to fight, it is sometimes dif
ficult for an auditor to find any evidence of such liens.
Even admitting the fact they may still refuse to allow 
the judgpient to be entered on the books as a liability 
in which case it is proper for the auditor to include it 
as a footnote on the balance sheet as a contingent liabil
ity.

Unpaid interest - When considering the matter of liens 
it should be noted that interest unpaid is a lien as well as 
unpaid principle, so where the auditor finds evidence of in
terest on liens being in default, he should add -it io the 
principal in each case.
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CAPITAL STOCK.

As a rule trust companies are the transfer agents for 
the capital stock of large corporations, and for verificai 
tion purposes it is sufficient to obtain letters from them 
certifying to the capital stock outstanding.

Where companies issue their own stock, the stock registers 
and stock certificate books should be examined and compared 
with the lists of outstanding stockholders.

On the balance sheet each class, if more than one, of 
stock must be stated, giving amount authorized, issued, and 
in treasury, if any. In the case of companies with cumulative 
preferred stocks outstanding a note must be made in the balance 
sheet of the dividends accrued but not yet declared.

If stock has been sold on the instalment plan, the auditor 
should ascertain that the calls have been promptly met and 
whether any are in arrears. If special terms have been ex
tended to any stockholder, approval of the board of directors 
is necessary and the minutes should be examined accordingly.

If any stock has been sold during the period under audit, 
the auditor should verify the proceeds of the sales.

S U R  P L U S

The auditor should give consideration to the surplus at 
the beginning of the period. This item represents the accumu
lated profits prior to the beginning of the fiscal period under 
review, and should be compared with the surplus shown on the 
balance sheet of the -previous year, and with the ledger account, 
to see that it corresponds, and if it does not, a reconciliation 
statement should be prepared giving full details of the differences.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

The auditor should obtain the profit and loss statement for 
three years, at least, including the period under audit, and 
after verifying them by comparison with the ledger account, pre
pare a statement in comparative form. This comparison will 
furnish valuable information to the banker as to the past pro
gress of the concern under audit.
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A satisfactory form of profit and loss account is annexed here
to, hut any other form giving substantially similar information is 
acceptable.

While it would be impracticable in an ordinary balance sheet 
audit, and, at the same time, somewhat useless to mate a detailed 
check of all the transactions entering into the composition of the 
profit and loss account, there are certain main principles to be 
kept in view which are briefly outlined below:

S A L E S

Whenever it is possible the quantities sold should be recon
ciled with the inventory on hand at the beginning of the period, 
plus the production, or purchases, during the period, less the in
ventory on hand at end of the period.

Where a good cost and accounting system is in force the sales 
records will very probably be in good shape, but nevertheless, the 
auditor should satisfy himself from the shipping records that the 
sales books were closed on the last day of the fiscal year, and 
that no goods shipped after that date are included in the transac
tions.

When an audit is being made for the first time the auditor 
should satisfy himself that the sales at the beginning of the 
period were recorded in accordance with the dates of shipments.
Such verifications can be made conveniently by a direct compari
son of the shipping memoranda with the invoices billed.

Allowances to customers for trade discounts, outward freights, 
reductions in prices, etc., should be deducted from the sales in 
the profit and loss account, as the amount of net sales is the 
only figure of interest to the bankers.

The future bookings at the close of the fiscal year should be 
looked into, as a comparison of orders on hand with corresponding 
periods of other years furnishes the bankers .with an idea of the 
concern's business outlook.

COST 07 SALES

The inventory at the beginning of the period, plus purchases 
during the period, less inventory at the end of period, gives the 
cost of sales. In a manufacturing concern the factory cost of 
production takes the place of purchases. These items will have
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already been verified in auditing the balance sheet, but nevertheless 
care should be taken to see that this heading has not been made a 
dumping ground for changes which would be more properly embraced 
under the heading of special charges. The composition of the items 
entering into the cost of sales should be traced in totals into the 
cost ledgers of accounts.

GROSS PROFIT ON SALES

This is obtained by deducting the cost of sales from the 
net sales. The ratio of gross profits to net sales should be 
calculated and compared.

SELLING. GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES.

Under these general headings should be set down the expenses 
itemized to correspond with the titles of the ledger accounts kept 
in each division. In checking the totals of each account with the 
statement for the period under audit, special attention to credits 
in these accounts should be given to see that none have been made 
for the sale of capital assets and for other items which should not 
appear in expense accounts. The percentages of the totals of 
each division and of the aggregate total to net sales should be 
calculated for each year for comparison.

NET PROFIT ON SALES

This is obtained by deducting the aggregate total of the 
selling, general and administrative expenses from the gross 
profit on sales, and shows the net earnings of the concern on 
its real business. Ratio to sales should be calculated for each 
year for comparison.

OTHER INCOME

Under this heading is embraced any income that may be de
rived from sources outside of sales, such as income from invest
ments, interest, discounts, etc. Schedules should be prepared 
of each item, and the auditor should satisfy himself of their 
accuracy and of the propriety of including them as income.

DEDUCTIONS FROM INCOME

Under this heading are grouped such items as interest on
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bonded debt, interest on notes payable, etc. The same pro
cedure of verification as in the case of other income should 
be followed.

NET INCOME —  PROFIT AND LOSS

Adding other income to gross income and deducting deduc
tions from income gives the net income or profit and loss for 
the period, which is the amount that should be carried to the 
surplus account.

SURPLUS ADDITIONS AND DEDUCTIONS

Items of unusual or extraordinary profit which do not be
long strictly to the period under audit, or can not be said to 
be the legitimate result of the ordinary transactions of the con
cern, should be entered here and verified with the surplus account. 
Similarly deductions should be treated. Also dividends declared 
should be entered in the surplus account and as an item under 
this caption, inasmuch as it is the usual custom to declare divi
dends "from net earnings and surplus." After adding special 
credits to and deducting special charges from the net income we 
hate the total profit and loss for the whole period from all 
sources which added tp the surplus balance at the beginning of 
the period gives us the surplus at the end of the period, which 
should agree with the surplus as stated on the balance sheet.

G E N E R A L

These instructions cover audits of small or medium sized 
concerns. In large concerns having, for instance, tens of 
thousands of accounts or notes receivable, the detail procedure 
suggested would be impracticable and internal'check should make 
it unnecessary. In such cases only tests can be made, but the 
auditor must always be prepared to justify his departure from a 
complete program by showing that the purposes sought to be ac
complished thereby have been adequately effected by his work.

Any extensive clerical work, such as preparations of lists 
of notes receivable, etc., should be performed by the client's 
staff, so as to avoid unnecessary employment of professional 
staff in merely clerical work and consequent undue expense.
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FORM OF CERTIFICATE

The balance sheet and certificate should he connected with 
the accounts in such a way as to ensure that they shall he used 
only conjointly. This rule applies also to any report or memo
randum containing any reservations as to the auditor's responsibi
lity; any qualification as to the accounts, or any reference to 
facts materially affecting the financial position of the concern.

The certificate should he as short and concise as possible, 
consistent with a correct statement of the facts, and if quali
fications are necessary the auditor must state them in a clear 
and concise manner.

If the auditor is satisfied that his audit has been com
plete and conforms to the general instructions of the Federal 
Reserve Board, and that the balance sheet and profit and loss 
.-statement are correct, or that any minor qualifications are fully 
covered by the footnotes on the balance sheet, the following 
form is propers

I have audited the accounts of Blank & Co.
for the period from.................. . . to
• .................... and

I certify that the above balance sheet and 
statement of profit and loss in my opinion set 
forth the financial condition of the firm at
........ ................and the results of its
operations for the period.

(Signed) A. B. C.
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FORM FOR PROFIT AMD LOSS ACCOUNT

Comparative statement of profit and loss for three years ending........1$ •

Year ending -

1 9 »* 19 • • 19 • •

•*

Gross sales........... . . .  . . .  $ ....... $
Less outward freight., allowances and

returns. . . . . . . . . .  . . ... . . . ........... ..... »'*______

Net sales................. . .

Inventory beginning of year......... . .
Purchases, net . ............ . . . . , .

Less inventory end of year.. . . . . . . .
Cost of sales. . . . . . . .

Gross profit on sales. . . .

Selling expenses (itemized to correspond 
with ledger accounts kept) .......... .

Total selling expense..........

General expenses (itemized to correspond 
with ledger accounts kept) . . . . . . .

Total general expense. . . . . .

Administrative expenses (itemized to cor
respond with ledger accounts kept) . . ,

Total administrative expense . .

Total expenses. . . 

Net profit on sales

Other income:
Income from investments ........
Interest on notes receivable, etc. 

Gross income............ .

Deductions from income:
..Interest on bonded debt........
Interest on notes payable. . . . 

Total deductions. . . . . .

Net income - profit and loss.............  .......  ......
Add special credits to profit and loss . . .......  .......
Deduct special charges to profit and loss. ........ ....... •

Profit and loss for period. ....... .......

Surplus beginning of period.......... . »«»<«.

Dividends paid

Surplus ending of period . . . . . . .
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F O R M  O F  B A L

' A S S E T S :
C a s h :

la , Cash on hand currency and coin
lb , Cash in bank.....................

Notes and accounts receivable
~1T Notes receivable of"customsrs on hand.

(not past due) ................
5, Notes receivable discounted or sold 

with indorsement or guaranty,
7, Accounts .receivable, customers (not

past due) .............. . .
9, Notes receivable, customers, past due 

•(cash value, $................
11, Accounts receivable, customers, past due

(cash value, $....,,) ..........

Less;
13. Provisions forbad debts...,..... . ....
15, Provisions for discounts, freights

allowances, etc..,.,............ . ...

Inventories:
17, Raw material on hand...........
19. Goods in process(. ...............
21. Uncompleted contracts.......

Less payments on account thereof

23, Finished goods on hand....,....

Other quick assets■ (describe fully):

Total quick assets (Excluding all investments) 

Securities:
25. ' Securities readily marketable.and salable 

without impairing the business,....-.... 
27. Notes.given by-officers, stockholders or

. employees ..............................
29.. Accounts due from officers, stockholders 

or employees ....... ....... ...........

Total current assets

!

Fixed assets: - , . . ..... ■;.
31, . Land used for p l a n t ................. .......

. 33, Build.ings used for plant.......... ...... . ...........
35, ,1 Machinery ...... ........ ................. .....
37, Tools and. plant- equipment,.,........ .... .
39 , Patterns and drawings .................. .
41. Off ice furniture'and f ixtures................
43. Other fixed assets, if any (describe fully) ..........

♦ * « « « • * * « » » 1 V « * t * • ' l* • i * * * * * • * • » * * * * * ' « • * * • * % , . » -I— i-L-i-

Less: r ■
45. Reserves for depreciation..........■...... .......

Total fixed assets..,, .......................
Deferred charges:
47. Prepaid expenses, interest, insurance, taxes, etc.

Other assets (49).... ;... ............ .......... .......
Total assets1.; ... i ............ .

l  g. s o n  ,

L I A B I L I T I E S :

ills, notes, and accounts payable:
•Unsecured b ills  and notes ~
. 3». Acceptances made for merchandise or raw

, material purchased......... . ......
Notes given for merchandise or raw

material purchased............ ......
Notes given to banks for money borrowed
Notes- sold through brokers, , ...........
Notes given for machinery, additions to
plant, etc. . , ........... ............

1 'i2. Notes due to stockholders, officers, or
e m p l o y e e s ................ . .

4.

10,

i-.S'ecured liabilities, ~
• 20a, Notes receivable discounted or sold with in- 

dorsement or guaranty ( c o n t r a ) . 
;i20b< • Customers* .accounts discounted or assigned
-• ' '(contr.a)     .... ...................... . .
-20c. . Obligations secured-by liens on inventories 

|, 20d, . Obligations secured by (.securities deposited 
. •• as c o l l a t e r a l , :.........

22.' Accrued liabilities (interest,taxes,wages,etc.

Ether current liabilities (describe fully):

■ , . . Q

; X-32-’b ,.(&

I' nsecured accounts ~ ;■
| |; 44.. Accounts payable for purchases (not yet due) ......

16, Accounts payable-for'purchases (past due)...
,18. Accounts payable to stockholders, officers,
. . or employees .......................

Total'Current liabilities

|iyed .liabilities:, ,
|y" 2'4i" Mortgage, on plant (duo date

'26,' ^Mortgage on other real estate (due date,;.) 
I-.../28U Chattel mortgage on machinery or equipment

' , (due date.,.....,) ......,.
Jv - BO, •- Bonded debt (due date,,,...) ......... ,, . ,.

.•3.2, Other‘fixed liabilities - (describe fully):

Total Liabilities

et Worth: - 1
if a corporation -

; . (a) Preferred’stock . (lass' .stocks in-treassn-
. ‘ u r y ......................
. ’ (b) Common shock (Less stock in treasury)

K ’ /.-. v (c) Surplus and undivided prof its .

- (d) Book value of good will,, ...... .
; (e) Deficit.....1...........  ~ ., . ,  ■ ■

j. .,36, ' If an individual or partnership -
(a) , Capital.........................
(b) Undistributed profits or deficit.,1..

Total
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WILLIAM 0. MCADOO
Secretary of the Treasury

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

W. P. 6. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAULM. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H.J*ARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
ASna&iAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AOENT

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRE8S REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 8, 1917.

Dear Sirs:

For your information there is attached to this 

letter a statement of bond conversion allotments, computed 

on a basis of offerings of $15,000,000 by member banks 

through the Treasurer of *he United States for purchase by 

Federal reserve banks on April 1st.

As you have been confidentially advised by Gov

ernor Rhoads, proposals for sales by national banks to the 

close of business February 28th amounted in the aggregate to 

$8,691,750.

On the receipt of advice from the Treasurer of 

the United States, say on March 22d, the Feisral Reserve Board 

will wire you the total amount of bonds offered and the al

lotment which you will be required to purchase, and you will 

then kindly wire the figures to be inserted in your resolu

tion covering conversion, which will have previously been 

mailed to the Treasury Department.

Very respectfully,

Governor.

Inclosure.
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Remarks of H. P. Willis at the Conference of the 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CREDIT MEN 

New York, March 9, 1917.

-- 0O0--

MR.' CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE CONFERENCE:

More than a year has elapsed since I had the opportunity

of discussing with you the subject which forms the principal topic

of consideration this morning. The months have passed rapidly,

full as they have been of financial and banking developments of

first importance both to the business public and the nation at

large. In such times attention tends to be diverted from perma-
«•

nent'and underlying problems to those whose nature is immediate 

and urgent even if of relatively transitory interest. I am pleased 

to think that in this case, however, the broad question how to im

prove our commercial paper has not been allowed to become wholly 

submerged. Real progress has been made, and if this progress seems 

comparatively small when stated numerically and contrasted with 

the great figures representing the growth of our total banking 

operations or of our foreign trade, nevertheless I believe it is 

general and represents actual advance in the right direction.

The experience of this past year has impressed upon my 

mind with even greater force than in the past, the belief that the 

trade acceptance question is not solely a banking problem, and that
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it is not likely tc be solved by bankers alone. I believe it is 

essentially a business man's question — a problem of credit and 

sales practice, and, as such, to be dealt with chiefly by organi

zations like your own which have to do with the conditions upon 

which credit is extended. Theoretical students of banking and 

the Government officers in charge of banking affairs can and 

should do much toward the promotion of progress in the use of ac

ceptance. The practical banker can lend his aid by establishing 

better rates for satisfactory paper, and there is every reason 

to think that he will do so. Indeed the attitude of the American 

banker toward the trade acceptance question has been on the whole 

not only intelligent and understanding, but encouraging and help

ful, It remaihs true that important changes are never effected 

Without pioneer workj and it has become plain that such work will 

become necessary in order* to bring about the general adoption of 

the acceptance system.

What I have said probably suggests to you that I do not 

believe it very necessary for me ,©r for anyone to devote much at

tention to advocacy of the use of the trade acceptance. Every 

one now knows why it should be used. Every one at all interested 

in the subject, or led to investigate it, recognizes that the ex

perience of the past, the dictates of good commercial practice in 

our country at the present time, consideration of economy among
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ourselves, and tho broader arguments derived from banking 

theory, all combine with the idea of preparedness against 

emergency conditions to dictate the broader use of the trade 

acceptance. Arguments against its use are those which spring 

from inertia, custom, unsound competition, and various ob

stacles of an artificial nature. That it is -vise for the buyer 

of goods to close up his transactions by obligating himself to 

pay a certain sum at a certain time, thereby reducing his lia

bility to the lowest terms, is evident. That it is good busi

ness policy for the seller* to obtain a distinct, recognized ob

ligation evidencing indebtedness of the buyer in enabling him 

to Obtain economical credit at his bank, is also beyond ques

tion. That it is desirable for the bank to base its loans upon 

paper evidencing a commercial transaction, and hence limited by 

the volume of such transactions, protected by two satisfactory 

signatures and adjusted in such a way as to distribute liability, 

so far as practicable, is equally evident. When these premises 

have been admitted, the case is practically closed, as the ad

verse arguments based upon existing practice in granting trade 

discounts, difficulties in allowing for defective goods, problems 

of invoicing, etc., which are rendered more difficult through 

the use of the acceptance, are of no particular interest except as 

a mere statement of obstacles to be overcome in introducing the 

better situation represented by paper of this type, as compared

-3 -
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with the direct loan on single-name paper protected only by 

open accounts of customers.

Believing, therefore, that the question at issue 

is no longer a matter of theory, but a problem in commercial 

education, our discussion of it is at once considerably sim

plified because the field is narrowed. It is essentially the 

problem: How shall those who believe in the trade acceptance

(as we all presumably do) make their views effective? In 

this, as in all matters of education, the fix'st appeal must 

be to the intelligence of the business community. And just 

here the question arises: Do those who advocate the use of

the trade acceptance know exactly what they want? There has 

apparently been considerable doubt in the minds of many per

sons who are urging the use of the trade acceptance as to 

precisely what should be the form of the documents they are 

advocating. This has led to confusion and difficulty. The 

Federal Reserve Board has devised a trade acceptance form of 

its own which is being distributed to those who make inquiry. 

This form is as follows:

-4 -
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X. Y. 2* MOTOR CO.

fd

Milwaukee, Wis., ^ 91-

after date pay to the order of our-

Dollars

<2>nt of Our invoice No. ________ dated
o*
f>c dollars,O

fc&ted for payment of this bill at maturity* o

discount

X. Y. Z. MOTOR CO.

By.
Cashier.

J,
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The form proposed by the Federal Reserve Board is, of 

course, not the only one that could be employed to advantage, and 

doubtless as time goes on, it will be improved. What is important 

is that all those who believe in the use of the trade acceptance 

should, as soon as they can, agree upon a form which they are pre

pared to recommend, and more important still, to explain to the 

business men who are interested in using it. Personally, I hope 

that the form which will thus find favor in the eyes of all may be 

that which is recommended by the Federal Reserve Board; but the 

only thing that is really necessary is that discussion as to the 

proper contents of the form, and the conflict between competing 

types of the trade acceptance should be ended as soon as may be.

Second only in importance to the necessity of agreeing

upon and standing firm in support of a good form of trade acceptance, 
of

is that/agreeing when and Under what conditions this trade acceptance 

is to be used.

I regret to say that views on this subject^ which certainly 

are erroneous and which may be dangerous, have developed and are 

being spread abroad. I have noted that at various places where 

trade acceptances are discussed, it is occasionally suggested that 

they may properly be used to close up old accounts, or that the proper 

medicine for a doubtful account is a dose of trade acceptance. Of 

course, if this thought becomes widely diffused, it would mean that 

the trade acceptance paper of the country would be decidedly inferior
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in value to paper “based on quick, active, open accounts. Nothing 

could more quickly injure or discredit the trade acceptance movement 

than such an outcome, it should he distinctly and positively under

stood that the trade acceptance is, in its true form, nothing more 

than a representative of live indebtedness, and that the acceptance 

has not been created for the purpose of giving a better hold to the 

creditor over the debtor, but has been produced in order to create 

definite evidence of indebtedness which is available for banking 

purposes* That there will always be in any aggregate of banking 

paper some items that prove doubtful Or slow, is unavoidable and 

consequently to be expected] but to inject into such an aggregate 

items known and recognized as slow or doubtful, is quite another 

matter. To create a volume of paper essentially consisting Of 

slow or doubtful items, would be anything bub a reform in banking. 

This proposition seems to me so obvious «hat. I have noted with sur

prise in literature sent out from usually authoritative sources 

the thought that the acceptance aa such is intended to liquify 

"frozen credits." Its real intent is, of course, that of pre

venting credit from becoming frozen, and anything that tends to 

obscure this essential character in the trade acceptance, must be 

regarded as distinctly injurious.

Granting now that we are agreed on the kind of trade 

acceptance to be used, and agreed also as to the time and circuit-
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stances under which it should he used, how shall we broaden its 

application? Shall we wait for the gradual evolution of an 

understanding on the part of business men who hope that it will, 

in a certain sense, win its own way to success, or shall we take 

more direct and vigorous steps in the matter? My own inclina

tion is strongly in favor of the former course. Nevertheless,

I recognize that much can be done by force of example, and by a 

process of education and clarification of ideas. In all such 

work leadership is essential. I do not think it would be fair* to 

ask the buyer of goods to sign trade acceptances if, by so doing, 

he should transfer all of the benefits of the open account system 

direct to the wholesaler or manufacturer* The latter must have

his share of the advantage, but.not more. The first question to

be dealt with, therefore, is whether those who are engaged in ex

tending credit, like yourselves, will figure their requirements 

down to a point where distinct encouragement is held out to the 

buyer to make use of the trade acceptance. Undoubtedly there 

is too much effort to temporize with existing conditidtts, and to 

arrange for trade discounts and for the retention of other elements 

in the present methods of settlement which are inconsistent with 

the acceptance plan* The proper way of meeting the situation is,

I believe, the direct wa'r, that is, the buyer must be met on a 

business basis and must be offered satisfactory inducements.
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When the buyer has recognized the value of such inducements 

and has received the benefits thereof in the form of lower prices, 

he should be compelled to perform his fair share of the bargain by 

scrupulously settling the acceptance when it falls due. There 

should, under ordinary circumstances, be no expectation of a renewal 

of the acceptance. Speaking on this general subject some months 

ago, Governor Harding of the Federal Reserve Board, presented the 

following analysis of the acceptance situation:

"The Federal Reserve Act distinguishes clearly between 

commercial banking and investment banking, attd specifically 

excludes from purchase or discount 'notes, drafts, or bills 

covering purely investments; or issued or drawn for the pur

pose of carrying or trading in stocks, bonds, or other invest

ment securities, except bonds or notes of the Government of 

the United States. 1 * * * * * *  It is clear that the intent 

of the Act is to safeguard the self-liquidating character of 

acceptances, as securities of an investment nature are barred, 

and provision is made that the transactions should be based 

upon either an actual sale Of goods or upon the conveyance 

of legal title to goods which can be readily marketed so as 

to protect the acceptor.

"The Board was obliged to fact», soon after the establish

ment of the Federal reserve banks, the question of renewals
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of acceptance credits, and ruled that certain renewals of 

such credits, which clearly*grew out of the shipment of goods 

in the first ’.r stance, need not, as a matter of principle, he 

excluede. American acceptances now are quite well established 

in the world’s market, and while we may expect to see this 

acceptance business grow into very larpe figures, we must not 

permit either* our ambition or our desire to assist others, or 

considerations of profit, to cause Us to disregard long-estab

lished and sound banking principles.”

While these cautionary words were used primarily with 

reference to bankers’ acceptances growing out of foreign transac

tions, the principle involved in them is equally as applicable to 

domestic trade, or perhaps even more so, since in domestic business 

the average period of the representative transaction is, or at 

least should be, shorter than in foreign trade, while the conditions 

under vidiich business is carried on are more fully within our control 

than they are in those cases where we are dealing with foreign nations. 

The trade acceptance, in short, grows out of an actual business trans

action involving a sale of goods, and its natural life closes with 

the termination of the transaction which gave rise to it, and with 

the transfer of the goods to the consumer. Ta- renew accaptances 

from time to time would place them on the same basis with all paper 

evidencing an ordinary loan at a bank, and there would be no reason
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why they should be considered entitled to greater favor than any 

two-name accommodation paper* This phase of the situation is/in 

a measure, one with which the banker is diredtly concerned, since 

it is to him that we must look for the application of rigid prin

ciples with regard to renewals. Much., however, can be done by 

strong and sound elements in the commercial community/ since they 

can establish a general atomosphere of public opinion relating to 

this subject which will reduce or eliminate the tendency of some 

to look for renewals of such paper at the hands of these bankers.

If trade acceptances have been properly made in the first instance, 

however, and do in fact represent transactions of the kind they are 

presumed to represent, the danger that they will become a medium 

for renewal credits is not serious; and it may be expected that a 

very moderate amount of education and expression of opinion will 

correct any such tendency in that direction as may exist.

To so much perhaps most persons would agree. They

would be prepared to admit the essential character of the trade

acceptance, the conditions of its use, and the proper attitude to

be assumed with respect to its liquidation. There is another
is

phase of the subject thsit/probably less obvious, but on that ac

count deserves attention. In every case where an acceptance of 

any kind is given, the question is naturally raised; What becomes • 

of this acceptance? In the case of trade acceptances there are
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not a few firms among those which are now encouraging their cus

tomers to give these acceptances, who have no intention to use 
them as a basis for discount, They are seeking to develop the 

practice of giving 3uch paper in payment, because it is a cleaner 

and better way of doing business, and because it provides them with 

a body of discountable paper if they see fit. There are others 

which are desirous of developing the business because it enables 

them to get credit at banks in a better and more satisfactory way. 

It is with this latter class that the question of the means of 
discounting the acceptance becomes vital. In this connection the 

most immediate problem ia: Where should the trade acceptance be

discounted? Under the existing regime, we may assume that "A" 

is a wholesaler who sells a bill of goods to ’’B",* .a retailer.* 

carrying an account in favor of "B” on his books for perhaps 90 

days. If MA" feels the necessity of accommodation, he may obtain 

from his banker a loan on his own paper equivalent to the in

debtedness of n B", confined with that of hundreds or thousands 

of customers like '’B11. nA*sM bank in this case has furnished the 

capital with which to finance the dee-lings of nB", and the group 

of dealers to which he belongs. The capital has come through the 

medium of ”A ” and or the strength of his guarantee, but it has 

been furnished to ”Bn ana the others. If under the trade accept

ance system nA n has, let us say, 1,000 trade acceptances made by 
MB" and others, he may take them to his bank and may discount them 
there en bloc. He may, however, arrange with the bank in the city 
where the buyer "B" is located, to take the draft and hold it until 
maturity, giving him credit for the proceeds. Here there is a sys
tem of credit distribution whereby the duty of furnishing capital 
is widely diffused among the banks of the country. The banker 
knows nBM, the retailer, and when the paper has been accepted by
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him,, is willing to discount £t-p'articularly as, in the event of dif
ficulty, it is a liability of "A". The situation contrasts sharply wit. 
the present situation because it amounts to an equitable distribution 
of loan credits among a considerable number of banks, with the

result that liability is minimized and diffused, while the banks 

themselves have an opportunity of obtaining good paper which 

otherwise might not be open to them. Undoubtedly many a large 

dealer feels that it is no part of his duty to encourage a cus

tomer who is unable to obtain the aid of banking institutions 

to finance himself, or to extend his own credit to such customer 

in lieu of the aid which the customer should get from institu

tions close to him, We are now past the period when it was the 

duty, or at all events the necessity, of the producer to supply 

their customers the means of carrying on business. To-day there 

is abundant opportunity for borrowing, and the effort of the 

Federal reserve banks has been to standardize rates for standard 

paper. The function o' the producer and wholesaler, therefore, 

is essentially that of enabling the customer to obtain the credit 

to which he is entitled. On the other hand, the financial in

stitution is aided in exbending its credit upon a sound basis, 

by supplying to it the evidence or data it needs in assuring it

self of the true nature of eacn transaction, so that it can feel 

certainty that every application grows out of a commercial trans

action, and is eligible as a basis for the extension of accommo

dation. Under the trade acceptance plan the development and ap

plication of this view of the relation between the business man 

and the bank becomes very much easier and simpler than under the
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old system. Credit is rendered more stable, and the flow of 

business to the Smaller banks of the country is greatly facilit

ated. The situation becomes far more wholesome and normal than 

it is when large banks furnish through the wholesaler or pro- ■ 

ducer the means of "carrying” the smaller business man of a 

whole trade or occupation. This is a view of the matter that 

should appeal not merely to the banking community at large, 

but particularly to the good business man. Such a plan estab

lishes relations between him and many banks the country over 

for the ascertainment of the credit condition of buyers, and 

brings the latter into more satisfactory relations with their 

banks than could otherwise have prevailed. It is, moreover, 

one of those general aspects of phases of a great commercial 

problem that appeals most strongly to those who are studying 

and dealing in credits. This makes it appropriate to present 

the matter with special force to you because you are better 

equipped and more directly concerned in its settlement than 

perhaps any similar group of men.

Although a substantial number of concerns are now 

using the trade acceptance in their business, this number is 

a very small percentage of those who might so employ it. There 

are various parts of the country where practically no change in 

the older situation has developed. The field, therefore, has 

been barely scratched, and its intensive cultivation must be
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undertaken and pressed forward by those who are brought into 

that direct contact with business men throughout the country 

that makes their words persuasive from a practical standpoint. 

The matter is not, however, solely one of self-interest. It 

is one phase of the improvement of national credit, the pro

gressive strenghtening of business methods, and the elimination 

of those unsound or doubtful elements of accommodation which 

tend to weaken all business, and which thereby pave the way 

for periods of over extension and consequently of expansion.

It requires vision and far-sightedness to realize that what 

is done in urging forward this movement will have results very 

much broader than those which directly show themselves in 

cheaper and better rates at banks.

3/8/17
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Release for morning newspapers of Friday, March 9, X-36

Statement for the p r e s s.

March 8,, 1017.

From statements which have been published from time to 
time, both inyimerican and foreign press, there appears to be a 
misunderstanding of the attitude of the Federal Reserve Board 
with respect to investments in foreign loans in the United States. 
On more than one occasion the Board has endeavored to remove this 
misunderstanding. So far from objecting to the placing of foreign 
loans ixf^Snerican market, it regards them as a very important, 
natural and proper means of settling the balances caveat## in our 
favor by our large export trade. There are times when such loans 
should be encouraged as an essential means of maintaining and 
protecting our foreign trade.

The Board has already stated that its announcement of 
November 28> 1916, did hot deal with the finances or the credit 
of any particular country, but only with banking principles which 
it seemed desirable to emphasize under the conditions existing at 
that time. The objection then made by the Board was to the undue 
employment by our banks of their funds in the purchase of foreign 
loans and not to the merits of foreign loans as investments. The 
Board was theh, and is now, of the opinion that the liquid condi
tion of our banks should not be impaired through undue or unwise 
use of their resources for investment operations. The position 
of the Board with respect to this principle has not changed. It 
still takes the view that foreign borrowings should appeal pri
marily' to the investor and not involve the use of banking resour
ces beyond the limits of sound practice. In view, however, of 
existing conditions, especially as they affect cur foreign trade, 
the Board deems it desirable and in the public interest to re
move any misconception that may be left in the minds of those 
who read the statement issued on the 28th of November, 1916.
Since that date the country's gold reserve has been further ma
terially strengthened and supplies a broad basis for additional 
credit. The Board considers that banks may perform a useful 
service in facilitating the distribution of investments, and 
in carrying out this process they may, with advantage, invest 
a reasonable amount of their resources in foreign securities.
So long as this does not lead to an excessive tying up of 
funds and does not interfere with the liquid condition of the 
banks, there cannot be any objection, to this course.

The Board did not, of course, undertake to give advice 
concerning any particular loam. It desires, however, to make clear 
that it did not seek to create an unfavorable attitude on the part 
of American investors toward desirable foreign securities, and to 
emphasize the point that American fund3 available for investment 

I may, with advantage to the country's foreign trade and the domes- 
. tic economic situation, be employed in the purchase of such se
curities.
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Ex-Officio members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

Chairm an

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
A D § l£ * g Q  MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m ptro ller  of the  Currency FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 
a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 10, 1917.

Dear Sir:

May we request that at the end of March, June, 

September and December you report to us on Form 40, in ad

dition to the figures of member banks accommodated during 

the month, also the number accommodated during the latest 

quarter of the year.

The number.of banks accommodated is to include 

all banks which had any discount operations with your Bank 

during the month or the quarter. Care should be taken to 

eliminate all duplications. Thus, a member bank for which 

you have discounted during the report period one-name pape£ 

collateral notes or trade acceptances, should be counted 

only once in figuring the total number of banks accommodat

ed. Similarly, a bank which is reported each month among 

discounting or rediscounting members, should count only once 

in figuring the quarterly total.

Inclosed please find copy of modified Form 40 for 

guidance of your discount department in reporting quarterly 

figures of members accommodated.

Assistant Secretary.

Very tru ly  yours,
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
S E C R E T A R Y  O F  T H E  T R E A S U R Y  

C H A IR M A N

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
C O M P T R O L L E R  O F  T H E  C U R R E N C Y

Ex-Officio members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, G O V E R N O R  

PAUL M. WARBURG, V I C E  G O V E R N O R  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER W ILLIS. S e c r e t a r y  

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, A S S T . S E C R E T A R Y  

a n d  F i s c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

' x-Uo

March 10, 1917.

Dear Sir:

This will call attention to the fact that 

copy for "business conditions to he used in the Fed

eral Reserve Bulletin for April should he in the of

fices of the Federal Reserve Board not later than 

March 23, 1917• With this copy, piease send the 

usual informatioh as to clearing operations on which 

the summary for the Bulletin is made up, and do net 

fail to include the summary of business conditions 

upon the slips furnished you for the purpose.

Very respectfully,

Assistant Secretary.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

Ex-Officio Members W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILLIS, SEOREtAry-j 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, AS^fTSRfeEYARY 
and  Fis c a l  Agent

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 13, 1917.

My dear Sir:

As you are aware, the Federal Reserve Board has taken 
measures to provide that each Federal reserve hank should have 
an adequate supply of notes in stock at the subtreasury or mint 
nearest it. This naturally brings about a condition differ
ing from that which has existed in the past, in that the stock 
of reserve notes available for issue is now divided between the 
subtreasuries or mints, and the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 
The question has been raised whether existing regulations which 
call for the issue of notes in order of serial numbers, so far 
as possible, should be maintained by steadily drawing on the 
subtreasuries in response to note requisitions and restoring the 
existing supplies by shipment of additional notes to such sub
treasuries, or whether the stock in subtreasuries should be re
garded as a reserve supply, not to be interfered with except in 
case of emergency. The Board has determined upon the latter 
course, and this makes it necessary to modify the instructions 
already issued with regard to preserving the exact sequence of 
serial numbers.

The following resolution has been adopted:

RESOLVED, That henceforward requisitions for Federal 
reserve notes shall be supplied by shipping direct from 
Washington, the supply already in subtreasuries to be re
garded as an emergency stock and to be drawn upon only 
under exceptional conditions. No attempt shall be made 
to maintain the continuity of serial numbers. The issue 
of notes to the public without regard to the serial num
bers of those held in subtreasuries shall be authorized, 
all regulations to the contrary now in existence to be 
repealed.

It will, however, be wise to issue notes, so far as 
possible, in their consecutive order, treating those drawn from 
subtreasuries as a separate series.

Yours very t ru ly ,

Governor.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Chairm an

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Ex-Officio Members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, V ice Governor  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. M ILLE R ^ \ . _  
CHARLES S. HAMLlfk— H  S •

H. PARKER W ILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

and  Fis c a l  Agent

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 13, 1917.

Dear Sir:

On the l4th ultimo a circular letter, No. 1078, was sent 

to all Federal reserve hanks suggesting that the discount rates 

quoted by the various banks be simplified.

Replies have been received from practically all the banks 

expressing cordial approval of the Board’s suggestion. It appears 

from the correspondence, however, that a majority of the Federal 

reserve banks would prefer quotations for paper maturing from 16 to 

60 days, and 6l to 90 days, rather than from l6 to 30 days and 31 

to 90 daysi

The majority of the banks also have indicated a desire 

that in the case of trade acceptances, commodity paper, and bankers' 

acceptances, the quotation should be made for maturities not ex

ceeding 90 days, instead of from 30 to 90 days. Having considered 

these suggestions, the Board has decided to approve discount rates 

to be established for paper of the character and maturities as fol

lows:

1. Paper maturing within 15 days, including col
lateral notes;

2. Paper maturing within l6 to 60 days;

3> Paper maturing within 6l to 90 days;

4. Trade acceptances maturing within 60 days;

5 . Trade acceptances maturing within 90 days;

6 . Bankers' acceptances maturing within SO days;
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7 . Commodity paper maturing within 90 days;

S. Agricultural paper maturing within 9^ to 180 days.

The rate to he approved for hankers' acceptances will not

he a fixed or definite one, hut will he for "not less than ___f> nor

more than __ j >", so that within the limitations thus established

there will he ample provision for a fluctuating market rate., - as 

heretofore, In the matter of trade acceptance rates the Board has 

distinguished between paper maturing within oO days and paper ma

turing between 6l to 90 days, so as to admit of a distinct rate for 

each maturity. It is thought that some Federal reserve hanks may 

wish to establish such a differential, so as to correspond with any 

difference that may exist between their 60 and 90 day rates for 

commercial paper, hut the matter is entirely optional with them, 

and experience will determine whether it will he advisable perma

nently to make this distinction.

Wherever the 15 day rate is the lowest of all the rates 

established by a Federal reserve hank, such rate would apply to 

trade acceptances, commodity paper, or to bankers' acceptances ma

turing within the 15 day limit.

The Board advises that at your next Directors' meeting, 

your discount rates be adjusted in so far as may be necessary to 

harmonize them with this uniform plan, which all Federal reserve 

banks are requested to adopt.

Very t ru ly  yours,

f

Governor.
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Ex-Officio members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Chairm an

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Com ptro ller  of the  Currency FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

WASHINGTON

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
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and  Fis c a l

ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 13, 3.917o

Dear Sir6
Referring to circular letter of March 3*-̂  

requesting additional information regarding acceptances 
held by your bank., may I ask that statements be for-* 
warded to the Board twice a month showing holdings of 
acceptances under the several heads/ as at close of 
business on the 15th and on the last business day of 
the month* In ease the 15th falls on Sunday, or a 
legal holiday/ statements should relate to the day fol
lowing.

Very truly yours.*

Governor
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A MEMORANDUM PREPARED EY A BANKER OF kO YEARS’ EXPERIENCE AND 
SUBMITTED TO A MEMEER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD.

WHY THE RIGID DEAD LINE IN THE MAINTENANCE OF RESERVES.

If a catechism of "banking was prepared the first question 
might with propriety be, what is the chief end of Banking Law and 
Practice? The answer to this which I think would meet with general 
acceptance would be that the chief end of banking law and practice 
is the maintenance of the percentage of lawful reserve. In my 
judgment we surround the matter of reserves with a sanctit}' which 
is undeserved. We have made that which should be of service to 
us, our master.

In a communication appearing in the New York Times some 
months ago from Mr. C. Scott-Dalgleisch on the subject of Rural 
Credits he says, 11 As the music is the accompaniment to the voice 
in a song so should the music of legislation merely accompany and 
modulate the voice of the performance11 • This important sentiment 
so poetically expressed I should like to see as a declaration of 
principles painted on the walls of the houses of Congress and of 
every legislative chamber in the land. Let us see how far we 
have departed from this standard in one feature of banking.

Let us consider a transaction in some moderate sized bank. 
A valued customer comes in and says that he has immediate need of 
say $2,000. The security, his name, the bills receivalbe or col-
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lateral, as the case may be, that he brings are entirely satis
factory. The banker tells him so, but states that in view of 
the fact that his reserve is low he is unable to accommodate him; 
as the law provides that under such circumstances he must not in
crease his loans. The banker a.dds, however, ”If you can wait
until tomorrow I can let you have the amount, as several large 
loans will then be paid off . Many bankers in this situation take 
what is called a common sense view of the matter, ignore the law, 
and make the loans. If the banker does not do this the business 
man may be and often is. seriously inconvenienced.

It has been the practice of the Comptroller of the Cur
rency to ask on the reports called for, ’’What has been the- average 
reserve for the thirty days preceding the date of the report?"
I find no lawful basis for such a question and it suggests that 
the Comptroller also is willing to ignore the law and take a 
common sense view.

The present Comptroller has recently brought to light 
an almost forgotten clause of the National Bank Act which pro
hibits banks from accepting more than the lawful rate of inter
est, and calls attention to the Directors'Oath that banks shall 
be conducted in accordance ’with the law. Mr. Warburg has called 
attention to the fact that our usury laws are not based on common 
sense but that is another story which I would like to tell at
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another time.

-  3
X-U5.

The point I now want to make is that the violation 
of the usury feature of the law is no more perjury than is that 
which applies to the reserve.

I understand that in Great Britain the hanks are not 
required to keep any stated percentage of reserve and I have never • 
heard that the hanks or the business interests of the country suf
fer thereby. In my long experience as a hanker and as one closely 
in touch with other hankers I. have never found any benefit to the 
hanks or the business public in such lawful requirements. I do 
not mean that hanks should not maintain adequate reserves and I 
do not regard the percentage specified law as excessive. Jity 
complaint is that the requirement of a fixed and rigid proportion 
of deposits, as reserve, tends to handicap hanks in the perform
ance of their proper functions in the community. If the reserve 
restrictions were removed all intelligent and wise hankers would 
keep sufficient reserves, but many considerations have to he taken 
into account to determine what is sufficient. Income in sight has 
been alluded to. Character of the deposits in certain hanks 
differ. Seasons of the year may have some hearing. Under previous 
conditions readiness or unwillingness of reserve agents to extend 
rediscounts made a difference. Geographical proximity to a source 
of supply of currency is also to he considered. The fact that in 
periods of money stringency the lawful reserves have never been
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regarded as sufficient also shows the inadequacy of the law. Vary

ing conditions indicate that the percentage of reserve should fluc

tuate accordingly.

Banks 8*S ci rule deal in money and credit and are the 

source of supply of these facilities in their immediate locality,
9

just as a corner grocery store supplies food to the neighborhood 

in which it is located. Let us apply the principles complained 

of in banking to the operations of the grocery store. Let us sup' * 

pose that the Secretary of Agriculture had supervision over such 

stores and that he learned that occasionally some stores allowed 

their stock of standard foods to become depleted. In his Seal 

to regulate, he might have an Act of Congress passed which should 

require that every grocery store should always have on hand a 

reserve supply of standard articles of food, at least enough to 

last five days. Under the operations of such a law a housewife 

might call for oatmeal, beans, sugar, and flour and be told by 

the grocer that he was very sorry But he could not accommodate 

her as his reserve would be trenched upon. He would have plenty 

on hand tomorrow as he had just received word from the freight 

house that a shipment from the wholesale house in the city had 

arrived and he would have his team haul it to the store the first 

thing in the morning. In the conduct of a grocery store this 

action seems to be so absurd that I am almost ashamed to speak of
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it as a possibility. Five days' supply of food on the shelves and 

more in sight and the neighborhood population compelled to shop 

somevfoere else or go hungry! In the case of the grocery the people 

can go a couple of blocks away and supply their needs. In the case 

of the bank this is not as a rule feasible as the depositor has no 

account elsewhere and his standing is not known - and when he goes 

where he is not known asking for accommodation he almost invariably 

is looked on with suspicion.

Let us take another illustration to shed light upon our 

banking practice. We have heard much of mobilizing troops and 

also of mobilizing bank reserves. To my notion bank reserves are 

or should be treated as soldiers are on the firing line. The lat

ter are in position to do serious work and in war it is to be ex

pected that many of them will be killed. What would be thought 

of a military commander who was so careful of his soldiers on the 

firing line that his energy was spent in seeing that none of them 

ever got shot? While his regard for human life is commendable it 

would render futile the purposes for which the army was created.

Bank reserves should be in constant use in meeting the 

daily needs of the banking business in supplying money and proper 

credit. It -should be.-taken as a matter of course that the percent

age of reserve should fluctuate one or two points above or below 

what was determined to be the proper average. Please remember
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that I am not complaining of hanks being compelled to carry 

too much money as feserve but only of the rigidity of the re

quirements. The spirit of the law is good but the applica

tion is not wise* We have it oh good authority that the 

spirit Of a law giveth life but that the letter killeth. The 

rules regarding the observance of the Sabbath day in old Judea 

were rigid and burdensome; what a relief it was when it was 

declared that the Sabbath was made for man and not man for 

the Sabbath. The requirements bf law should be designed to 

insure the safe and convenient carrying on of the daily af

fairs of the people. The people should not be compelled to 

conform to the requirements of laws framed by those not fully 

conversant with the details of the conditions of our life and 

business.

In proposing a change in the matter spoken of it 

would not be necessary to go the extent of abolishing all 

laws as to reserve but the relief I think we should have for 

ourselves as bankers and for the benefit of business gener

ally could be obtained by making the reserve percentage an : 

average one for the month. With each report called for by 

the Comptroller there could be sent a statement of the daily 

reserve for the two or three calendar months preceding, show

ing the average for each month. With this much freedom of
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action allowed to the banks it would not be an inexcusable 
hardship if the penalty of a fine should be a condition of 
law 4

The continuance of poorly working laws upon our 
statute books results in handicaps in business or else in 
the disregard of law. Either of these results is surely of 
enough importance to warrant us in requesting that laws be 
changed to harmonize with the normal requirements of business*

Under the operations of the Federal reserve law 
while technically less reserve has to be carried, practically 
more will be required, for the reason that the banks will all 
have to carry balances with their correspondents. These 
balances now are reserve but after they cease to be so con
sidered they will still have to be maintained as a matter 
of convenience. This is an added reason why the relief sug
gested should be granted.

3/16/17
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WILLIAM 6. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

CHAIRMAN

W. P. 6 . HARDING. GOVERNOR
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR
FREDERIC A. DELANO
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SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY
and  Fis c a l  Agent

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 19, 1917

Dear Sir

By direction of the Federal Reserve Board, you are

advised that the Board is in receipt of a letter from Honorable 

B. R. Newton, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, reading as

"Referring to the recommendation cf the Federal Re
serve Board to the effect that the transportation charges 
on all Federal reserve notes, whether fit or unfit, sent 
to the Treasurer of the United States for redemption, be 
assessed against the sender, you are advised that the 
Secretary has approved the recommendation and has directed 
a change in Department practice to accord thereto. Para
graph 20 in section IX of Department circular No. 55—^ (1916) 
regarding the issue, exchange and redemption of money, will 
be amended by the omission of the words "Federal reserve 
notes." The change, for convenience of the Treasurer in 
order to permit the proper adjustment of his accounts and 
in order to give due notice to all parties concerned, will 
be made on April 15, 1917* and will not be retroactive."

Attention is especially called to the date named by 

Mr. Newton upon which the new plan becomes effective.

f ollows

Respectfully,

Secretary.
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM 6. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

WASHINGTON

W. P. 6. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN F^AlJCESj, ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 21, 1917*

Dear Sir*.

The Board has been advised by the Secretary of War 
that, owing to the failure of Congress at its last session to 
pass the general deficiency appropriation bill, no funds are 
available for the payment of many obligations which have been 
contracted by the War Department, as evidenced by official 
"Public Vouchers" for "Purchases and Services other than Per
sonal". No doubt is entertained that Congress at the approach
ing extra session will promptly enact this appropriation bill, 
so that the necessary money will be .available. In the meanwhile 
it is earnestly desired that holders of these vouchers be enabled 
to realize upon them at as small a cost as possible, and you are 
requested to send your member banks a copy of this letter. The 
Board understands from the War Department that each voucher will 
have a rider attached as follows:

"This account is not payable at this date by 
reason of the fact that no funds are now avalable 
owing to the failure of Congress to pass the general 
deficiency measure. This is the original voucher and 
payment will be made when funds are avalable, only on 
presentation thereof. No other voucher will be issued 
covering this transaction except on conclusive fcrobf 
of the loss of the original."

Your member banks in giving accommodation to holders 
of Government claims as evidenced by these vouchers, could take 
the note of the firm or contractor with the voucher attached as 
collateral security. The Board holds that such notes will be 
eligible for rediscount by Federal reserve banks at the fifteen- 
day rate, or at the regular commercial paper rates according to 
maturities.

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Ex-Officio members
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FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER W ILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

and  Fis c a l  Agent

WASHINGTON
CONFIDENTIAL.

ADDRESS REPLY TO

F E D E R A L ^ t e f j ;3 v e  b o a r d

March 21, 1 9 1 7  •

Dear Sir:

The attention of the Board l& s beai called to 

efforts that are likely to he made in some of the districts 

should a state of war be declared, to induce the withdrawal 

of deposits from savings banks and savings departments of 

commercial banks.

The Board would suggest, therefore, that your bank 

make a discreet but careful investigation of the situation in 

your district, with the view of ascertaining what withdrawals 

are likely to occur. The Board has no doubt that you are pre

pared to give prompt and effective assistance to any member
member

banks which may be directly concerned, and through your/banks 

to other solvent institutions which may be affected by exces

sive withdrawals.

Very truly yours,

Governor
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Chairm an

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST, SECRETARY
and  Fis c a l  Agent

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

DIVISION OF AUDIT AND EXAMINATION

Dear Sir:

Enclosed herewith I hand you copy of a letter 

from Mr. B. R. Newton, Assistant Secretary of the Trea

sury , containing a statement of the cost of preparing 

Federal reserve notes during the month of February last, 

amounting to $42,203-90- I shall be glad to receive a 

check for the amount charged against your bank $ 

in order that the proper reimbursement may be made.

Very truly yours

Fiscal Agent

Enclosure
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CHAIRMAN
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a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 27, 1917 •

Sir:

In further reference to office letter of March 8, 
advising you of the resolutions of the Board relating to the 
delivery of Federal reserve notes to Federal reserve agents, 
you are advised that where delivery is made to a Federal re
serve agent by mail or express, the notes will he accompanied 
by a form of receipt to he prepared hy the Treasury Department 
v\hich should he executed in duplicate and witnessed hy a duly 
authorized hank officer, one copy to he forwarded to the Comp
troller of the Currency for his files and the other to the 
Treasurer of the United States, Assistant Treasurer, or di
rector of the Mint who ships the notes to the Federal reserve 
agent.

In order to consummate the proposed arrangement it 
will he necessary for the Secretary of the Treasury to issue 
instructions through the public moneys division to the assistant 
treasurers. These instructions will provide that the new plan 
shall become effective from and after a given date. Prior to 
that time it will he necessary for each hank to file with the 
Treasurer or with the assistant treasurers of the United States 
a certified copy of the resolution of the hank designating the 
officers who are authorized to sign the receipts as evidence of 
the fact that they have witnessed delivery of notes to the Fed
eral reserve agent. Upon advices from the Secretary as to the 
date that the order becomes effective, you will he promptly 
notified so that this resolution may he filed.

Respectfully,

Governor.
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM 6. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

W. P G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
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a n d  F is c a l  a g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

x~6i FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 30, 1 9 1 7.

Dear Sir:

Referring to circular letter No. X-52 dated 

March 21st., addressed to Governors of Federal reserve 

banks, your attention is called to letter from the Quar

termaster General, dated March 19, copy of which is in

closed herewith, which you are requested to bring to the 

attention of your Executive Committee, in order that the 

information contained therein may be given to your mem

ber banks or to any of them that would be interested.

Very truly yours,

Governor.

Inclosure.
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March 19, IS17•

To: Depot Quartermaster,
Washington, D. C.

1. In all cases where amounts are due contractors 
which, if funds were avalable,, would he paid upon a properly 
executed voucher, you are authorized hy the Secretary of War 
to prepare and sign a voucher for the amount due and place it 
in the hands of the contractor securely attaching to the vou
cher a statement, dated arid signed, reading:

’’This account is not payable at this date 
hy reason 0 f the fact that no funds are now 
avalable owing to the failure of Congress to 
pass the general deficiency measure. This is 
the original voucher and payment will he made, 
when funds are avalable, only on presentation 
hereof. No other voucher will he issued cov
ering this transaction except on conclusive 
proof of the loss of the original.”

2. The duplicate voucher will he retained hy the 
depot quartermaster and under no conditions will a second 
original voucher he given the contractor except upon the pro
duction of satisfactory evidence that the original voucher 
has been lost or destroyed.

3* Under-the provisions of Section 3^77 .> Revised 
Statutes of the United States, the Quartermaster Corps can 
not recognize the assignment hy contractors of claims against 
the United States wthin the meaning of making payment of 
amounts to the person to whom the claims may he assigned, hut 
the procedure heroin authorized will place in the hands of 
contractors evidence that they have amounts due them from the 
United States and may assist them materially in making arrange
ments with banks to extend them financial aid.

. 4. You will immediately advise all contractors hav
ing moneys due them from the United States which, if funds were 
available, would he payable from your office, that you stand . 
ready, upon their request, to furnish them with a voucher pre
pared and signed in the manner herein stated,

5 . A sample form of voucher is inclosed herewith 
for your information and guidance.

HENRY G. SHARPE
. Quartemaster General.
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W E L L S  F A R G O  & C O M P A N Y  
E X P R E S S ;

MONEY SHIPMENTS 

Washington, D. C.

March 2k, 1 9 1 7.

Honorable WiIlian G. McAdoo,
Secretary of the Treasury,
Washington,, D. C.

Dear Sir:

Under date of February , 1917., this office 
addressed a letter to Mr. B. P. Newton, Assistant Secre
tary of the Treasury, in reply to his letter of January 
25  ̂ 1917, in which we advised that this Company would 
undertake to.*handle for the Government shipments of 
Mutilated or Cut Unfit Currency returned for destruction 
from the various sub-treasuries located on its lines to 
Washington, D« C., by express at the regular merchandise 
rate, provided a value of not to exceed $50.00 was placed 
on each shipment. Shipments to be sealed by the sub
treasury and marked ’’Mutilated or Cut Unfit Currency’’, 
also marked "Value not to exceed $50.00". The same rate 
to apply on shipments from the Federal Reserve Banks to 
the Treasury Department at Washington, D. C., and will 
you please instruct that such shipments be routed as 
follows:

Via The Adams Express Company:

From Cincinnati, 0.,
New Orleans, La.,

. Philadelphia, Pa.,

Via The American Express Company:

From Bo st on, Mass.,
Chicago, 111.,

Via Wells Fargo & Company:

From Baltimore, Md.,
New York, N. Y.,
San Francisco, Cal.,

Very truly yours,

W. C. JOHNSON,

St. Louis, Mo., 
Richmond, Va. 
Atlanta, Ga.,

Kansas City, Mo., 
Cleveland, 0.,

Dallas, Texas, 
Minneapolis, Minn.

General Agent.
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W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

March 31, 1917.

Dear Sir:

The Board’s attention has been called to the fact that 
office letter dated March 21, 1917, may have been construed to 
mean that member banks may purchase outright Government vouchers 
assigned by contractors or others having claims represented by 
such vouchers, without taking the note of the claimant. It was 
not the intention of the Board, however, to suggest such a course. 
Under Section 3477 Revised Statutes, these claims are not assign
able and in the ordinary sense would not constitute bankable se
curity. In view of the present emergency, however, it was suggest
ed that notes with these vouchers attached might be rediscounted 
by member banks with a Federal reserve bank. The notes would be 
eligible without security, and, notwithstanding Section 3477, it 
was the view of the Board that where contractors have amounts due 
them from the Government which will be paid as soon as the proper 
appropriations have been made by Congress, banks might reasonably 
extend accommodations to such contractors.

The Government officers might refuse to recognize the 
assignment of a claim -

"But if those officers chose to make payment to 
the person whom the claimant, by formal power of at
torney has accredited to them as authorized to receive 
payment, the claimant cannot be permitted to make his 
own disregard of the atatute the basis for impeaching 
the settlement had with his agent."
(Bailey v. United States, 109 U. S.)

In other words, Section 3477 was enacted in order to 
protect the Government and to make it unnecessary for disbursing 
officers to determine the merits of disbuted claims. Under the 
present circumstances it may reasonably be anticipated that the 
Government officers will seek to protect the banks which extend 
these accommodations to those having contracts with the Govern
ment. It is expected that the necessary appropriation will be 
made within a short time, and that these loans can and will be 
adjusted.

Respectfully,

Governor.
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F E D E R A L  R E S E R V E  P R I M E R  

(Prepared "by F. A. Delano for Criticism)

1. The United States is divided, 'for facilitating the

tanking inter-relations of the country, into twelve districts,

each district named after the city which is its headquarters.

These twelve districts are known as follows:

No- 1 - Eoston District,
No. 2 - New York District,
No. 3 - Philadelphia District,
No- U - Cleveland District,
No. 5 - Richmond District,
No. 6 - Atlanta District,
No. 7 - Chicago District>
No* 8 m St. Louis District,
No. % ** Minneapolis District,
No. iO *. Kahsas City District,
No. 11 - Dallas District,
No. 12 - San Francisco District.

2. Every national bank is required and every State bank, 

under certain conditions, is permitted, to become a stockholder 

to the extent of 3$ of its capital and surplus.

3« In this way the paid-in capital of the twelve Federal

reserve banks is approximately 56 millions of dollars. The 

largest bank, New York, has $11,880,000; the smallest - Atlanta, 

ha3 $2,Ulh,000.

Every national bank and every other member bank is 

required to keep its legal reserves on deposit -with the Federal 

reserve bank. These reserves are at present 18$ for banks in

VO
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the three central reserve cities (New York, Chicago and St. Louis),; 

15$ for hanks in some fifty-two other cities, and 12f° for hanks 

in non-reserve cities, known usually as ’’country hanks.”

5* The aggregate reserve deposits held hy the twelve Fed

eral reserve hanks amounted on March 3 1> ISIT > to $720,Ul1,000.

In consideration of the ownership ox stock in the 

Federal reserve hank and the deposit of its reserves with said 

bank, each national or other member hank is permitted to borrow 

at specially low rates from its Federal reserve hank on the col

lateral of the, what is commonly called commercial paper. This 

paper consists of the notes of farmers, manufacturers, and mer

chants not exceedihg six months time to run in the Case of 

farmers* paper, or three months time to ruh in thC dasC of manu

facturers and merchants' paper.

These notes of the member hank's customers, when 

endorsed hy a member hank, may, as already stated, he put up 

as collateral with the Federal reserve bank and credit given hy 

the Federal reserve hank to the applying member hank. This 

credit may take the form of a hook credit, subject to draft, or 

in the form of Federal reserve notes, which each Federal reserve 

bank is permitted to issue.

7* Federal reserve banks are permitted to accept deposits

from, or make loans only to member banks. Hence each Federal
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reserve "bank is a central bank for its district. Thus, the 

Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago ha3 1,045 member bank depositors, 

while the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta has 382 member bank; 

depositors. This represents at present the maximum and minimum. 

As more national banks are chartered, or State banks loin the 

system, as they are permitted to do, this number will increase:

At present the total aggregate number in the system of twelve 

Federal reserve banks is -

7,594 National banks 
40 State banks

7,634 Total 
*

The twelve Federal reserve banks are under the super

vision of a Board of seven men in Washington, D. C., constituted 

as follows: The Secretary of the'Treasury, ex-officio, the Comp

troller of the Currency, ex-officio, and five other members 

appointed for terms of ten years by the President, with the ad

vice and consent of the Senate. Of these five appointed members 

two must have been trained bankers, and the three others need 

not have had such experience. The terms of the Board were so 

adjusted with those first chosen that the term of one man expires 

every two years.

8 - The salaries of the five appointive members are fixed

at $12,000 per year, and these salaries, plus 7/1 2ths of the 

salary of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the expenses for
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salaries of staff and other expenses of the Federal Reserve Board 

at Wahsington are paid by the twelve Federal reserve banks in the 

form of a semi-annual assessment levied by the Federal Reserve 

Board. The total expenses of the Federal Reserve Board for the 

fiscal (and calendar) year of 1916 were $226,937.37.

Each Federal reserve bank is conducted under the di

rection of a Board of nine directors:

3 Bankers elected by groups representing the large, 
the medium sized, and the small banks;

3 Business men similarly chosen by the banks;

3 Directors, two of whom must have had tested banking 
experience, appointed by the Federal Reserve Board 
at Washington, to represent them and interests of 
the general public.

The term of each director is for three years, but the 

term of one director in each group expires each year; on Decem

ber 31st.

The Federal reserve banks are permitted to invest their 

capital and a reasonable share of their reserve deposits in four 

ways;

(a) In loans to member banks on commercial paper, as al

ready described under 6 . These loans are usually called 

"Rediscounts".

(b) In the purchase in the "Commercial" or "Open Market" 

certain well known grades of commercial paper, such as "Bankers
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Acceptances", tut only when *»uc.h paper.has orJ y three months to 
run;

(c) The purchase (under restrictions expressed in the law 

and by the Federal Reserve Board) of town, city, county and State 

tax warrants, having not more than six months to run;

(d) The purchase of'United States Government Bonds and 

notes, both those having and those not h&Ving the privilege of 

issuing bank note circulation.

Every Federal reserve bank is allowed to issue Federal

reserve notes against commercial paper, accepted as collateral 
«

from a member bank or when bought in the open market. It must 

do this under the restrictions laid down in the law and by the 

rules of the Federal Reserve Board. In this connection, each 

bank must establish as a reserve against the notes so issued 

at least 40$ in gold in addition to the commercial paper held. 

Against deposits a reserve of at least 35$ in gold must be held.

The object of permitting the notes to be issued only 

against commercial paper, that is to say, short time borrowing, 

representing the actual production of food products, or staple 

commodities, or the sale of raw materials to manufacturers, is 

to base the currency solely upon the demands of commerce and 

business, increasing as business increases and diminishing as 

business diminishes. Thus the currency will tend to expand 

and contract with the volume of business; for example, if at
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the end' of 90 days, a borrowing bank repays its loan at the 

Federal reserve bank, the notes issued when the loan wfas made 

are either retired or a deposit of the equivalent suA of law

ful money roust be made to guarantee their retirement!

13. The Federal Reserve Board at Washington iie .authorized

to designate the Federal reserve banks to exercise all the functions 

of clearing houses for their member banks, and may also promulgate 

from time to time regulations covering the transfer of funds and 

the charges therefor.

14. The Secretary of the Treasury may use Federal reserve 

banks as Government depositaries and may require them to act as*
fiscal agencies of the Government, This right has been exercised 

as yet to only a limited extent.

15. The Federal reserve banks may, with the consent of the 

Federal Reserve Board, open and maintain banking accounts in and 

appoint correspondents or establish agencies in foreign countries.

16. The Federal reserve banks are not chartered primarily 

for profit. The capital of the Federal reserve bank is owned by 

the member banks, subject to a cumulative dividend of 6$ per annum.. 

Profits in excess of this revert to the Government. Primarily

the duty of the Federal reserve banks is to act as the custodians 

and guardians of the bank reserves of their member banks. Next it 

is their duty to render a service to their member banks and, through 

them in turn, to the general public in equalizing and stabilizing 

interest rates.

4/4/17
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1. The United States is divided, for facilitating the

banking inter-relations of the country, into twelve dietriots, 

each district named after the city which is its headquarters.

These twelve districts are known as follows:

No. 1 -

No. 2
No. 3
No. k
No. 5
No- 6 -

No. 1 —

No. 8
No. 9 —

No. 10 —

No. 11 —

O t—
J no —

Boston District 
New York District 
Philadelphia District 
Cleveland District 
Richmond District 
Atlanta District 
Chicago District 
St. Louis District 
Minneapolis District 
Kansas City District- 
Dallas District 
San Francisco District.

2. Every National bank is required and every State bank

under certain conditions., is permitted, to subscribe to the stock 

of the Federal Reserve Bank of its district, to the extent of 6 

per cent of its own capital and surplus; but of this only 3 per 

cent has been paid in, and the remainder, while subject to call 

by the Federal Reserve Board, is not likely to be called.

3 . In this way the paid-in capital of the twelve Federal

Reserve Banks is approximately millions of dollars. The larg

est bank, New York, has $11,880,000; the smallest, Atlanta, has 

$2 .Ul!+,0 0 0 .
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U* Every na.tion.al tank and every other member bank is

(after November 1,?, 1917) required to keep a substantial share 

of its legal reserves on deposit with the Federal Reserve Bank. 

These reserves are at present 18 per cent for banks in the three 

central reserve cities (New 'York, Chicago and St- Louis); 15 per 

cent for banks in so“e fifty-two other cities, and 12 per cent 

for banks in non-reeerve cities, known usually as "country banks."

The aggregate reserve deposits held by the twelve Fed

eral Reserve Banks amounted, on March 3 1# 191// to $72Q,Ull,000.

6. In consideration of the ownership of stock in the Fed

eral Reserve Bank and the deposit of its reserves with said Bank, 

each national or other member bank is permitted to borrow at very 

favorable rates from its Federal Reserve Bank on the collateral 

of, what is commonly called commercial paper. This paper consists 

of the notes of farmers, manufacturers, and merchants not ex

ceeding six months* time to run xn the case of farmers’ paper, 

or three months’ time to run in the case of manufacturers’ and 

merchants* paper, where the proceeds have been used solely for 

farming, manufacturing and mercantile purposes.

These notes of the member bank's customers, when en

dorsed by a member bank, may, as already, stated, be put up as 

collateral with.the Federal Reserve Bank and credit given bv the
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Federal Reserve Eank to the applying member bank. This credit 

may take the form of a rook credit, subject to draft, or the 

form of an issue of Federal Reserve notes, which each Federal 

Reserve Bank is permitted to obtain by application to its ac

credited Federal Reserve Agent.

7» Federal Reserve Banks are permitted to accept deposits

from, or make loans only to, member banks. Hence each Federal 

Reserve Bank is a central bank for its district. Thus, the Fed

eral Reserve Bank of Chicago has 1,0^5 member-bank depositors, 

while the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta has J£2 member-bank 

depositors. This represents at present the maximum and minimum. 

As more national banks arc chartered, or State banks join the 

. system, as they are permitted to do, this number will increase.

At present the total aggregate number in the system of twelve 

Federal Reserve Banks is -

7,59*4- Rational Eanks 
• ___*10 State Banks

7,b3 It Total

8 . The twelve Federal Reserve Banks are under the super

vision of a Board of seven men in Washington, D. C-, constituted 

as follows: The Secretary of the Treasury, ex-officio, the

Comptroller of the Currency, ex-officio, and five other members 

appointed for terms of ten years by the President, with/tfjs. v.i-
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advice and consent of the Senate. Of these five appointed members 

two must have been trained bankers, and the three others need 

not have had such experience. The terms of the Board were so 

adjusted with those first chosen that the term of one man ex

pires every two years.

The salaries of the five appointive members are fixed 

at $12,000 per year, and th§se salaries, plus seven-twelfths of 

the salary of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the expenses 

for salaries of staff and other expenses of the Federal Reserve 

Board at Washington are paid by the twelve Federal Reserve Banks 

out of the proceeds of an assessment levied by the Federal Re

serve Board semi-annually- The total expenses of the Federal 

Reserve Board for the fiscal ((and calander) year of-1216 were 

$326,537-37*

Each Federal Reserve Bank is conducted under the 

direction of & Board of nine directors:

3 Bankers elected by groups numerically equal, 
representing the large, the medium sized, 
and the small banks;

3 Business men similarly chosen by the banks;

3 Directors, two of whom must have had tested 
banking experience, appointed by the Federal 
Reserve Board at Washington, to represent 
them and interests of the general public, 
hone of whom may be directors or stockholders 
in banks.
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The term of each director is for three years, but the 

tern of one director in each group expires each year - on Decem

ber 31st.

The Federal Reserve Banks are permitted to invest their 

capital and a reasonable share of their reserve deposits in the 

following ways:

(a) ' In loans to member banks on commefcial paper, as

already described under 6- These loans are usually called' "Re-.

discounts."

(b) In the purchase in the "Commercial" or "Open Mar

ket" certain well known grades of commercial paper, such as

"Eankers Acceptances", BiJls of Exchange, foreign oridomestic, 

but only when such paper has not more than three months* to run; '

(c) In the purchase (under restrictions expressed in 

the law and by the Federal Reserve Board) of-town, city, county* 

and State tax warrants, having not more than six months to run,

(d) In the purchase of United States Government Eonds 

and notes, both those having and those not having the privilege 

of issuing bank note circulation.

In addition to these powers, the Federal Reserve Banks 

are permitted to deal in gold coin #r bullion at home or abroad-

Every Federal Reserve Bank is allowed to issue Federal 

Reserve notes against commercial paper, accepted as collateral
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from a member bank or when bought in the open market. It must 

do this under the restrictions laid down in the law and by the 

rules of the Federal Reserve Foard. In this connection, each 

bank must establish as a reserve, against the notes so issued at 

least 40 per cent in gold in addition to the commercial paper held. 

Against deposits a reserve of at least 35 per cent in gold or 

lawful money must also be held.

13- The object of permitting the notes to be issued only

against commercial paper, that is to say, short time borrowing, 

representing the actual production of food products, or staple 

commodities, or the sals of raw materials to manufacturers, is 

to base the currency solely upon the demands of commerce and 

business, increasing as business increases and diminishing as 

business diminishes. Thus the currency will tend to expand and 

contract with the volume of business; for example, if at the end 

of 90 days, a borrowing bank repays its loan at the Federal Re

serve Eank, the notes issued when the loan was made are either 

retired or a deposit of the equivalent sum of lawful money must 

be made to guarantee their retirement.

lh. The Federal Reserve Board at Washington is authorized

to designate the Federal Reserve Banks to exercise a.11 the func

tions pf clearing houses for their member banks, and may also
promulgate from time to time regulations covering the transfer
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of funds and the charges therefor-

15- The Secretary of the Treasury may use Federal Reserve

Eanks as Government depositaries and may require them to act as 

fiscal agencies of the Government. This right has been exercised 

as yet to only a limited extent.

Federal Reserve Board; open and maintain banking accounts in and 

appoint correspondents or establish agencies in foreign countries-

for profit. The capital of the Federal Reserve Bank is owned 

by the member banks, subject to 2. cumul?.tive dividend of 6 per 

cent per annum. Profits in excess of this revert to the Govern

ment, with the provision that one-half of these excess profits 

shall be diverted to the creation of a surplus fund for the Fed

eral Reserve Bank until the fund shall have reached 1+0 per cent 

of the capital of that'Bank. Primarily the duty.of the Federal 

Reserve Banks i3 to act as the custodians and guardians of the bank 

reserves oi their member tanks. Next it is their duty to render a 

service to their member banks and, through them in turn, to the 

general public in equalizing and stabilizing interest rates.

l6. The Federal Reserve Banks may, with the consent of the

17- The Federal Reserve Banks are not chartered primarily

4/10/17-
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BE IT ENACTED BY THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED.

"That every bank,, banking association, and trust com
pany authorized by the laws of the United States or of any State 
to receive money on deposit subject to check shall pay an annual 
tax of one-tenth of one per cent on the ggregate amount of 
checks paid by it during each fiscal year which bear the indorse
ment of or which are collected through any other bank, banking 
association, trust company, or private banker located outside of 
the State in which such checks are made payable, and every bank, 
banking association, and trust company shall make a return at 
the end of each quarterly period to the Collector of Internal 
Revenue showing the aggregate amount of such checks paid during 
that quarter, such return being verified by the oath of at least 
two of its officers, PROVIDED, however, That this tax shall not 
apply to any Federal reserve bank or member bank of any Federal 
reserve bank, or to any nonmember bank or trust company which 
carries and maintains a collection or exchange account with any 
Federal reserve bank under authority of Section 3 of this Act.

"Section 2, Any Federal reserve bank, solely for the 
purposes of exchange or.of collection, may receive from any non
member bank or trust company deposits of current funds in lawful 
money, national bank notes, Federal reserve notes, checks and 
drafts payable upon presentation, or maturing notes and bills: 
Provided, such nonmember bank or trust company maintains with 
the Federal reserve bank of its district, under such rules and 
regulations as the Federal reserve board, may prescribe, a bal
ance in an amount to be determined by such Board, but in no 
event to exceed the amount of reserves which it would be re
quired to maintain with its Federal reserve bank if it were a 
member bank, and, Provided, further, That such nonmember bank 
or trust company agrees to comply with the provisions of law 
and the regulations of the Federal Reserve Board relating to 
the collection or clearance of checks, drafts, notes, and bills 
through Federal reserve banks."

4/4/17
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TO BE RELEASED FOR THE MORNING 
PAPERS OF SUNDAY, AFRIT. 8, I9i7

X-69 -A-

Syhdpsis of Address by 
H5N. PAUL M. MARBURG 

before the
Commercial club of Chicago,

April.7, 1917.

In speaking last evening before the Commercial Club of Chicago about the 

topic "Government and Business", Paul M. warburg, Vice-Governor of the Feder

al Reserve Board, emphasized the necessity o? a clearer recognition of the 

necessity of cooperation between Government boards and business if the large 

economic problems of modern industrial states are effectively to be coped 

with.

Before dealing with the subject of his address, he spoke about the fi

nancial problems confronting the United States, saying:

"When the United States goes to war, it can never be a race war; 

it must be a war for a principle, for liberty or for human rights.

It can never be a war by a race against a race, but a war by people 

holding to one principle against people holding to another. Our 

greatest contribution to the world's development is that we are giv

ing the living proof that common aims and ideals can be stronger 

than racial differences. When the die is cast there can be only one 

duty for any citizen and that is.to stand loyally by the flag of his 

country. But that duty is doubly strong with us, where any hesita

tion in that respect would shake the fundamental thought of the Un

ion - which is: that its citizens must shake off the smaller racial 

or sectional thought and subordinate it to the larger duty of loyalty 

and allegiance to the principles of liberty, justice and equalit?*' upon 

which the United States is founded. That does not mean that we should

cease to love the people who were near and dear to us in the old
Digitized for FRASER 
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countries "'here our ancestors', or even our own cradle stood or that 

we should forget that every one of these old races has given us some 

great contribution toward the higher development of oiir own country. 

During our Civil many a brave man continued to love his brother 

even though he found himself forced to fight him on the field of bat- 

tie* feut this tragic conflict of affections could not shake his loy

alty to the cause he had espoused * And so it must and will be with 

us* V̂hen our country goes to wab it has a right to expect and demand 

of all its citizens a willingness to serve and to suffer and to die*

No matter what this may entail for any of us, about our whole-hearted 

and unquestioning allegiance to our flag, about our unhesitating readi

ness to stand by our President and to do our duty, there can be no 

possible doubt.

"This duty may be performed in many ways* It may be personal 

service with the colors* It may be organizing and placing at the dis

posal of the Government the various industries of the county, or the 

investors' prompt response to offerings of loans issued in the inter

est of the cause.

"Under the particular circumstances in which we enter the war, 

the financial aid that our country will be able to render will be one 

of our most important contributions, and I have no doubt that in what

ever way our Government will finally decide to appeal to the American 

investor he will respond rrith an alacrity and in a spirit that will 

astound the world.

"It is a profound satisfaction to all of us to know that never 

before was this country financially as strong â ii as ,Trell prepared

(2)
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a£ it is today* Dtiring the last three years our gold holdings have in- 

fcteaSed by 57$ froh .*1-900,000,000 to about ^3,000,000,000. In addi

tion, as you are well aware, we have improved our position as against 

other nations by repurchasing our own securities and making foreign 

loans to an amount approaching *'5,000,000,000.

"Moreover , by the establishment of our Federal Reserve System we 

have organized this enormous strength. we have brought into effective 

coordination a large portion of the country's banking reserves. 

have regulated and brought about a general understanding of modern 

methods of rediscounting, ^e have created a new wide market for 

bankers' acceptances, so that our member banks no- have an easy means 

of recourse to the Federal Reserve Banks in case they wish to replenish 

their reserves.

"We have established fiscal agency relations with the Government 

and perfected an instrument which may prove of great value in placing 

future issues of our Government securities. Not so much by investing 

their own funds, except when dealing with short maturities, but by act

ing as a medium of distribution, the Federal Reserve Banks may play a 

most important part in facilitating the participation of all sections 

of the country,in receiving the payments for subscriptions and adjust

ing any drastic dislocation of funds that might arise through heavy 

payments by the banks to the Treasury, ^e have available a vast supply 

of notes of undoubted solidity ready to be issued whenever there may 

be a demand; and, through the inter-district gold clearing fund, we have 

established machinery for the freest exchange of balances between the 

various parts of the country. Not by any stretch of imagination could
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we any longer perceive the possibility of a gold premium between the var

ious American centers or a currency famine as in years gone by. About 

our power to take care of ourselves there can be no doubt. But in view 

of the unparalleled demands that may be made upon us, both during the 

war and after the conclusion of peace - demands which it may be our high

est national interest and duty to satisfy - we should not neglect to per

fect our financial machinery to such a degree as to give it the greatest 

possible strength. For this reason, the Federal Reserve Board has again 

recommended to Congress amendments having for their object a still further 

concentration in the Federal Reserve Banks of gold held in scattered bank 

reserves, and a more liberal substitution of Federal Reserve notes for our 

present rigid lOOfc gold certificate circulation. One billion dollars - 

one third of the gold holding of the United States - is at present "un

accounted for"; you and I carry it in our pockets, it is in the tills of 

the baker, the grocer and the dry-goods store, ^e all would just as 

leave take Federal Reserve notes - our Government's absolute obligation 

secured at pr§sent by practically lOOfc of gold and all the assets of the 

Federal Reserve Banks. It is as apparent that it would increase our 

strength enormously if we could add to our organized reserves a substan

tial portion of this wasted gold as it is obvious that it would be noth

ing short of a crime wilfully to withhold from our country at this time 

so vital an addition to its power of offense and defense.

"Unfortunately, in the general ti>e~up of all legislative ”'ork at 

the end of the preceding session, Congress was unable to pass the desired 

legislation. It is most essential for the best interest of the country?- 

that prompt action be taken by the present Congress and it is most desir

able that public opinion assist the committees on banking and currency in
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securing early and favorable consideration of these amendments, ^hich 

will enable us promptly to complete our financial mobilization.”

He recapitulated the thoughts about his general topic as follows:

"The modern state is as much an economic as it is a political 

unit. There are millions of individual enterprises apparently self- 

centered and independent, but as a matter of fact, all dependent 

upon each other. There is not one in the conduct of which, directly 

or indirectly, the state is not interested. There is not one which, 

by exaggerating the single and selfish point of view, might not do 

harm to others and affect the well being of the whole. T̂henever the 

fair middle course essential for the greatest prosperity and comfort 

of all cannot be established and adhered to by common understanding 

between contending parties, Government has to step in as a regulating 

factor. If this regulation is to bring about the best results, it 

must not be exclusively preventive of abuses or destructive of old 

business practices, but it must be, at the same time, constructive. 

Government must not regulate only. It must also promote.

"In the state of the future, particularly in Europe after the 

war, the most efficient -Government promotion of industries in many 

'lines will be held to exist in actual government ownership and op

eration. More than ever before will states become solid industrial 

and financial unions eff ectively**organized for "*orld competition driven 

by the necessity of perfecting a system of the greatest efficiency; 

econ0:1137- and thrift in order to be able to meet the incredible burdens 

created by the war.

X-69-A-5
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"Such is the future of the world in which we shall have to main

tain our own position, and it requires, on our part, thorough organ

ization and steady leadership. Under our democratic system this can

not be furnished by changing party governments, but can only be

■ ~ provided by.fair

ly permanent, non-partisan and expert bodies. These bodies must com

bine the judicial point of view with that of active and constructive 

business minds. They must be able to act as expert advisers alike to 

Congress and the industries concerned. They must break down suspic

ion and prejudice of Government against business and business against 

Government. They must stand for the interest of all against the ex

action or aggression of any single individual or group, be it called 

capital or labor, carrier or shipper, lender 'or borrower, Republican 

or Democrat.

”Our ability to handle effectually the great economic problems 

of the future will depend largely upon developing boadds and commis

sions of sufficient expert knowledge and independence of character. 

This will be possible only if both Government and the people fully 

appreciate the importance of such bodies, so that the country may 

find its ablest sons willing to render public service worthy of the 

personal sacrifices it entails.

"I believe that the dark clouds of sorrow and suffering which 

for three long years have shrouded the world will before long show 

us their 'silver lining', ^e shall see it in the greater political 

liberty and safety coming to millions in Europe. we shall perceive 

it in the chastening that mil come to some and the awakenin-" in

X-69-A-6
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others to the deeper realization of the things most essential in life. 

To us it will bring, I believe, a keener appreciation of the individ

ual's duty toward his country, not alqne to his country in stress, but 

also to his country in its peaceful endeavors. It will kxxxg develop 

a better understanding of our common problems, and with a proper esti

mation of their importance there will come a greater willingness on 

the pa*vfc of all to serve the country either by taking a more active 

share in its government or by readier and more intelligent subordina

tion of our own work or comfort to the larger public interest.

’’This broader conception of genuine citizenship will perceive in 

government regulation not unwelcome and arbitrary restraint to be re

sented by liberty loving men, but self-imposed rules established for 

mutual advantage and protection.

’’Aristotle, in defining the essential characteristics of liberty, 

said: 'It is to govern and in turn to be governed', and this thought 

has lost nothing of its force even though 2,000 years have passed 

since it was expressed.

’’Liberty without Government is anarchy.

"Government without cooperation of the governed is autocracy.

"To govern and in turn to be governed is the only form of true 

liberty.

"In this conception there is nobody governing and nobody govern

ed. all govern and serve alike and together. rre all serve one' mas

ter i the only master that no liberty loving man need be ashamed to

X-69-A-7
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Mr, Marburg spoke at length about the importance for the rrhole country 

of effecting a uniform banking s3rstem and developing the fullest strength 

of the Federal Reserve System by securing the entrance into the system of 

the State banks and trust companies. In this connection, he said:

"The present condition of having 7,500 banks carry the burden 

for 27,000 is unfair both to the member banks and the best interests 

of the country. The strong non-rnember banks who, knowing the facts, 

do not remove this inequality will, in time, force the Government to 

do its duty in adjusting the matter. But if Congress finally should 

be forced to swing the ’big stick* they will be the ones to complain 

most loudly about the ’nuisance and unfairness’ of governmental com

pulsory regulation."

He said that the Federal Reserve Board had gone to the limit in pre

scribing impartial conditions for member State banks and tfust companies 

and that, instead of trying to restrict the legitimate banking operations 

of such members, the Board stxix had striven rather to secure from Congress 

enlarged powers for national banks.

Mr. ^arburg said further:

"I know that a great many of the leading State bankers of the 

country are very sensitive as to this situation. They do not feel 

happy about it and have made up their minds that it is the proper 

thing for them to cone in. They furthermore kno^T that every depos

itor in a member bank contributes his share to the stronger protec

tion and to the greater credit power of the country, and that their 

depositors will awaken to a realization of the importance of this
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condition* They &»x m ±x£bl«± knoT*r that in case of a, real strain, sav

ings banks, trust companies and State banks, indirectly, will have 

to depend upon the strength of the Federal Reserve System others 

maintain for them. But they know that entering the system means 

certain sacrifices in earnings, and, may be, the loss of some inter

locking directors. Yet, if that is their contribution to the rise 

of America's banking system and to the safety and better growth of 

our economic edifice, they ought to be willing to pay that price."

"Under a highly developed system of branch banking, there are in 

England 259 joint stock banks; in Canada, 21, and in Germany about 

350. rre have about 30,000. It is obvious, therefore, that leader

ship and direction by government agencies is even more necessary ~rith 

us than in Europe. rre have adopted from Europe the principle of co

operative protection in banking and we ought to accept from them also 

the loyal spirit in '*rhich they cooperate with their leaders. The peo

ple, the banks and the press are mindful of the fact that farmer and 

manufacturer, borrower and lender, of necessity cannot take an unsel

fish point of view; that no matter how profoundly they believe they 

have given due regard to the country's general interests, most of 

them are so busy with their own affairs that they have not even had 

the time to consider the problem from any but their o*"~n an^le. The 

central bank's actions must, of course, bear careful an -.l~sis -nd
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healthy public discussion. But the first impulse abroad is to fol

low the men they have placed in charge, to stand by them and to take 

it for granted that the obvious is not likeljr to have escaped their 

attention, and that the only object in View is to be fair to all and 

to do the best for their country.

"More than in Europe it is necessary r,ith us that our banks shall 

not consider the Federal Reserve System as an unwelcome and bother

some leash from which some day they still hope to escape. The Fed

eral Reserve Act provides for a joint administration by Government on 

the one hand and banking and business on the other. The more the 

banking and business communities realize that Government regulation 

in banking is indispensable and has come to stay, the more they sub

stitute for a critical attitude a spirit of active cooperation, the 

more they begin to recognize their duties and privileges as half

partners in the administration, and the more they make it their busi

ness to perfect the machinery which has been established for their own 

protection, helping instead of hindering those who try to make it a 

success, the happier and safer ’'rill they be and the better it will be 

for all. Let them be clear about it that our people '"ill never permit 

this Federal Reserve System, or any other similar system, to be run 
by the banks alone without the check and regulation of the Government;

just as little as the country would permit the Government to run such

a system without the counter-check of the cooperation of the banking

and business communities. You may say that this marriage between

Government and business is not wedlock based upon love at first sight.

But no matter whether it was love, reason, or necessity, that brought 
it about, there can be no divorce. And inasmuch as they must live to
gether the only Vise course is to pull together and let the common 
interest act as the strong bond uniting them."

End.
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To be released for the morning 
papers of Sunday, April S, 1917.

A Synopsis of Address by 
HOF. PAUL U . WARBURG 

before
The Commercial Club, Chicago,
April 7, 1917.

Business men must feel toward government boards and 
commissions as lawyers do toward the Supreme Court, Paul M. 
Warburg, vice-governor of the Federal Reserve Board, told the 
Commercial Club of Chicago last evening. Boards and commissions 
for the regulation of business- are necessary to thorough organi
zation and steady leadership which cannot be furnished by changing 
party government but only by fairly permanent, non-partisan and 
expert bodies.

Mr. Warburg's subject was "Government and Business" 
and he covered the field generally by showing industrial, finan
cial, and governmental tendencies and particularly by illustra
tions drawn from his experience as a member of the Federal Re
serve Board. He showed the development and increase of govern
ment's interest in business and indicated the belief that busi
ness men had not evidenced keen appreciation of the underlying 
reasons. He said the concern of government for business would 
grow greater and that in Europe at the end of the war "the most 
efficient government promotion of industries in many lines will 
be held to exist in actual government ownership and operation."

"More than ever before," he continued, "will states 
become solid industrial and financial unions effectively organized 
for world competition, driven by the necessity of perfecting a
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system of the greatest efficiency, economy, and thrift in order 
to meet the incredible burdens created by the war."

Of the expert commissions who are to represent governs 
ment in the regulation of business, Mr, Warburg said:

"Our ability to handle effectually the greet economic 
problems of the future will depend largely upon developing 
boards and commissions of sufficient expert knowledge and in
dependence of character. This will be possible only if both 
government and the people fully appreciate the importance of 
such bodies, so that the country may find its ablest sons willing 
to render public service worthy of the public sacrifice it entails.

"Business men must feel toward these boards as law
yers do toward the Supreme Court. Just as any lawyer right be 
expected to give up a highly remunerative practice in order to 
accept a call to the Supreme Bench, so the government must feel 
that it is entitled to ask the best business minds to serve on a 
supreme bench, if you please, of transportation, banking, or 
trade. If in England, France, and Germany the flower of the 
nation always stands ready to serve its government, why should 
our country find its citizens less ready to follow its call?
Men are willing to serve their country if they feel that the 
sacrifice involved is commensurate with the result to be achieved 
and if they can count upon the confidence, the sympathy, and 
support of the people. How much have business, railroads, ani 
banking done in this respect to enhance the attractiveness of 
these government positions? Have they trie: to do everything 
in their power to help in the public work and to promote a
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syir.pathetic understanding? Or have many done the best they could 
to belittle it; to lament unnecessary government interference
and to discourage those charged with the duty d f carrying into 
effect the people's will?"

x_69- E~3

Mr, Warburg, in answering this question, said he 
had no personal reason for complaint, but that everything should 
be done to secure for these commissions the mpst capable men. 
"The higher the estimation the country places on the work of 
thdse boards, the more the country realizes the importance of 
having the ablest men serve it, the greater will be the chance 
of securing and retaining for these boards the services of 
leaders in their respective callings. Men who join such com
missions or boards do not want empty compliments or praise.
There is but one possible compensation to which they aspire, 
and that is success in their efforts. If the public is interes
ted in their efforts, if it trusts them and wishes them to pre
vail, their battle is half won. Intelligent understanding and 
a sympathetic and cooperative attitude is all that they require.1

In outlining the necessity for commissions to regu
late business, Mr. Warburg told how the industrial development 
in Europe had permitted the sustaining of a larger population 
than when the chief interest was agriculture. Larger popula
tion made possible larger tar returns and greater armies. This 
condition made the food question important and ocean control 
took its place as 'the great problem. Success in war depends 
on financial strength and the ability to mobilize industries.
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This explains why European countries, in questions of commerce 
and production, ha ve long ceased to be sirrply regulators and 
have become active promoters of business. Transportation is 
an essential aid to production and so railroads have been sub
jected to variations of government influence.

After summing up the conditions in this respect and 
the intensifying influence of the wa r, Mr. Warburg sa id the 
great debts of the warring nations would compel a continua tion 
of their .regulation of business.

*

"I have outlined these conditions," said Mr. Wa rburg 
"in order to a sk the q uestion: 'In the face of the ultra-
orga. nization to be expected of other countries, can we afford 
to believe that when peace is restored we can meet this compe
tition, or hold our own, unless we likewise systematize or 
organize our individual efforts?' Furthermore, if in Europe 
it is necessary to have governments take an.active part in 
organizing industries and banking, may we assume that it can 
be done without government regulation in a country which by 
law and sentiment much more than Europe is opposed to extensive 
combinations in industries and banking?"

Mr, Warburg said that there was general agreement 
that the operation of industries by party government in the 
United States should be avoided. "Where regulation iS required." 
he said, "and where regulation borders on the field of opera
tion, it is best exercised through non-partisan government 
bodies. The task of government regulation is as complex as 
it is ungrateful. It is largely a judicial function. Those

X-69 B-4
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charged with it must hear the producer and the consumer, the 
shipper and the carrier, the borrower and the lender, and find 
a course that is fair to all, at the same time taking into con
sideration the larger question of the interests of the entire 
country".

"Efficient government regulation must conscientiously 
weigh all these aspects with fairness toward all, with malice 
toward none. It cannot please all sides; it probably will in
variably displease some party involved in the question, or even 
all. But the test of its work does not lie in praise or blame. 
The test is, 'Has its work been fair, and, first of all, has 
it been constructive?'

"When by reduction of rates and improvement of ser
vice, excessive dividends .on watered stock are cut, no harm 
is done, provided the country at large profits from such action 
If, however, by going to an extreme in this direction, the 
corporation's credit is impaired and its ability to grow and 
expand thereby destroyed, regulation proves a failure. A 
carrier, by exacting extortionate rates, may hurt its own 
interests because it is bound to weaken or even destroy the 
shipper. Conversely, the shipper, by securing excessively 
low rates, may destroy the railrbads' ability to serve him 
well, or to serve him at all. But these two conflicting 
interests, themselves often engaged in a life and death struggl 

with their own competitors, cannot take any but a strictly 
selfish view and there must be a power to intervene between 
them, protecting them from each other, and safeguarding the 
public interests. Without governmental bodies of this nature,
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and at the same time constructive pointwhich take a .judicial 
of view, the only remaining solution would be government owner
ship and operation.

"All this is so obvious i.hat 1 feel like apologizing 
for taking your time in stating it; but if it is obvious that 
these bodies perform functions of the very highest importance 
in regulating transportation and finance, in developing equi
table tariffs, and in seeking to develop ways and means by 
which our industries may organize for joint and effective com
petition in foreign fields, why, then, if this is so obvious, 
does business look upon the work of these bodies, generally 
with apathy, and frequently with i11-disguised animosity?"

Mr. Warburg said that he believed the reason for 
this attitude was that we are a highly individualistic people 
and cherished personal liberty and naturally resent any kind 
of regulation as bothersome and unnecessary interference; 
moreover, American business men are self-reliant and think 
that any government requirement or regulation "is bound to be 
theoretical rather than practical; extreme and destructive 
rather than helpful." In explanation of this Mr,, Warburg said:

"True democracy cannot resent self-imposed regulation 
as an infringement on personal liberty; it would be that only 
if it were imposed by others. We willingly accept police re
gulations as measures adopted for cur own personal safety.
Why, then, should we revolt against regulation that deals with 
the much larger.question of national protection?

"Putting the question in this way is to answer it.
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"These last months have brought us face to face with 
problems of extreme gravity. Their redeeming feature has been 
that they have awakened in us the willingness to consider our 
country firsts and to place our personal comfort and interest 
where they belong - in the second row; But our lesson would 
be only half learned if we did hot begin to apply it in'peace 
as well as in times of stress or war.

"The scope of government regulation in business mat
ters all over the world will not decrease but rather increase 
in the next twenty-five years. Modern states can no longer 
succeed without it. For us it is no longer the question of 
whether we shall or shall not have government regulation, or 
promotion, in certain branches of our business life. The prob
lem is to find the most efficacious form. Whether democracy 
will prove itself capable of dealing effectively, fairly, and 
promptly with the intricate economic problems of the modern 
state will depend largely upon our ability to develop to 
their proper degree permanent and capable expert boaids and 
commissions, assuring that measure of stability and reasonable 
promptness in action without which healthy progress cannot 
be made".

As an illustration of some of his points, Mr. texo'ur 
said that for nearly three years the Federal Reserve Bou^d 
had been striving towards the perfection of the greater fin
ancial mobilization which would be made permissible by amend - 
rrent of the Reserve Act. "How many business men," he asked,

'Because in our daily life, we value our personal interest higher

than that of the country.’
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"have followed the work of the Board; how many have raised a 
hand in its support? How many realize that what really caused 
the fatal delay in acting upon this legislation was, a s we 
have rsasons to believe* a side-issue bearing no relation to 
the proposed amendments? It was the question of whether there 
should be added to the amendments the right to make certain 
exchange charges, abolished by the Federal Reserve Act, but

i
which a large number of small country banks want to see res
tored. Whether or not these charges should be permitted or 
refused is a matter for Congress to decide, but it doss not 
seem reasonable that vital legislation should be withheld or 
delayed at this time on account of an issue which ought to 
be settled independently upon its own merits.

"I have mentioned this incident because I have been 
wondering at the .apathy of business men in this connection.
It has also been a source of surprise to me that the business 
man has not yet fully realized the fact that the entrance of 
the State banks and trust companies into the Federal Reserve 
System is his concern."

Mr. Warburg pointed out that the burden of giving 
financial protection to the country is now borne by the 7,500 
National banks. In case of real strain, he said, the savings 
banks, trust companies, and State banks will have to depend 
upon the Federal Reserve System.

"Early training in banking in .Europe," said Mr. 
Warburg, "has inculcated in me an aversion to banking by re
gulation when, by intelligent voluntary action of the banks,
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the same result can he achieved. But in Washington I am con
stantly met with the view that without compulsion it is im
possible in the United States to make any headway. I have been 
unwilling to surrender to that point'of view. I liked to think 
of the Federal Reserve System as of a club which the strongest 
and best banks consider it an'honor to join, and not as of a

I
'club' to swing ever the heads of the banks in order to coerce 
them into sound banking cooperation. The present condition of 
having 7,500 banks carry the burden for 37,000 is unfair both 
to the member banks and the best interests of the country.
The strong non-member banks who, knowing the facts, do not re
move this inequality will, in time, force the government to do 
its duty in adjusting the matter. But if Congress finally
should be forced to swing ’the big stick’ they will be the ones 
to complain most loudly about the ’nuisance and unfairness’ of
governmental compulsory regulation."

In conclusion Mr. Warburg said: "The broader concep
tion of genuine citizenship will perceive in government regu
lation not unwelcome and arbitrary restraint to be resented 
by liberty-loving men, but self-imposed rules established for 
mutual advantage and protection.

"Aristotle, in defining the essential characteristics 
of liberty, said, 'It is to govern and in turn to be governed,' 
and this thought has lost nothing of its force even though
2,000 years have passed since it was expressed.

"Liberty without government is anarchy.
"Government without cooperation of the governed is

X -6 9 -B  9

dutocracy.
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"To govern and in turn to be governed is the only 
form of true liberty.

"In this conception there is nobody governing and 
nobody governed. We all govern and serve alike and together.
We all serve one master; the only master that no liberty- 
loving man need be ashamed to serve - our country."

,2246
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Ex-officio members W. P. G . HARDING. GOVERNOR 

PAUL M. WARBURG. Vice Governor 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILL](H,7 Q 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

and Fiscal Agent

WASHINGTON A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April 4, 1917.

Dear Sir:

For the purpose of accurately knowing //hat progress 
is being made in clearing operations, it is requested that 
each Federal reserve bank furhish the Federal Reserve Bvabd 
with the following information each month for the period from 
the 16th to the 15th inclusive, beginning as Soon as possible:

(a) Average number and amount of items handled, 
daily drawn on banks located in its district 
exclusive of those drawn on banks located in 
the Federal reserve city.

(b) Average number and amount of items handled 
daily drawn on banks located in the Federal 
reserve city.

(c) Average number and amount of items handled 
daily drawn on the Treasurer of the United 
States.

(d) Average number and amount of items handled 
daily drawn on banks located outside its 
district.

(e) Number of member banks in its district.

(f) Number of non-member banks in its district.

(g) Number of non-member banks on its par list.

' In respect to items a, b, c, and d, business days are 
to be used in figuring averages.

The figures for items e, f, and g, should be those of 
the 15th, of each month or the preceding business day when the 
15th is a holiday.

Respectfully,

Governor.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
s e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  t r e a s u r y  

Ch a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  C u r r e n c y

Ex-Officio members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLEj^ S^ij^MLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRE88 REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April 5, 1917.

Dsar Sir:

May we request that, beginning with the April 

report of Federal reserve notes (Form 381) you include 

among Federal reserve notes received from other Federal 

reserve banks the amounts of unfit notes of your bank 

returned to the Treasurer by other Federal reserve banks, 

and among Federal reserve notes returned to other Federal 

reserve banks - the amounts of notes of other Federal re

serve banks returned to the Treasurer by your bank.

, It would also be appreciated if on your monthly

Form 44 (revised) items 4 and 7 could be subdivided so as 

to Show separately: (l) the amounts by denominations of unfit 

Federal reserve notes of your bank forwarded to the Treasurer 

of the United States by all other Federal reserve banks; and

(3) all other unfit Federal reserve notes, by denominations 

received by or returned to the Comptroller either direct from 

your bank or in the regular course of business.

Very truly yours,

Assistant Secretary.
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Ex-Officio members
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WILLIAM G. Me AD 00
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 
AND FISCAL AGENT

DIVISION OF REPORTS AND STATISTICS

W A SH IN G T O N

April S i 1917-

ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Dear Sir:

Enclosed herewith please find copy of computation 
made by our Statistical Division showing the maximum note- 
issue and gold-lending powers of the Federal reserve banks 
as at close of business on March 23, 1917 -

You will note that in arriving at the totals, 
uniform account wastaken of all eligible paper and Federal 
reserve notes on hand- From the tctal amount of paper held 
were deducted $3,391,000 of collateral notes and $778,000 
of trade acceptances .without endorsement of member banks, 
neither of which are available as collateral for the is
suance of Federal reserve notes- Furthermore, it was as
sumed that of the total eligible paper held, as well as 
likely to be held, in the case of each Federal reserve-bank,
5 per cent was not available as Collateral with Federal 
reserve agents for the issuance of notes, and on line H - l /2 
the additional Federal reserve note issue power of the banks 
has been reduced accordingly.

This assumption1, of course, is merely f6r purposes 
of illustration. It is realized that these percentages will 
vary by banks according to the relative proportions of paper 
payable at banks located in the Federal reserve city and 
outside that city.

No account was taken of the 8 millions Of federal 
reserve bank notes On hand or of about 18 millions of United 
States bonds with circulation privilege owned, whidh may be 
used as basis for additional issues of tank notes, increasing 
thereby the total issue power of the banks by about $23> 750,000 
net.. *

It was also assumed that in case large issues of 
Federal reserve notes become necessary, the banks will discon
tinue the discounting of member banks' collateral notes and 
the purchase of trade acceptances without the endorsement of 
member banks.

Respectfully,

Secretary
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

Ch a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 

FREDERIC A. DELANO y  7  ET 
ADOLPH C. MILLER A — { *
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

DIVISION OF REPORTS AND STATISTICS

April 9, 1917.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed herewith I hand you copy of exhibit indicating 
the method used by our statistical division in combining the 
ledger items of Form 3 +̂ into the se.veral asset and liability items 
shown in the Board’s weekly bank statement.

May we request thatj until further notice, you mail to 
us each week on Friday night if practicable or on Saturday morn
ing at the latest, in addition to the regular statement, a con
densed statement on enclosed Form 3^1 prepared albng the lines 
indicated in the attached exhibit.

If, after a month's trial, it is found that the con
densed statements as submitted by the banks are prepared in a 
uniform manner, the Board may authorize the substitution of the 
condensed statement for the full statement (Form 3 )̂ which is 
being wired at present each Friday evening. This, of course, 
will result in considerable saving of labor and expense to the 
Federal reserve system.

With the view of facilitating the preparation of the 
condensed report, I enclose herewith 25 copies of Form 3^1 which 
gives all the items on Form 3^ for 'which telegraphic data may be 
required in a condensed weekly statement. Until further notice 
please insert figures only for asset and liability items "FANG" 
to "TWIN".

Respectfully,

Governor.

Enclosures.

P. S. In case you decide to use copies of the enclosed form for 
press statements, please make sure that all code words are elimi
nated before the statement is made public.
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Form for weekly telegraphic statements,
FORM - 341.

STATEMENT OF RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE
Code BANK O F ____________AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON _________J-91 .
Words: (In thousands of dollars)

R E S O U R C E S ,
FANG Gold coin and certificates in vault............... .................
FELL Gold settlement fund.......................... ............... ......
FIRK Gold redemption fund with United States Treasurer..................
TONG Total gold reserve.............................. ...........
FUSS Legal tender notes, silver, etc....................................
TEND Total reserve.......... ......................... ......
FAIL National Bank notes and notes of ojher F, R. banks,.....* _____ ____
FAKE Five per cent redemption fund against F. R. bank notes...________ _
FEND Bills discounted - Members,exclusive of collateral notes._____ _____
FISH Member banks' collateral notes................. ................. ...
FORD Acceptances bought............ .....................................
FLAG United States bonds...................................... ......
FIST One-year Tree,sury notes.... ............................. ......... .
FYFE U. S. certificates of indebtedness.................... . .... .....
FOAM Municipal warrants..................................................
TILL Total earning assets............................ ...........
FERN Federal reserve notes - Net..... ........................ ___.......
FLIP Due from other Federal reserve banks - Net............... ,,
FONE Uncollected items........................................ , __,
FUNK All other resources, ....................... t , ______
TOTE TOTAL RESOURCES.................................. •__________

X-75a.

L I A B I L I T I E S ,
GASH Capital paid in.........................................
G O W  Government deposits...... ...............................
GRAB Due to members - Reserve account........................
GUST Collection items...... ................................
GILL Federal reserve notes - Net...................... .
GENT Federal reserve bank note liability...............
GNAT Due to other Federa.1 reserve banks - Net................
GOBI All other liabilities....... ............................
TWIN TOTAL LIABILITIES............. ..................

M A T U R I T I E S  .

MARK
MACE
MELT
MILK
MORE
MUCH
TIME

MINE
DEER

DAM?
DISH
DOPE
DRAB

BILLS:
Past due 
Within 15 days 
From 16 to $0 days 
" 3T to 60 days
" 6l to 90 days 

OVer 90 days 
Total

WARRANTS:
SALE
SEND
SIFT
SORE
SUCH
SYLP
TOST

1
Trade acceptances not endorsed by member banks. 
Federal reserve notes outstanding.
With Federal Reserve Agent for retirement of outstanding F. R. notes!

Gold............................................... • • ...Lawful aonSf. .... ........
Total

Paper pledged with Federal Reserve Agent.............. ..........
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Exhibit indicating method used by the Boards .Statistical livision
in building up the several items of its Weekly $t?.tement X-75 

(Ledger Itom? of Fora 34 are designated by the CODE words only)

Now Tele-
graphic
Code
Words

RESOURCES CODE ITEMS

FANG Gold Coin &
Certificates
in vault............. BIRR and BOLD

FELL Gold Settlement Fund. BABE
FIRK Gold Redemption Fund. BELT
TONG Total Gold Reserve
FUSS Legal Tender Notes,

silver, etc......... BOSS, BULK <and BURG
TEND Total Reserve---... TEND
FAIL National Bank Notes &

Notes of other F.R.Bks.BAYS
FAKE 5$3 Redemption Fund -

. F.R.Bank Notes,>..... BACK
FEND Bills discounted -

Members.......... .. • BALE
FISH Member banks’ collat-

eral notes........... BANK
FORD Bills bought in open

market.............. BEND
FLAG U. S. Bonds......... BELL and BITE
FIST 1-yr.U.S.Treas. Notes BOYD
FYFE U.S.Certificates of

indebtedness........ BYCE
FOAM Municipal Warrants... BAND
TILL Total earning sssets
FERN Federal Reserve Notee •

Net............. . BEET plus BONE minus COKE
FLIP Due from other F. R.

Banks - net........ . BRAG minus CHOP
FONE Uncollected Items.... BULL to BOAT both inclusive
FUNK All other resources. BUTT, BISEj BOND, BUSH, TASK, TARE, BILL

minus CITE, THOR and TURF.
TOTE Total resources..... TOTE

L I A B I L I T I E S .

GASH Capital............. CAPE and CASH
GOVT Government Deposits.. CAKE
GRAB Due to members-Reserve

account............ .. CLAY
GUST Collection Items,,.,.. CLUB to CLOG, both inclusive.
GILL Federal Reserve Notes-

Nat,................ COKE minus sum of BEET and BONE.
GNAT Due to other F.R.Banks t

Net................... CHOP minus BRAG
GENT F.R.Bank note liabil

ity. .................. COIL minus - BEAR
GOBI All other liabilities CITE - THOR £ TURF, minus BISE, BOND,

BUSH, TASK, TARE and BILL
lotal liabilities TWINjjimtiii u .mu
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Ex-Officio members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

C h a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIsY^O&^ARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. AsStT iSECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N A D D R E S S  R EPL.Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April 3 , 1917-

Dear Sir:

This is a reminder that copy for your report of 

business conditions to be published in the Federal Reserve 

Bulletin for May should be in the hands of the Eoard not 

later than the morning of Monday, April 23.

In this connection, the Board desires to brighten 

up the report of business conditions, and will be glad if you 

will consider and report briefly in your opening paragraphs 

upon such matters as the effect of the declaration of war, the 

present cost of living, crop prospects, and the visible supply 

of foodstuffs. It would like to have a short but interest

ing review of conditions in your District, which when combined 

with the reports from the eleven other Federal Reserve Agents 

will graphically and truly portray the general situation in 

the United States,

In this connection, please forward any changes which 

are to be made in the supplement to the Par List.

Very truly yours,

Secretary
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Ex-Officio members

WILLIAM 6. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

W. P. G . HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. W ARBU jj^ iS lg  GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 
a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April 10, 1917.

Dear Sir:

On my recent visit to a number of the Federal Reserve 

Banks I spoke of the desirability of making an effort in the 

direction of encouraging enthusiasm by member banks in the Re

serve System and the wisdom of conducting some campaign of 

education and information to that end. I felt that this could 

best be done if the Federal Reserve Bank of each District would 

take the lead, hence, I am glad to find that the New York Fed

eral Reserve Bank has just issued some very interesting material, 

which you have doubtless already seen. One leaflet is in the 

nature of a little primer, and the other is a series of sug

gestions for illustrated advertising.

Before I knew just what the New York Bank was doing 

in this matter I had fried my hand at a primer, copy of which 

I enclose herewith. This is simply suggestive and I hope to 

hear that your Bank has taken hold of it actively by adopting 

these or some even better method of bringing about a more co

operative spirit, first, among the member banks, and, secondly, 

between member banks and the public.

Yours truly,

Enclosure.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

Ch a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER O f THE CURRENCY

Ex-Officio members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. W AR B U R G . VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H.‘ PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  a g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April 10, 1917.

Dear Sir:

In order that we may be able to check our own 

monthly compilations of acceptances bought, it will be 

appreciated if your bank will furnish us, not later than 

the 10th of each month, figures for the immediately pre

ceding month showing the aggregate purchases during the 

month of acceptances directly by your bank and by other 

banks for account of your bank, under the following cap

tions:

(1) Acceptances in the foreign trade

(a) Bankers1 bills

(b) Commercial bills

(2) Acceptances in the domestic trade

(a) Bankers' bills

(b) Commercial bills.

May we also ask you to send us, as soon as 

practicable, classified figures of acceptances purchased 

during March 191/.

Respectfully,

Secretary.
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Ex-Officio members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

A* :- (
W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VlCVGOKIBNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO O  ±  • 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April 12, 1917.

Dear Sir:

The Board understands that it has been the 
practice hitherto for Federal Reserve Banks to deposit 
gold or lawful money with the Federal Reserve Agent, or 
to make substitutions of other paper with him, for com
mercial paper held as security for Federal Reserve notes . 
about ten days in advance of maturity, in order that the 
banks may have possession of the paper for the purpose 
of collection. This process impairs the note issuing 
capacity of the banks, and as counsel is of the opinion 
that a Federal Reserve Agent may designate as his col
lecting agent the Federal Reserve Bank from which he has 
received notes and bills as collateral security for Fed
eral Reserve notes, the Board has ruled that henceforth 
Federal Reserve Banks need not make substitutions of 
paper or deposits of gold or lawful money with the Fed
eral Reserve Agent until the actual due date of the 
paper originally pledged to secure notes. The Federal 
Reserve Agents are therefore authorized to turn over 
maturing notes and bills to their respective Federal Re
serve Banks for collection upon the execution by the bank 
of a receipt reciting the fact that the notes and bills 
are .taken for collection only, settlement to be made with 
the Federal Reserve Agent in gold or lawful money on the 
dates the notes and bills fall due unless other eligible 
paper has been substituted already for the maturing paper. 
Such notes or bills should be endorsed to the Federal Re
serve Bank "for collection for account of the Federal Re
serve Agent)1 or a rider may be attached to then: showing 
that they are delivered to the Federal Reserve Eank for 
collection, in order that any banks used by the Federal 
Reserve Bank in making the collection may be on notice.

Very truly yours,

Governor
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

C h a ir m a n

Ex-Officio Members W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 
a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G TO N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April 12, igi7.

Dear Sir:

On April 9 the Board sent out the usual monthly 

request for reports of business conditions during'April, 

using the following language:

11 In this connection the Board desires to 
brighten up the report of business conditions, 
and will be glad if you will consider and report 
briefly in your opening paragraphs upon such nat
ters as the effect of the declaration of war, the 
present cost of living, crop prospects, and the 
visible supply of foodstuffs*”

The words ”b ~ighten up” have been construed by 

one Federal reserve agent to mean that the Board desires 

a favorable report of conditions to be made* While this 

seems a most unusual construction, this letter is sent to 

you that it may be perfectly clear that the Board in re^ 

ports of business conditions desires, as it has always 

desired, a report of conditions as they actually are, The 

words ^brighten up” in the letter of April 9 were used 

with reference to the fonarnot to the contents and were 

meant to produce an effort to make the reports a little 

more attractive to the reader*

Very t ru ly  yours
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X- 85
TREASURY DEPARTMENT

WASHINGTON April 12, 1917.

Ths Governor,
Federal Reserve Board.

Sir:

By direction of the Secretary you are advised that the Department has 
referred to the Auditor for the Treasury Department for settlement the ac
count of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing for preparing Federal reserve
notes during the month of March last, amounting to $128,433.22, as follows:

|5 $10 $20 $50 $100 Total

Boston........ 382,000 246,COO 24,000 5,000 2,000 659,000
New York...... 693,000 353,000 157,000 74,000 61,000 1,338,000
Philadelphia. .. ... . . . 26,000 56,000 17,000 2,000 101,000
Cleveland..... ....... 33,000 62,000 24,000 5,000 125,000
Richmond...... 36,000 40,000 10,000 ... ... ... 86,000
Atlanta....... 14,000 11, COO 10,000 8, 000 43,000
Chicago....... 243,000 138,000 98,000 18,000 1,000 498,000
St.Louis...... 69,000 54,000 8,000 ... ... ... ... 131,000
Minneapolis.... 117,000 178,000 36,000 3,000 4,000 338,000
Kansas City.... 87,000 66,000 41,000 8,000 3,000 205,000
Dallas........ 61,000 71,000 44, 000 9,000 8,000 193,000
San Francisco.. * • • ... 8.000 5.000 2.OOu 5,o 00 20.000

1,688,000 1,227,GOO" 552,000 170,000 100,000 3,737,000
3^,737,000 sheets at $34,368 per M ...................$ - 128,433.

The charges against the several Federal reserve banks are as follows:

Bureau appropriations
. Compen Plate

Sheets sation Printing: Materials Total
Boston....... . 659,000 $ 7,187.05 $9, 276.74 $6,184.72 $22,648.51
New York..... .1,338,000 14,592.22 18,835.03 12,557.13 45,984.38
Philadelphia... 101,000 1,101.50 1,421.78 947.89 3,471.17
Cleveland.... . 125,000 1,363.25 1,759.53 1,173.12 4,296,00
Richmond..... 86,000 937.92 1,210.52 807.11 2,955.65
Atlanta...... 43,000 468.96 605.31 403.56 1,477,83
Chicago...... . 498,000 5,431.19 7,010.35 4,673.73 17,115.27
St.Louis..... . 131,000 1,428.69 • 1,844.09 1,229.43 4,502.21
Minneapolis. . .. 338,000 3,686.23 4,758.02 3,172.13 11,615.38
Kansas City... . 205,000 2,235.73 2,885.79 1,923.92 7,045.44
Dallas....... . 193,000 2,104,86 2,716.36 1,811.30 6, 633,. 02
San Francisco. 20.000 218.12 281.54 187.70 687 ,.3 6

3.737,000 $40,755.72 $52,605.76 $35,071,74 128,433.22
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The Bureau appropriations will be reimbursed in the above 
amount from the indefinite appropriation, "Preparation and Issue 
of Federal Reserve Rotes, Reimbursable," and it is requested that 
your Board cause such indefinite appropriation to be reimbursed 
in like amount.

Respectfully,

B. R. NEWTON. 
Assistant Secretary.

4/14/17
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WILLIAM 6 .  McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILL IAMS
Comptroller of the currency

Ex-Officio members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W .  P.  6 .  HAR DING , GOVERNOR 
P A U L  M. WA RBURG , VICE GOVERNOR 
FR EDERIC A.  DE LANO  
ADOLP H C. MILLER  
CH ARLES S.  HAMLIN

H. PARKER W I L L I s T s X f i r S l S v *  
SHE RM AN P. A LLEN . ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April IJj 1917.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed herewith please find 25 copies of Form 38I, 

revised, for reporting monthly the amounts of Federal reserve 

notes exchanged with other Federal reserve banks -

You will note that the statement calls for cumulative 

figures for the period beginning with January of each year, also 

for the inclusion of amounts of the reporting bankfs notes re

turned direct to the Treasury by other Federal reserve banks, 

and of other Federal reserve banks1 notes returned to the Treas

ury by the reporting bank.

Please discard the use of the old form and, beginning 

with April, 1917; report on revised form, giving in addition to 

the monthly figures the cumulative figures for the period Jan

uary 1, to the end of the report month.

Respectfully,

Assistant Secretary
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EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W .  P. G.  HAR DING , GOVERNOR 
P A U L  M. WARBURG . VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A.  DELA NO  
ADOLP H C. MILLER  
CH ARLES S.  H A MLlft

H. PARKER W IL L IS,  SECRETARY 
SHE RM AN P. A LLEN . ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April 18, 1917*

S i r :

Telegrams have been received from a majority of 

the Governors of the Federal reserve banks calling atten

tion to the fact that the bill which recently passed the 

House authorizing the United States to Issue and sell 3b 

per cent bonds, contains no provision for the conversion 

of the three per cent bonds held by the several Federal 

reserve banks.

The Board had already given consideration to this 

matter, realizing that the issuance of five billion dollars 

worth of 3 1 Per cent bonds would naturally have a tendency 

to depreciate the market value of the three per cent bonds 

held by the Federal reserve banks. The amount now held by 

such banks, namely, about seven million dollars, is, however, 

relatively small and the Board is undecided whether it would 

be justified at this time in asking for an amendment to Sec

tion 18 authorizing the., conversion of the three per cent bonds 

now held and the two per cent bonds subsequently acquired by 

the Federal reserve banks into bonds paying a higher rate of 

interest. The Board no doubt will ultimately ask for such

an amendment.
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From the "best information obtainable it is unlikely that 

Congress will at this session pass any legislation except that com

ing within the classification of war measures. It is fully under

stood that unless such an amendment is obtained, Federal reserve 

banks will not be disposed to purchase two per cent bonds and to 

offer them for conversion into three per cent bonds and notes and 

the Board would not require such purchase if the three per cent bonds 

are below par and a conversion could not be made without a loss to 

the Federal reserve banks.

Before determining whether an effort should be made at this 

time to obtain the desired amendment, or whether this action should 

be deferred until Congress reconvenes in December, the Board will be 

glad to have the views of the Governors on the following questions:

(1) Will the probable demands for currency during the period 
of the war make it advisable to discourage curtailment of 
national bank note circulation by discontinuing all con
version of two per cent bonds having the circulating privi
lege for bonds or notes without the circulating privilege? 
In other words, is it probable that Federal reserve notes 
can be issued in sufficient volume to take care of current 
needs or will it probably be necessary for Federal reserve 
banks to use any two per cent bonds acquired as a basis
of issue for Federal reserve bank notes in order to sup
plement circulation outstanding?

(2) Assuming that there will be no redundancy of circulation 
if retirement of national bank notes is not encouraged, 
would it not be advisable to defer any effort to obtain 
an amendment to Section 18, which might have a tendency 
to encourage the‘conversion of bonds having the circulate 
ing privilege for .bonds, without this privilege?

Respectfully,

Governor
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 after date pay to the order of our

selves . ______ ________________ _____________ Dollars

In settlement of the purchase of goods as "billed in our

invoice No- __________ ________________dated_______________.

Goods received.

X. Y. Z. Co.

To________________________ By__________________
Cashier.

X-90.

X. Y. 2. Co.

Einghamton, N. Y. __________,191 •

_________________________after date pay to the order of our-
#

selves___________________________________ __________Dollars

£ In settlement of the purchase of goods as billed in our
-pp4
o invoice No- _________________ _________dated _____ .____
O

X. Y. Z. Co.

By___________ ;_______
Cashier.

CQ

Goods received

0

To
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F E D E R A L  R E S E R V E  D R A F T S .

There shall be two special forms of drafts on each 

Federal Reserve* Bank which will be available for immediate 

credit at other Federal Reserve Banks.

The privilege of drawing these drafts shall be ex

tended to all member banks complying with the regulations formu

lated by their Federal Reserve Banks.

The drawing of these drafts shall not interfere with 

member banks drawing the ordinary checks on their Federal Re

serve Banks.

The special drafts provided for in this circular must 

be drawn on forms approved by the Federal Reserve Bank of which 

the drawing bank is a member. The forms are to be similar to 

the specimens enclosed herewith.

Any Federal Reserve Bank may, if in the judgment of 

its officers it becomes necessary, make a reasonable charge 

against member banks drawing these drafts for the purpose of 

effecting transfers of funds, such charge not to exceed the 

rate for transfers prevailing at the time the drafts are drawn.

All of these drafts shall be immediately charged to 

the drawing member bank's account on receipt of advice by the
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drawee Federal Reserve Bank. Specimen forms of advice are 

enclosed with this circular.

The two kinds of drafts -shall he known as ’’Federal 

‘Reserve Exchange” and ’’Federal Reserve Transfer" drafts.

FEDERAL RESERVE EXCHANGE DRAFT.

The "Federal Reserve Exchange" 
drafts shall he the draft drawn hy 
a member hank upon its own Federal 
Reserve Bank and made receivable for 
immediate availability at par at 
any Federal Reserve Bank hut actual
ly payable only at the drawee Fed
eral Reserve Bank.

They shall, for the present 
and until otherwise provided, be 
drawn for amounts not in excess of 
$250.00.

The drawing bank shall be re
quired to give advice by mail to 
its Federal Reserve Bank of the 
total amount of drafts drawn each 
day.

These drafts on a Federal Re
serve Bank when received for im
mediate availability by another 
shall be listed in a special letter 
and forwarded to the drawee Fed
eral Reserve Bank for credit.

If the total of the letter 
justifies there can be an advice 
by wire and entries made on the 
day the letter goes forward.

FEDERAL RESERVE TRANSFER DRAFT.

The "Federal Reserve Trans
fer" draft shall be the draft 
drawn by a member bank upon its 
own Federal Reserve Bank and 
made payable on advice of the 
drawee at any Federal Reserve 
Bank specified in the draft.

They shall, for the present, 
be drawn for amounts in excess 
of $250.00.

The drawing bank shall be 
required to give advice by 
mail to its Federal Reserve 
Bank of the numbers, amounts 
and total made payable at each 
Federal Reserve Bank of drafts 
drawn each day. This advice 
shall be under an authorized 
signature and a duplicate 
shall be forwarded to the Fed
eral Reserve Bank at which the 
drafts are made payable, the 
duplicate advice to contain 
the signature in ink of of
ficers signing the drafts.
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FEDERAL RESERVE TRANSFER DRAFT.
(Continued)

The drawee Federal Reserve Bank 
shall., upon receipt of advice from the 
drawing member bank, telegraph the Fed
eral Reserve Bank at which the drafts 
were made payable, confirming the ad
vice and authorizing a transfer of the 
aggregate amount from its regular ac
count to an exchange account.

When sending a telegram the arrange
ment of the code words for name of bank, 
date of advice and aggregate amount 
shall be in the order given and shall 
be understood to mean; Federal Reserve
Transfer Drafts drawn by ______ per
their advice dated ________ the aggre
gate amount of which is not more than
$_________________ are good. Charge
our account and credit our exchange 
account with the total amount advised 
in this telegram. See specimen tele
gram enclosed with this circular.

For the purpose of simplifying 
telegrams it is suggested that each 
Federal Reserve Bank may make a code 
so that each of its member banks can 
be designated by one code word, the 
first letter of the word to indicate 
the district in which the member bank 
is located.

The drafts when pe.id, by the Fed
eral Reserve Bank specified in the 
draft, shall be marked paid, listed in 
a special letter and forwarded to the 
drawee.Federal Reserve Bank. The total 
of the letter shall be charged to the 
exchange account of the addressee.

Under existing regulations governing the Gold Settlement Fund 

any Federal Reserve Bank can, at any time, obtain a settlement on 

a net balance due from another Federal Reserve Bank.

This plan shall become operative on the 21st day of May,

1917.
Enclosures:
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Gl_A.f£  OF SERVICE DESIRED

, Fast Day Message

-  Day Letter

Night Message

Night Letter
Patrons should mark an X oppo
site the class of service desired; 
OTHERW ISE T H E  TELEGRAM 
W ILL BE TRANSM ITTED AS A 

FAST DAY MESSAGE. NEWCOMB CARLTON, p r e s id e n t GEORGE W. E. ATKINS, FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

Send the following telegram, subject to the terms 
on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

April 12, 1917.

To Federal Reserve Bank,

Chicago, 111.

Keramic Eclipse Animal Kronic Export Cursedly Slingcart."

Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas.

Decoded - Federal reserve transfer drafts
drawn by First N.B., Waco,Tex. Amer.N. B.

Beaumont,Tex.
per their advice dated ' April 10th April 11th

the aggregate amount of which
is not more than $15,000.00 $5,'000*00

are good. Charge our account $20,000.00 and credit our exchange

account.
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ons-li in co;
rooeh 
fo r si

r.GALL TELEGRAMS TAKEN BY THIS COMPANY ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS:
To ruin'd n'-aiiiaL mistakes or dela^fe, the sender -of a telegram should order it REPEATED, that is, telegraphed back to the originating office for comparison. For this, 

ilf 'tie iiiii’ ‘peatxl t ilogram rate is charged in addition. Unless otherwise indicated on its face, THIS IB A N  U N REPE ATE D TELEGRAM AND P A ID  FOR AS SUCH, 
.-id  ranor. u .•ennd' t is agreed between the sender of the telegram and this Company as follows:
1. The Con p i i . r ; hall not be liable for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery, of. any t J N  RE PE A T E D  telegram, beyond the amount

,k * -e  A  • fv , £ sw  i v d  o t  A  l r / \ n  ^  s»x 1 i  4 - h  m  4 •'M  v \  41 n  .  h - u i  t .  a v . X-. xJ sv 1 1 / s «  f  A W  * W ,1\  d n l i i r A W i T  x-. +•’ x\ VY * r U  1 /  L> fcl1 A  ' 8 ' I t  U o l / W r i * . ! i r v l  L  £ k \ 7 X ' .t 'w l  f i l t e r  I n v ^ o a  T L  a i l  r v i  r- Xt f\Atile  pane; nor for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or .for,, non-delivery, of any R E P E A T E D  telegram, beyond fifty times the sum received 
g die name, m  uss specially valued; nor in any case foA delays arising from unavoidable interruption in the working of its lines; nor fo r errors in  cipher or obscure

ieleyr-.i-'u.s.
2. In ary event the Company shall not be liable for damages fbr any mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for the non-delivery, of this telegram, whether 

err:''- 1 1 v li.c n ydigunre of its servants or otherwise, beyond the sum of F IF T Y  DO LLAR S, at which amount this telegram is hereby valued, unless a greater value is stated in 
wr.tin'jr h'weon at the time the telegram is offered to the Company for transmission* and an additional sum paid or agreed to be paid based on such value equal to one-tenth ot
one p r n nt. t r o o f .

3. d he Company is hereby made the agent of the sender, without liability, to forward this telegram over the lines of any other Company when necessary to reach its
destination. •

T  Telegrams will be delivered free within one-half mile of the Company’s office in towns of 5,000 population or less, and within one mile of such office in other cities or 
towns. Hoyond these limits the Company does not undertake to make delivery, but will, without liability, at the sender’s request, as his agent and at his expense, endeavor tu 
contract for him tor such delivery at a reasonable price. •*

5. No responsibility attaches to this Company concerning telegrams Until the same are accepted at one of its transmitting offices; and if a telegram is sent to such office 
by one of the Company’s messengers, he acts for that purpose as the agent of the sender.

(I The Company will not be liable for damages or statutory penalties in any case where the claim is not presented in writing within sixty days after the telegram is 
filed with the Company for transmission. .7. Special terms governing the transmission of messages under the classes of messages enumerated below shall apply to messages in  each of such respective classes in  addition to allthe foregoing terms.8. N o e m p l o y e e  of the Company is authorized to vary the foregoing. T H E  W E S T E R N  UNION T E L E G R A P H  C O M P A N Y

INCORPORATED

NEWCOMB CARLTON, P r e s id e n t

CLASSES OF SERVICE
FAST DAY IV! ESS AGES

A full-rate expedited service.
NIGHT MESSAGES; . . ' : •

Accepted up to 2.00 a .m . at reduced rates to be sent during the night 
and delivered not earlier than the morning of the ensuing business day.

D A Y  L E T T E R S  |
A deferred day service at rates lower than the standard day message rales as follows: One and one-half times the standard Night I;-: It or rate for the transmission of 50 words or less and one-fifth of tire initial rate for each additional 10 words or less.

SPECIAL THERMS A P P L Y IN G  TO DAY LETTERS;
In furl her consideration of the reduced rate for th®'special “ Day 

Letterservice, the following special terms in addition to those enu
merated above are hereby agreed to: .

a. Day Letters may be forwarded by the Telegraph Company as a 
deferred service and the transmission and delivery of such Day Letters 
is, in all respects, subordinate to the priority of transmission and 
delivery of revular telegrams. .

b . Day LtLers shall be written in plain English. Code languageis not pc rudwiMe. 1 ■c. This Day "Letter may be delivered by the Telegraph Company 
by f,l y.honing the same to the addressee, and such deliyery shall be a 
con v id e  discharge of 'the obligation of the Telegraph Company to
deliver.

d. hliis Day Letter is received subject to the express understanding and agreement that the Company does not undertake that a Day

Letter shall be delivered on the day of its date absolutely and at all events; but that the Company's obligation in this respect is subject to the condition that there shall remain sufficient time for the transmission and delivery of such Day Letter on the day of its date during regular office hours, subject to the priority of the transmission of regular telegrams under the conditions named above.No employee of the Company is authorized to vary the foregoing.
N I G H T  LETTERS

Accepted up to 2.00 a .m . for delivery on the morning of the ensuing business day, at rates still lower than stanthird night message rates, as follows: The standard-day rate for 10'words shall be charged for the transmission of 50 words or less, and one-fifth of such standard day rate for 10 words shall be charged for each additional 10 words or less.

S P E C IA L  T E R M S  A P P L Y IN G  TO  N IG H T  LE T T E R S :

In further consideration of the reduced rate for this special “ Night Letter" service, the following special terms in addition to those enumerated above are hereby agreed to:
a. Night Letters may at the option of the Telegraph Company be mailed at destination to the addressees, and the Company shall be deemed to have discharged its obligation in such cases with respect, to delivery by mailing such Night Letters at destination, postage prepaid.
b . Night Letters shall be written in plain English. Code language is not permissible.No employee of the Company is authorized to vary the foregoing.
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cod£ word
KERAMIC

F I R S T

U8 - 1
X- '

/""-sv . ■’;,ly ,/i >
N A T I O N A L  E A N K  

Waco, Texas _____

To Federal Reserve Bank, 
of ____________

We have this day drawn checks on Federal Re
serve Transfer form as listed Below payable By you on 
advice from the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas.

NUMBER AMOUNT NUMBER AMOUNT

*T

■V

1
i1

* TOTAL

Signature in ink and title 
of officers signing any of 
the checks above listed.

VO
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A .
CODE WORD 
KERAMIC
' F I R S T N A T I 0 N A L

x-93-

A Z f O - a .
b a n k

Waco, Texas.

To Federal Reserve Bank, 
of Dallas*

We have this dev drawn checks on Federal-
Reserve Transfer form as listed helow payable on ad 
vice from you at the Federal Reserve Bank of -----—

NUMBER AMOUNT NUMBER k\MOUNT

T

>
TOTAL

Charge our account with total and arrange for payment.

Respectfully,

Cashier.
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F I R S T  N A T I O N A L  B A N K

Waco, Texas ____________
To Federal Reserve Bank 

of Dallas-

Gentlemen:

We have this day drawn checks on Federal Reserve Exchange

form, the total amount of which is $_____________________________ __

______  _____________ Dollars.

Charge our account to cover.

R. P. DUPREE,

Cashier.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

2272
41

to

PA Y  TO THE ORDER OF

No.

W a c o , T  e x a s __________

_________________________$

TO FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF DALLAS 32-3

THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

OF______________________________

D O L L A R S

S A M P L E  C O P Y
CASHIER

WILL PAY THIS CHECK upon  ad v ice  o f  d raw ee
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

S8 7 &
No.

ANY F E D E R A L  R E S E R V E  BANK WILL RECEIVE THIS CHECK FOR IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY AT PARDigitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
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Ex-Offic io  Me m be r s

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  C u r r e n c y

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

x~S7

April 20, 1917

Dear Sir:

The Board will appreciate immediate 

advice of the receipt by you of applications 

for membership in the Federal Reserve System, 

Very truly yours,

Secretary
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  t r e a s u r y  

C h a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  C u r r e n c y

Ex-Off ic io  Me m be r s

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMJ^N

H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April 20, 1917,

Dear Sir;

Your attention is directed to a statement issued to the 
press this afternoon by the Secretary of the Treasury. In view 
of the large issues of United States bonds which will he offered 
in the near future and which it is hoped will he suhscrihed for. 
to a great extent hy investors, large and small, whose funds are 
now on deposit in hanks, the Board regards an investment hy hanks 
in United States Treasury certificates of indebtedness having a 
short maturity and which are receivable in payment of subscrip
tions to United States bonds, as a highly desirable investment 
fob them. The Secretary of the Treasury has announced his in
tention, in the financial operations in which the Government is 
about to engage, to adjust receipts and disbursements in such 
a way that as far as possible money paid in will be promptly 
returned to the market and the Federal reserve banks may be 
counted upon by offering liberal terms of rediscounting to do 
their utmost in counteracting any effect of temporary disloca
tion of banking funds. The banks of the country by absorbing 
these certificates in advance of the issue of the war loans, 
will possess themselves of ready means with which to meet with
drawals made by depositors for the purpose of paying for bond 
subscriptions arid they will thereby assist in an effective manner 
in paving the way for the successful flotation of our war loans.

The Board does not doubt that you will impress upon 
the banks of your district, both national and State, the im
portance of this offer, and that you will enlist their hearty 
cooperation in this plan of preparing the field and preparing 
themselves.

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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WILLIAM 6. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

e x -o f f ic io  m e m b e r s

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
W A SH IN G T O N

u
W. P. 6. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April 21, 1917.

Dear Sir:

In the report of the last audit of the Gold Settle

ment Fund it was suggested that the gold certificates of 
which the Fund is made up be sealed in packages by the audi

tors and that the contents of such sealed packages,, unless 

seals were broken, need not be counted on the occasions of 

future audits. The arrangement would greatly facilitate the 

work of the auditors.

At the last meeting of Governors of Federal reserve 

banks in Washington the sealed package plan was approved.

After a consultation with the Chief of the Division of Audit 

and Examination the Board is prepared to approve the plan above 

set forth, provided the auditors give final and unconditional 

certificates as to the presence of the certificates. If you 

approve this plan as recommended, please indicate your approv

al upon receipt of this letter.

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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PRESS STATEMENT.

The Federal Reserve Board to-day telegraphed all Federal 

reserve hanks that payments for the new issue of certificates of 

indebtedness under the war financing act,, subscriptions for which 

have been taken by Federal reserve banks, will probably be called 

for by the Secretary of the Treasury April 25 or 26. Remittances 

will be made by subscribers to the Federal reserve banks of their 

Districts and placed to the credit of the Treasurer of the United 

States.

April 21j 1917*
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  c u r r e n c y

ex-officio Members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 

PAUL M. WARBURG, v ic e  Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL £E^ERVE BOARD

April 25, 1917.

Dear Sir:

Following the last conference with the Governors 

of the Federal reserve banks in Washington the Committee 

on Clearings of the Federal Reserve Board took up the mat

ter of Federal Reserve Exchange and has worked out a plan 

which the Board has approved to become operative May 21.

An explanation of the plan and sample forms., are enclosed 

herewith for your information and guidance.

The Federal reserve banks are requested tc issue 

as soon as possible circulars to their member banks em

bodying the rules and recommendations which are applicable 

to them, it being unnecessary, of course, to inform member 

banks of such details as concern the Federal reserve banks 

only.

Respectfully,

Governor.
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PRESS STATEMENT*

Member banks of the Federal reserve system have received 

from the Federal reserve banks of their districts, copy for a series 

of advertisements intended to run through the year* Included among 

this series is one which sets forth the facilities of the Federal 

reserve system, for enabling the farmer to carry his crop until a 

fair price can bo realized for it*

When Governor Harding, of the Federal Reserve Board,, was 

asked about this advertising to-day, he said;

nThe advertising matter was not prepared by the Board, 
but was drafted and sent out from the several Federal re
serve banks, to their member banks, for the use of the lat
ter should these banks care to place advertisements in lo
cal newspapers as a matter of business policy-* As the ad
vertising is intended to meet the needs of banks throughout 
the country, *copy* for all parts of the country is included, 
and 1 copy' suitable for different seasons of the year is 
likewise indluded* It is necessarily left to the judgment of 
the member banks whether and when to use the various adver
tisements* The Board, as is well known, has authorized a so- 
called 1 commodity rate1 designed to assist farmers in borrow
ing money upon their crops during the past two years * There 
has been no change in this policy, although the rate is 
higher now than at the beginning; as a matter of fact* very 
little in the way of rediscounts based upon this rate has been 
&sked for* The Federal reserve banks, as is we11 known, do 
not deal directly with the individual, but with the member 
banks, and the judgment of the latter necessarily governs the 
conditions under which funds are advanced. The Federal Re
serve Act is clear and positive in its attitude adverse to 
speculation and the Board has consistently adhered to this 
point of view in its policy and regulations.

nThe effort to make capital out of the proposed advertis
ing is not warranted by any of the facts in the case, as the 
advertisements referred to are not intended for use under un
suitable conditions any more than are the rates of discount 
established by the Board.11

April 2k, 1 9 1 7,
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

CHAIRMAN

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY
a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

X-103

April 25, 1917

Dear Sib:

By reason of the increased demand for 

Regulation H, relating to State tank membership, 

Contained in "Circulars and Regulations of the 

Federal Reserve Board, Series of 1916," this regu

lation has been reprinted in separate form, with 

the proposed amendments io section 9 of the Federal 

Reserve Act etitfeiched thereto* A supply of ICO copies 

o£ this SCpditeie ieguiaiion is being Sent to yoU to* 

day under separate covet*.

Respectfully,

Secretary.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Ex-Officio Members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, V ic e  Go v e r n o r  

FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S .y A M y f t ^  ^

H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

DIVISION OF REPORTS AND STATISTICS

April 26, 1 9 1 7-

S i r :

Enclosed herewith please find copy of statement showing 

acceptors" and endorsers' liabilities on bankers' acceptances held 

by all Federal Reserve Banks and aggregated for each acceptor, 

as of March 15 and Jl.

It is the desire of the Board that on subsequent state

ments (i. e. beginning with statement for April JO) the banks group 

their acceptances under the following two heads:

(a) Amounts endorsed by bank or banker other than
drawer or acceptor;

(b) Amounts not so endorsed.

A third column should show, as heretofore, the aggregate 

endorsers' liabilities of acceptors on bills accepted by other 

banks or bankers.

May I also ask that after receipt of this letter you dis

continue in your daily telegram or letter to the Bpard the special 

data regarding acceptances based upon renewal credits, giving us 

merely the holdings of your bank at close of report day of -

(a) Bills discounted for members, including member
banks' collateral notes - Code word "HALE".

(b) Acceptances bought in open market - code word "BEND".
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2
2-106.

Data regarding acceptances based upon renewal credit 

should be mailed to us only twice a month, together with the other 

data regarding acceptors' “and endorsers' liabilities.

Information regarding renewal paper should be given under 

the same heads as heretofore, vizd

(A) Holdings as at close of report period of -
1. Acceptances based upon renewal credit;
2. Other acceptances.

(B) Purchases during report period -
1. For own account of -

(a) Acceptances based upon renewal credit;
(b) Other acceptances.

2 . For other Federal Reserve Banks, of -
(a) Acceptances based upon renewal credit;
(b) Other acceptances.

Statements should show the holdings and purchases of 

acceptances grouped under the several heads as at close of and 

for the semi-monthly period ending, the 15th and the last business 

day of the month. In case the 15th falls on a Sunday or a legal 

holiday, statements should relate to and include the day following.-;

Respectfully,

Governor.

Enclosure
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILL IAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

e x -Off ic io  m e m b e r s

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W . P.  G.  HARDING,  GOVERNOR 
P A U L  m . WA RBURG , v ic e  Go v e r n o r  

FR EDERIC A. DELANO  
ADOLP H C. MILLER  
CHARLES S.  HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILL IS ,  SECRETARY 
SHE RM AN P. ALLE N,  ASST. SECRETARY

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL^REj^jyE^ BOARD

April 2 6, 1$17.

Dear Sir:

The Comptroller of the Currency has instructed all 
National bank examiners to leave with each national hank upon 
the completion of its examination^ a bill covering its as
sessment for the examination, with instructions that the na
tional banks deposit with the Federal reserve bank of their 
district, in the name of the Comptroller of the Currency, to 
the credit of the Treasurer of the United States, the amount 
of the bill.

The Federal Reserve Eoard is desirous of cooperating 
with the Comptroller in this matter, and has instructed me to 
advise Federal reserve banks that they should receive these 
deposits as they are tendered, and issue one certificate of 
deposit in triplicate covering all deposits on account of ex
aminations, made by national banks in each district for that 
day, the certificate to contain an itemized list of the deposits 
made by each national bank# One copy of the certificate should 
be forwarded each day, as deposits are made, by the Federal re
serve bank to the office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 
another to the Treasurer of the United States, and the third 
to the Secretary of the Treasury.

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

Ex -Off ic io  m e m b e r s W .  P.  G.  HAR DING , GOVERNOR 
P A U L  M. WA RBURG , VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A.  DELANO  
ADOLP H C. MILLER  
CHARLES S.  HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILL IS .  SECRETARY 

SHE RM AN P. ALLE N.  ASST. SECRETARY 
a n d  f is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

X-108

April 26, 1917.

Dear Sir:

The Secretary of the Treasury has called the 

attention of the Board to the fact that Federal reserve 

banks, in receiving subscriptions for Treasury certifi

cates Of ihdebtcdnoss, and for war loah bonds, do so in 

their capacity as fiscal agents for the Government* At 

his request this letter is written in behalf Of the 

Board, to caution you that no information should be made 

public regarding names of subscribers or amount subscribed 

by each except when and as specifically authorized by the 

Secretary of the Treasury.

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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WILLIAM 6. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

Ex*Off ic io  m e m b e r s W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL m . WARBURG, V ic e  Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 
AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N
fedem ^ RVE BOARD

April 26, 1917*

Dear Sir:

I send you herewith ten copies of a 
tentative proposal in regard to uniform methods 
of accounting in making up balance, sheets and 
statements for merchandising or manufacturing 
concerns, reprinted from the Federal Reserve 
Bulletin of April, 1917* The Federal Reserve 
Board would be glad to see these proposals given 
the fullest consideration and study, and to that 
end will be glad .to send as many copies as may 
be required for distribution to bankers, mer
chants, manufacturers and accountants, or to 
groups or associations who might be interested . 
in the study of the question.

Yours very truly,

Governor.

Enclosure.
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e x -o f f ic io  Me m be r s

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

.£&bjXj
W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER O f THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 
.a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

X T W  RESERVE b o a r d

April 27, I917.

Dear Sir:

I send you herewith ten copies of a tentative 
proposal in regard to uniform methods of accounting in 
making up balance sheets and statements for merchandising 
or manufacturing concerns, reprinted from the Federal Re
serve Bulletin of April, 1917-

There have been so many requests for copies of 
this article that the Federal Reserve Board ordered a re
print made and would now be glad to see these proposals given 
the fullest consideration and study. To that end we shall 
be glad to Send as many copies as may be required for dis
tribution to bankers, merchants, manufacturers and account
ants, or to groups or associations who may be interested 
in the study of the question.

Yours very truly,

Governor.

Inclosures
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Ex-Offic io  Mem bers

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURT

Ch a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  Cu r r e n c y FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. V ic e  Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

K̂wlcIrJsEH. PA R K E R  WTICTS7SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P.  A L L E N ,  ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N
DIVISION OF AUDIT AND EXAMINATION

A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April 27, 1917•

Dear Sir:
Owing to the fact that there appears to he some mis. 

understanding as to the monthly date on which typewritten lists 
of changes in the par list should be in the hands of the Federal 
Reserve Board, and also as to the last date on which telegraphic 
changes will be accepted, you are advised as follows:

1. Duplicate typewritten lists of changes should be 
in the hands of the Board not later than the 2 3rd of 
each month. In preparing these lists it is believed 
it will be more satisfactory and will facilitate the 
work here if you will prepare complete lists showing 
all changes since the last publication of a lull list, 
using a separate page for each State and the withdrawals 
following the additions, the same as they are to appear 
for your bank in the printed supplement. If the changes 
from the last previous supplement are very few in the 
case of any particular State, the list may be clipped 
from the supplement and the changes indicated thereon
by typewriter. Please also send such changed lists 
in duplicate.
2. Changes by wire will be received until the 27th 
of each month.
3* In case either of the above dates falls on a Sun
day or a legal holiday, the changes should be in the 
hands of the Board on the date previous.
4. If in any particular instance the changes are 
desired on dates different from those given above, 
special instructions will be given.

Respectfully,

Secretary
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Not to be released until tne morning of April 29, 1917*

PRESS STATEMENT

The following notice has been distributed among news
papers of the twelfth Federal reserve district and press asso
ciations :

"The Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco has had un
der consideration the extension of its service through branches 
and has reached the determination,approved by the Federal Reserve 
Board, to establish branches in Portland, Seattle and Spokane.

"The President of the Spokane Clearing House Associa
tion has telegraphed to the Federal reserve bank that if a 
branch of the Federal reserve bank should be established at 
Spokane all State banks of that city would immediately make ap
plication for membership in the Federal reserve bank, and also 
influence many similar applications from State banks in the tri
butary territory;that the Clearing House Association would offer 
to employ the branch bank to make regular examinations of the 
Clearing House, paying cs compensation an amount equal to the 
present cost to the Clearing House of conducting such examina
tions; that as far as feasible the branch bank would be. used in 
collecting checks; that settlement of Clearing House balances 
would be made through the branch bank, and that free membership 
in the Clearing House would be granted.

"It is anticipated that there will be similar evidences 
of cooperation from banks in Portland and Seattle."

U/27/17
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WILLIAM G. MCADOO
S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  t r e a s u r y  

Ch a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  Cu r r e n c y

Ex -Off ic io  m e m b e r s

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. 6. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A, DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
X<& h | S m1 n  P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

April 27, 1 9 1 7.

Dear Sir:

The Federal Reserve Board has received a letter from 

Honorable Oscar T. Crosby, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, 

in which he calls attention to the method now employed by certain 

Federal reserve banks in cancelling unfit half notes sent to the 

Comptroller of the Currency by Federal reserve agents, for re

tirement. He says:

"The cancellation consists of punching eighteen 
small round holes in each half note, which renders 
the examination very slow because the notes are thus 
welded together and it is almost impossible to separate 
tbemii' The daily average count per counter of half notes 
cancelled by the Treasurer or assistant treasurers is 
approximately 45,000; the average count of Federal re
serve notes cancelled in the manner above referred to 
is not over 20,000. With the condition of work in the 
division of loans and currency, this office, where the 
notes are examined, this is a very serious matter, par
ticularly as greatly increased receipts of these notes 
have been noted recently. If it is possible to make 
the change, it is requested that the half notes which 
finally reach this office for examination be cancelled 
in the manner prescribed for subtreasuries."

Investigation seems to indicate that the difficulty 

lies in the fact that too many notes are inserted in the can

celling machine at the same time, with the result that they 

become welded together - a condition which would not exist if
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fewer notes were punched simultaneously. I am, therefore, 

instructed to call the matter to your attention, and to urge 

that greater care be taken in the cancellation of these notes 

prior to transmission, in order that the difficulty referred 

to by Assistant Secretary Crosby may not continue. Should it 

again furnish cause for complaint, it would probably be neces

sary to adopt an entirely different method of cancelling the 

notes, with resulting inconvenience and expense to the Federal 

reserve banks. This it is highly desirable to avoid.

Yours very truly,

Secretary.
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Suggested plan for deposit and disbursement of those 
funds to be derived from the sale of United
States bonds and certificates of indeb
tedness which are to be used to pur
chase foreign securities and 
which will be disbursed by 

foreign governments in 
this country4

In adopting any plan of procedure in the collection 

and disbursement of funds realized from the sale of United States 

securities authorized by the Act of April 24, 1917, prevision 

must be made -

(1) For the deposit of such funds in the Treasury or to 

the credit of the United States with Federa.l reserve banks or 

member banks, or with those nonmember banks which subscribe to 

and purchase such securities.

(2) For the withdrawal of such deposits by the Secretary

of the Treasury for the purpose of purchasing foreign securities.

(3 ) For the deposit in a bank or banks in the United States 

by the foreign government whose securities are purchased of the 

proceeds of sals of such foreign securities.

(4) For the disbursement of such proceeds by the foreign 

government making the deposit.

It is important that .these transactions be consummated 

as far as possible by an exchange of credits so as to make it un~
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necessary to transfer funds from the vaults of member banks or 

nonmember banks to the vaults of the Treasury or of the several 

Federal reserve banks, and so as to avoid the necessity of main

taining and drawing against a large number of deposit accounts.

On the other hand, it is important that the subscrib

ing banks should contribute as far as possible on a pro rata basis' 

the funds disbursed by the foreign governments rather than to have 

abnormally large withdrawals from a few banks.

With this end in view, it is respectfully suggested

(a) Where member or nonmember banks subscribe to bonds or 

certificates of indebtedness, such banks should be permitted to 

deposit the bonds as security and to retain the amount of sub

scription as a Government deposit until it becomes necessary for 

the Secretary to use the proceeds of such subscriptions to pur

chase foreign securities.

(b) Following the plan adopted in the payment of the two 

hundred million dollars to the United Kingdom of Great Britain 

and Ireland for the purchase of securities, the Secretary might 

issue a Treasury warrant in payment of other securities in favor 

of the accredited representative of the foreign government. Such 

representative might indorse this warrant and deliver the same

to the Treasurer with the request that payment be made, by having 

the amount placed to the credit of the foreign government on the 

books of one or more Federal reserve banks.

• -2~
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(c) In order to open this credit it is necessary to depos

it an equivalent amount with such Federal reserve hanks* This 

might he accomplished hy issuing orders to the subscribing hanks 

to make remittance of the amount of subscription to the Federal 

reserve hanks. The Federal reserve banks, instead of requiring 

the actual transfer of funds, might agree to accept the note of 

the subscribing bank payable at or before fifteen days from date, 

and might accept as collateral security for this note the bonds 

or certificates of deposit purchased by the subscribing bank. •

In the ca£e of nonmember banks, the note of such non

member banks, secured by bonds or certificates of deposit, might 

be discounted with a member bank and by the member bank with a 

Federal reserve bank. The total amount of the purchase price 

could in this way be credited to the account of the United States 

on the books of the Federal reserve banks, provided, of course, 

the Federal reserve banks have sufficient reserve on hand to en

able them to make these loans. The Federal Reserve Board might 

fix a special rate of interest to cover such loans.

(d) When those credit balances have been opened in favor 

of the United States on the books of the Federal reserve banks, 

the Treasurer may direct such Federal reserve banks to transfer 

such balances to the account of the foreign government whose se

curities are purchased in accordance with the plan followed in the 

case of the English loan.
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(e) In order that each subscribing bank may contribute on 

a pro rata basis to funds withdrawn by foreign governments from 

the Federal reserve banks an arrangement might be entered into 

by which each subscribing bank would undertake to transfer to the 

Federal reserve bank a sufficient amount to meet its pro rata part 

of any withdrawals made by the foreign government, such transfer 

of funds to the Federal reserve bank by a subscribing bank to be 

credited on the note of such subscribing bank under discount by 

the Federal reserve bank.

Assuming that the foreign governments can and will give 

a few days advance notice of the larger withdrawals the details 

of such an arrangement could be worked out without great difficul

ty.

The obvious advantage of such a plan is that the fore

ign governments would have to maintain only a few banking ac

counts, but in any case of withdrawal of funds standing to the 

credit of such government each subscribing bank would contribute 

its part and the burden would not fall on a few banks. The funds 

withdrawn would, in most cases, be redeposited in banks and little 

disturbance would result.

To make such a plan possible it is, of course, neces

sary that all member banks should deposit their surplus gold with 

the Federal reserve banks so as to provide the necessary reserve.

Respectfully,
M. C. ELLIOTT.

Counsel.
4/28/17
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A B I L L

TO AMEND THE ACT APPROVED DECEMBER 23, I913,

KNOWN AS

THE FEDERAL RESERVE ACT.

— 0O0—

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives 

of the United States of America in Congress assembled that the Act 

approved December 23,, 1913,> known as the Federal Reserve Act, be 

amended by adding a ne\v section as follows:

BANKING CORPORATIONS AUTHORIZED TO DO FOREIGN BANKING BUSINESS.

Section 25 (a): That banking corporations for carrying

on the business of international banking and banking in foreign 

countries and/or in the dependencies and/ or insular possessions 

of the United States, and in aid of commerce between the United 

States, its dependencies, insular possessions and foreign coun

tries, and to act when required as fiscal agents of the United 

States, may be formed by any number, not less than three, of per

sons, firms, companies or corporations; for which purpose they 

shall enter into articles of association, in such form and con

taining such rules and regulations with respect to and governing 

the conduct of the business of the proposed corporation as may 

be prescribed by the Federal Reserve Board. Such articles of as

sociation shall, in general terms, specify the objects for which

C W
'
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the tanking corporation is formed, and may contain any other 

provisions for the regulation and conduct of the "business and 

affairs of the corporation not inconsistent with the provisions 

of this Act or with any other law of the United States, which 

may be deemed proper. Such articles of association shall be 

signed by all of the persons, firms, companies or corporations 

intending to participate in the organization of the said bank

ing corporation and, thereafter, shall be forwarded to the Fed

eral Reserve Board and shall be filed and preserved in its of

fice.

The persons, firms, companies or corporations sign

ing the said articles of association shall also make an organi

zation certificate which shall specify

First: The name assumed by such corporation, which shall

be subject to the approval of the Federal Reserve Board.

Second: The foreign country, countries and /or the depen

dency, dependencies, colony or colonies thereof, and/ or the 

dependency or dependencies, insular possession or insular pos

sessions of the United States where its operations are to be 

carried on.

Third: The place in the United States where its home of

fice is to be located.

Fourth: The amount of its capital stock and the number of

-2-
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shares into which the same shall he divided.

Fifth: The name and place of business of each person,

firm, company or corporation executing such certificate, and 

the number of shares which each has subscribed or agreed to 

take.

Sixth: A declaration that said certificate is made to

enable the persons, firms, companies and corporations subscrib

ing the same, and all c*ther persons, firms, companies and cor

porations, who or which may thereafter subscribe to oh purchase 

shares of the capital stock of such corporation, to avail them

selves of the advantages of this Section.

The persons, firms, companies and corporations respect

ively signing the said organization certificate shall duly ac

knowledge the execution thereof before a judge of some court of 

record or notary public, who shall certify thereto tinder the 

seal of such court or notary and, thereafter, the certificate 

shall be forwarded to the Federal Reserve Board to be filed and 

preserved in its office. From the date of the filing of the or

ganization certificate, the corporation therein mentioned shall 

become and be a body corporate, and, as such, and in the name 

designated therein, shall have power to adopt and use a corpor

ate seal which may be changed at the pleasure of its board of 

directors; to have succession for a period of twenty years un

- 3-
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less sooner dissolved "by an Act of Congress or unless its 

franchises become forfeited by some violation of law; to 

make contracts; to sue and be sued., complain and defend in 

any court of law or equity; to elect or appoint directors, 

a majority of whom Shall be citizens of the United States; 

and, through its board of directors, to appoint such officers 

and employees as may be deemed proper, define their authority 

and duties, require security for the faithful performance of 

their duties from such thereof., ana in such amounts as may be 

deemed proper, dismiss them, or any thereof, at pleasure, and 

appoint others to fill their places; to prescribe, by its 

board of directors, by-laws not inconsistent with law or with 

the regulations of the Federal Reserve Eoa,rd, specifying the 

manner in which its stock shall be transferred, its directors 

chosen, its officers and employees selected, its property trans

ferred, its general business conducted and its privileges 

exercised and enjoyed.

Each corporation so organized shall also have power:

(a) To purchase, sell, discount and negotiate notes, drafts 

checks, bills of exchange, acceptances, including bankers' accept 

ances, and other evidences of indebtedness; to purchase and sell 

securities, including the obligations of the United States or of 

any State thereof; to accept bills or drafts drawn upon it; to
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issue letters of credit; to purchase and sell, exchange, coin 

and bullion; to borrow money, to lend money on real or per

sonal security or without'security; to receive deposits; and 

generally to exercise such powers and to do such things as are 

incidental to the banking business or as may be ttgual in con

nection therewith, as the same may be conducted in the country 

or countries, colonies, dependencies, or possessions in which 

it shall transact business.

(b) To establish and maintain branches or agencies in 

foreign countries, their dependencies or colonies and in the 

dependencies or insular possessions of the United States,

at such places as may be approved by the Federal Reserve Board 

and under such rules and regulations as it may prescribe; and 

the number of places where branches or agencies may be estab

lished and maintained may, from time to time, with the consent 

of the Federal Reserve Board, and under such rules and regula

tions as it may prescribe, be increased or decreased#

(c) To purchase and hold stock or other certificates of 

interest or ownership in any other banking corporation or asso

ciation organized under the provisions of this section, or 

under the laws of any foreign country or a colony or dependency 

thereof, or under the laws of any State, dependency or insular 

possession of the United States or any dependency or insvxlar

- 5-
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possession thereof, which hanking corporation, or association, 

shall not be trars acting business in the United States, except 

to such extent as may be incidental to its international or 

foreign business; provided, however, that without the consent 

of the Federal Reserve Board, no corporation organized hereun

der shall invest in any one banking corporation an amount in ex*- 

cess of twenty per centum of its own capital and surplus; and 

provided further that, without the consent of the Federal Re

serve Board, no corporation organized hereunder shall purchase 

stock in any other corporation organized under the provisions 

of this section or under the laws of any State of the United 

Statesm or of any dependency or possession thereof. So much 

of Section 7 of the Act approved October 15, 191̂ .. entitled 

"An Act to Supplement Existing Laws against unlawful restraints 

and monopolies and for other purposes," as may be in conflict 

with the provisions of this paragraph is hereby amended in such 

manner that the provisions thereof shall not apply to a cor

poration organized hereunder.

(d) To exercise, through its board of directors or duly 

constituted officers or agents, all powers not herein expressly 

granted, which shall be incidental to such expressly granted 

powers and which shall be necessary for the purpose of carrying
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o p  t h e  hn«iness of banking authorized by law; provided, how

ever, that no corporation organized under this section shall 

carry on any part of its business in the United States except 

such as, in the judgment of the Federal Reserve Board, shall 

be incidental to its international or foreign business; and 

provided further that except such as is incidental and prelim

inary to its organization no such corporation shall transact 

any business until it has been duly authorized by the Federal 

Reserve Board to commence business as a corporation organized 

under the provisions of this Section*

No corporation shall be organized under the provi

sions of this section with a capital stock of less than one 

million dollars, one quarter of which must be paid in before 

the Corporation may be authorized to begin business* The cap

ital stock of any such corporation may be increased at any 

time, with the approval of the Federal Reserve Board, by a 

vote of two-thirds of its shareholders, or by unanimous con

sent in writing of the shareholders without a meeting and with

out a formal vote; and may be reduced in like manner, provid

ed that, in no event, shall it be less than one million dollars* 

A majority of the shares of the capital stock of any 

such corporation shall be held and owned by citizens of the 

United States, by corporations chartered under the laws of the 

United States or of a State of the United States or by firms °r

~7~
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companies., the controlling interest in which is owned "by the 

citizens of the United States or of a State thereof* The pro

visions of Section eight of the Act approved October 15, I91U, 

entitled "An Act to Supplement Existing taws against unlawful 

Restraints and Monopolies, and for bther purposes," shall not 

be construed to apply to the directors, other officers, agents, 

or employees of corporations organized under the provisions 

of this section*

Uo national bank or other member of a Federal reserve 

bank shall subscribe for or hold stock in banking corporations 

organized under the phoVidioiis of this section aggregating more 

then ten per centum of the paid-in capital and surplus of the 

subscribing bank.

Shareholders in such corporations shall not be liable 

for the contracts, debts and engagements of such corporations 

except to the extent of their unpaid stock subscriptions.

Any member bank may act as agent for any corporation 

organized under the provisions of this section for the purpose 

of dealing with any Federal reserve bank and the Federal Reserve 

Board shall establish and promulgate rules and regulations de

fining and governing transactions which corporations organized 

hereunder may have with Federal reserve banks, either directly 

or through the agency of a member bank, No corporation organ-
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ized hereunder shall, however, become a member of any Federal 

reserve bankl

Every corporation organized hereunder shall hold a 

meeting of its stockholders annually Upon a date fijjted in its 

by-laws, at which directors; or such number thereof as the by

laws may require, shall be elected to serve until their succes

sors are elected and qualified; which meetings shall be held 

at its home office in the tlhited States. At every meeting of 

stockholders, each shareholder shall be entitled to cast, in 

person or by proxy, one vote for each share held. Every such 

corporation shall keep at its home office books containing the 

names of all stockholders thereof, and the names and addresses 

of the members of its board of directors, together with copies 

of all reports made by it to the Federal Reserve Board; and 

each such corporation shall make reports to the Federal Reserve 

Board at such times and in such form as it may require; and 

shall be subject to examinations whenever deemed necessary by 

the Federal Reserve Board which examinations shall be conducted 

by examiners appointed by the Federal Reserve Board, the cost 

of such examinations, including the compensation of the exam

iners, to be fixed by the Federal Reserve Board and to be paid 

by the corporation examined.

Should any corporation organized hereunder fail to comply

$LW
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with any of the provisions of the laws of the United States, 

all of its rights, privileges and franchises derived herefrom 

* may thereby be forfeited* Before any such corporation shall 

be declared dissolved, or its rights, privileges and fran

chises forfeited, any noncompliance with, or violation of 

such laws shall, however, be determined and adjudged by a 

court of the United States of competent jurisdiction, in a 

suit brought for that purpose in the district or territory 

in which the home office of such corporation is located, which 

suit shall be brought by the United States at the instance of 

the Federal Reserve Board* Upon adjudication of such non- 

compliance or violation, each director and officer who parti

cipated in, or assented to;, the illegal act or acts, shall be 

liable in his personal or individual capacity for all damages 

which the said corporation shall have sustained in consequence 

thereof* No dissolution shall take away or impair any remedy 

against the corporation, its stockholders or officers for any 

liability or penalty previously incurred*

Any such corporation may go into voluntary liquidat

ion and be closed and wound up by a vote of its shareholders 

holding two-thirds of itr stock.

Whenever the Federal Reserve Board shall become sat

isfied of the insolvency of any such corporations it may appoint
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a receiver thereof who shall take possession of all of the 

property and assets of the corporation and exercise the same 

rightst privileges, powers and authority with respect thereto 

as are now exercised by receivers of national banks appoint

ed by the Comptroller of the Currency of the United States;
I

provided, however, that the assets of the corporation subject 

to the laws of other countries or jurisdictions shall be dealt 

with in accordance with such laws*

5/1/17
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Ex -O f f ic io  m e m b e r s

WILLIAM <5. McADOO
S E C R E T A R Y  O F  T H E  T R E A S U R Y  

C H A IR M A N

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
C O M P T R O L L E R  O F  T H E  C U R R E N C Y FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W A SH IN G T O N

W. P. G .  HARDING, G O V E R N O R  
PAUL M. WARBURG, V i c e  G o v e r n o r  

FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS. S E C R E T A R Y  
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, A S S T . S E C R E T A R Y  

a n d  F i s c a l  a g e n tA-iia
ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

DIVISION OF REPORTS AND STATISTICS

May 2, 1917.

Dear Sir:

With the view of facilitating our work of compil

ing the statistics of acceptances, we would suggest the 

following form of letter informing the Board of the pur

chase of acceptances by another Federal reserve hank for 

account of your hank:

"We are advised that on _________  191_ the
Federal Reserve Bank of ____________ purchased
for the account of this hank ____________  hills,
amounting to $_____ _______  and numbered hy us
_____________ - Our schedule number of these
hills i s ___________ ; Amount credited to un
earned discount $____________ j charged to in
vestments ______________ . tt

In case the bank prefers to make report of such 

purchases on Schedule BD-7, it is urged that such reports 

be made on separate sheets, duplicating as nearly as pos

sible the schedule or schedules received from the purchasing 

bank, and that the present practice of listing such items to

gether with other items purchased directly by your bank, or 

of transcribing to one sheet of schedule BD-7 data originally 

given on two or more sheets by the purchasing bank, be dis

continued.
Respectfully,

Secretary.
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Ex -O f f ic io  M e m b e r s W. P. G. HARDING, G O V E R N O R

WILLIAM G. McADOO
S E C R E T A R Y  O F  T H E  T R E A S U R Y

FREQE&JGL A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C.*MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

PAU^ M. .WARBURG, V IC E  G O V E R K ; 
FREQERjd. A. DELANO

Chairman

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
C O M P T R O L L E R  O F  T H E  C U R R E N C Y FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, S E C R E T A R Y  

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. A S S T . S E C R E T A R Y
A N D  F IS C A L  A G E N T

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
DIVISION OF REPORTS AND STATISTICS

May 2, 1917

Dear Sir:

Under date of April U a circular letter was sent 

by this office to all Federal reserve banks modifying in 

some details previous requests for monthly data of clearing 

operations.

the compilation of these reports there are inclosed herewith 

25 copies of Form 50 for the use of your transit department 

in reporting to this office monthly information regarding 

clearing operations of your bank fof" the period ending the 

15th of each month.

Please arrange to i&ve these reports reach us not 

later than the 2 3d of each month.

This request supersedes all previous requests for 

similar information, and the sending of weekly data of clear

ing operations, as well as of monthly data compiled along 

slightly different lines, may accordingly be discontinued.

With the view of assuring greater uniformity in

Respectfully,

Secretary

Inclosures
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FORM No. 50 
1917 Edition.

MONTHLY REPORT OF CLEARING- OPERAT IONS.

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF

Report of clearing operations for the period from ____ .

„ to _________________  15th, 19i_> inclusive.

l6th

Average number and amount of items handled 
daily

Drawn on:

Banks located in the Federal re
serve city.

Banks located, in this district out
side Federal reserve city.

Banks located outside this district

T 0 t a lv.........

The Treasurer of the United States

Number of member banks in this district

Number of nonmember banks in this district

Number of nonmember banks on par list

NUMBER AMOUNT

Business days are to be used in figuring averages for first four 
items. The figures for the last three items are to be those of the 15th of 
each month or the preceding business day when the 15th is a holiday.

(Signature of officer in charge)

THIS REPORT SHOULD REACH THE FEDERAL RESERVE EOARD NOT LATER THAN THE 23d
OF EACH MONTH.

5/2/17
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Dear Sir :

ihe attached letter from the Kittanhing Brick Sc Fire Clay 
Company to Mr. D. C. Wills, Chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Cleveland, raises the question whether a trade acceptance given by 
the purchaser of goods extinguishes the original debt for goods sold 
by substituting a new form of obligation and whether if that is so 
the drawer or seller waives his rights under the various Mechanics 
Lien Acts <£f the different States*

Mr. Wills, in his reply under date of March 23rd, states 
that a trade acceptance is ”only a different form of a stated account” 
and that the drawer does not in any way waive any rights which he would 
have had by continuing his open account.

The question to be determined is whether the giving of 
a note or acceptance for a debt is a payment of that debt. The courts 
and text writers apparently disagree on this point*

In the case of Edgell v« Stanford, 6 Vt. 551, 556. it is 
said that there is much doubt whether the substitution of one contract 
for another of the same form extinguishes the first contract, but this 
statement is me.de in reference to the substitution of one promissory 
note for another promissory note and is not strictly applicable to the 
Case of the acceptance of a. promissory note in place of a debt for 
goods sold* The court, however, in that case, goes on to say that :

nIn New York accepting a promissory note 
for goods sold has been considered usually as not 
extinguishing the contract but that an action 
might be brought for goods sold* In Massachusetts 
a different decision has been had. ”

Though I have been unable to locate the Massachusetts 
case referred to the decision of the Vermont court indicates that 
there is some difference of opinion on the question under considera
tion.

It is stated, however, in Frey v. Patterson, U9 N.J. 
Law, 612, bll :

”The giving of a note for a debt is not a 
payment* It merely extends the credit until the 
note matures. If the note is not paid, the creditor 
has his election to sue upon the note or the orig
inal cause of action. The rule is too well estab
lished to need citation of authorities in support*”
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The Supreme Court of the United States in the case of 
Sheehy v. Mandeville, 6 Cranch. 225, 26 .̂ 264, speaking through 
Justice Marshall, says ;

’’That a note, without a special contract, 
would not, of itself, discharge the original 
cause of action, is not denied. But it is in
sisted that if, by express agreement, the note 
is received as payment it satisfies the original 
contract, and the party receiving it must take 
his remedy on it. This principle appears to be 
well settled. The note of one of the parties , 
or of a third person may, by agreement, be re
ceived in payment. "

It appears from this decision, therefore, that the 
Supreme Court of the United States cons iders it to be the general 
rule that the mere giving of a note does not of itself extinguish 
the original debt but that the parties to the transaction may, if 
they so desire, agree that the note is given in payment of the 
original obligation. If that is done then, of course, the original 
debt is discharged and the rights of the creditor are limited to an 
action upon the note. If, however, there is no such express agree
ment the original debt is not extinguished.

Under this decision the conclusion reached in Mr. Wills' 
letter would appear to be correct, that is, that there is no neces
sity for stating on the trade acceptance that the maker reserves 
his rights to file a lien under the Mechanics Lien Acts. This would 
seem to be particularly true in the case of a trade acceptance in 
which it is usually stated, either expressly or impliedly, that the 
obligation of the acceptor arises out of the purchase of goods from 
the drawer. Such a statement as that tends to indicate that the 
acceptance is not payment of the debt and under the ruling of the 
court in Sheehy v. Mandeville, supra, the taking of a promissory 
note ( and by analogy, a bill of exchange) does not extinguish the 
original obligation, unless there is an express agreement by the 
parties to the transaction that such note ( or bill of exchange ) 
is to be considered a payment of the original obligation.

In view of this decision of the Supreme Court of the 
United States, it is probable that the courts of most States would 
agree that the giving of a promissory note or trade acceptance does 
not discharge the original debt unless there is an express agreement 
that it is given in payment of that debt, but it is suggested that 
in view of the doubts ^pressed by some courts, no general ruling 
can be made without a/view of the court decisions end laws of the 
various states in which the question may arise.

Hon. W. P. G. Harding, 
Federal Reserve Board.

Respectfully,
M, C. ELLIOTT
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Ex -O f f ic io  m e m b e r s

WILLIAM 6. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

a l lW. P. G .  HARDING, G O V E R N O R  

PAUL M. WARBURG, V IC E  G O V E R N O R  
FREDERIC A, DELANO 
ADOLPH C, MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Comptroller of the Currency FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, S E C R E T A R Y  

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, A S S T . S E C R E T A R Y  
a n d  F i s c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

X-122.

May 3, 1917.

Dear Sir:

There are enclosed fifty copies of the form 

for the weekly recommendation as to discount rates at 

your bank.

Please substitute these forms, which have been 

revised to conform to the new reclassification of rates* 

for those now in your possession. The Board will appre

ciate your sending these regularly.
Very truly yours.

Secretary*

P

Enclosures.
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

C h a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  C u r r e n c y FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G . HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL m . w a r b u r g . V ic e  Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDE^LL JgjJjRVE BOARD

May 3, 1917.

S i r ;

By direction of the Federal Reserve Board 

I transmit herewith a certified extract from the minutss 

of the meeting of the Board held in the offices of the 

Board on May 2, 1917*

Yours very truly,

Secretary-

Enclosures
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110n motion it was voted that the Federal Reserve Bank of 

New York, acting as Fiscal Agent for the United States Government, 

be authorized upon the instructions of the Government to open ac

counts in favor of foreign governments as follows:

WHEREAS, Section 2 of the Act entitled nAn Act to authorize 

an issue of bonds to meet expenditures for the national security 

and defense and to extend credit to foreign governments, and for 

other purposesy approved April 24, 1917; provides in part that -

"That for the purpose of more effectually providing 
for the national security and defense and prosecuting the 
war by establishing credits in the United States for foreign 
governments, the Secfetary of the Treasury, with approval 
of the President, is hereby authorized, on behalf of the United 
States, to purchase, at par, from such foreign governments 
then engaged in war with the enemies of the United States^ 
their obligations hereafter issued, bearing the same rate 
of interest and containing in their essentials the same 
terms and conditions as those of the United States issued 
under authority of this Act; to enter into such arrangements 
as may be necessary or desirable for establishing such credits 
and for purchasing such obligations of foreign governments 
and for the subsequent payment thereof before maturity, etc*"

And WHEREAS, Section fifteen of the Act approved December 

twenty-third, nineteen hundred and thirteen, known as the Federal 

Reserve Act, provides that the Federal reserve banks "when re

quired by the Secretary of the Treasury, shall act as fiscal 

agents of the United States;n

And WHEREAS, the Secfetary of the Treasury has duly ap

pointed each and every Federal reserve bank a fiscal agent 

of the United States;
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Federal Reserve 

banks, in order effectively to carry out the provisions of the 

Act first above referred to are hereby severally directed to

receive and hold on deposit as such Fiscal Agents for the credit
any

of any foreign government, moneys or credits placed at the dis

posal of such foreign government by the Secretary of the Trea

sury "for the purpose of establishing credits in the United 

States for foreign governments,H as provided in Section two 

of the Act of April twenty-fourth, nineteen hundred and seven

teen, quoted herein*

I certify the above to be a true 
extract from the minutes of the 
meeting of the Federal Reserve 
Board held in the offices of the 
Board on May 2, 1917*

Secretary.
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Ex-Of f ic io  m e m b e r s

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

X-125-.

May 3 , 1917 •

Dear Sir:

For your information and guidance> 

copy of letter from Chief Clerk of the Treasury 

Department is enclosed herewith*

Very truly yours^

Governor
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T R E A S U R Y  D E P A R T M E N T
W A S H  I N G T 0 N

May 3, I917.

Hon- W. P. G. Harding,
Governor, Federal Reserve Board,

Treasury Department.

Dear Governor Harding:

Before the Secretary left this morning he gave instructions 

for notice to be served upon the Western Union and Postal Telegraph 

Companies as to the handling of telegrams and the rendition of ac

counts under the forthcoming bond issue. The following message was 

transmitted to both companies, and their replies follow:

•’Secretary of Treasury requests you notify your managers 
in all Federal Reserve Bank cities New York, Philadelphia, 
Richmond, Cleveland, Atlanta, Dallas, St. Louis, Kansas City, 
Chicago, Minneapolis and San Francisco that great many tele
grams relating to the forthcoming bond issue will be filed 
by above named banks and that such telegrams should be trans
mitted at Govt Rates and bills sent to Treasury Department.
Banks will be notified to endorse all such messages "Official 
Business Govt Rate" Charge Treasury Department. Please notify 
your agents as soon as possible. Please acknowledge receipt.'1

The Western Union has replied as follows:

"Your message relative to messages to be filed by Federal 
Reserve Banks received and will be given immediate attention.

H. F. Taff, Manager."

The Postal Telegraph Company has replied as follows:

"Your telegram Will instruct our offices as requested.
G. M. Foote, Mgr."

Respectfully,

JAMES L. WILMETH,

Chief Clerk.
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For signature by 
Underwriting Members 
of Lloyd’s, London, only.

BANKERS' AND BROKERS’ POLICY.

Effected by ("In and Out" Form)
James Hartley Cooper & Co.,Ltd.,
Cowper's Court Cornhill,
London, E. C., and at Lloyd’s. London, 15th May, 1 9I6 *

C O P Y

IN CONSIDERATION of a premium of twenty shillings per cent now
paid to us by Federal Reserve Bank of ____________ hereinafter called
the Assured, on the amount underwritten cy us respectively (the receipt 
of which we hereby acknowledge) and of the further premium (if any) to 
|)e paid to us as hereinafter mentioned, We the undersigned each in the 
proportion which the amounts hereby underwritten by us respectively bear 
to the sum of Thirty thousand pounds - $150,0 0 0- and each being liable 
pnly in respect of any one loss to the extent of the amount underwritten 
py him, hereby undertake and agree with the aaid Assured to hold them 
harmless and indemnified for and during the space of Twelve Calendar
months, from noon of the ) ' day of___ 1, 191_, to noon of the . day
pf .193_, from and against all such losses or damages as they the
said Assured including branches established or to be established may 
during the said period suffer or sustain or discover that they have suf
fered or sustained in manner hereinafter mentioned (that is to say): 1

1. BY reason of any Bonds, Debentures, Scrip, Certificates, 
Warrants, Transfers, Coupons, Bills of Exchange, Promissory Notes, Cheques 
|3ank Notes, Specie, Currency, Coin, or other similar Securities, whether 
payable to bearer or otherwise (not including title deeds of landed 
property) in which they are interested or the custody of which they have 
undertaken, and which now are or are by them supposed or believed to be 
or at any time during the said period of Twelve months may be in or upon 
their own premises or upon the premises of their bankers or in any recog
nized place of safe deposit in _ ______  or branches established or
to be established or lodged or deposited in the ordinary course of busi
ness for exchange, conversion, or registration with the issuers thereof, 
or with any agent of such issuers, or with any persons employed to procure 
or manage the exchange, conversion, or registration thereof, being (while 
so in or upon such premises o*" so placed, lodged or deposited as afore
said) lost, destroyed or otherwise made away with by robbery, theft, fire, 
embezzlement, burglary or abstraction, or taken out of their possession 
or control by any fraudulent means or by means of credit established by 
fraud whether with or without violence, and whether from within or with
out or whether by the officers, clerks and servants of the said Assured 
or any other person or persons or by the negligence or fraud of the 
said officers, clerks and servants.
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2. BY reason of any securities of the description above specified 
feeing lost, stolen, mislaid, misappropriated, or made away with, whether 
by negligence or fraud of their officers, clerks or servants or any mes
sengers or otherwise, whilst in transit in their own hands or in the 
hands of their officers, clerks or servants or any messengers between
any houses or places situate within ten miles from  ̂ _____  or branches
established or to be established, such risk or transit to commence on 
every security or parcel of securities from the moment of the person into 
whose hands the same may be delivered on behalf of the said Assured re
ceiving the same and to continue until the delivery thereof at destina
tion.

PROVIDED that the total liability of each of the undersigned in 
respect of any one loss under this guarantee is limited to the amount under
written by him, irrespective of the total value of the securities com
prised in such loss and that in estimating the amount of such securities 
so lost as aforesaid the value of the same shall be taken at the average
market price or value in.________on the day next after the discovery of
such loss or losses respectively (omitting Sundays and Holidays), and if 
there be no market price or value for the same or any of them on such 
day then the value thereof shall be the value as agreed between the re
spective parties or in the event of difference as ascertained by arbi
tration. And further that upon any loss happening under this Insurance 
(and subject to the due payment thereof) a futther premium calculated at 
pro rata of the annual premium for the unexpired time on the amount of 
such loss shall be payable by the said Assured to the undersigned and 
that as from the time of the happening or discovery of such loss, and 
even although the further premium may not meanwhile have been actually 
paid, this Insurance shall be treated as renewed so as at all times during 
the said period of twelve calendar months to continue as an Insurance to 
the full extent of i>3 0,000 - $150,0 0 0. notwithstanding any previous loss 
which the undersigned may have paid or be liable to pay hereunder, the 
true intent and meaning of these presents being that while the total 
liability of each of the undersigned-in respect of any single loss is 
to be limited to the amount underwritten by him, any number of separate 
claims to that amount may either on the same or on different days arise 
against him hereunder subject only to his right on the happening of any 
loss to payment of the further premiums hereinbefore mentioned and pro
vided for.

Warranted free of all claim for losses not discovered within 
the said period of twelve calendar months.

Warranted free of all claim for loss of any securities con
fided to the care of the said Assured, including branches established or 
to be established, the nominal value and description of which have not 
been ascertained by them before loss.
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AND IT IS HEREBY AGREED that the undersigned upon payment of 
of any loss hereunder shall become subrogated to all the rights and 
remedies of the said Assured in respect of the securities for which a 
a loss is paid and that immediate notice of any such loss shall be 
given by the said Assured to Messrs* James Hartley, Cooper & Co., Ltd., 
of Cowper's Court, Cornhill, London, together with all such particulars 
for the purpose of identification as may be in their power.

Whereas the said Assured has in force certain bonds guaran
teeing the fidelity of its officers and employees, it is hereby agreed 
that this insurance in so far as it covers losses also covered by said 
fidelity bond (or bonds) shall only be for the excess over and above 
the amount recoverable under the bond (or bonds) of the officer or em
ployee through whose want of fidelity the loss occurs.

WAR CLAUSE.

(Approved by Lloyd's Underwriters* Fire and Non-Marine Association)

This Policy does not cover loss or damage to the property 
insured occasioned by war invasion hostilities acts of foreign 
enemies civil war rebellion insurrection military or usurped power 
or martial law or confiscation by order of any Government or public 
authority.

Attaching to’ and forming part of Policy

AMERICAN CURRENCY CLAUSE.

In consideration of an addition of 6$ to the premium, 
which the Underwriters who have hereunto subscribed their names 
hereby acknowledge to have received, it is declared and agreed 
that in the event of loss under this Policy payment shall be made 
in New York in American Currency. In apportioning the loss, if 
any, the Sum Insured by this Policy shall be calculated at the 
rate of Five Dollars for every Pound Sterling.

5A/17-
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WILLIAM 6. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W A SH IN G T O N

W. P. 6. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, A^ST. SECRETARY 

AND F ls ]$ ^ ^ G 0 tltD S l' v

ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 9, 1 9 1 7.

Dear Sir:

The Governors of the Federal Reserve Banks at their 

conference in Washington on April Hth to‘.6th, 1917^ voted, 

(Topic No. 23 - Surety and Fidelity Bonds of Federal Reserve 

Banks):

"THAT the Federal Reserve Board be requested 
to have a summary of its investigation into the 
matter of surety and fidelity bonds held by the 
Federal Reserve Banks made, and a copy forwarded 
to each Eank for its consideration."

In accordance with this vote,and acting for the Com

mittee to whom this matter was referred, I hand you herewith 

an analysis covering the salient features of the various bonds 

held by the Federal Reserve Banks as disclosed by the informa

tion submitted to the Board.

It will be noted that while nearly all the banks have 

fidelity bonds in standard form, as approved by the Insurance 

Committee of the American Bankers' Association, but two of 

them - New York and Chicago - have policies which cover losses 

by fraud or forgery perpettated by parties not connected with 

the Bank. This policy is known as Lloyds Bankers' and 

Brokers' "In and Out" Form. The standard form of American
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policy does not cover fraud or forgery unless committed ’'by or 

with the collusion of one or more employees of the Bank.11

There is also attached hereto a memorandum covering 

various points included in this analysis which are submitted 

simply for the consideration of the Governors or of a Committee 

which might be appointed to investigate this subject.

It might be possible to have a policy written for each 

of the Banks by an American Company., or by "Lloyds”., which would 

specifically cover frauds and forgery and which would eliminate 

any clause which is ambiguous as to coverage, or which is not 

satisfactory to the Banks, if it could be arranged so that all 

of the Banks would get together and commit their joint interests 

to some one agent or broker who would be authorized to act for 

them in negotiating for such policies. It is doubtful if the 

various Banks acting independently could obtain a policy from 

different companies which would contain all the desirable features.

Very truly yours,

Enclosures:
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M E M O R A N D U M

With reference to the attached analysis of insurance 
policies of the various Federal Reserve Banks, attention is di
rected to certain features which might be considered in con
nection therewith:

Lloyds Bankers & Brokers "In and Out" form, carried 
by the New York and Chicago Banks, (copy attached), in Provision 
1, covers losses by fraud or forgery, whether by parties con
nected with the Bank or by outside parties* One of the Federal 
Reserve Agents, however, calls attention to a provision reading 
as follows:

"Warranted free of all claims for loss of any 
securities confided to the care of the said Assured, 
including branches established or to be established, 
the nominal value and description of which have not 
been ascertained by them before loss."

He gives it as his opinion that in event of a hold-up of an 
authorized messenger calling at a post office or an express 
office for a package, this policy would not cover, even though 
it were possible, through cooperation with the shipper, to 
prove the value and contents of the package. Or, in event of 
unauthorized persons, through fraudulent or forged orders, ob
taining packages as indicated above, the contents of which are 
not known in advance, the policy might not give protections

Perhaps, however, it is the intent of the clause quoted 
above simply to deny liability for alleged loss of securities 
which might be deposited with the Bank for safe keeping, in which 
event the Bank would probably have no means of knowing the value 
of any packages so deposited. This situation might be somewhat 
similar to that of a safe deposit company which rents space to a 
customer for the safe keeping of valuable papers or securities, 
the contents of which the company has no knowledge and for which 
it should not be held responsible. This is a matter which 
should be given careful consideration, perhaps by a committee of 
counsel of the Eanks. It wall be noted that Provision 2 of the 
Lloyds policy plainly states that the company is responsible for 
loss of securities while in the hands of messengers within ten 
miles of the Bank or any of its branches.
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One of the Federal Reserve Banks has a policy which does 
not cover ’’teller’s shorts". While there should, of Course, be 
no suggestion that a Bank would hold an insurance company respon
sible for ordinary teller's shorts, it is possible that, through 
theft, there might be a considerable shortage in a teller's ac
counts, which should be covered.

While the majority of the bankers' blanket bonds cover 
loss through robbery, theft, hold-up, etc., while the property 
is in transit within twenty (20) miles of any of the offices 
covered in the policy, a few of the policies limit this distance 
to ten (10) miles. Uniformity in this matter ought to be easily 
obtained.

Query: Should not the co-sur.eties, or underwriters,
sign the policies with the principal, as is done in the case of 
the policy carried by the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond? This 
would add strength to the policy.

One of the clauses of the standard form as adopted by 
the insurance committee of the American Bankers Association 
states that the policy does not cover "any loss resulting from 
the act or acts of any of the directors of the insured, other 
than those employed as salaried officers," This clause should 
have careful consideration in those Districts where the Deputy 
Federal Reserve Agent is a Class "C" Director, is not a salaried 
officer of the Bank, but has access to the funds in the possession 
of the Bank, or the Agent.

5/ 9/17
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STATE B A g  MEMBERSHIP. 

Preliminary Investigations._ .

Referring to memorandum submitted 
under date of April 27, 1917 - in 
connection with - Atascosa County 
State Bank, Jourdanton, Texas.

Friendly cooperation with State Bank Commissioner is es
sential. It would be well to have an applying bank request the Bank 
Commissioner to furnish to the Reserve Bank copies of examination re
ports. Requests should be made only for necessary information. In 
some states joint examinations have not met with the approval of the 
Bank Commissioner, as the presence of the Reserve Bank Examiner was 
apparently considered as a reflection upon the State Examiner. In 
many of the states, however, the assistance is weloomed. A report 
of an examination made within a few months prior to the filing of an 
application should give the Reserve Bank Committee reliable data.

In some states the standard of examinations is not such as 
to warrant the Reserve Bank Committee in accepting a report as a 
proper basis for a favorable recommendation. In such instances a 
special investigation by a representative of the Reserve Bank will be 
necessary. Again, in at least one state while the Bank Commissioner 
is authorized by law to furnish copies of reports of examinations of 
member banks, he has ruled that he is not permitted to furnish any 
information prior to a bank becoming a stockholder of the Federal 
Reserve Bank.

In those states where the examinations by State authori
ties are of a standard satisfactory to the Board and it is not pos
sible to obtain from the Bank Commissioner a copy of the report of 
the last previous examination, and where in view<of the reputation of 
the applying bank it is not considered by the officers of the Reserve 
bank necessary or desirable to have a special investigation made by 
an examiner of the Reserve Bank, the applying bank should be requested 
to furnish over the signatures of the president or vice-president and 
the cashier or an assistant cashier additional data as to loans and 
invest&onts to enable the Reserve Bank Committee to determine its 
condition. Memorandum of information desired is attached.

Where an investigation is made by a representative of the 
Reserve Bank it should cover a detailed examination and report of the 
investments, loans and discounts with particular attention paid to 
the credit standing of borrowers and the valuation of investments 
and collatera.

Respectfully submitted,
J. A. BRODERICK.
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STATE BAIK MEMBERSHIP.

GENERAL INFORMATION DESIRED,

1. Copy of the last periodical report filed with the State
Bank Commissioner.

2. Copies of all letters of criticisms (if any) received
from the Bank Commissioner or State Examiner in con
nection with the last two examinations. State what 
action has been taken.

3. General character of business in the community served by
the institution.

4. A memorandum as to present status of all law suits in
which the applying institution is interested.

5. Memorandum - Business corporations or other concerns
owned or controlled by or operated in the interest 
of the applying institution.

6. List of officers and directors - giving post-office ad-
. dress - number of shares owned*and also their busi

ness , firm or other outside affiliations.
List of loans to officers, directors and employees. Ar

range loans in groups showing indebtedness of each 
official as maker, endorser or guarantor; loans to 
firms and corporations in which he is interested 
either as member, officer or director; loans to 
relatives and business associates of officers and 
directors; loans collateraled by securities issued 
by corporations in which directors are interested.

Give:
Borrower - Amount - Director interested.

T. General information as to loans - Detailed list past due
loans.

a. Demand loans - upon which no interest has been paid
for one year or more-

b. Notes and other loans in default six months or more
and which are not secured or in process of col
lection.
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c. Other past due notes and loans* Include overdrafts,
Exclusive of loans secured by agricultural com
modities and live stock.

d. Notes renewed from time to time, with interest added,

a, b, c, d« Oive name - Borrower - -Amount - Maturity.
Security, if any* Estimated loss.

Other loan information. Except R. E* loans.

©„ Loans to officers of - Other banks - name - amount - 
bank identified with* Security, if any.

f. Loans on own bank stock. -Amount of loan - shares
held,

g. Large lines - (not previously listed) In excess of
3% of capital. Give name of Borrower - Business - 
postoffice address - amount of liability - 
Remarks.

Real Estate Loans. List of loans equal to 3fo of capital. 
Give name of borrower - amount of loan - maturity - 
prior liens - location of property * valuation - when 
and by whom appraised.

Real Estate Owned. Give location of property - book value - 
original cost - prior lien if any - estimated value - 
when and by whom appraised - how and for what purpose 
acquired.

Investments. List in detail, giving name of issuing cor
poration - par value - book value - rate of interest 
or dividend - (date of last payment) - estimated 
present value.

Please give'latest information as to securities upon which 
interest is in default. If bank owns securities of 
small private or local corporations, inclose with this 
memorandum a copy of the latest financial statement 
issued by such corporations.

Notes and Bills rediscounted. Bills payable and certifi
cates of deposit representing borrowed money.

Give a memorandum of present indebtedness - From whom bor
rowed - rate - maturity - assets pledged as security for in
debtedness, totals only.
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Assets pledged, as security for deposits or other pur
poses (except money borrowed) - give particulars.

13. Assets and liabilities which are not entered as such
upon the books of the banking institution.

14. Moneys borrowed by officers and directors in the inter
est of the bank under examination.

15. Contingent liabilities. Nature and extent - On bills
endorsed and sold - guarantees - notes and securi
ties pledged or sold with agreement to repurchase - 
all other.

16. Estimated losses or deductions from assets:

Estimated losses Doubtful.

Loans

Investments 

Real Estate 

Furniture and fixtures

Cash items _________ ______  ________

Total.

17. List of balances due from and to other banks.

5/5/17
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WILLIAM 6. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

C h a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Ex-Officio members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G . HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. V ic e  Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER „
CHARLES S. HAMLIjK- .

H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 8, 1$17.

Dear Sir:

With reference to my letter of April 26, (X-107), 
relative to deposits made by national banks on account of 
assessments for expenses of examinations, you are further 
advised that certificates of deposit should be prepared on 
national bank form 1, certifying that the Comptroller of the 
Currency has made the deposit on account of "Miscellaneous 
receipts: assessments upon national banks for expenses of 
examinations" and listing the names of the banks and the 
amount deposited by each.

One certificate only should be issued for all de
posits made each day. If the space on the face of the cer- 
tificate( is not sufficient to list the banks and amounts, 
the reverse side should be used.

The original certificate should be forwarded with 
your Daily Transcript of Account to the Treasurer of the 
United States. The duplicate should be forwarded direct to 
the Comptroller of the Currency, and the office copy should 
be retained by your bank.

Since the original is transmitted by the Treasurer 
to the Secretary, it is not necessary for your bank to prepare 
and forward a third copy to the Secretary as instructed in 
letter of April 2 6 .

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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WILLIAM 6 .  McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Ex-Officio members

C h a ir m a n

w. P. G. h a r d i n g V & o v ! r) iq R >
P A U L  M. WA RB URG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A.  DE LANO  
ADO LP H  C. MILLER  
CHARLES S.  HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILL IAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILL IS ,  S E C R E T A R Y  

SHERM AN P. ALLE N,  A S S T . S E C R E T A R Y

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 8, 191/

Dear Sir:

Several of the Federal Reserve Banks have made

inquiry as to whether they might he permitted to use the 

Government frank on all correspondence connected with the 

flotation of the Liberty Loan of 1917*

Department, and I quote below for y0ur information, letter 

received today from the Postmaster General on the subject:

"Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of 
today, suggesting that postmasters of the cities 
in which Federal reoerve banks are located be 
authorized to accept from such banks free of 
postage under the penalty privilege matter- mailed 
by them in connection with the flotation of the 
Liberty Loan of 191!•

"In reply I have to say, as pointed out in 
previous correspondence, that Federal reserve banks 
are not entitled under the law to use penalty envel
opes to send matter in the mails free of postage, 
and, therefore, this Department is without authority 
to instruct postmasters to accept for mailing free 
of postage under penalty envelopes matter mailed 
by such banks -11

This matter has been taken up with the Postoff ice

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Ex-Officio Members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G . HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN pX a l I|eT4.3s?t. S e c r e t a r y  

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 10, 1917*

Dear Sir:

The Board is in receipt of a letter from the Counselor 
for the Department of State, calling its attention to the de
sirability of guarding against transfers of banking credits to 
neutral countries for account of alien enemies, and against the 
use of domestic credits for similar purposes.

The Board is informed that the State Department is not 
concerned in the ordinary commercial transactions and routine 
bank accounts of aliens of whatsoever nationality, resident in 
the United States, with banks situated therein. It is suggested 
by the Department, however, that each banker doing business in 
this country should scrutinize with particular care such accounts 
as may be held by his bank for any resident alien enemy, and in 
the event any suspicious transactions occur in connection with 
such accounts, that they be reported immediately to the Board 
for transmission to the proper Department*

The transactions which are interesting to the State 
Department may be divided into three classes:

1, Foreign exchange transactions between banks in this 
country and banks in neutral countries in Europe;

2- Ordinary banking transactions such as the obtaining 
of credits by alien enemies resident in the United States;

3* Banking transactions between this country and Mexico, 
or Central American and South American countries.

The State Department is especially interested in pre
venting all transfers of money by cable, by draft, or by shipments 
of currency or otherwise to neutral countries in Europe for the 
account of alien enemies*
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It is, of course, difficult for a bank to determine 
offhand whether or not a transfer is for the account of alien . . 
enemies, when it is asked by an individual or corporation in 
this country to make a transfer^to a bank in a neutral country *

The Board is advised, however, that the State Depart
ment is anxious that tankers throughout the country should be 
warned that they should scrutinize most carefully every applica
tion made to them involving the transfers of funds to neutral 
European countries, which transfers seem intended to give aid to 
the enemies of this country, either directly or indirectly.

The Board is further advised that the State Department 
is interested in banking transactions between this country and 
Mexico or other Latin-American countries, as there is some evi
dence in its possession that alien enemies operating either as 
individuals or through the instrumentality of an American corpor
ation, or otherwise, are desirous o*f fomenting trouble between 
this country and other Republics of this hemisphere, and in order 
to further their plans they must rely upon financial assistance 
through the form of credits opened in their behalf in this country. 
It is, of course, true that many accounts held by banks in this 
country for the benefit of alien enemies resident in countries 
adjacent to the United States, are ordinary commercial accounts, 
and up to the present time the State Department has disclaimed 
any disposition to interfere with the free operation of such ac
counts, being interested only in such transactions as may appear 
to the bankers who are requested to facilitate the same as being 
of a suspicious character*

The Board is of the opinion that, in view of your inti
mate contact with member banks in your district, you are in a 
position to secure their cooperation in scrutinizing and super
vising financial transactions made or attempted to be made for 
the benefit of alien enemies. Reports of suspicious transactions 
coming to the notice of banks should be made to the Board by wire, 
in order that the officials of the proper department may be ad
vised and immediately make investigations*

There are, of course, many trust companies, State banks, 
and private bankers with which your bank has no intimate relation
ship, The Board believes, however, that if an appeal should be 
made to these banks and bankers, they would readily observe such 
precautionary methods as you may, with the approval of the Board,
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ask your member "banks to comply with. Express companies and 
telegraph companies doing a banking business in transmitting 
currency or credits by express or by wire should also be asked 
to cooperate on the lines suggested above.

The attention of the Comptroller of the Currency has 
been called to this letter and he has been asked to enlist the 
cooperation of the large force of national bank examiners work
ing under his supervision. It is believed that their assistance 
will be of great value in securing the information desired and 
in further enlisting the cooperation of the banks with which they 
come in contact in their work. You are requested t-o urge the 
banking departments of the States in your district to cooperate 
in the same manner through their bank examiners.

It is requested by the Board that a copy e>£ this letter 
be sent to all banks and trust companies in your district, in 
order that they may understand that, while innocent transact ions 
of a domestic character with alien enemies are unobjectionable, 
no business of a nature calculated to give aid or comfort to the 
enemy directly or indirectly will be countenanced.

Very truly yours,

Governor»
*
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Ex-Officio members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Chairman

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  Cu r r e n c y

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL m . WARBURG, VICE Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 4 /
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

KEI
X-134

;e d e r a l  r e s e r v e  b o a r d

May 11, 1 9 1 7.

Dear Sir:

When the last audit of the Gold Settlement Fund 
was made it was suggested in the report made by the auditors 
that at future audits the $10,000 gold order certificates 
which make up the fund be made up in packages and properly 
sealed so that in future audits it will be unnecessary to 
count them.

This suggestion received approval at the last con
ference of Governors and has, upon recommendation of the Di
vision of Audit and Examination, received the approval of 
the Federal Reserve Board.

On April 21, at the direction of the Board, a let
ter was sent to Federal reserve agents requesting that they 
indicate approval or disapproval of the proposed arrangement. 
Some of ths replies to this inquiry have been stated in such 
a manner that the Board does not feel that it thoroughly un
derstands the position which some of the Agents have taken in 
the matter. I have been directed, therefore, to write to 
you requesting that you state clearly and beyond chance of 
misapprehension whether you favor the adoption of this plan 
or whether you do not favor it.

Very respectfully,

Secretary.
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  T r e a s u r y

CHAIRMAN
JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS

Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  C u r r e n c y FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G .  HARDING, G O V E R N O R  
PAUL M. WARBURG, V ic e  Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, S E C R E T A R Y  
SHERMAN P . ALLEN, A S S T . S E C R E T A R Y  

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N J^D»£ES8 REPLY TO 
~~ - -FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 11, 1917.

Dear Sir:

Referring to my letter of the 3^ instant I quote 

below, for your further information, message which was sent 

to the managers of both the Western Union and Postal Tele

graph Companies to-day by the Treasury Department, as follows:

•’Please instruct your representatives in Fed
eral reserve bank cities that Treasury Department 
request of third instant as to charging to this De
partment telegrams relating to the bond issue filed 
by Federal reserve banks is intended to include col
lect messages from other banks to Federal reserve 
banks or Federal reserve agents. Please acknowledge.”

The Treasury Department is to-day in receipt of 

the following replies:

•’Your telegram date. Will comply with request.”

(Signed) G.M.Foote, Manager Postal Telegraph Co*

nYour message relative to charging telegrams relating to 
the bond issue will be given prompt attention.”

(Signed) H.F.Tafl, Manager Western Union
Telegraph Company.

Very truly yours,

Governor
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

Ch a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Ex-Officio Members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
W A SH IN G T O N

J*‘V V'
W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 

FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY

a n d  F is c a l  a g e n t

E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 12., 1917 *

Dear Sir;

Referring to my letter of April 25th inclosing 

uniform plan for the issue of Federal Reserve Exchange 

Drafts, to become operative on May 2lst, you are advised 

that, in view of the vast amount of detail work imposed 

upon Federal reservebanks in connection with the flotation 

of the Liberty Loan, the Board has decided that it would 

be advisable to postpone the date on which this plan is 

to become effective, to June 1st, 1917*

Very truly yours,

Governor,
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S T A T U S  OF R E S I D E  N T  

a l i e n s  w h o  A R E  S U B J E C T S

0 R
i

C I T I Z E N S  O F  N A T I O N S  

A T  W A R  W I T H  

T H E

U N I T E D  S T  2 T E S

May 10, 1917
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STATUS OF RESIDENT ALIENS WHO ARE SUBJECTS OR 
CITIZENS OF NATIONS AT WAR WITH 

-the-
UNITED STATES,

* * * * *

Mr. President, and Members of the Richmond Bar Association • 

Aside from the interest which necessarily attaches to ques

tions directly or indirectly involved in th3 present war, the deter

mination of thw status of resident aliens who are subjects or citi

zens of nations at war with the United States makes it necessary to 

consider certain legal questions which are of independent interest
t

i

because they lhvolve the reconcilement of three distinct proposi

tions or principles of law - each apparently supported by authority - 

which on their face are incapable of reconcilement.

The first is, that as soon as war is declared between the 

United States and a foreign country all business intercourse and com

munication between tho citizens of the two nations must immediately 

cease, whether the subjects of the hostile nation are residents of 

this country, or of the enemy nation.

The second is, that citizens or subjects of an enemy na

tion, who are domiciled m  the United States, become to all intents 

and purposes citizens of tho United States after war is declared - 

m  so far as their right to enter into contracts and to have busi

ness intercourse with citizens of the United States is concerned.

X-138
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The third is, that no resident or domiciled alien can 

become a citizen of the United States without complying with the 

naturalization laws of the United States. That no subject of an 

enemy nation can become naturalized after war is declared and that 

all subjects, denizens or citizens of an enemy nation may be treat

ed as alien enemies after a declaration of war.

Each of these propositions is apparently supported by 

authority but it is evident that all three Can not be consiutflntly

sustained. In order to reconcile them it is necessary to analyze 

the authorities which seem to support them.

In the case of United States v. G-rossmayer.76 U. S.

72, 73, the court said :

"It has been found necessary,as soon as war is 
oommenced, that business intercourse should cease be
tween citizens of the respective parties engaged m  
it, and this necessity is so great that all writers 
on public law agree that it is unlawful, without any 
express declaration of the sovereign on the subiect. "

In Montgomery v. United States. 82 U S. 395. 400. the

court said *

"Nothing is clearer, says President Woolsey (In
ternational Law, Sec. 117), than that all commercial 
transactions of whatever kind (except, ransom con
tracts ), with the subjectsr or is. the territory of the 
enemy, whatever direct or indirect, as through an agent 
or partner who is neutral, are illegal and void."

Again in United States v. La-pans. 84 U. S .. 601. 602. 
the court said :
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"All contracts with the subjects or in the tarn - 
tory oi th3 enemy, whether made directly by one per
son, or indirectly through an agent, who is neutral , 
are illegal and void This pnncipla is now too well 
settled to justify discussion. No property passes 
and no rights are acquired under such contracts "

Similar language is used m  a number of other cases which 

it is not necessary to quote, (l)

Construing this language literally, it would seem to bo 

clearly established that no citizen or subject of a nation with which 

the United States is at war has any right to enter into contractual 

relations or to have<aiy business intercourse of any sort with a 

citizen of the United States. It will be observed that this pro

hibition, according to the language of the courts, extends to con

tracts "with the subjects or m  the territory of tne onemy. " This 

would seem to include those subjects or citizens of an enemy nation
m

which are domiciled m  the United States, as well as those residing 

within the jurisdiction of the enemy nation.

In support of the second proposition and in direct con

flict with this view, however, we find that the text writers apparent

ly treat all citizens of an enemy nation who are domiciled in the 

United States at tho outbreak of war as entitled to the privileges 

of citizenship m  tnis country, m  so far as their right to contract 

and deal with citizens of the United States is concerned

President Woolsey of Ya.le, who was an acknowledged auth

ority on International Law, states that :

-3
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"The nationality of individuals in war* depends 
not on their origin or upon their naturalization, 
hut upon their domicile." (2 )

If this he literally accepted as the true principle it would 

seem to follow that a citizen of an enemy nation domiciled m  the 

United States would inm*dlately, or within a reasonable time, after 

the outbreak of wax' oeSSeto he a citizen or subject of that country 

and become a citizen of the United States* It could hardly have been 

the intention of President Woolsey, nowever, to subscribe to the view 

that a declaration of war by a foreign nation could have the legal 

effect of making its citizens or subjects domiciled in the United 

States ipso facto citizens of the United States, and the word 

"nationality" was no doubt used m  a more restricted sense* It would 

perhaps be more accurate to say that the enemy status of an alien 

after the outbreak of war is determined by domicile rather than by 

citizenship.

According to the text of the American & English Encyclopedia 

of Law, the authorities hold that -

"Apart from cases of direct assistance to the 
enemy, the question of domicile is controlling m  
determining whether one is to be considered an enemy 
or a neutral, the theory being that one contributes 
to the resources of the country in which he is domi
ciled, and is consequently to be considered as a 
subject thereof." (3)

The rule as stated m  Livingston v. Maryland Ins Co. is that •

«
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"Whenever a person is bona fide domiciled in a 
particular country, the character of the country ir- 
resistibly attaches to him. The rule has been applied 
with equal impartiality in favor of and against neu
trals and belligerents. It is perfectly inmaterial 
what is the trade m  which the party is engaged, or 
whether he be engaged m  any. If he be settled bona 
fide in a country with the intention of indefinite 
residence, he is, ^s to. all foreign countries, to be 
deemed a subject of that country. Without a doubt, 
in order to ascertain this 1 domicile1 it is proper 
to take into consideration the situation, the employ
ment, and the character of the individual. The trade 
in which he is engaged, the family that he possesses, 
and the transitory or fixed character of his business 
are ingredients which may properly be weighed in de
ciding on the nature of an equivocal residence or 
domicile. But when once that domicile is fixed and 
ascertained all other circumstances become inmate rial."
(4)

This rule seems to be borne out by a long line of decisions, 

but while it establishes the principle that a citizen of the United

States acquires the status of an enemy if he is domiciled in a for-
/

eign country with which the United States is at war, and remains 

there more than a reasonable time after war is declared, it does not 

justify the assumption that such a citizen becomes a citizen of the 

enemy nation. Nor can it be accepted as authority for the proposition 

that a citizen of a hostile nation domiciled m  the United States at 

the outbreak of war becomes entitled to the privileges of citizenship 

m  this country even though he is treated as an enemy of his own 

country if he does not return within a reasonable time after war is 

declared. A number of cases are cited in the American & English
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Encyclopedia of Law m  support of this general statement but when 

analyzed it is found that they deal with the status of a citizen of 

the United States who remains within the jurisdiction of a hostile 

nation after a declaration of war and not with the status of a citi

zen of a hostile nation who remains m  the United States after war is 

declared*

In analyzing cases cited as authority for the proposition 

under consideration, ve find that oar Supreme Court has been called 

upon to pass upon this question m  cases growing out of the war with 

England; the wax with Mexico, the Civil war and the war with Spain*

The principles established m  the earlier cases have been followed with 

more or less uniformity and reference to the later cases is hardly 

necessary, except as a matter of historical interest.

One of the earliest cases is that which is entitled 

flThe Venus", reported in 12 U. S. 253* In that case, a citizen of 

the United States had acquired a business or commercial domicile in 

England and before the outbreak of the war shipped goods to himself 

and associates m  the United States. These goods were seized after 

war was declared and condemned as enemy property on the ground that 

the shipper, who was also a consignee, had acquired an enemy status 

by remaining out of the United States after the outbreak of war* Chief 

Justice Marshall, while upholding this principle, dissented on the 

ground that he should have been given a reasonable tim3 within which 

to return to the United States before his enemy status became fixed*
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The oases of “The Vowles" (5) and " Tho Frances" (6), re

ported m  the same volume of United States Reports involved similar 

transactions.

A case growing out of the Mexican War was that of the 

United States v. Guillam. (7) In this case a citizen of France had 

acquired a domicile m  Mexico. When war was declarod he attempted 

to return to Franco on a ship which was seized while running the 

biocksyde. The court held that although he was a citizen of a neu

tral country he became impressed with an enemy status by being 

domiciled m  a hostile country after the outbreak of the war but 

that he lost this hostile character when he attempted to return to 

France on a French ship immediately following the outbreak of the 

war., that while the ship was subject to seizure for running the 

blockade tho person and property of the Frenchman were not*

Among the Civil War cases, cited m  support of the propo

sition that domicile must determine enemy status, we find the cases
i

of "The William BagaleyIT(8) and nMiller v. The United States"(9).

In the first case a citizen of th3 North owned an interest 

m  a vessel which was used by the Confederacy and was seized as a 

prize of war by the Federal Government. His interest was held to 

be enemy property and subject to confiscation.

In the case of Miller v. United States a citizen of the 

Confederate States ovtmcd stock in two Northern railroads and this

-7-
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interest was likewise confiscated on the ground that it belonged 

to an enemy of the United States and was being used for purposes 

inimcal to the United States*

The latest reported case dealing with this subject ap

pears to be that of Jaragua Iron Co, v. United States (9j) de

cided in February, 1909. In this case the Jaragua Iron Company 

was domiciled in the United States and had its main office in 

Pennsylvania. It was, however, engaged in business in Cuba and had 

acquired a commercial ee/cicilo thoroe Its property was destroyed 

for sanitary reasors under order of Genex'al Miles as an incident 

of the war with Spain. The Court held its Cuban property to be an 

enemy property and declined to allow compensation.

It will be observed that each of these cases deals with 

the status of .American citizens who have acquired domiciles in coun

tries with which iho United States is at war, or who have property 

which is susceptible of use :‘n aid or comfort of enemies of the 

Unitod States.

it may* of course, be reasonably argued that if a subject 

of an enemy nation,domiciled in the United States and thereby be

comes an enemy of his own country, he should not be treated as an 

enemy of the United States.

This is no doubt true as a matter of comity or of in

ternational hospitality but it can hardly be claimed that an alien
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under such circumstances is inherently, or as a matter of right, en

titled to th3 privileges of citizenship. Such a presumption is rebutted 

by tho statutes of the United States which sustain the third proposition, 

namely, that no alien can become a citizen of the United States without 

complying with the naturalization laws of this country.

To advert for the moment to certain elementary principles of 

law, we find that a citizen is defined by the authorities as one who by 

birth> naturalization, or otherwise, is a member of an independent poli

tical society and, as such, is subject to its laws and entitled to its 

protection-in the enjoyment of civil or private rights. (10)

Naturalization is defined as 11 the act of adopting a foreigner 

sind clothing‘him with the privileges of a nativo citizen." In the United 

States the power of naturalization is vested exclusively in Congress and 

can not b3 exercised by any of the States, (ll)

By the Act of April 14, 18C2, as amended, Congross has de

clared that "an alien may bo admitted to become a citizen of the United 

States in th3 following manner and not otherwise." The provisions of 

the Act which proscribe the manner in which naturalization may be af

fected are substantially, as follows :

That a circuit or district court of th3 United States or a 

district or circuit court of tho territories or a court of record of any 

of tho States having common law jurisdiction and a soal and clerk may 

receive the declaration of an alien of his intention to becomo a citi

zen of the United States. (12) The same courts have power to ontortain 

and pass upon applications for haturalization. (13)

-9~
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The alien seeking admission to citizenship must declare upon 

oath before a competent court at least two years prior to his admis

sion to citizenship that it is his bona fide intention to become a 

citizen, (lU) and to renounce his allegiance to any prince, poten

tate, or state, particularly by name to the prince, or state whereof 

he is at the time a subject or citizen. This preliminary declaration

of intention is, however, dispensed with in certain cases @r Sr
\

in the case of honorably discharged aliens who have enlisted and 

served in the United States Army or in the case of minors who have 

lived in the United States three years before reaching their majority). 

At the time of his application fog citizenship the alien must declare 

on oath that he will support the Constitution of the United States; 

that he renounces and abjures all allegiance and fidelity to every 

foreign prince, potentate, or state; and these proceedings must be 

recorded.(IS)

Th$ alien must prove that he has resided within the 

United States five years at least, and within the state or territory 

where the court sits for one year, and that during, that time he has 

behaved as a nan of good moral character, attached to the principles 

of the Constitution of the United States, and well disposed to the 

good order and happiness of the same. His residence must be proved 

other than by his oath. The courts acting upon such application

-1&.
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consider tooth the law and the facts, and the decision of the court 

has tro effect of a jv gmsrt and is conclusive as to all matters nec

essarily before the court and involved in the issue. (17)*

It is obvious tnat under our naturalization laws enacted 

toy Congress, no alien can acquire citizenship toy proof of domicile in 

the United States, acquired prior to the outbreak of war. On the con

trary, it is specifically provided by Sec. 21fl, Revised Statutes, that :

11 No alien who is a native citizen or subject 
or a denizen of any country, state or sovereignty 
with which the United States are at war, at the 
time of his application, shall be then admitted 
to become a citizen of the United States , * * * 
nor shall anything herein contained toe taken or 
Construed to interfere with or prevent the appre
hension and removal, agreeably to law, of any alien 
enemy at any time previous to the actual naturali* 
zation of such alien. n

As such aliens are not entitled to citizenship and are 

not,therefore, inherently and as of right entitled to the protection 

of our laws in the enjoyment of civil or private rights, the only 

question for determination appears to toe — Does a declaration of war 

have the effect of converting them from friendly strangers to alien 

enemies, or are they still to toe regarded as entitled to the same 

international hospitality that is afforded neutral aliens ?

In other words, does the fact that they are citizens 

or subjects of an enemy government cause them to acquire an enemy 

status ?

-13-
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While the cases actually cited to support the proposition 

that domicile 13 controlling in determining enemy status may he said to 

create a strong presumption m  favor of the friendly status of subjects 

of enemy governments domiciled m  the United States,, the acts of Congress 

dealing with this subject do not specifically recognize any distinction 

between tne subjects which are domiciled and tnose which are temporarily 

residing in this country.

Sections ho67 and U068 Revised Statutes of the United States 

provide as follows 5

Section Uo67« "Whenever there is a declared war between 
the United States and any foreign nation or government, 
or any invasion or predatory Incursion is perpetrated, 
attempted, or threatened against the territory of the 
United States, by any foreign nation or government, and 
the President makes public proclamation of the event, 
all natives, citizens, denizens, or subjects of the hos
tile nation or government, being males of the age of 
fourteen years and upwatd, who shall be within the United 
States, and not actually naturalized, shall be liable to 
be apprehended, restrained, secured and removed as alien 
enemies. The President is authorized, m  any such event, 
by his proclamation thereof, or other public act, to dir
ect the conduct to t>e observed, on the part of the United 
States, toward the aliens who become so liable, the man
ner and degree of the restraint to which they shall be sub
ject, and m  what cases, and upon what security their 
residence shall be permitted, and to provide for the re

moval of those who, not being permitted to reside within 
the United States, refuse or neglect to depart therefrom; 
and to establish any other regulations which are found '
necessary in the premises and for the public safety."

Section Uo68. "When an alien who becomes liable as an 
enemy, m  the manner prescribed m  the preceding section, 
is not chargeable with actual hostility, or other crime 
against public safety, he shall be allowed, for the re
covery, disposal, and removal of his goods and effects, 
and for his departure, the full time which is or shall be 
stipulated by any treaty then m  force between the United
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States and the hostile nation 'or government of 
which he is a native citizen, denizon, or subject;
and where no such treaty exists, or is in force, 
the President may ascertain and declare such rea
sonable time as may be consistent with the public 
safety, and according to the dictates of humahity 
and national hospitality.11

It will be observed that Section Uo6j provides in 
terms thati

"All nativesi citizens, denizens, or subjects 
of the hostile nation or government * * *, wfrio 
shall be within the .United States and not actual
ly naturalized, shall be liable to be apprehended, 
restrained, secured, and removed as alien enemies*R

Congress has not excepted from the provisions of this 

Act subjects of enemy governments which are domiciled ill the 

United States • It is true that the Act does not declare all 

subjects of enemy nations to be alien enemies. It merely pro

vides that they shall be liable to be treated as such and those 

vAiich have acquired a domicile in the United States are includ

ed in this class. It may be contended, with reason, that the 

status of such subjects, particularly those which have ac

quired a domicile here, remains that of friendly aliens until 

they are declared to be otherwise. The authorities would seem 

to justify this conclusion. In any event, however, the courts 

and text writers are agreed that any nation at war may permit 

such limited or restricted intercourse between its citizens 

and the citizens of a nation with which it is at war as it 

deems necessary or advisable. (18)
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In some instances our courts have expressed doubt as to whether 

this restricted commercial intercourse between our citizens and the citizens 

of an enemy nation should be allowed by proclamation of the President or by ; 

act of Congress. In dealing with this question in Hamilton v. Dillin, (19)
0

the court aaid :

nIn England this power to remit the restrictions on 
commercial intercourse-with a hostile nation is exercised by 
the. crown* Lord St6weii :Saya i *By the law and constitution of 
this c&untry, the sovereign alone has the power of declaring 
war oi* $eace» Ke alone therefore, who has the power of entirely 
' removing a state of war; has the power of rem&ving it in part/ 
by permitting/where he sees proper,that commercial intercourse 
which is a partial suspension of the war. * * * By the Consti- 

. tution of the United States the power to declare war is con
fided to Congress. The executive power and the command of the 
military and naval forces is vested in the President; Whether, 
in the absence of Congressional action, the power of permitting 
partial intercourse with a public enemy may or may not be exer
cised by the President alone, who is Constitutionally invested 
with the entire charge o'f hostile operations, it is not now nec
essary to decide,although it would seem that little doubt could 
be raised on the subject. * * *

"But without pursuing this inquiry and whatever view may 
be taken as to the precise boundary between the legislative and 
executive powers in referehce to the question under consideration 
there is no doubt that a concurrence of both affords ample foun
dation for any regulations- on the subject. 11

As Congress has specifically authorized the President to "direct
ithe conduct to be observed on'the part of the United States" towards resi

dent subjects of enemy rations, his power in this regard is unequivocal.

In determining, the ref ore, the present status of such subjects it 

is necessary to consider any proclamationsmade by the President since war was 

declared.In the proclamation issued on April 6, he says in part :

"All alien enemies are enjoined to preserve the peace 
towards the United States and to refrain from crime against the 
public safety, and from violating the laws of the United States 
and of the States and territories thereof, and to refrain from 
actual '.̂ ostiia-̂ T or giving information,aid or comfort to the 
enemies of the United States, and to comply strictly with the 
regulations which are hereby or which may be from time to time 
promulgated by the President;and so long as they shall conduct 
themselves in accordance with law- they shall be undisturbed 
in the peaceful pursuit-of their lives and occupations, and be
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i

accorded, the consideration due to all peaceful and 
law-abiding persons, except so far as restrictions may 
be necessary for their own protection and for the saf
ety of the United States, and towards such alien enemies 
as conduct themselves m  accordance with law, all cit
izens of the Unit 3d States are enjomad to preserve 
the peace sixtx and to treat them with all such fnend- 
linsss as may be compatible with loyalty and allegi
ance to the United States."

* So long as the subjects of enemy nations preserve the 

P3ac3, refrain from crime against the public safety, from actual 

hostility and from giving information, aid or comfort to the ene

mies of the United States and obey the Stat3 and F3deral laws and 

regulations from time to tur3 prescribed by the President, they 

ar3 authorized by this proclamation to pursue thoir peaceful oc

cupations .

As such peaceful occupations will necessarily involve 

entry into contractual relations and having business intercourse 

with citizens of the United States, it would S3em that until Con

gress by legislative action, or the President by proclamation or 

regulation, imposes restrictions, citizens of the United States 

may continue their ordinary transactions with those resident sub

jects of on3my nations who have not acquired an enemy status. If 

citizens of the United States should be prombitod from having any 

business intercourse of any kind with subjects of enemy nations 

domicil3d or residing in the United States it would be difficult 

for such subjects to obtain the ordinary necessities of life 

and the Government might thsrefors be called upon in the interest 

of humanity to segregate and provid3 for th3 support of such 

subjects.
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Business intorcourse botwoon tho citizens of two nations 

at war, however, appears to bo a matter of privilege rather than 

of right and is subject to such restrictions as either sovereign 

may impose.

It is probable that Congress will pass a "Trading with tho 

Enemy Act," which will deal with this general subject.

0O0
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Dangers which may result- from tho passage cf the 
Amendments to the Federal Reserve Act, known as the 
Hardwick Amendment, Providing That Banks May Charge 
One-tenth of One Percent for Remitting Funds to a Fed” 
era! Reserve Bank.

0O0

(l) Many banks that have heretofore charged less than l/lOth

of 1 percent, or even nothing at all, for remitting will avail 

themselves of the privilege to charge l/iOth of 1 percent, and 

thereafter 1/lOth of 1 percent will become the usual and customary 

discount from the face of all checks, and hence operate to that 

extent as a tax upon all business, much greater in the aggregate 

than the sporadic charges previously made.

(3) Uni sss every check shows upon its face what deduction

will be made for remitting, the person receiving the check will 

never know whether it is subject to deduction of l/lOth of 1 per

cent or not* Under these circumstances the payee bank could eas

ily make a deduction of l/lOth of 1 percent on all out-of-town items,

regardless of whether the drawee bank made the charge or not.

The only remedy for this seems to be that each check should show 

upon its face if it is subject to a discount for remitting funds 

to another bank, and what that charge is.

Inasmuch as the Hardwick Amendment legalizes a charge 

for remitting funds, it establishes a principle, which has never
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before had legal recognition. At the same time there is nothing 

to prevent a State bank (nonmember of the Federal Reservo System)

from charging i/4th of 1 percent, or any other charge it chooses 

to make.

comes general and applies to Central Reserve and Reserve City 

banks, as well as the country banks, it is evident that banks in 

general will not profit by the result. A bank in remitting to a 

Federal Reserve Bank wishes to be able to send offsetting items, 

rather than cash, and the whole proposition of clearing checks 

depends upon this principle. Heretofore, a charge has been made 

by the country bank for remitting but no charge by the city bank, 

whereas, under the proposed amendment the city bank is authorised 

to charge as much as the country bank. If, therefore, a bank re-, 

coives l/lOth of 1 percent on all items drawn upon itself, but 

pays out l/lOth of 1 percent for collecting all items it has re

ceived, the probability is that the large city banks will be the 

gaine rs.

(5) It is argued that the passage of this amendment will

make for harmony between city and country banks, and will result 

in State banks entering the Reserve System. This would bo a strong 

argument in favor of it if it could be sustained, but it seems

(4) If the charge for remitting funds to cover checks he-
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very doubtful for the reasons already suggested. It must be re

membered that while those in favor of charging exchange have been 

well organized; those opposed to any such charge have not been 

organized, and have scarcely had any hearing. The business com

munity and the general public arc yet to bo heard from and the 

probability is that opposition and bitterness will develop rather 

than harmony.

5/14/17
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before had legal recognition. At the same time there is nothing 

to prevent a State bank (nonmember of the Federal Reserve System) 

from charging l/4th of 1 percent, or any other charge it chooses 

to make.

(4) If tho charge for remitting funds to cover checks be-

comes general and applies to Central Reserve and Reserve City 

banks, as well as the country banks, it is evident that banks in 

goneral will not profit by tho result. A bank in remitting to a 

Federal Reserve Bank wishes to be able to send offsetting items, 

rather than cash, and the whole proposition of clearing checks 

depends upon this principle. Heretofore, a charge has been made 

by the country bank for remitting but no charge by the city bank, 

whereas, under the proposed amendment the city bank is authorized 

to charge as much as the country bank. Ifj therefore, a bank re

ceives l/lOth of 1 percent on all items drawn upon itself, but 

pays out l/lOth of 1 percent for collecting all items it has re

ceived, the probability is that the large city banks will be the 

gainers.

(5) It is argued that the passage of this amendment will

make for harmony between city and country banks, and will result 

in State banks entering the Reserve System. This would be a strong 

argument in favor of it if it could be sustained, but it seems
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very doubtful for the reasons already suggested. It must be re* 

membered that while those in favor of charging exchange have been 

well organized; those opposed to any such charge have not been 

organized, and have scarcely had any hearing. The business com

munity and the general public are yet to bo heard from and the 

probability is that opposition and bitterness will develop rather 

than harmony.
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ex-officio  Members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

C h a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

v
W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

X-lUQ . PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 
a n d  F is c a l  a g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 1J4, 1 9 1 7.,

Dear Sir:

With the view of giving the Board a clearer idea 

of your hank’s activity as fiscal agent for the Government 

in connection with the latter’s loan transactions,, it is re

quested, that your bank include among Government deposits (Code 

’’CAKE”) the amounts received as subscriptions to U. S„ certifi

cates of indebtedness and bonds of the pending and subsequent 

loans whether or not redeposited with the subscribing member and 

nonmember banks. An additional asset item ’’Due from depository 

banks ~ fiscal agent account” (Code ”BABA”) should be set up, 

this item to include subscribed amounts redeposited with sub

scribing banks and trust companies.

Our Statistical Division will show separately in 

the published weekly statement, following item ”Due from other 

F. R* Banks - net” the new item nDue from depository banks - 

fiscal agent account”, and it is requested that your bank’s pub

lished weekly statement likewise show separately the correspond

ing asset item*

Respectfully,

Vice-Governor*
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Remarks of H* P. Willis, before
X- JUft-i -

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS,

New York, May 16, 191?*

Mr* Chairman and Members of the National Association of Manuracturers

The subject- assigned me opens an almost unlimited field 

of inquiry. There are many aspects of the relationship between 

the manufacturer and the bank on which we could profitably spend 

much more time than is allotted for this meeting* The signifi

cance of the topic, I take it, is however found in the fact that 

just at present there are certain important relationships between 

the bank and the business world that require attention; while 

among business men the manufacturer may be considered as having 

a peculiar and special duty, because of his central place in the 

productive system of the country*

It will probably always be true that the action of manu

facturers with regard to the terms upon which goods are sold will 

profoundly influence the type of commercial paper, available for 

discount at banks. So far as anyone can predict, it is likely 

moreover, to be the fact that the relations between manufacturers 

and banking institutions will be widely copied by those whose 

dealings are smaller in volume and less directly in touch with 

modern methods of finance and production. The manufacturer thus 

has a double responsibility on every occasion when changes in 

banking methods are suggested. The present time is one of these
#
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occasions., and the question offers itself: What is the duty of

the manufacturer in his relationships with the tank at this moment? 

I like to think that this question is synonymous with this other 

way of putting it: What is the highest self-interest of the manu

facturer in his relationship with the bank? The welfare of the 

community is best served by the legitimate and genuine prosperity 

„ahd success of the manufacturer. Anything that advances the true 

interests of his business, therefore, tends to advance those of 

the community, and vice versa.

For three years the Federal Reserve Banking System has 

been in process of establishment. It is not fully organized 

even as yet; its membership is not complete; its establishment 

of branches has only just begun; its foreign relationships are 

only now beginning to be worked out- Domestically it has but 

just addressed itself with seriousness to its ultimate mission - 

that of improving the banking and credit conditions under which 

the business man today lives and works- When we say that the 

System is fully organized, that it is in working order, that it 

is rendering yeoman service to the country, that it is affording 

most valuable aid in the flotation of Government loans, and that 

in many other ways it has already amply warranted the cost and 

trouble involved in its establishment, we do not mean that its 

work is complete. Indeed, as I have already intimated, it has 

barely begun to perform some of its most important functions.
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At the bottom of all better banking and commercial methods 

in the United States today lies the problem of improved control 

of credit and the adoption of better methods of issuing commercial 

paper. It is encouraging that the business men of the country 

have so promptly interested themselves in this question of better 

credit and better bank paper* When the Federal Reserve Act was 

first passed many thought that It was of interest primarily to 

bankers and that such reforms and improvements as could be intro-., 

duced would come through the effort of bankers. Experience is 

showing us more and more that, helpful and necessary as the aid 

and sympathy of the banker is, we must look to the business man 

himself for the initiative that will bring about better methods 

in the two particulars I have spoken of. So, as time goes on, it 

has been recognized that if there is to be any important improve

ment in American methods of financing business, the movement must 

be taken in hand by yourselves. As things have developed, the 

concrete issue presented to the business public has been this:

Are you willing to substitute commercial paper for your open ac

counts; and will you in this process employ the trade acceptance 

and banker’s acceptance as your media of extending credit? I am 

happy to know that this question has-;been answered in the affirma

tive by some of the most progressive manufacturers in the country. 

They have set themselves actively to work to adopt this acceptance
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paper in actual practice; and, although the movement is thus 

far very youngs it has lasted long enough to make plain the fact 

that there is a genuine appreciation of what may be done and a 

genuine disposition to do it. It has, moreover, lasted long 

enough to show that the use of the acceptance paper is beneficial, 

and there are many manufacturers who to-day testify to the aid 

they are realizing from the substitution of acceptances for their 

open accounts. This is most satisfactory and helpful. It is a 

real benefit, even from the very .narrowest standpoint, -that the 

seller of goods should close up his transactions with an accept

ance in this way. He gets a definite recognition of the satis

factoriness of the consignment; he receives an acknowledgment of 

indebtedness; he simplifies his relationships vith the buyer, and 

in every way he is banefittod. The customer likewise finds him

self aided by the new method. He is encouraged to be prompt and 

efficient in his treatment of his indebtedness. There is, further 

more, every reason why he should, if he wishes, retain all of the 

advantages of the cash discount system, for the acceptance plan 

has been so developed as to render this entirely feasible of ap

plication. The progress already made deserves high commendation, 

and warrants us in urging those who distribute large quantities 

of goods but who have not adopted the acceptance system to go and 

do likewise.

In this matter, however, as in most that involve forward 

steps in any branch of business, public, or political activity, . 

there is a tendency to attribute imaginary virtues to
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the remedy offered for a particular evil. As a nation, we are 

prone to overf-praiee. or over-depreciate what we like or dislike.

In the trade acceptance movement it has become too much the fashion 

to speak of the new form of paper as "creating credit" or as 

"liquefying frozen accounts", or as a means of "rendering dead 

accounts available"* There is no doubt in my mind that these ex

aggerated claims tend to alienate sound and careful thinkers who 

would be attracted by a more sober presentation of the case, while, 

on the other hand, some who take up the new method but find that it 

hardly fulfills the predictions of its advocates, are disappointed, 

throw it down and are lost to the movement. On the other hand, 

the constant insistence upon certain aspects of the trade acceptance 

which are less important to its real progress than others tends to 

divert the attention of some who might become interested in it 

under more favorable circumstances. I think it is worth while, 

today, therefore, to consider as simply and plainly as I can, ex

actly what the trade acceptance may be expected to do, and more 

important still, to indicate the conditions under which alone the 

full benefit of it can be realized*

Let me first sketch the contrasting conditions under which 

goods may be disposed of. You may have sold $100,000 worth of goods 

to a hundred different buyers, averaging $1,000 each, who have 

received the consignments, have found them satisfactory and have

W*
''
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placed them on sale with the understanding on your part that if 

they remit to you within a given number of days each man shall 

receive a discount of 31° on his $1,000 indebtedness, or, in other 

words, that he will he considered to have liquidated his account 

in full by sending you $970* The alternative plan in which the 

trade acceptance is used involves your asking him to accept a nego

tiable instrument at the time the goods are received and approved 

by him. This instrument may be drawn to give him the advantage 

of the discount or without any reference to discount. Let us sup

pose that he has given his acceptance for a sum representing the 

amount of the face of his discounted bill - in this case $970 ~ 

the maturity being the last day upon which his discount would have 

been available. If this individual pays his acceptance promptly 

upon the day of maturity, the only difference between the two situa

tions is that during the intervening time the seller of the goods has 

been in possession of a recognized legal instrument evidencing the 

indebtedness on the part of his customer. If the seller has held 

this acceptance in his safe during its life and has merely returned 

it to his customer upon receiving the latter's remittance, or per

haps has forwarded it to a local bank to be collected of the cus

tomer at maturity, the giving of the acceptance under the conditions 

set forth has not altered the relation of bu^er and seller or the 

relation of either to the banks of the country. If the manufac-
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turer who is in receipt of such trade acceptances has continued to 

finance himself meanwhile by giving "straight single name paper" 

to his bank his actual business methods have not changed. The 

same is true of the customer. He may be in the habit of borrow-™ 

ing at his bank in order to enable himself to take advantage of 

the discount on the goods he buys, and if the maturity of the ac

ceptance is the same as the discount period allowed him, nothing 

has been done that will alter the amount for which he must habit

ually resort to his banker. There will have been some change in 

the accounting systems of both the seller and the buyer, but that 

is the principal change. To represent the acceptance under such 

conditions as a radical transformation in business and banking 

methods, profoundly altering the conditions which govern the sale 

of goods, would, I think, be a mistake.

Let us take a second case. Suppose that the manufacturer 

who has been in the habit of obtaining $100,000 worth of advances 

from his bank upon his own single name paper now takes to his bank 

acceptances amounting to $100,000 which he offers there for discount. 

Is there or is there not any reason to suppose that his relation

ship to the bank will thereby be altered as compared with its former 

status? In some quarters there seems to be a suggestion that 

whereas under the older conditions the manufacturer might be able 

to obtain from the banker credit of only say 75$ to 80$ of the value
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of his outstanding accounts, he will he able to discount the whole 

of his acceptances up to face; - that is to day, he will be able 

to obtain $10(5,000 of credit where he formerly obtained only $/5^- 

000 or $80,000. If this suggestion be sound, it would mean that 

a method had been discovered for enlarging by one~third to one- 

fourth the total amount of credit at the disposal of business men* 

or in other words, that the business man, without possessing greater 

assets than before, had enlarged his borrowing power by one-third 

to one-fourth* Can this be true? The question is one which goes 

to the root of the whole matter and which is primarily to be an

swered from the standpoint of banking practice. What is it that 

determines the banker in any given case to advance funds? As a 

rule the careful banker makes his advance onl}r after the most 

minute scrutiny of the statement furnished him by his customer or 

by the accumulation of credit data from many other sources- He 

does not want to restrict the credit of his customer unduly; on 

the contrary, he is usually only too anxious to find a borrower 

who, he feels, can safely be entrusted with funds- His purpose 

is to establish a nlineM of credit up to which he can safely and 

wisely loan- When the trade acceptance is offered to him it is 

on the surface a primary obligation of the acceptor, and the in

direct obligation of the drawer- The banker in the case I have 

described probably has little idea of the acceptors position or
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circumstances. The manufacturer may have sent agricultural 

machinery to some small retailer in the Far West. The manu

facturer knows from long years of experience that the retailer 

is honest and trustworthy, hut the banker has no knowledge of him 

and could probably get such knowledge only by an investigation 

made through a local bank. When the bank discounts the trade ac

ceptance for the manufacturer, therefore, it looks to him just as 

before to reimburse it. There is no reason why it should give to 

the manufacturer more credit than he formerly had.

Now let us take a third case. The manufacturer or shipper 

has decided to make arrangements with local bankers at the places 

where the buyers of goods are resident, to extend him the credit 

he desires. The buyer who accepts is, therefore, asked to make the 

acceptance payable locally, and the acceptance may be presented by 

the local bank and left in its hands until maturity, the local banker 

meanwhile remitting the face of the acceptance less discount to the 

shipper. Here the local banker has purchased or invested in the 

local commercial paper of his community. He is, or should be, in 

good position to make such an investment with safety to himself, 

because of his knowledge of local conditions. It may be that the 

purchaser of the goods, who is expected to give the accept&acg, is 

already a customer of the bank. In such event, the discounting of 

the acceptance may result in altering the form of the credit which
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he will find it necessary to ask in any event, since he may be 

in the habit of going to his bank for funds with which to take 

up his outstanding bills at a time that will enable him to obtain 

■the discount. The introduction of the trade acceptance has not 

in such a case resulted in increasing the amount of credit extended, 

but has merely altered its location, either shifting it from the 

manufacturer's bank at the point of production, to the purchaser's 

bank at the point where the goods have been received, or else per

haps merely lengthening the time for which the local institution - 

which presented it to the buyer would in any case have carried the 

obligation. The advantage of the plan is found in the better dis

tribution of credit, the greater certainty of getting accommodation 

where many banks are thus employed and generally in the wider and 

more satisfactory organisation of business upon lines of recognized 

commercial accommodation.

The benefits of the plan to the smaller producer or busi

ness man are evident when the buyer of the goods is better known 

than the shipper. If, for example, the Standard Oil Company or the 

International Harvester Company has purchased goods from a compara

tively unknown seller to be paid for in cash, say, 3^ days after 

receipt of the consignment, the shipper would be greatly profited 

if he could offar to the bank the acceptance of the purchaser of 

the goods. Such paper would inevitably receive th@i.rate accorded 

to the well known purchaser, rather than the rate charged by the
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local tank to tbs comparatively unknown seller; while be may like

wise get distinct advances through the action of the seller in ac

cording him a lower price for the goods * One result of such an 

arrangement is to give to.the seller of the goods, whoever he may 

be, the benefit of the better credit facilities that naturally girpw 

out of the transact ion, whothor they be those that are produced by 

the name and standing of the manufacturer, or by those of the buyer* 

This suggests a thought that has not figured very prominently in the 

trade acceptance discussion thus far - namely, that it is a poor rule 

that will not work both ways* Some concerns which have "adopted 

the trade acceptance" seem tg mean that they have required their 

customers to give them trade acceptances, but do not mean that they 

have themselves adopted the plan of giving trade acceptances to 

others* And yet a thorough going and impartial adoption of this 

method of settlement is necessary if it is to be successful. A 

plan whereby the small and doubtful customer gave trade acceptances, 

but the large and "gilt edged" buyer of raw material of other pro

ducts never gave tnem but insisted upon the old style open account 

plan, would hardly promote the standing of the trade acceptance, 

but would be far more likely to impair it* This thought should 

be commended to those who are in the habit of suggesting that the 

business man employ both the trade acceptance and the single name 

method of financing* Apparently some of these believe that the

iw
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acceptance plan should be employed in those cases where the credit 

is somewhat questionable and calls for the introduction fif a legal 

instrument, while it may safely be dispensed with in those cases 

where credit is known and established and where the borrower's 

recognized standing enables him to obtain a good rate from his 

bank under all conditions.

If the local bank can be induced to give its own accept*, 

ance in place of the actual purchaser of the goods, protecting 

itself when necessary by some special arrangement with the buyer, 

the credit situation is still more satisfactory than it otherwise 

would be. The local bank has probably better facilities for in

forming itself regarding the credit status of its customers, than 

any other institution can possibly have, and if it determines to 

assume the legal responsibility for the payment of the bill at 

maturity, it will be still more careful in determining upon its 

course of action. Its decision in the matter will afford an un

mistakable evidence of the opinion locally entertained with respect 

to the credit of particular individuals, beside placing the re- 

sponsibilit}'’ for the credit instrument definitely at the point 

where the goods are now owned, and where the proceeds from their 

sale will presumably be received. This method of managing the 

discount transaction is obviously the one to which the trade ac

ceptance is adapted, and represents part of a banking and credit
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system to which the acceptance? idea gpnerically belongs. It is the 

plan of financing that is followed in other countries.

All this merely amounts to an elaborate statement of the 

fact that the trade acceptance is a. method and not a material. It is 

a way of conducting credit relations, not a philosopher's stone for 

the manufacture of -wealth or credit -where it did not exist before. 

Inasmuch as it is essentially a method of financing or of securing 

credit, it must be applied systematically, sincerely and consistently 

in order to attain general success.

This analysis makes it clear that the trade acceptance from 

the banking standpoint is -valuable only as it produces a direct ef

fect upon the distribution of credit and lending power. If it proves 

a method of promoting the investigation of credit and ensuring a 

wiser and better use of bank funds and a strengthening of the credit 

structure generally it lias an interest whose service can hardly be 

exaggerated. But, as has just been shown, this service can be ren

dered only by altering the distribution of accommodation, and the 

division of labor involved in passing upon and adjusting credits.

That such a redistribution is desirable, if not essential, to the 

proper reorganization of our business system, many have long since 

recognized. Where the manufacturer or distributor asks for the 

trade acceptance, it is then re-mailed to him by the buyer at a 

great distance. The trade acceptance travels back to the point 

from which the goods were shipped, and may then be held for a longer
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or shorter period of time; according to its maturity., at the end 

of which it must again start upon its travels for presentation 

and cancellation at the place where it was originally accepted.

The proceeds of the acceptance must in like manner be remitted 

by the shipper to the seller, while in the meanwhile the goods 

which constitute the basis of protection against the acceptance 

are held and disposed of by the buyer at the point of distribution.

. The European plan, whereby the local banker accepts the bill at 

the point to which the goods have been shipped through arrange

ments with the buyer not only places the problem of determining 

the buyer's credit in the hands of the local banking interests 

which are closest to him, but it would also shift to the bank the 

function of furnishing the funds that were needed when the time 

came to settle the acceptance. The local banker almost necessarily 

supplies the funds that were needed to carry the individual mer

chant in any case, but the thoroughgoing adoption of the accept

ance system would give a far deeper insight into the affairs of 

the business man and a far closer relation to him than he could 

otherwise obtain. The shipper of the goods meanwhile would have 

secured himself definitely and positively against loss on the goods 

which he had thus shipped against a local banker's acceptance. Even 

if it should for the present prove too novel a step to obtain bankers^ 

acceptances in the way just indicated there is at least the easy
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possibility of placing the trade acceptance of the local banker 

for discount and collection, and thus of effecting at all events 

the secondary object of the acceptance system - that of ensuring 

a wide distribution of discounts among the bankers of the country, 

and so far as possible the holding of local paper by institutions 

situated in the communities where it originates.

You may reasonably ask what advantage there is to be 

gained in making a transformation of method that would involve so 

many obstacles and so much genuine hard work as would this. The 

advantages of the trade acceptance from the narrowest standpoint 

have been so often set forth that I do not need to repeat them. I 

am now speaking of the help to be realized from the broader and 

more thorough application of the underlying principle of the accept

ance. In a general way it directly aids the manufacturer and shipper 

by diminishing the extent*.of his dependence upon the bank. He does 

not need to ask for the favor or support of any single institution.

He gets the assistance of every institution whenever he is able to 

present paper evidencing the existence of a bona fide commercial 

transaction. Better still, he enables his customer (if the idea 

of the bank acceptance has been carried through in good faith, as 

already explained) to finance himself at his own bank, and thereby 

he eliminates long range credits and the necessity of costly and
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elaborate investigations of credit on his own part. He is a&le 

to reduce the cost of the goods to the buyer whenever that buyer 

id in position to present him with an acceptance that guarantees 

him against lrsst« because he is thereby able to avoid any neces

sity of ensuring himself against bad debts by making excessive addi

tions to the selling price of the commodity he is disposing of*

He will succeed in eliminating from the business of the country a 

large element of bad credit, and in habituating the banks of the 

nation to the extension of credit upon uniform terms whenever there 

may be submitted to them concrete evidence of the existence of a 

real transaction warranting the extension of such credit* In the 

long run both producer and banker will make great savings in 

this way. There is nothing in the plan that in any way interferes 

with or necessitates the discontinuance of the cash discount system, 

although it permits the elimination of that system more easily and 

with less friction than any other p3.an that has heretofore been 

devised*

Is not this an improvement in business practice well 

worth contending for? The fact that so many able business firms 

are already recognizing the merits of the trade acceptance, even 

upon the incomplete and partial basis upon which it has thus far 

been applied plainly suggests an authoritative answer. The new

4
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system still has a long and difficult road to travel, for, as 

I have suggested, it is not merely the formal adoption of the 

method but the incorporation of it into actual financial practice 

that will bring results* That these results can be obtained only 

by a process of some length and difficulty is merely another way 

of stating that no good thing and no great reform is likely to 

be secured without paying its price in one way or another.

5/15/1r
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  t r e a s u r y

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Ex-Officio members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, v ic e  Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER W ILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO14 FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 15, 1917.

Dear Sir:
This is to remind you that copy for your 

report of business conditions to be published in 

the Federal Reserve Bulletin for Jvuly should be 
in the hands of the Board not later than 'Saturday
morning,June 23d.

Very truly yours,

Secretary.
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ex-Officio members

WILLIAM 6. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

Ch a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

WASHINGTON X-144

May 15, 1917

Dear Sir:

Will you for our files kindly send us at 

your ..earliest convenience your home address, in 

order that we rr.ay be able to make use of it in writ

ing you under conditions of emergency.

Very truly yours,

'$■1
CjKJ % *J

W. P. 6. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

S e c re ta ry .
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Ex-Officio Members W . P.  G.  HAR DING , G O V E R N O R  

P A U L  M. W ARB URG. V IC E  G O V E R N O R  
FR EDERIC A.  DELANO  
ADOLP H C. MILLER  
CHARLES S.  HAMLIN

WILLIAM G. McADCO
Secretary of the tr easu r y

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Com ptroller  of the  Currency FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILL IS ,  S E C R E T A R Y  

SHE RM AN P. ALLEN , A S S T . S E C R E T A R Y

AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

X-145

May 15, 1917

Dear Sir:

By direction of the Federal Reserve Board 

I inclose herewith copy of a letter recently re

ceived from the Judge Advocate General's office, 

and also a copy of the Bulletin of Information ac

companying the same.

Respectfully,

Secretary

Inclosures.
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War Department
Office of the Provost Marshal General 

Washington

BULLETIN OF INFORMATION

Concerning Registration and Conscription under 
So-called Draft Act.

Concerning the Selective Service Bill, the plan for 
registration briefly stated is as follows:

The registration in each state will be under the di
rection of the Governor thereof.

The Governor will appoint County Registration Boards 
which will ordinarily be composed of local officials. These 
boards will, in turn, appoint registrars in each voting precinct, 
in the proportion of one registrar for each eighty men to be 
registered. Cities having a population of thirty thousand or 
more will be registered by City Registration Boards. All ap
plication for positions, or offers of services in connection with 
the registration, should therefore be made to the Governor or 
to county or city officials.

Many inquiries are being made, not only by individuals 
but by various classes of religious sects, manufacturers, etc., 
regarding exemptions to be made under the proposed law. To such 
inquiries it is necessary to reply that the Selective Service 
Bill has not yet passed Congress and it is impossible to say just 
what exemptions will be provided for by law and regulations. 
Boards of tribunals will be appointed for the purpose of passing 
upon individual cases where exemption is provided for.

There is no lack of appreciation of the desirability 
of continuing without interruption, persons engaged in occupa
tions necessary to the supply of our military needs or the main
tenance of the national interest, and our guiding principle 
must be to make the draft in such manner as to secure the great
est efficiency, while, at the same time, distributing the bur
dens of war.
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The law and regulations will make provisions for the 
protection of dependent relatives. It is manifestly impracti
cable to pass upon special cases at this time.

As soon as the bill becomes a law, the President will 
issue a proclamation requiring all males between certain desig
nated ages to present themselves for registration upon a day to 
be prescribed by him. From those so enrolled the first draft 
will be made. It is estimated that there will be enrolled about 
one million men of each age. In other words, if Congress should 
fix the age limits from twenty-one to twenty-seven, inclusive, 
seven millions would be registered. Should the age limits be ex
tended the total number registered would be approximately one 
million multiplied by the number of annual classes. It is ap
parent that the first draft will call for but a small proportion 
of those enrolled. Of course, all males outside of the pre
scribed age limits, in addition to a majority of those enrolled, 
will remain available for peaceful pursuits.

Provisions for the registration of absentees, the sick, 
those residing on military* reservations, Forest Reserves, Naval 
Training Stations, etc., and those who may be at sea, or those 
without the continental limits of the United States, will be set 
forth in regulations to be issued as soon as the law is enacted.

It will be the endeavor of the War Department to co
ordinate the man-power of the country so as to place each man 
where his services will be most useful.

Immediately upon the passage of the bill full and com
plete information and instructions will be given to the public.

E. H. CROWDER, 
Judge Advocate General.
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War Department
Office of the Provost Marshal General 

Washington

May 12, 1917.

Honorable W, P. G. Harding,
Governor, Federal Reserve Board, 

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

Replying to your letter of May 5th, addressed to 
th« Secretary of War and enclosing a communication from Deputy 
Governor R. H. Theman of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 
you are informed that the selective draft bill now before 
Congress authorizes the President to "exclude or discharge 
from the selective draft or to draft for partial military 
service only, persons engaged in industries, including agri
culture, found to be necessary to the maintenance of the Mili
tary Establishment or the effective operation of the military 
forces, or the maintenance of national interest during the 
emergency. M

"No exemption or exclusion shall continue when a 
cause therefor no longer exists."

As the Bill now stands, the age limits are fixed 
from twenty-one to thirty inclusive, as you no doubt are aware.

The law further authorizes the President to exempt 
such persons employed in the service of the United States as 
may, in his discretion, be desirable.

For your further information I am inclosing here
with a bulletin issued from this office. It may enable you 
to answer many of the questions arising with respect to regis
tration and draft.

Very truly yours,

E, H. CROWDER. 
Judge Advocate General.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Ex-Officio Members W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL m . w a r b u r g . V ic e  Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

WASHINGTON A D D R E S 8  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 15, 1916

Dear Sir

The use of gold coin in machines for counting money

has caused quite a serious abrasion of the gold coin thus count

ed, resulting in considerable loss. Jt was with a view of avoid

ing this result, and in order to provide the community with a 

more convenient nedium of circulation, that the gold certificate 

as a substiture for gold m s  authorized by law. Gold in circu

lation in the United States, therefore, means, principally, gold 

circulating in the form of the gold certificate, gold coin hav

ing pretty generally disappeared from circulation except in cer

tain parts ©f the country, such as the Pacific States, where it 

is below the limit of tolerance and cannot be returned to the 

Mint except at a considerable loss to the holder. Under this 

natural process, gold has found its proper lodgment in banking 

reserves, and in the trust fund held by the Government to pro

tect the gold certificates which it has issued, and seldom ap

pears except in the settlement of international payments, where 

no other form, of money is acceptable. It seems highly undesir

able to disturb this situation by extending the use of gold 

coin as currency, a practice which has latterly been much promot-
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ed by the use of mechanical machines for counting ceia*

The manufacturers of coin counting machines will un

doubtedly make a strenuous protest against the enforcement of 

any order forbidding or discouraging the use of their machines 

for counting gold coin, but when the matter is explained to 

them they ought to see the importance of protecting the coun

try's gold supply and discouraging the wasteful use of gold 

for payrolls, especially when it is remembered that the reci- 

.pient of gold coin would in most cases much prefer paper money. 

Of course, it is unnecessary to say that coin counting machines 

are very valuable in counting silver money, and their use in 

this way is in no way objected to, silver Coinage being accept-, 

ed by tale and not by weight.

It is suggested that the banks of your district be 

invited to point out to corporations or firms of their district 

using these coin counting machines that they should forego the 

slight advantage or greater convenience derived from the use 

of gold in making up their payrolls, in view of the loss such 

use causes to the country by the abrasion involved and by the 

keeping in circulation of gold which, if held by the Federal 

Reserve Banks, would add to the greater credit power of the 

country.
Very truly yours,

-2..

Vice Governor
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DEPOSITS OF GOVERNMENT FUNDS REALIZED FROM THE SALE OF 

'UNITED STATES BONDS AND CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 

UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE ACT APPROVED 

APRIL 2k, 1 9 1 7.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

1917* Office of the Secretary,

Department Circular No. _____  Washington,May ___ ,1917*

Division of Public Moneys,

To Federal Reserve Banks, National Banks, State Banks 

and Trust Companies which have been or may be designated as deposi

taries of funds realized from the sale of bonds and certificates 

of deposit issued •under authority of the Act approved April 2U,1917*

location and purpose of deposits.

Under authority of the Act approved April 2k, 1$1J, 

it is proposed to designate as Government depositaries National 

Banks, State Banks and Trust Companies which are under obligation 

to pay as much as $100,000 on June 28th on account of subscrip

tions to bonds issued under authority of that Act.

In vesting in the Secretary the authority to designate 

such banks and trust companies as depositaries, Congress intended 

to provide a means by which bonds and certificates might be paid 

for without the immediate transfer of large amounts from 

the vaults of the subscribing banks to the Treasury or to the
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Federal Reserve Banks. In conformity with this purpose those 
hanks will he- designated which by reason of theii own or their 
customers subscriptions will be under the necessity of paying 
to the Government a reasonably large proportion of their cash 
resources*

DESIGNATION OF ACCOUNT.
Each bank designated will be required to open and 

maintain a separate account to be known as the United States De
posit Liberty Loan Account.

H0TT? DEPOSITS SHALL BE MADE.
Deposits will be made in this account by the Federal 

reserve bank of the district in which the depositary bank is lo
cated̂  acting as the fisca.1 agent for the Government.

AMOUNT OF DEPOSIT.
Deposits made in this account- can in no case exceed 

the total amount of subscriptions to bonds made by the depositary 
bank for its own account or for the account of its customers.

COLLATERAL SECURITY ACCEPTED.
As security for such deposits banks receiving same must 

deposit with the Federal reserve bank of their district United Stages 
bonds or certificates of indebtedness of the United States Government' 
of any issue eoual at par in amount to at least 25 per cent of the 
amount of the deposit. Such bonds or certificates will be accepted 
at par. The remaining 75 Per cent may be secured -
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(a) Bonds of the- United States Government of any issue, 

including Treasury certificates of indebtedness, and "bonds of 

the Liberty Loan and interim certificates therefor; and bonds 

of the Philippine Islands, Porto Rico, and the District of Col

umbia; all at par;

(b) 3̂ fo bonds of the Territory of Hawaii at 90% of par; 

and other bonds of said territory at market value not exceeding 

par;

(c) Bonds of the Manila Railroad Company at 90% of market 

value, not exceeding 90% of par;

(d) Bonds of any State of the United States; bonds issued 

under the United States Farm Loan Act at par; and dollar bonds 

and obligations of foreign governments (and of the dependencies 

thereof) engaged in war against Germany and issued since July 

30th, 1914, to be taken at 90% of the market value thereof, not 

exceeding 90% of par;

( e ) County and city bonds which are direct obligations of 

the County or city as a whole, at 75% of the market value there- 

of, not exceeding 75% of par;

(f) High grade railroad mortgage bonds secured by direct 

lien upon lines of railroad within the United States, at 75% of 

the market value thereof, not exceeding par; but not including any 

such bonds which shall be selling at a market price to yield more 

than 5^% if hold to maturity according to standard tables of bond 

values;

- 3 -
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Cg) by prime commercial paper eligible for rediscount 

or purchase by Federal reserve banks which has been approved by 

the Federal reserve bank of the district in which the depositary 

bank is located.

SECURITIES COMMITTEE.

The Secretary of the Treasury will appoint in the man

ner hereinafter provided committees to be known as Securities 

Committees in such cities as he may deem necessary in each Fed

eral reserve district. The; Securities Committee; shall con

sist of six ĉambers, three of whom shall be nominated by the Fed

eral reserve bank of the district,, and three shall be ijembers of

and shall be nominated by the local Clearing House Association.
■*!

CUSTODY OF SECURITY FOR DEPOSITS.

All securities accepted as collateral security for de

posits made under authority of the Act of April 24, 1917 must be 

deposited with the Federal reserve bank of the district in which 

the depositary bank is located, or with a custodian appointed 

by the Secretary of the Treasury. The Secretary of the Treasury 

may designate a member or members of the Securities Committee 

or some bank or trust company as custodian. The custodian so 

appointed may be required to execute a bond in a penalty to be 

fixed by the Secretary, and in no case to be less than the face
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valu© of the securities deposited. The condition of this bond 

shall provide for the safe keeping of such securities and the 

delivery of the same to the party or parties entitled thereto 

upon the direction of- the Federal reserve bank of the district 

acting as fiscal agent of the Government.. All securities held 

as collateral security for deposits either by a Federal reserve 

bank or by a custodian, selected as herein provided, shall be 

kept under seal in a safe deposit box or safe, separate from all 

other papers and securities. The safe deposit box or safe used 

by custodians other than Federal reserve banks shallv.be located 

in a fireproof vault or building approved by the Securities Com

mittee, and the seal on the box or package containing securities 

held by such custodian shall be broken and securities removed only 

in the presence of a committee of not less than two, to consist 

of a representative of the custodian designated and a representa

tive of the bonding company.

HOW DEPOSITS ARE TO BE OBTAINED.

Any bank or trust company desiring to bo designated as 

a depositary and to receive deposots under the provisions of this 

circular shall proceed as follows:

(1) It shall make application to the Secretary of the Treasury 
through the Federal reserve bank of its district for such designa
tion (on Form A, Liberty Loan.)

(2 ) Five days before any instalment is due on subscriptions 
to bonds or certificates of indebtedness made by the applying 
bank for its own account or the account of its customers,

-5-
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it shall file with the Federal Reserve Bank of its district an 
application ( on Form B, Liberty Loan ) for the deposit with it 
of any part of the instalment about to become due. If the securi
ties offered are approved by the Committee of Directors of the 
Federal Reserve Bank appointed for that purpose, they shall be 
deposited with the Federal Reserve Bank or with the custodian ap
pointed by the Secretary and the applying bank shall thereupon be 
authorized to transfer to the United States Liberty Loan Deposit 
Account the amount of such instalment upon the date it becomes due 
and shall hold the same subject to the orders of the Federal Re
serve Bank acting as fiscal agent of the Government.

Where the applying bank is located in one of the cities 
designated by the Federal Reserve Board or where it is nearer to 
such city than the Federal Reserve City of its district, its ap
plication may be filed with the Securities Committee, and shall be 
transmitted to the Federal Reserve Bank with the recommendation 
of that Committee.

EXCHANGE OF SECURITIES.
Banks desiring to exchange securities must submit to 

the Federal Reserve Bank or to the nearest Securities Committee 
a list of offerings at least _______ ___jiays before the maturity
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of any securities it desires to withdraw. The list of securities of

fered in exchange will be handled in the same manner as the list of 

original offerings. The time necessary to transmit such list to the 

Federal Reserve Bank should be taken into consideration in submitting 

all lists of securities, and ample opportunity should be given to 

obtain the approval of the Federal Reserve Bank.

COLLATERAL MATURING IN CUSTODIAN*S POSSESSION.
Should any note mature while in the possession of the custodian, 

it should be presented for payment by such custodian or his or its 

representatives at the bank at which it is payable on the date of 

maturity, provided such note is payable at the depositary bank or 

some other bank located in the same city. If, however, such note 

is payable in some other city, the custodian should present it for 

payment to the depositary bank at least five days before maturity, 

so that the depositary bank may have ample time to forward it for 

collection. All moneys collected by the custodian or by the Federal 

Reserve Bank for payment of collateral securities held to secure • 

deposits shall be deposited to the credit of the United States with 

the Federal Reserve Bank and shall be treated as a withdrawal of 

that much of the funds on deposit with the depositary bank.

WITHDRAWAL OF DEPOSITS,
All deposits will be payable on demand and without previous no

tice,but in order to prevent financial disturbance the Federal Reserve 

Bank will,wherever it is possible, give reasonable notice in advance

*-7*- x-iUg*-
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of contemplated withdrawals* Upon withdrawal of funds by the FederaJ 
Reserve Bank a proportionate amount of collateral security will be 
surrendered to the depositary bank* Paper having the earliest matur
ity will be surrendered in such cases,, unless in the opinion of the 
Secretary a variation of this rule should be made. The Secretary re
serves the right to call for additional security at any time when in 
his opinion it may be desirable* Eligible commercial paper held 
by a Federal Reserve Bank or by a custodian as security for deposits 
may be tendered for rediscount by direction of a depositary member 
bank to the Federal Reserve Bank in order to meet demands made for 
payment of such deposits. Such paper shall in all cases bear the 
endorsement of the depositary bank*

Any securities held by a Federal Reserve Bank or custodian 
as collateral security for deposits may also be tendered to the Fed
eral Reserve Bank> by direction of the member bank as collateral 
security for loans evidenced by the 15-day note of the member bank 
provided the proceeds of such loans are to be used to pay deposits 
held by the depositary bank which secures the loan from the Federal 
Reserve Bank.

INTEREST AND EXPENSES OF DEPOSITS.
The depositary bank will be required to pay two per cent 

interest on the average balance maintained during the period of the 
deposit and must in addition pay such expenses as are incident to
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such deposit- thau is to- say , all expressage or transportation 
charges, premium or custodian1!? bend ,, cost of custody, if any, 
telegraph and telephone i.Olls, and any other expense growing out 
of or incident to such deposit.

May 16,1917
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LIBERTY LOAN CONFERENCE: THURSDAY, MAY.17, 1917.
MEETING OF REPRESENTATIVES OF RESERVE BANK COMMITTEES „

Suggested. Topics for Discussion 
---oOo-----

The Conference might profitably bo divided into two divisions 
or committees; tho first to consider all subjects related to the 
techincal banking details concerning payments of subscriptions, 
designation of Government depositaries, delivery of interim certi
ficates and definitive bonds, etc., and the second to consider 
subjects bearing upon tho general questions of publicity, distri
bution of the bonds, organisation of soiling campaigns, etc. The 
topics suggested below have accordingly been grouped under tho two 
heads, "TECHNICAL TOPICS”, and ”GENERAL TOPICS,”

----0C0----
TECHNICAL TOPICS,

1* General outline of plan suggested.
2. Banking institutions (other than F* R. banks)

a* Applications received from customers.
b. Advice to the Federal Reserve Bank.
c. Allotments.
d. Payment of subscriptions (full paid - part payment) 
o% Receipt and delivery of securities.
f. Suggested records.

3, Eedoral Reserve Banks.
a. Receipt of subscriptions

(Direct from individual sub 
(scribers „
(From banking institutions.
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b. Issue of temporary receipts for 2% payment
c. Allotments - notice to subscribers upon receipt of

telegraphic advice from Secretary of Treasury.
d. Interim certificates. Denominations - full paid,

part paid, Registered.. - Bearer - etc.
0. Payments -- Dates - Amounts.

1. Use of Treasury certificates - 2$ payment -
subsequent payment - or in full.

2. Advice to subscribers as to funds acceptable
for cash payment.

3. Request to subscribers of large amount for ad
vice five days prior to date of payment as to 
form in which payment will be made.

4. Request to member banks to advise five days
prior to duo dato, ao to what, if any, paper 
will be offered to the reserve bank for purchase 
or discount.

f. Subsequent instalments. Payments. Issue of interim
certificates.

g. Delivery of definitive bonds - Bearer - Order - (As
signable) - Insurable on shipments.

h. Suggested records and forms.
1. Internail operation:

1. Supervision - appointment of officers with
limited signing powers.

2. Clerical organization.
3. Floor space.
4. Vault facilitios.
5. Equipment. •

j. Expenses of operation.

4. Office of Secretary of the Treasury.
(Division of Loans and Currency)

a. Subscriptions - Daily report and summary from Federal 
Reserve Banks.
1. Number and amount by denominations of subscrip

tions to be paid in full' Jaine.-.rv 28, 1917.
2. Number and amount by denominations of subscrip

tions to be paid by instalment. .
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b. Other information and reports to bo required.
c. Advice cf allotments granted.
d* Issue of interim certificates - full paid, part paid - 

bearer, order (assignable) - registered, 
o. System of control in delivery to reserve banks of de

finitive bonds.
f. Registered definitive bonds.

GENERAL TOPICS.

1* Organization.

a; Gonoral committees)
b. District committees) SUB-COMMITTEES.
c. Local committees)

3. Publicity.

a. Cooperation with advertising and publicity managers.
b. Uso of newspapers and magazines.
c. Use of pamphlets,circulars and posters.
d. Public meetings, educational campaigns,
e. Suggestions as to bost plans for arousing interest and

enthusiasm.

3*. Distribution.
Cooperation with bond-distributing houses.

1.
Loans and rates 
Safekeeping 
Bank ompioyos
Use of Treasury certificates to help sale

2. Bond Houses
Mobilize salesman for common good.

3. Employers
Subscribe and soli in instalments to employes

4. School lectures and talks.
"Daddy! Buy a bond"

5. Churches.
President’s Proclamation.
Cardinal Gibbons, etc.
Church societies.

6. Municipal employes.
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7. Fraternal Societies.

8. Department and other stores.

Not retail drygoods association.

9. Public utilitv companies having large mailing list.(Circular

or card to be enclosed with monthly bills).

4. Cooperation with Committees in other Federal reserve districts.

a. Adoption of uniform plans wherever practicable.
b. General use of similar pamphlets and posters.
c. Plan to keep informed as toe campaign in other districts

through exchange of circulars, bulletins, etc.

5- Adoption of distinctive slogan for general use stationery - 

Newspapers, etc. "Buy Liberty Bond - Do it now".

6. Suggestion by New York Committee.

Distinctive button for those engaged in work - Liberty

Loan Committee.
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FORM "A” _ LIEERTY LOAN.

To the Secretary of the Treasury,

Washington, D. C.

S i r :

I am directed by the Board of Directors of the_____________
name of bank or

_____ _________ of ___________ _______  to request you to designate it
trust company location

as a Government depositary under authority of the Act approved April

^  1917•
Respectfully,

name of bank or trust company* 

Title.

CERTIFICATE OF FISCAL AGENT* 

The foregoing ____________ _has applied for
bank or trust company

an allotment of United States bonds issued under authority of the 

Act approved April 2U, 1 9 1 J j for itself or its customers in the

aggregate amount of $_________ ,_______ »

Federal Reserve Bank of ________

By_
Fiscal Agent for United States.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL.

The foregoing application is approved and the ____________

________ o f ___________ ,_is hereby designated as a Govern

ment depositary under the authority of the Act of April 24, 1917 *

Secretary of the Treasury*
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FORM "B" - LIBERTY LOAN. X-152-
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To the Secretary of the Treasury,

Washington, D. C.

S i r :

Pursuant to a resolution duly adopted ________________1917,

by the Board of Directors of ________________of _______________  .

and in accordance with the terms and conditions of Department Circular

No. _ ______dated _______ . and signed by the Secretary of the

Treasury, application is hereby made for a deposit of $____________ .

As collateral security for such deposit the Board of Direct- 

tors of this Association has authorized the deposit of securities de

scribed in the within attached list.

____________ of _____ __________

*>y________ _______________________
Title.

CERTIFICATE OF SECURITIES COMMITTEE.

We, the undersigned,members of the Securities Committee, ap

pointed for the purpose of passing upon securities offered as collat

eral security for Government deposits, to be made in accordance with

Department Circular No.________ above referred to, do hereby certify

that we have examined the within attached list of securities which

are offered as collatera.1 security for the deposit of $ ___________

_________ of Government funds.

We have this day approved same and recommend to the Feeler: .c 

Reserve Bank of _________,______that such securities be accepted^
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it being the opinion of the Committee that they will furnish a full 

and complete security to the Government for the payment of such deposit.

Securities Committee.
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL OF FISCAL AGENT.

The foregoing application is hereby approved. Upon deposit

with ________________________ of the securities listed and described,

the applying bank is authorized to transfer to the United States Lib

erty Loan Deposit account the Siam of $ __________________to be held

subject to withdrawal on demand. Notice that such transfer has been 

made will be accepted as payment of that amount on the instalment due

_____________________ by the applying bank on its subscription to

United States .bonds issued under authority of the Act of April 24, 

1 9 1 7.

Federal Reserve Bank of _______________

ty ________________________________
United States Fiscal Agent.

CERTIFICATE OF CUSTODIAN.

The securities described in the within attached list have

been this day received from ________ _________________of ____________

. __________________.to be held as collateral security for the

deposit of Government funds in accordance with Government Department 

Circular No. _____ .

Custodian.,
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INSTRUCTIONS,

Three original copies of this application should he filed 

with the Federal reserve hank or with the Securities Committee near

est the place of business of the applying hank. if filed with a 

Securities OonmdLttoe it should he transmitted promptly to the Federal 

reserve hank witI: the recommendation of that Committee. If the 

securities offered are approved the Federal reserve hank should 

notify the applying hank to deposit them with it or with a desig

nated custodian* If deposited with a designated custodian^ two 

copies of this application should he forwarded by the Federal re

serve hank to the custodian and upon receipt of the securities 

described one copy of this application should he delivered to 

the applying hank with the custodian’s receipt duly executed and 

one copy should he retained by the custodian. The Federal reserve 

hank should in all cases retain one original in its possession.

If securities are filed with the Federal reserve hank it should 

execute the custodian’s receipt and deliver a copy hearing this 

receipt to the applying hank*

May 17, 191?.
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ex officio Member*

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
WASHINGTON

WILLIAM S HCADOO
SECEETAEV OF THE THEAIUBT 

CHAIEHAM
JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS

comptroller of the curreh

w p aAniM f wovbehos
PAUL M WARBUM VICE SOTIRROR 
FREDERIC A DEUNO 
ADOLPH C MILLER 
CHARLES 8 HAMUM

H PARKER WILLIS SECRETART 
SHERMAN P ALLEN ASST SECRETART 

AND FISCAL ASENT

,  4404

ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 18, 1917*

Hear Sir"
With the view of assuring uniform accounts and statements 

on Form 3U of Federal reserve hark drafts, Federal reserve exchange 
drafts and Federal reserve transfers sold, the following suggestions 
are made, which I would thank you to bring to the attention of your 
transit and auditing departments:

t1. Federal reserve bank drafts (Liability item nGAUC,r 
on Form 3U) should be used to designate gross amounts of drafts 
drawn on the reporting Federal reserve bank by other Federal reserve 
banks, of which the reporting Federal reserve bank has received act. 
vice but which have not yet been presented for payment« Upon re
ceipt of advice the bank should credit item "GAIK" and charge item 
"BRAG1' When the draft is actually paid the bank will charge item 
"CALK11 and make appropriate credit entry* At the time the draft 
is issued it will be necessary for the drawing Federal reserve bank 
to credit "Federal reserve banks - transfers soldH(See paragraph 2 
below) and make appropriate charge* At the expiration of the 
period fixed by the banks1 time schedule, the drawing bank will 
credit "Due to other Federal reserve banks - collection funds11 (Item 
"CHOP") and charge "Federal Reserve bank - Transfers sold."
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2. Federal reserve “banks - transfers sold, in replacement 
of item "Dividend checks" on Form 3'~i; should be used to designate 
gross amount of funds available as the result of transfers sold. 
Corresponding item on the asset side "BAIT" (Federal reserve banks - 
transfers bought), should represent gross amount of transfers bought 
from member and non-member banks.

3 . Federal reserve exchange drafts. It will be necessary 
for Federal reserve banks to insert on the liability side of Form 3^ 
new item "CROP" to follow item "CALK", to be designated as "Federal 
reserve exchange drafts". Referring to our circular letter of April 
20, and exhibits attached thereto* Upon receipt of advice from the 
drawing (Waco) bank that it ha9 drawn F. R. exchange drafts,, the
F. R. Bank of Dallab will charge the Hfeco bank's reserve account 
and credit liability item "F. R. exchange drafts". When the draft 
is received by the drawee (Dallas) bank, it will charge liability 
item "F R. exchange drafts" and credit "F. R. banks - Collected 
funds". The paying F. R. bank will credit the depositing member 
bank1s reserve account and charge item "BARK" (Federal reserve banks - 
other iteirs) on the asset side.

k, Federal reserve transfer drafts. It will be necessary 
for the F. R. banks to sat up on the liability 9ide of Form 3U a new 
item "CULP", to follow new item "CROP", this new item to be desig
nated as "Federal reserve transfer drafts". Upon receipt of advice 
from the drawing (Waco) bank that it has drawn F. R. transfer drafts,

- 2 -
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the F. R. Bank of Dallas: will charge the 3&co tank1© reserve account 
and credit "Due to Federal reserve banks - collected funds", tele
graphing the F. H. bank at which the draft is made payable.. The 
latter will then charge "Due from Federal reserve barks - collected 
funds" and credit "Federal reservo transfer drafts", and upon presen
tation of the draft will credit the depositing member bank's reserve 
account and charge "Federal reserve transfer drafts".

The above suggestions do not .imply the necessity for the 
Federal reserve bank3 to set up special exchange accounts with each 
of the other F. R. banks. It will be sufficient, so far as the 
Board is concerned, if the banks will set up two general accounts - 
"Federal reserve exchange drafts" and "Federal reserve transfer 
drafts", through which the two classes of drafts will be handled, 
irrespective of the bank on which drawn, or at which payable.

It is also requested in this connection that Federal re
serve banks furnish the Federal Reserve Board at the close of each 
business day, with statement shov/ing the rates a.t which mail and 
wire transfers were bought- and sold.

Respectfully,.

Secretary.

A

3406
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WILLIAM G. MCADGO
S E C R E T A R Y  O F  T H E  T R E A S U R Y  

C H A IR M A N

Ex-Officio Members
Y

W . P. G .  H A n G o 'v g R n o r  

PAUL M. WARBURG, V i c e  g o v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, S E C R E T A R Y  

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. S E C R E T A R Y
and Fiscal Agent

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Dear Sir

Referring to recent purchases by Federal reserve banks of

U. S« 3 per cent cernifrcaxes of indebtedness, and with the view of 

avoiding confusion and diversity of statements, may we request that 

the Federal reserve banks report to the Board on schedules S~2 the 

gross amounts of U. S« certificates purchased by them, stating on- 

the same sheets ~

(1) Amounts sold on date of purchase, and not carried
to earning assets;

(2) Amounts not sold on date of purchase, but carried
to the bankfs earning assets, even though the 
bank expects to dispose of the certificates on 
the day following*

Whenever certificates which had been carried to the bank*s

earning assets are sold, it will be necessary for the Federal reserve- 

bank to send us schedules S~2, descriptive of- such sales, regardless 

of whether the sale has been effected one or more days after purchase*

In order to complete our records of transactions of this

class, may we ask you to send us a schedule for the month of April 

giving -

(1) Amounts of U. S- certificates bought;
(2) Amounts of certificates immediately sold>
(3) Amounts carried to earning assets;
(U) Amounts sold after having been included among earning

assets *

Respectfully,

Secretary
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
S E C R E T A R Y  O F  T H E  T R E A S U R Y

Chairman

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
C O M P T R O L L E R  O F  T H E  C U R R E N C Y

Ex*Officio Members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
W A SH IN G T O N

May 1 8, 1917 *

W. P. G. HARMINGs -G p V E R N O R  

PAUL M. W A W iH JJW jp  V i c e  G O V E R N O R  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S .  HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, S E C R E T A R Y  

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. A S S T . S E C R E T A R Y  
A N D  F IS C A L  A G E N T

ADDRES8 REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Dear Sir:

Request has been made by some Federal reserve agents 
for regular information regarding the important matters which 
are now pending in Congress and at the Treasury Department in 
which Federal reserve banks are directly interested. In re
sponse to this demand, I have been instructed by the Federal 
Reserve Board to transmit to you daily, or as often as needful, 
copies of statements issued here and other matters in which you 
are likely to be interested and information concerning the pro
gress of legislation in Congress whenever definite information 
can be had sufficiently early to warrant us in sending it by mail.

In accordance with this plan I hand you herewith:

1 . Copies of the amendments to the Federal Reserve Act 
as pending in the House and Senate. These bills, as you are 
aware, have been passed by the respective Houses with minor 
changes, and the Conference Committee is now at work in an en
deavor to harmonize them. Further meetings of the Conference 
Committee have been deferred until Monday next. The so-called 
Hardwick Amendment, relating to collection charges, is an im
portant topic of consideration at the conference, and many tele
grams protesting against its incorporation into the final legis
lation are now being received by the conferees.

2 . Copies of statements issued by the Treasury Department 
or by the Director of Publicity for the Liberty Loan during the 
past two days.

3 * An outline of topics discussed at the conference of rep
resentatives of Federal reserve banks called for consideration of 
the details of the new loan which assembled in the Board Room on 
Thursday, May 17.

If there are points upon which you wish to be advised 
we shall be glad to receive suggestions and so far as practicable 
will encorporate information regarding such points in the next 
succeeding letter of information.

Very truly yours,

Enclosure Secretary.Digitized for FRASER 
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM G. MCADOO
S E C R E T A R Y  O F  T H E  T R E A S U R Y

Chairman

W. P. G. HARDING. G O V E R N O R  
PAUL M. WARBURG. V I C E  G O V E R N O R  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
C O M P T R O L L E R  O F  T H E  C U R R E N C Y FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, S E C R E T A R Y  

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. S E C R E T A R Y
a n d  f i s c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G TO N ADDRESS REPLY TO 
^ ^ ^ g g E D E R A L  RESERVE BOARD

May 19, 1917

Dear Sir:

May I request that additional expenses in 

connection with the Liberty Loan be segregated and 

reported on Fora 3^ separately from "Expense - Cur

rent" against new item "Expense - Liberty Loan", 

this item to follow item "Disbursements - Transit 

Department."

Respectfully^

Secretary*
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
S E C R E T A R Y  O F  T H E  T R E A S U R Y

Chairman

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
C O M P T R O L L E R  O F  T H E  C U R R E N C Y

Ex-Officio Members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G .  HARDING, G O V E R N O R  
PAUL M. WARBURG. V IC E  G O V E R N O R  

FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES 5. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, S E C R E T A R Y  
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. A S S T . S E C R E T A R Y  

A N D  F IS C A L  A G E N T

W A SH IN G TO N ADDRES8 REPLY T< 

FEDERAL

May 2 1, 191J.

Dear Sir:

The Board's attention has been drawn to the 

fact that some Federal Reserve Banks have recently 

omitted weekly to submit for the re-approval of the 

Board the prevailing discount rates., such banks only 

reporting to the Board when they desire to make a 

change in some of their rates.

The Board has instructed me to request you to 

kindly see to it that these weekly reports are not ne

glected.

Respectfully,

Vice Governor
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Ex-Officio Members

•->/! ■

WILLIAM G. McADOO
S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  T r e a s u r y

CHAIRMAN

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 
a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS RBFL.Y TO
^Km iuCGr-RESERVE BOARD

May 2 1, 1517.

Dear Sir;

Pursuant to the plan of which you have already 

been informed, to send you such data as are available from 

day to day concerning general matters in which you are in

terested, I hand you herewith:

1 . A copy of the official print of the Bill amend
ing the Federal Reserve Act, containing the 
Hardwick Amendment of the latest form.

2 . Ospies of statements issued by the Treasury De
partment stating the progress in connection with 
the Liberty Loan.

There has been no new development with reference 

to the conference between the two Houses on the amendments to 

the Federal Reserve Act, the chairman of the Banking and Cur

rency Committee being absent from the city until to-morrow.

Very truly yours,

Secretary.

Inc losu res .
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

Ex-Officio Members
W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL m . WARBURG, v ic e  Governor 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 
AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

F E D ^ A ^ g ^ E R V E  BOARD

May 2 2, 1917.

Dear Sir:

I beg to advise you that there was no session to

day of the Conference Committee of the two Houses which has 

in charge the Bill making amendments to the Federal Reserve 

Act* A session will occur to-morrow at 11 o1 clock, and at 

that time it is expected that some conclusion will be reached 

with reference to the matters under consideration.

I inclose you copies of statements issued by the 

Treasury Department to-day with reference to the progress of 

the Liberty Loan.

Very truly yours,

Secretary.

Inc losu res .
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Ex-Officio Members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
WASHINGTON

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C, MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 22, 1 9 1 7.

Dear Sir :

The Treasury Department suggests that 

Federal Reserve Banks address to all member banks of 

their district, a letter substantially as enclosed.

The Department believes that member banks 

by offering to receive and take in custody Liberty 

Loan bonds purchased in small amounts by people of 

their community would render patriotic assistance 

in the distribution of the loan.

Very truly yours,

Vice Governor.
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SUGGESTION FOR CIRCULAR LETTER TO BE SENT BY THE 
FEDERAL PESERvF BOARD TO EACH UElUSP BANK IN THE COUNTRY.

LIBERTY LOAN.

To the Member Banks ;

It is of the utmost importance that the Liberty Loan bonds 

now being offered by the Secretary of the Treasury be purchased to the 

largest possible extent by individuals in order that the resources 

of the banks may be available for the conduct of the current business 

of the country. It is realized that in order to accomplish such a 

distribution these bonds must be purchased by people all through the 

country who have not heretofore been bond buyers and who for the most 

part have no facilities for the safekeeping of securities.

The Board,therefore, suggests that you can render patriotic 

assistance in the distribution of the loan by offering to receive and 

care ’for Liberty Loan bonds purchased in small amounts by people in 

your community, collecting and remitting to them the interest on the 

bonds as payable, such service to be rendered without charge to the 

buyer of the bond. We would not recommend that such service be 

rendered free of charge except for a maximum amount of bonds, say 

$5000 par value, and that no other securities should be received and 

cared for in this way except Liberty Loan bonds.

This service has already been offered by many banks 

throughout the country. It mil be apparent to you that there are 

collateral advantages to any bank rendering such service in that 

people will become accustomed to doing business with a banking 

institution and it is likely that many new accounts will result 

from such service rendered by you.
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EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS

WILLIAM G. McAOOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING. Governor 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH. C. MILLER 

«AML!N

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G TO N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 22i 1 9 1 7-

Dear Sirs:

The task of developing an organisation for the success
ful flotation of the Liberty Loan through the agency of the Feder
al Reserve Banks has made satisfactory progress* All districts re
port that the committees organized by the Federal Reserve Banks 
are actively at work with very encouraging results *

At its meeting to-day the Federal Reserve Board consid
ered the question how Federal Reserve Banks may use their credit 
facilities to assist in the placing of the Loan, and it was deter
mined that this could be brought about by establishing a special 
rate for notes secured by Liberty Loan bonds and United States 
Treasury certificates of indebtedness and by a special ruling ap
plying to facilities to be granted to member banks rediscounting 
such notes for nonmember banks.

In order that the instalments due on the Liberty Loan 
may be steadily and gradually anticipated, the Board believes 
that all the banks of the country should cooperate in accumulat
ing United States Treasury certificates of indebtedness- The pur
chase of these certificates in advance of the dates on which the 
Liberty Loan instalments fall due, combined with the plan of re
deposit outlined by the Secretary of the Treasury in Circular No- 
7 9, dated May 1 6, 1 9 1 7, will, it is thought, reduce to a minimum 
any disturbance of the money market that might result from the 
transfer of the large sums of money employed in paying for the 
Liberty Loan,

As far as possible all moneys paid in will be returned 
to the market without delay, in order that there may be no sub
stantial withdrawal of funds from general use. With this policy 
in operation, it is hoped to avoid any appreciable shortage or 
contraction of banking funds, even though some time be required 
for the return of the funds to the usual channels.

To meet temporary shortages which may arise here and 
there, however, the Federal reserve system should freely render 
assistance as needed, and it is suggested, therefore, that when 
the time for the payment of the instalments draws near Federal 
Reserve Banks establish or maintain liberal rates of discount at
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which member banks may, by rediscounting with the Federal Reserve 
Banks, recoup themselves for any unusual withdrawals they may have 
to meet*

The facilities offered by Federal Reserve Banks for 
the rediscount of 15-day member bank collateral notes, secured by 
commercial paper or Government securities, should prove of great 
value in meeting such withdrawals. The rates now established for 
this class of paper are low, varying between 3 and 3^ Per in
the various districts* Banks should realize that, under present 
circumstances, it will be their patriotic duty freely to avail 
themselves of these facilities* They will thus be able to keep 
money rates easy. Member banks should also be impressed with the 
importance of making their rediscount arrangements in advance of 
the dates of payment of the various instalments*

The Board has been advised that many Corporations includ
ing savings banks have agreed to subscribe to substantial amounts 
of the Liberty Loan, carrying the bonds for their employes subject 
to payment in small instalments* It has been suggested that it 
would be helpful t 0 the banks in placing the Liberty Loan, and 
particularly in assisting corporations which make subscriptions 
of this character, if Federal Reserve Banks were authorized to es
tablish a special Liberty Loan rate of 3s~ Per cen  ̂ f°r notes, 
drafts, and bills of exchange drawn by customers of the banks, 
including savings banks, having a maturity not in excess of 9^ 
days, and secured by Liberty Loan bonds or United States Treasury 
certificates of indebtedness* The Board has given this matter 
its careful consideration and has determined that it will grant 
such a rate to any Federal Reserve Banks requesting it, good un
til countermanded or modified*

Consideration has also been given to the needs of non- 
member banks under jpresent conditions, While the law provides tnat 
member banks may not, except with the special is$23nof the 
Board, act as agents in rediscounting for nonmember banks, the 
Board feels that, in view of the magnitude of the task imposed 
upon all banks of the country, member tanks should be permitted 
to rediscount for nohmember banks, including the savings banks, 
whenever the proceeds have been or will be used in meeting demands 
caused by subscriptions to the Liberty Loan. From June 15 to 
July l5i 1$1 7, subject to further hotice, Federal Reserve Banks 
are, therefore, authorized, for such purposes, to rediscount such
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nonmember bank paper, indorsed by member banks and otherwise 
eligible, without any further permission from this Board. It 
is left to the discretion of the Federal Reserve Banks to with
hold the facilities whenever they believe that assistance is 
requested for other than the large objects and purposes to be 
carried out at this time.

Very truly yours,

Vice Governor.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Ex-Officio Members

CHAIRMAN

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S^HAMLW

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, S e c r e t a r y  

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY
SECRETARY

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G TO N ADDRESS REPLY TO
F E D E R A L  RESER VE  B O A R D

Dear S ar

I bag to advise you that a meeting of the

Conference Committee of the two Houses which has charge 

of the bill making amendment to the Federal Reserve Act, 

was hold today, and it is understood that an agreement 

was arrived at. A report will probably be presented 

to the House and Senate tomorrow, and this will be prompt

ly transmitted to you.

day by the Treasury Department with reference to the 

Liberty Loan.

I enclose copies of two statements issued to-

Yours very truly

Secretary

Enclosures.
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T R E A S U R Y  D E P A R T M E N T

iv-l/Q _>

W A S H I N G T O N

May 1 o±j > 1917.

The Governor,
Federal Reserve Board.

S i r :

By direction of the Secretary you are advised that the Department 
has referred to the Auditor for the Treasury Department for settlement 
the account of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing for preparing Federal 
reserve notes-during the month of April last., amounting to $138,1 5 9*3 6.. 
as follows:

J 5_ $10 $20 M - $100 Total
Boston...... 275,000 155,000 1,000 • .-431,000
New York.*..« 9 3 9 ,0 0 0 604,000 86,000 20,000 19,000 1,668,000
Philadelphia* 1 0 4 ,0 0 0 122,000 32,000 - - ~ - - 258,000
Cleveland.... 90,000 65,000 95,000 4 ,0 0 0 254,000
Richmond..... 36,000 4 6 ,0 0 0 27,000 - — - — 109,000
Atlanta..... 78,000 22,000 19,000 - - — - 119,000
Chicago..... 103,000 70,000 61,000 36,000 25,000 295,000
St* Douas.*«• 135,000 29,000 38,000 7,000 209,000
Minneapolis.. 123,000 30,000, 27,000 - *. — 1 8 0 ,0 0 0
Kansas City.. 192,000 52,000 33,000 6,000 2,000 285>000
Dallas...... 25,000 29,000 2 4 ,0 0 0 6,000 8 4 ,0 0 0
San Francisco 4 4 ,ooo 4 2 .0 0 0 34,000 8,000 128*000

2 ,1 4 4 ,0 0 0 1,266.000 4 7 7 ,0 0 0 8 7 .0 0 0 4 6 .0 0 0 4 ,0 2 0 ,0 0 0
¥7626,000 sheets at $34,368 per M............. -.$13871 5 9 *3 6

The charges against the several Federal reserve banks are as
follows: Bureau appropriations

Compen Plate
Sheets sation Printing Materials. Total.

Boston...... . 431,000 $4 ,700.49 $6,0 6 7 .1 9 $4,044.93 :$1 4,8 1 2 *6 1
New York.... 1,668,000 18,191.20 2 3,4 8 0 .4 4 1 5,6 5 4 .1 8 57,325.82
Philadelphia 258,000 2,8 1 3.15 3,631.87 2,4 2 1 .3 3 8,866.95
Cleveland.... 254,000 2 ,770 .1 2 3,5 7 5 .5 6 2,3 8 3 .7 9 8,729.47
Richmond.♦.,. 109,000 1,1 8 8 .7 5 1,5 3 ^ 3 9 1,0 2 2.97 3 ,746.11
Atlanta..... 119,000 1,297.81 1,675-16 1,1 1 6 .8 2 ^ 0 8 9 .7 9
Chicago..... 295,000 3.217.27 4,152.72 2,768.57 10,138.56
St. Louis.... 209,000 2,279-35 2,942.09 1,9 6 1 .4 7 7 ,1 8 2 .9 1
Minneapolis.. 1 8 0 ,0 0 0 1,963.08 2 ,533-86 1,6 8 9 .3 0 6,1 8 6 .2 4
Kansas City.. 2 8 5 ,0 0 0 3 ,1 0 8 .2 1 4,011.95 2,6 7 4 .7 3 9,794.89
Dallas...... 8 4 ,0 0 0 916.10 1,182.47 7 8 8 .3 4 2,886,91
San Francisco . 1 2 8 .0 0 0 1,5 9 5 .9 6 1 .8 0 1 .8 6 1 .2 0 1 .2 8 4 ,3 9 9 .1 0___

4 .0 2 0,0 0 0$4 3 ,8 4 2 .0 9 $5 6 ,5 8 9 .5 6 $1 3 8,1 5 9 . 3 6...
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The Bureau appropriations will be reimbursed in the above 
amount from the indefinite appropriation, ‘’Preparation and Issue of 
Federal Reserve Notes,. Reimbursable,n and it is requested that your 
Board cause such indefinite appropriation to be reimbursed in like 
amount•

Respectfully,
B. Ri NEWTON,

Assistant Secretary
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EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS •

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

^ ^ j J ^ P g C A L  AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

-Ly '2*+, ..1517.

Dear Sir:

The report of the Conference Committee on the amendments 
to the Federal Reserve Act was not presented to Congress this after
noon as had teen expected, owing to an unexpected delay. The sit
uation is understood to be as follows:

1. The revision of the reserve section follows substantially 
the House draft, copy of which has already been transmitted to you,

2 . The section relating to the issue of Federal reserve notes
is./under discussion.
(still

3 - Tlio rvts relating to tbs ; anageasat of the Go-Id Set
tlement Fund and to the status of State bank members of the system 
have been agreed to in practically the form in which they appear in 
the Senate bill already in your hands-

4 . The Hardwick Amendment is retained but is altered by pro
viding that Federal reserve banks shall not be subject to exchange 
charges on checks, while the regulation and determination of exchange 
charges elsewhere is placed within the jurisdiction of the Federal 
Reserve Board.

I inclose a copy of a statement issued by the Treasury De
partment under this date with reference to the subscription to the 
new offering of $20 0,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 of Treasury certificates.

The Federal Reserve Board has issued a statement with ref
erence to the establishment of a branch of the Federal Reserve Bank 
of Richmond at Baltimore, as follows:

The Federal Reserve Board has had under consideration 
the approval of a plan submitted by the Federal Reserve Bank 
of Richmond to establish a branch in Baltimore. It has in
formally reached agreement that it will take favorable ac
tion upon the proposal, but has deferred formal decision un-
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til such time as it is advised of the action of Congress 
with reference to the amendments to the Federal Reserve 
Act now pending before that body, inasmuch as these amend
ments have a direct bearing upon the case of other cities, 
the establishment of branches in which is under consider
ation .

Very truly yours,

Secretary.

Inclosures.
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STATE BANK APPLICATIONS - PROCEDURE

May 29, 1917.

Upon receiving a request for a blank form upon which to make 
application for membership in the Federal Reserve System, 
the Federal Reserve Agent will instruct the applicant in
stitution -
(a) To return the application and required exhibits,

when completed, to the Federal Reserve Agent
(b) To request the State Bank Supervisor to send to the

Federal Reserve Agent two certified copies of the 
report of its last examination, together with a 
certificate based upon such report, a form of 
which is hei9vo attached.

(c) To furnish to the Federal Reserve Agent the infor
mation called for in the attached memorandum un
der "General Information Desired."

The Federal Reserve Agent will -
(a) Immediately notify the Federal Reserve Board of the

receipt of the application.
(b) Submit the application to Counsel 5or the Federal

Reserve Bank for his certification.
(c) If the Federal Reserve Agent and the Governor of

the Federal Reserve Bank consider the standard 
of State examinations to be satisfactory, and a 
copy of the last report has been furnished, to
gether with the certificate above mentioned,the 
Federal Reserve Agent will submit the applica
tion and other papers in connection therewith 
to a committee composed c£. himself, the Governor 
of the Federal Reserve Bank, and at least one 
other member of the Board of Directors. No 
Class A director whose bank is in the same city 
or town as the applying bank or trust company 
shall be a member of such committee.
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3 . If a special examination is deemed necessary by the Committee 
above mentioned, or later considered desirable by the 
Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Reserve Agent should 
proceed -

(a) To arrange with the State Supervisor to have the
applicant bank examined by a State examiner 
with the request that he submit a report in du
plicate and a certificate of condition; or

(b) To arrange with the State Supervisor to have the
applicant bank examined by a State examiner 
jointly with an examiner designated by the Fed
eral Reserve Bark or the Federal Reserve Board, 
The State Supervisor should be asked to file 
two copies of the report of examination. If 
the report of examination to be furnished by 
the State authorities is voluminous, a digest 
containing the material items will be satisfac
tory. The report or digest should contain the 
examinees comments and c riticisms, a complete 
list of investments, giving book and current 
values, based upon the last available quota
tions, a memorandum of direct and-indirect lia
bilities of officers and directors, and a mem
orandum of outside corporations under the con
trol or operated in behalf of the applicant 
bank; or

(c) To arrange to have an examination mado by a mem
ber of the staff of the Federal Reserve Bunk 
whc has previously been designated as a special . 
examiner by the Federal Reserve Board. A form 
of certificate for use by the examiner is here
to attached. Suggestions as to the points to 
be considered in connection with special exam
inations will be sent on request to the members 
of the staff who have been :designated as special 
examiners. It not possible to obtain State ex
amination forms the report should be made on 
blanks used by the national examiners. An in
vestigation made by a representative of the Re
serve Bank should cover a detailed examination 
and report of the investments, loans and dis
counts with particular attention paid to the
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credit standing of borrowers and the valuation 
of investments and collateral; or

(d) If the applicant bank is subject to periodical ex- 
amifcations by a clearing house examiner, and a 
comparatively recent examination has been made, 
the Reserve Bank Committee may authorize the 
applying bank to file the report of such exam
ination, with a memorandum of the material 
changes to date of application*

4 . When the Reserve Bunk Coixmittee have considered the matter and
reached a conclusion, the Federal Reserve Agent will for
ward the application and all papers in connection there
with, together with the report and recommendation of the 
Reserve Bank Committee,to the Federal Reserve Board. The 
recommendation should be signed by each member of the 
Committee. One copy of the report of examination may be 
retained for the files of the Federal Reserve Bank.

5. The Federal Reserve Board will, on the basis of the applica
tion and information submitted therewith, and the recom
mendation of the Reserve Bank Conmittee, approve or dis
approve the application.

6. The Federal Reserve Agent will be duly advised as to the ac
tion taken by the Board. Duplicate copies of letters ad
dressed to applicant tanks will be transmitted to the 
Federal Reserve Agent.

5/26/17
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CERTIFICATE OF EXAMINER

I hereby certify that I have been duly(authorized) by
(appointed )

................____  to make an examination of the
affaire and conditions of the___________________ ____  • ,
that on the Aav of ________________ , 191 t I examined
fully into the b.ooks,papers and affaire of the said corporation 
and that the annexed report shows its true condition to the best 
of my knowledge and beliefs.

I further certify, from my knowledge of its affairs based 
upon such examination, that such corporation is solvent ana its 

capital stock unimpaired.

Bated'

Name o f Examiner.
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SUGGESTED FORM 08 LETTER OH CERTIFICATE TO BE SIGNED 
BY THE STaTE BANK SUPERVISOR.

An examination of the affairs of the ______ (Name)_______ .

___________________, was made under my direction on _____ (date)

From my knowledge of its affairs, based upon the report 

of such examination and upon subsequent reports of condition made 

to me, it is my opinion that the bank is solvent, its capital is 

unimpaired and that the report filed by the examiner as of (date)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ , shows its true condition at that time, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, and further, it is my opinion that there has 

been no material change in the condition of the Institution since 

the examination made by my department.

7/ 2/15

y
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GENERAL INFORMATION DESIRED.

1. Bank filing application is requested to communicate with
the State Bank Supervisor requesting that he forward to 
the Federal Reserve Agent a cop/ of the report of the 
last examination.

2 . Copies of all letters of criticisms (if any) received from
the Bank Commissioner or State Examiner in connection 
with last two examinations. State what action has teen 
taken.

3 * General character of business in the community served by 
the institution.

4 . State Law Limitations: Unsecured Loans - Real Estate loans -
Loans on other collateral - Acceptances 
Investments in securities - Loans upon 
bank stock - Real estate ownedi

5 . Memorandum - Names of corporation or other concerns owned or
controlled by or operated in the interest of the applying 
institution.

6 . List of officers and directors - address - number of shares
owned - business - firm or other outside affiliations.

List of loans to officers, directors and employees. Arrange 
loans in groups showing indebtedness of each official as 
maker, endorser or guarantor; loans to firms and corpora
tions in which he is interested either as member, officer 
or director; loans to relatives and business associates 
of officers and directors; loans collateraled by securi
ties issued by corporations in which directors or officers 
are interested.

Give:
Borrower - Amount - Director interested.

I- General information as to loans -

a. Demand loans - upon which no interest has been paid
for six months or more.

b. Notes and other loans in default six months or more
and which are not secured or in process cf collection.
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c. Other past due notes and loans. Include overdrafts.
Exclusive of loans secured by agricultural com
modities and live stock

d. Notes renewed from time to time with interest added.

(In answers under paragraph 7, give Name, •• Bor;*ower, 
Amount, Maturity, Security, if any, and Estimat
ed loss.)

8. Other loan information.

1. Loans to officers of other banks: - name - amount -
bank identified with. Security, if any.

2. Loans on own bank stock. Amount of loan -  shares
held.

3. Real Estate Loans. List of loans in excess of 3$
of capital and surplus. Give name of borrower -  
amount of loan -  maturity -  prior liens -  loca
tion of property -  valuation -  when and by whom 

' appraised.

4. Large lines -  (not previously listed) In excess
of 3% of capital and surplus. Give name of Bor
rower -  Business -  Postoffice address -  Amount 
of liability -  Remarks.

9. Real Estate Owned* Give location of property -  book value -
original cost -  prior lien if any -  estimated 
value - when and by whom appraised -  how and 
for what purpose acquired.

10. Investments. List in detail, giving name of issuing cor
poration -  par value -  book value -  rate of in
terest or dividend -  (date of last payment) -  
estimated present Value.

Please give latest information as to securities upon which
interest is in default. If bank owns securities 
of small private or local corporations, enclose 
with this memorandum a copy of the latest finan
cial statement issued by such corporations.
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1 1. Notes and Bills rediscounted. Bills payable and certifi
cates of deposit representing borrowed money.

G-ive a memorandum of present indebtedness - From whom bor
rowed - rate - maturity - assets pledged as security 
for indebtedness - totals only.

1 2. Assets pledged as security for deposits or other purposes
(except money borrowed) - give particulars.

1 3 . Assets and liabilities which are not entered as such upon
the books of the banking institution.

1 4. Money borrowed by officers or directors for or in behalf
of the bank.

1 5. Contingent liabilities. Nature and extent - On bills en
dorsed and sold - guarantees - notes and securities 
pledged or sold with agreement to repurchase - all 
other.

1 6. Estimated losses or deductions from assets:

Estiroated losses. Doubtful.

Leans

Investments 

Beal Estate 

Furniture and fixtures 

Cash items

Total

1 7. List of balances due from and to other banks.

1 8 . List of affiliated banking institutions.

5/29/17
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS
W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLINS. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

CHAIRMAN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARK .SECRETARY
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY

SECRETARY

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May i‘317

Dear Sir;

Ho change has occurred today in the status *f 

the legislation amending the Federal Reserve Act- It had 

been expected yesterday that another session of the Con

ference Committee would be held at some time today, but 

this has now been deferred until the middle of next week, 

owing to the absence of Senator Owen.

I enclose herewith copies of statements issued 

by the Treasury Department today with regard to progress 

in connection with the ’’Liberty Loan”.

Very truly yours,

Secretary
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W ILLIAM  G . McADOO
Secretary  of the Treasury

CHAIRMAN

W . P . G . H ARDING , GOVERNOR 
P A U L  M. W ARBURG , VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A . DELANO  
ADOLPH  C. M ILLER  
CHARLES S . HAM LIN

JOHN SKELTON W ILLIAM S
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. P 

SHE
rLIS, S E C R E T A R Y  
LLEN, A S S T . S E C R E T A R Y

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 27, 191?

Dear Sir:

I beg to enclose herewith copies of state

ments issued by the Comptroller of the Currency and 

by the Treasury Department relating to the placing 

of the ’’Liberty Loan.”

Very truly yours,

Secretary

Enclosure.
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F E D E R A L  R E S E R V E  B A N K S

as

F I S C A L  A G E N T S

of the

U N I T E S  S T A T E S  

--- 0O0---

Suggested form of Circular embodying in
structions heretofore sent out together with 
certain new matter. Arranged according to sub* 
ject matter and indexed for convenience of fis
cal agents.

— 0O0

Office of
M. C. ELLIOTT, Counsel, 
Federal Reserve Board.
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FEDERAL RESERVE BARKS *S FISCAL AGENTS 
OF THE UNITED STATES

For the convenience of the fiscal agent and m  answer 
to inquiries received, it is deemed advisable to analyze the 
services that the Federal reserve banks are called upon to per
form as fiscal agents, and to explain m  some detail the method 
of procedure to be followed. This necessarily involves some 
repetition of instructions heretofore issued but it will no doubt 
prove a convenience to the fiscal agents to have the general de
tails embodied m  one circular.

THE ACT OF APRIL 24, 1917.
The Act of April 24, 1917, provides among other things

(a) For the issuance and sale of short-term Treasury certif 
icates of indebtedness bearing interest at not to exceed three 
and one-half per cent to an amount not to exceed two billion dol
lars

(b) For the issuance and sale of United States bonds bear
ing interest at not to exceed three and one-half per cent to an 
amount not to exceed five billion dollars.

(c) For the designation as Government depositaries of State 
banks and trust companies which subscribe to such bonds of cer
tificates and for the deposit in such depositaries of amounts 
not to exceed the amount withdrawn from such banks or trust com
panies and invested in such bonds and certificates of indebted
ness plus the amount so invested by the designated bank or trust
company.
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.... I N D E X.....
ALLOTMENTS:

Form - When instalment payments af*e made.... * • 17
When payment is made a in full ........ . 18

How made.... .............................. 7
Notice of ..............................  7
Report to Secretary of information necessary

to enable him to make ................. 7

ANTICIPATED PAYMENTS: (See Payments)
CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS:

Authorized by Act of April 2k, 1S17, .........  1
May be used to pay for bonds ................  2
Outstanding............    2
Presented for payment at maturity............ 1̂

DISPOSITION OF COLLECTIONS:
Made by fiscal agent • ••»'•»....... ............  11
n n Treasurer of United States ........... lU

FISCAL AGENTS:
Applications of subscribers received from ...... 5

Subscribers direct .................... 6
Through Treasurer of United States ...    6
Through Sub-agents . .................. 6

Books and accounts .......................  ^
Duties of .............................. • *+
Federal Reserve Banks as .......    2

INTEREST COMPUTATIONS:
How adjustments are. made .;.<«.«<........•...  13
Rate ..........     12
Table of computatibns ..... *.... .......... l6
When interest begins to run........ .... »... .12

INTERIM RECEIPTS:
How executed............................  7
Issued vitien............................. 7
In negotiable form................      7
Must show...........................   7
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INDEX, No. 2

LIBERTY BONDS!
Amount that may he soli........... 1
n now offered..............  %

Authorized by Act of April 24, 1917-••• 1
Every United States citizen must be given
opportunity to subscribe .........  2

Must be sold as popular issue ....... 2
No commissions allowed ............  2
Rate of interest ............    2

PAYMENTS:
Disposition of by fiscal agents -

Cash . ,i.....................  11
Certificates of Advice ....... ; 11
Certificates of indebtedness ..... 11

Made to Treasurer - disposition of...l4
To whom made ............... * *.... 9
What may be accepted ............     10

Cash.......................  10
Certificates of Advice .........  10
Certificates of Indebtedness ....  10
Bank drafts, money orders, etc.... 10

When due -
On individual $50 or $100 bonds .... 8
On other subscriptions .........  9

When may be anticipated ........... 9
When notice of payment in advance not 
. required ....................  9

SUB-AGENTS:
Agent for subscriber until subscrip

tion accepted ................  3
Funds held by remain funds of sub

scriber ..........    3
National banks, State banks, trust 

companies, and other corporations 
and associations as ...........  3
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TREASURY CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS.

The Secretary has already issued and sold Treasury 
certificates of indebtedness to the extent of approximately 
$700,000,000. The proceeds have been paid into the general 
fund o f the Treasury and have been or are being disbursed.
These certificates are held primarily by banks and trust com

panies which will in all probability subscribe to Liberty Loan 

bonds, and the certificates will no doubt be used to a great ex

tent to pay, in whole or in part> the purchase price of such bonds.

■ Liberty bonds.
The Secretary is now offering to the public an issue 

of $2,000,000,000 in three and 6ftfe-half per ednt United Stated 
bonds, popularly known as Liberty bonds. These bonds must be 
disposed of without commission to any underwriting syndicate, 
and in order to market them the twelve Federal reserve banks 
have been appointed fiscal agents of the Government.

FISCAL AGENTS. •
The Act provides, in terms, that these bonds "shall 

be offered at not less than par as a popular loan under such reg
ulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury as will 
give all citizens of the United States an equal opportunity to 
participate therein * * * but no commissions shall be allowed 
or paid on any bonds issued under authority of this Act." As it 
is manifestly impracticable for the twelve Federal reserve banks 
to receive directly all subscriptions applied for by the public,
it. is necessary to employ the services of agencies for this purpose.

- 2 -
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National "banks. State banks, trust companies, and other cor
porations and associations in large numbers have offered to. 
assist the Government in selling thee* bonds, and the tender 
of their services has been accepted by the Secretary, For con
venience, these associations and corporations will be referred 
to as sub-agents. Federal reserve banks acting as fiscal 
agents will be referred to as fiscal agents.

SUB-AGENTS.
Sub-agents are authorized to receive applications 

from the public and to file them with the fiscal agent either
0

in the name of the original subscriber or in the name of the 
sub-agent. While for convenience such associations are re
ferred to as sub-agents, it is obvious that when they apply to 
a fiscal agent for an allotment of bonds they must aet as the 
agent of the subscriber until the subscription is accepted and 
the allotment is made. Funds delivered to any sub-agent by a 
subscriber remain the funds of the subscriber until the fiscal 
agent accepts them in payment or part payment of bonds subscribed 
for and allotted.

On the other hand, when funds are received by the fiscal 
agent or by the, Treasurer of the United States, they are deposit
ed in a government depositary by the direction of♦the Secretary 
and the United States becomes liable therefor. If such funds 
are received by a fiscal agent or by the Treasurer of the United 
States prior to allotment they are held in trust until the allot
ment is made when they are credited as a payment on subscription
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invfaich case they become the property of the United States and 
a part of the Treasurer's balance in the general fund.

In considering .the several steps involved in the sub
scription and sale of bonds, it is important to bear these dis
tinctions in mind#

DUTIES OF FISCAL AGENTS.
The duties which each f is cal agent will be called upon 

to perform in connection with the sale of Liberty bonds may be 
briefly summarized as follows;

(1) To receive and carefully record in subscription books
opened for that purpose all applications from sub
scribers in its Federal reserve district.

(2) To allot to each subscriber such proportion of the
amount applied for els the Secretary may direct and 
to execute and deliver notices of such allotments.

(3) Upon payment in full of subscription to deliver, after
allotment, interim receipts exchangeable for Liber
ty bonds, when such bonds are ready for delivery.

(4) Upon payment of installment due June 28th> to issue in
terim receipts for bonds in exchange for notices of 
allotments.

(5) To collect all installments as they severeilly become
due and to deposit proceeds in the Federal reserve 
bank or other Government depositaries under direction 
of the Secretary. The interim receipt must accompany 
all payments made subsequent to its issue. I

• (6) To make delivery of Liberty bonds in exchange for in
terim receipts representing payments in full of sub
scriptions.

BOOKS AND ACCOUNTS OF FISCiL AGENTS.
It will be necessary for each Federal reserve bank 

to open and maintain a separate set of books and acpounts in 
its capacity aa fiscal agent.

-4-
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It should bo borne in znind that in performing the 
services of- fiscal â ent each bank is acting in a representa
tive capacity as an agent for the United States GOvernmentf 
Transactions between the United States and its fiscal agent 
should not., therefore, be confused with transactions between 
the United States and the Federal reserve bank, acting as a 
Government depositary,.

The fiscal agent, for example, should open an account 
with each subscxiber to Liberty Bonds in its district and an
account with the Treasurer of the United States. The Federal 
reserve bank, as.a bank, will receive no deposits from subscrib
ers as sudh but funds paid by subscribe.rs to the fiscal agent 
will be credited to the subscribers account and deposited by 
the fiscal agent in the Federal reserve bank to the account of 
the Treasurer of the United States. In such case the account 
of the Treasurer will be charged by the fiscal agent with the 
amount of deposit and the account of the Treasurer will be cred
ited '.by the Federal reserve bank with the same amount.

A general balance sheet showing accounts to be main
tained by the fiscal agent appears as an exhibit on page ____
of this circular.

APPLICATIONS FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS.
#

Applications for subscriptions may be received 
( (a) through the Treasurer of the United States;

(b) through sub-agents;
(c) from subscribers direct.

-5-
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(a) . Applications received by *:he Treasurer will be 
transmitted to the fiscal agent of 'xle district from which

. the application is received. The | original application
|

will in each case be transmitted and all such applications
should be treated as if filed directly with the fiscal

!
agent.

(b) All applications received, by sub-agents may be 
consolidated and included in one application filed -by the

i
sub-agent. In such aase the sub-lagent should keep an ac
curate record of all applications received by him and should

i
be prepared upon request of the fisbal agent to furnish any 
details desired, including the namep and addresses of sub-

i
scTibers, the amount and denomination of bonds applied for,
§

and the amount tendered with each application. Unless.the 
fiscal agent should call for the names of subscribers the

i
application may show merely the number and amount of the 
several subscriptions and particularly the number of sub-

i

scribers which have applied for one bond of the denomination 
of $ 50 or of $10 0.

(c) Applications received direct should be recorded in 
the name of the subscriber.

ALLOTMENTS.
The subscription books of each fiscal agent should be 

closed at ____  o'clock on June 151th. Applications received
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after this time 3kod?d be returned T.o the subscriber after allot
ments have been made* As scon as p̂ aci:cable after the books 
are closed each fiscal agent should report to the Secretary by 
wire the total amount of subscriptions, applied for and the num
ber and amount of the several subscriptions, e.' g. 1,000 of 
$5,000, 1,000 of $1,000, 1,000 of $500. This report should show 
specifically the number of individual subscribers applying for 
one $ 30 bond and the number of such subscribers applying for one 
$100 bond* This report should be promptly confirmed by letter* 
Upon receipt of this information the Secretary will give full 
directions as to allotments to be made*

As soon as this information has been received from 
the Secretary each applicant should be sent a notice of allotment. 
This notice should show (a) the amount of bonds allotted to sub
scribers, (b) the date and amount of installments to become due*
(c) how payments may be made and should contain a statement to 
the-effect that the notice must be exchanged for an interim re
ceipt when the installment due on June 28 is paid*

INTERIM RECEIPTS,
Upon payment of installment due on June 28, the fis

cal agent must deliver in exchange for the notice of allotment 
sent to each subscriber an interim receipt. This receipt will 
bear the engraved signature of the Secretary and must be count- 
tersigned by a duly authorized officer on behalf of the fiscal . 
agent* It should show (a) the amount of bonds to which the sub
scriber will become entitled upon payment in full of subsctip-
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tion price: (b) amount paid by the euoscriber to date of issue;
(c) the date of maturity and amount yf future instalments; (d) 
the rate of interest and date frcm vhich such interest runs, and 
should contain a statement to the effect that upon payment of 
last instalment the receipt may be-exchanged for Liberty Bonds.
Where subscription is paid in full after allotment interim re
ceipts, exchangable for Liberty Bonds, when such bonds are ready 
for delivery, should be issued on form approved for that purpose.
AH interim receipts will be issued in negotiable form payable to 
bearer unless the Secretary deems a variation of this rule necessary.

WHEN PAYMENTS BECOME DUE.
Individual subscriptions for one bond of the denomina

tion of $50, or of.$100. An individual subscriber to one bond 
of the denomination of $ 5 0 or of $100, may, at his option, make 
payment in full at the time that his application is filed. When 
such payments are received by the Treasurer at Washington; or by 
the fiscal agent, a non-negotiable receipt may be issued therefor 
exchangeable for a Liberty Bond by the fiscal agent. It will not 
be necessary in such case to issue any other notice of allotment 
or any interim receipt. When such payments are made to .sub-agents, 
the sub-agent may, at its option, transmit them direct to the 
fis.aal agent and procure non-negotiable receipts in its own name 
or.-in the name of the subscriber, or it may include such subscrip
tions in its own application. If such subscriptions are included 
in its own application it must pay for and deliver to the sub
scriber the bond applied for as soon as such bonds are ready for
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delivery by the fiscal agent*
OTHER SUBSCRIPT JO N5.

All other subscriptions shall bo payable as follows:
Two per centum on date application is filed with 

the fiy&al agent.
Eighteen per centum on June 28, 1917*

i •

Twenty per centum on July $0, 1917-
Thirty per centum on August 15* 1$)17 •
Thirty per centum on August 30/ 1917-

Individual subscribers to one bond of the denomination 
of $5 0, o.r $100, may make payments in foregoing instalments at 
the option of the subscriber.

ANTICIPATED PAYMENTS.
On or after allotment subscribers at their ofttion aay, 

make payment in full at any time before August 30, 1917, and 
without previous notice, provided, the allotment does not exceed 
$10,000 or payment is to be made in Treasury certificates of in
debtedness* When the allotment exceeds $10,000:;and payment, is 
not made in Treasury certificated of indebtedness, the Subscriber 
must file written notice with the fiscal agent not less than two 
weeks in advdnce of payment specifying the date, upon which pay
ment is to be made.

/

HOW PAYMENTS SHOULD BE MADE.
Payments should be-made to the fiscal agent by subscrib

ers located in the Federal reserve district served by such fiscal 
agent. Subscribers who have filed subscriptions with the Treasurer 
at Washington may, however, at their option make payments to the

-,.9 -
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Treasurer.
WHAT MAY BE RECFIVFD IN PAYMENT,

Fiscal agents may receive in payment of subscriptions
(a) Cash - 1 . e. gold, gold certificates, Degal tender notes 
of the United States, silver, silver certificates, national 
bank notes. Federal reserve notes and Federal reserve bank notes*

(b) Treasury certificates of indebtedness issued under 
authority of the Act approved April 24, 1917* will be accepted 
at par m  payment of the two per cent instalment required when 
application is filed. Where such certificates are presented 
to the fiscal agent in payment of bond subscriptions prior to 
June 15th, accrued interest to June 1 5th should be paid to the 
subscriber by cashier's check drawn by the Federal reserve 
bank after allotments have been made* Pending allotment 
such certificates of indebtedness should be kept by the fiscal 
agent m  the safe-keeping or custody department of the bank, 
separate and apart from the assets of the bank but subject to 
the same system of control*

After allotments have been made the fiscal agent 
should deliver such certificates to the Federal reserve bank 
crediting the subscriber's account with the face value thereof* 
The Federal reserve bank should thereupon credit the account 
of the Treasurer in the Treasurer's general balance with the 
face value of the certificate and should charge the account 
by a like amount, forwarding the certificate to the Treasurer

-  10 -
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. as a warrant £o.;: credit at face value plus accrued interest 
theretofore paid by cashier’s checks*

Certificates of indebtedness should also be received by 
the fiscal agent in payment of Subsequent instalments* In 
such case they should be accepted as equivalent to cash pay
ments at par plus accrued interest computed to date of pay
ment. and should be deposited in the Federal reserve bank 
and treated in the same manner as a Treasury warrant except 
that the Treasurer's balance in the Federal reserve bank should 
be first credited as if cash had been deposited and should 
be immediately charged as if the cash deposited had been used 
to pay the certificates of indebtedness and accrued in
terest*

(c) Bank drafts, checks, postoffice money order or 
express company money order* All checks received must 
be certified. When items received are payable in the 
Federal reserve city of the fiscal agent they should be im- 
mediattely collected and placed to the credit of the subscriber. 
When drawn against other Federal reserve banks they should 
be collected through the Gold Settlement .Fund and credited 
to the subscriber. When payable elsewhere than in the Fed
eral reserve city of the fiscal agent, they should be. 
accepted for collection only and credit should be given 
the subscriber only after actual collection- and for

- i i -

S
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this amount actually collected- All exchange and collection charges 
must he borne by tho subscriber* ;
(d) Certificates c-f advice issued oy a designated Government de- . 

positarv on Treasury Form No- 1, under authority of Treasury Circular
No. 79, as supplemented)by Circular Ke« 81- Such certificates

> 1
may be accepted only when tendered by the issuing bank in payment 
of subscriptions filed by it for its own account or for the ac
count of its depositors* Payments of subscriptions filed with the 
Treasurer at Washington may be made to the Treasury in the same
manner-

DISPOSITION OF PAINTS MATE TO FISCAL AGENTS*

(a) All cash received} including the proceeds of ail items 
collected by -the fiscal agent} should first be credited on the books

l‘
of the fiscal agent to the acebunt of the subscriber making payments 
and should be charged tb the aocount of cash* S&ch cash should im
mediately be deposited in the Federal reserve bank te the credit 
of the United States in tie Liberty Loan Bond Account* The cash ac
count will thereupon be.credited- on the books of the fiscal agent 
and the account of the- Treasurer charged with the amount of such 
deposit

or) . Certificates of indebtedness received in payment 
should be credited to the account of the subscriber and charged to the 
account of the Treasurer of the United States- Guch certificates 
may be treated in the same manner as Treasury warrants and for
warded to the Treasurer for credit to the account of the fiscal agent.
The Treasurer will treau such certificates as if they had been paid in

cash to

4
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the fiscal agent and the cash had been withdrawn by Treasury 
warrants to pay the matu-j.ng certificates of indebtedness*
Where interest is paid by the Federal reserve bank to June 
15th on certificates of indebtedness as hereinbefore provided, 
such cert-«flcaxes will be accepted by the Treasurer as Treas
ury warrants at par and accrued interest to June 15th«

(c) Where certificates of deposit on Form 1 are received 
in payment as hereinbefore provided, the subscriber should be 
credited on the books of the fiscal agent and the Treasurer 
of the United States charged with the corresponding amount* In 
such case no entry will appear on the books of the Federal re
serve bank.

INTEREST COMPUTATIONS.
Liberty Bonds and interim receipts issued when sub

scriptions have been paid m  full, will m  terms bear inter
est from June 15, 1917, at three and one-half per cent on 
the principal amount of such bonds or receipts.

In all cases where payment in full’is made after 
June 15, 1917, it will, therefore, be necessary to make in
terest adjustments. In making such adjustments the fiscal 
agent should proceed as follows :

Charge subscriber with interest at three and one-ljalf 
per cent on face amount of bond or interim receipt from June 
15, 1917, to date that payment is made m  full*

i
Credit subscriber with interest at same rate on pay-

2448
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merits made on or before June 15th from that date to date 
of full payment* If instalment payments have been made 
after June 15thf credit subscriber at same rate on each in
stalment from due date of instalment to date of full pay
ment if instalments were paid ofl or before due date* If 
instalments were paid and accepted after due date, credit 
subscriber with interest at same rate from date of deferred 
payment to date of full payment*

Certificates of indebtedness tendered in payment 
on or before June 15th should be Credited to subscriber at 
face amount and the interest paid to June 15th by the fiscal 
agent as hereinbefore provided* Certificates of indebtedness 
tendered in payment after June 15th should be credited to 
subscriber at face amount and'accrued interest to date of 
payment*

A table of interest computations prepared by this of- 
fice,which should be used by fiscal agents in making interest 
computations,appears on page of this circular*

MATURING CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS NOT ' 
PRESENTED IN PAYMENT OR PART PAYMENT OF LIBERTY BONDS.

Certificates of indebtedness issued under authority of 
the Act of April 24,1917, may be presented at maturity to the 
Treasurer of the United States or to any Federal reserve bank fori
payment*.When presented to a Federal reserve bank, they should be
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treated. as Treasury warrants and paid with interest ac
crued to date of maturity and changed "co the general balance of 
the Treasurer of +-h3 United States*

-15-

GENERAL
Instructions issued by the Treasurer to Government de

positaries designated under the Act of April 24, 1917, to trans
mit funds to the Federal reserve banks will, whenever, practicable, 
be transmitted through the fiscal agent •

Collections made by the Treasurer will be charged to the 
Treasurer's balance in the general fund and credit will be given 
to the Federal reserve bank of the district from which such pay
ments were received. The Federal reserve bank will be authorized 
to charge the Treasurer's general balance with the amount col
lected and to credit the Liberty Loan Account*

In ary case in which the Treasurer receives in payment 
of subscription items which would ordinarily be sent through 
the Federal reserve bank for collection, such items will be for
warded to the Federal reserve bank with instructions to collect 
and to credit the Liberty Loan Account with the proceeds*

Form of notice of allotment and of interim receipts ' 
to be issued in case of full payment of subscriptions, as 
well as form to be'used where payments are made in instalments, 
will appear on pages and _ _ _  of this circular*

Secretary of the Treasury*
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
C O M P TR O L L E R  O F  T H E  C U R R E N C Y

Ex-Officio Members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. V ice Governor  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, S E C R E T A R Y  
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. A S S T . S E C R E T A R Y  

a n d  F i s c a l  a g e n t

WASHINGTON A D D R ESS  R E PLY  TO

f s O e r a L  r e s e r v e  BOARD

May 28, 1917.

Dear Sir:
The Federal Reserve Banks of New York and Chicago 

have asked the Hoard for approval of their plans of issuing 
$10 certificates of interest in the Liberty Loan.

The Board has informed these two Federal reserve 
banks that it does not see any objection to their doing so, pro
vided that sufficient precautions are taken in order to avoid 
the certificates being used as currency. The color and general 
appearance should be sufficiently distinct and the size should 
be sufficiently large so as to preclude their being used as cur
rency.

It was further stipulated that the $50 Liberty 
bonds which will be held against thesa $10 certificates should 
be kept in a separate account and the whole matter be so ar
ranged as to enable the examiners of the Board, without great 
difficulty, to check up the operations from time to time*

As a suitable text for these certificates, the 
Counsel of the Board suggested language as follows:
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A

"This certificate represents a payment of ten dol
lars on the purchase price of one fifty-dollar Liberty 
Bond issued under authority of the Act of April 24, 
1917. Upon surrender of this certificate to the Feder
al Reserve Bank of___________ , accompanied by four
others of like amount, the holder will- be entitled to 
receive a fifty-dollar United States Government Liberty 
Loan, three and one-half per cent bond with all coupons 
attached*

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF
By

Governor, u
I am giving you these details so as to keep you ad

vised in case your bank should decide to follow a similar 
course, but the Board wishes me to make it-.entirely clear to 
you that it has no wish whatsoever to urge you to issue these 
certificates unless your board of directors and the Liberty 
Loan Committee of your district should feel that such action 
is desirable* This letter is written only for the purpose of 
keeping you advised in case you should wish to adopt the New 
York and Chicago plans*

Very truly yours,

Governor*
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WILLIAM G. MCADOO
S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  t r e a s u r y  

CHAIRMAN

Ex-officio Members W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY
a n d  F is c a l  a g e n t

WASHINGTON y V D B R ^ S S  R E P L Y  TO

* “■”  f e d e r a l  r e s e r v e  b o a r d

Dear Sir:

I inclose herewith copies of statements is

sued by the Treasury Department, chiefly with reference 

to the "Liberty Loan."

Yours very truly,

Secretary.

Inclosures
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Ex*Officio Members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, G0VI||
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
C H AR LEYS. lljK^nLIN

H. PARKER W ILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  a g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 1317.,

Dear Sir:

In order that the Federal Reserve Board may be 

fully informed as to the activities of the auditing depart

ments of the Federal reserve banks, it is desired that a 

monthly report showing the work done be rendered by the 

auditors of the respective banks* This report should be 

made, in duplicate, on the first day of each month to the 

Federal Reserve Agent, who will send one copy to the Federal 

Reserve Board*

Specimens of the form desired are enclosed, from 

which it will be noted that it calls for date upon which 

audit was made of any particular item, as well as the date 

of the preceding audit of the same item*

Yours very truly,

Secretary*

Enclosures
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MONTHLY REPORT OF PROOFS AND VERIFICATIONS 
by ti.~ .̂ ULIT DEPARTMENT,

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ______________

2455

____________ 191 .
Date of preceding proof Date of proof this month.

,____________ Bills discounted, for members_________ __________ ___
___________________Member bank collateral notes_____________
____________ _______  Acceptances b o u g h t ______________________________

„ _________________ Bill of lading drafts________________ ____________
_______ ,______ United States securities^__________________
___________________ Accrued interest U*S* securities_______
_ _ _ ___________ ___ Premium account U-S* securitieŝ ________ __________
______ ________________Municipal obligations____  ■________________

Reserve Cash_ 

Tellers1 cash

Exchanges for clearing house________ _

Checks and other cash items___________

Due from nomnember banks ___________

Due from remitting member banks_________

Due from member banks - deferred debit__

Due from depositary banks - Fiscal Agent

Capital account_____________________ _

Due to member banks - deferred credit__

Number. of , accounts of,member banks not -reconciled during month —
Accounts, with F,R„banks reconciled (in~\ -aicate whether daily, weekly or monthly

t ~dav of ea Reserve Agench month withFideralTReserve Agent, t to Federal Reserve Board-
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Suspense- and difference accounts 
Earned discounts and interest: 

Bills discounted for members

____Acceptances bought________

United States securities__

___ Municipal warrants________
Unearned discount and interests 
____Bills discounted members__

____Acceptances bought________

Municipal warrants________

Cashier’s checks_____________

Expense checks___

Return item checks

Service charges

Federal Reserve Agent's Department: 
____ Federal Reserve Notes__________

_____Geld and Lawful money held_____

____ Rediscounts and acceptances held

Fiscal Agent Accounts:
____ Proof of items appearing on separate_______Daxance sneex«
_ _ _Collateral held as security for U.S.deposits

Custodies:
_____ For account of member banks

For other Federal reserve banks

Mis cellaneous Ac counts:
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM 6 . McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

CHAIRMAN

W . P . G . HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLESES. H^ML^N

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY
a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Dear Sir:

In order that the Federal Reserve Board m'&y be 

fully informed as to the activities of the auditing depart

ments of the Federal reserve banks, it is desired that a 

monthly report showing the work done be rendered by the 

auditors of the respective banks * This report should be 

made*, in duplicate, on the first day of each month to the 

Federal Reserve Agent, who will send one copy to the Federal 

Reserve Board*

Specimens cf the fern desired are enclosed, from 

which it will be noted that it calls for date upon which 

audit was made of any particular item, as well as the date 

of the preceding audit of the same item*

Yours very truly,

Secretary

Enclosures
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. P A R K E ^ f e l g i t e f  RETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 29,1917.

Dear Sir :
it may be expected that at the end of June and early in July, 

when the hulk of the payments on the Liberty Loan will be made, there 
will be substantial temporary dislocation of funds all over the United 
States. As far as any forecast can be made there may probably be at 
the end of June heavy withdrawals of funds from the financial centers- 
particularly^ from New York- and during the succeeding weeks this should 
be followed by a moveFint back to New York and a corresponding deple
tion of other centers*

It will be the task of the Federal Reserve System to equalize 
as fat as possible the distribution of banking funds, The Gold Set
tlement Fund will play an important part. Balances of the Government 
will no doubt be so distributed as to counteract any excessive with
drawals from any Federal Reserve District, but in addition it will 
be necessary to prepare the Federal Reserve Banks so as to have them 
ready at the shortest notice and with the least possible amount of 
’•red tape" temporarily to rediscount for each other. On June 28th, 
or as soon thereafter as it becomes apparent to the Board, on which 
Federal Reserve Banks the brunt of withdrawals will have fallen, the 
Board will at o%ice if necessary other Federal Reserve Banks
whose deposits and reserves have been temporarily increased in a 
corresponding amount to rediscount for those Federal Reserve Banks 
which should be relieved temporarily.

The Board,therefore, has at its meeting today fixed the re
discount rate between Federal Reserve Banks at 3$ to be in force until 
further notice for all classes of paper and hands you herewith forms 
to be used in connection with such rediscount transactions. It is 

1 the opinion of the Board that for these operations which probably 
I will be of short duration, it will be unnecessary or in some cases 
I not even feasible for the rediscounting bank to send the paper 
to the Federal Reserve Bank giving the rediscount. Forms have been 
prepared,therefore, providing for the appointment of the Federal 
Reserve Agent of the bank selling its paper to act as agent in tak
ing custody of that paper for the Federal Reserve Bank making the 
purchase, It will be necessary, however, that the certificate issued 
by the Federal Reserve Agent to the effect that he holds this paper 
for the benefit of the buying Federal Reserve Bank should contain
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an exact and detailed description of the paper rediscounted, and 
that this rediscounted paper should be endorsed in blank by the 
selling Federal Reserve Bank.

The Board realizes of course that it should be left 
within the discretion of each bank as to whether or not it wishes 
to cooperate along the lines indicated above or whether it will 
insist upon having all rediscounted paper serit to it instead of 
leaving it in the custody of the Federal Reserve Agent. You are 
requested therefore to inform the Board at your earliest con
venience the preference of your bank in this respect. If you 
desire to cooperate, it will be necessary for your Federal Re
serve Bank to write a letter authorizing the Federal Reserve 
Agent at the Federal Reserve Bank at which the paper is bought 
to hold Such paper for its account and subject to its order.

If your Federal Reserve Eank should desire to use 
paper on deposit with another Federal Reserve Agent as col
lateral for an issue of Federal reserve notes it may do so 
provided you, as Federal Reserve Agent, are willing to issue 
notes on the basis of the procedure outlined in the enclosed 
memorandum.

Respectfully yours,

Governor.

Inclosure.
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M E M O R A N D U M

A.....REDISCOUNTS BETWEEN FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS.

If Federal reserve bank A sells its paper to Federal 

reserve bank B, under the provisions of Section 11 of the Fed

eral Reserve Act., and if Bank B does not desire to have that 

paper forwarded to it but intends to leave it in the custody of 

the Federal reserve agent at Bank A, he holds it merely as cus

todian or agent for Bank B and the transaction should be record

ed by the buying and selling banks in the same manner as if the 

paper had been forwarded direct to the purchasing bank. All

papers however must be properly indorsed by the selling bank 
and must be kept by the Federal reserve agent separate and apart 

from paper deposited with him by his Bank A for its own account.

Payment should be made by transfer through the Gold 

Settlement Fund in even thousands, odd amounts to be adjusted 

by a credit to the account of the selling bank on the books of 

the purchasing bank. The selling bank should decrease the item 

"loans and discounts" and increase "Gold Settlement Fund." (The 

memorandum item, "liability as endorser on bills sold" should 

also be increased by the selling bank.) The purchasing bank 

should increase item "rediscounts for other Federal reserve banks" 

and should decrea.se "Gold Settlement Fund." The selling bank 

should prepare a schedule (Regular Form B.D.4) of the rediscount
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ed paper in duplicate., one copy to be sent to the purchasing 

bank and the other to the Federal Reserve Board. This schedule 

should contain a list of all paper and collateral, if any,

The Federal reserve

agent of Bank A should notify Bank B (see Form C hereto attached) 

that he holds the paper listed in Schedule B.D.4 for the account 

and subject to the order of Bank B. Before undertaking these 

transactions Bank B should pass a resolution giving Federal re

serve agent A authority to act as custodian of paper which it 

buys from Bank A (See Form D hereto attached).

B___AVAILABILITY OF REDISCOUNTS BETWEEN FEDERAL
RESERVE BANKS AS COLLATERAL SECURITY 

FOR THE ISSUE OF FEDERAL 
RESERVE NOTES.

If Bank B desires to procure an issue of Federal re

serve notes upon the security of paper which it has bought from 

Bank A and which has been left in the custody of the Federal re

serve agent of Bank A for the account of Bank B, this procedure 

should be followed:

1- Federal reserve agent of Bank B should give the 
Federal reserve agent of Bank A a power of attorney 
(See Form A hereto attached) authorizing him to re
ceive and to hold for the account of the Federal re
serve agent at Bank B, notes, drafts and bills of ex
change of the kinds made eligible as collateral se
curity, provided they are indorsed by Bank A.
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2. Bank B should notify the Federal reserve agent at 
Bank A to transfer the paper intended as collateral 
security from its account to the account of the Fed
eral reserve agent at Bank B.

3. Federal reserve agent A should immediately wire 
Federal reserve agent B that he holds for his account 
and subject to his order eligible paper thus trans
ferred to him, stating that it is properly endorsed and 
otherwise eligible as collateral security. This tele
gram should be confirmed by letter (See Form B hereto 
attached)

4. Federal reserve agent B may then, acting upon the 
advice from Federal reserve agent A, issue Federal re
serve notes to Federal reserve bank B, provided proper 
application has been made by Bank B.

Substitutions of collateral, if desired, may be ar
ranged for in each case as it arises.

5,
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KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS ,

That I,__________________________________ , Federal Reserve

Agent of the Federal Reserve Bank of _________._________________

have constituted and appointed, and "by these presents do con

stitute and appoint__________________________ Federal Reserve

Agent of the Federal Reserve Bank o f ____________________ ,

my true and lawful attorney in fact, to receive from the Fed

eral Reserve Bank of my district or from its duly authorized 

agent, and to hold for me and in my name and subject to my order, 

notes, drafts and bills of exchange of the kinds made eligible 

as collateral security for Federal reserve notes under the terms 

of the Federal Reserve Act, provided, such notes, drafts and 

bills of exchange are endorsed by the Federal Reserve Bank 

of ____________________________ *

Witness by hand and seal this_____________ __ day of

_________________________ A. D. ,  1 9 1 7 .

Signed, sealed and delivered 
in presence of:

___________(SEAL)
________________________________ _________ )

______________ „ __________________ )

F O R M A >
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1
Form of letter to be forwarded by a Federal 

reserve agent receiving notes, drafts and bills of ex

change for the account of another Federal reserve agent.

F O R M  B,

Dear Sir:
You are advised that, acting under power of 

attorney, I have this day received for your account and 
hold in your name and subject to your order notes, drafts

and bills of exchange, properly indorsed by the Federal
Reserve Bank of my district, of the kinds and character 
described in the attached schedule (Regular Form BD-22-3;
and otherwise eligible as collateral security for the is

sue of Federal reserve notes.

Respectfully,

To Federal Reserve Agent of Federal Reserve Bank B from 
Federal Reserve Agent of Federal Reserve Bank A.
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F O R M  C.

Form of letter to be forwarded by a Federal reserve- 
agent receiving notes., drafts and bills of exchange for 
the account of a purchasing Federal reserve bank other 
than his own bank.

Dear Sir:
You are advised that acting under power of at

torney I have this day received for your account and hold 
in your name and subject to your order, notes, drafts and 
bills of exchange properly indorsed by the Federal reserve 
bank of my district, of the kinds and character described 
in schedule BD~U forwarded to you by that bank on _ _ ___

1917-

Respect fully,

To Federal Reserve Bank B from Federal Reserve Agent 
of Federal Reserve Bank A.
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F O R  M

Form of resolution by Federal Reserve Rank B author
izing Federal reserve agent of Bank A to act as custodian 
of paper which Bank B purchases from Bank A.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the
Federal Reserve Bank of ________________ , called
pursuant to the provisions of the by-laws of said bank 
and held on the _____  day of _______ , 191_, the fol
lowing resolution was offered, seconded and duly adopted:

BE IT RESOLVED, "That ______________ _
Federal Reserve Agent of the Federal Reserve
Bank of___________ ____ be, and he hereby
is authorized and empowered to receive from 
the Federal reserve bank of his district, and 
to hold for the account of this bank and sub
ject to its order, notes, drafts and bills of 
exchange acquired under the provisions of Sec
tions 13 and I k  of the Federal Reserve Act and 
rediscounted by this bank, provided such notes, 
drafts and bills of exchange are endorsed by 
the Federal Reserve Bank of________ ______

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and 
correct copy of a resolution adopted and spread upon the 
minutes of the board of directors of this bank, held on 
the date specified.

Cashier or Secretary 
Federal Reserve Bank ofMay 28, 1917.
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Ex -Of f ic io  Mem be r s
X--186.

WILLIAM 6 . McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

CHAIRMAN

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W ILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY
a n d  f is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY T o

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

May 31, 1917

Dear Sirt

There are enclosed herewith, for your inf'orma- 

tion and guidance, four copies of a revised form of pro

cedure in handling State Bank applications, and 25 copies 

of a memorandum calling for certain general information 

which it is desired shall he furnished by the applying 

bank. Thi3 latter memorandum will be incorporated in 

the regulation governing the axlmission of State Banks and 

trust companies which will be reprinted at soon as Con

gress acts upon the pending amendments. When requests 

are received from State institutions for application blanks, 

kindly enclose a copy of the memorandum in order that the 

applying bank may forward the "General Information Desired" 

with its application.

Very truly yours,

Assistant Secretary,

Enclosures:
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVER^R- 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANOAD0LP&c
CHARLES STHrfRdtN

H. PARKER W ILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

June 1, 19174

To the Enployes
On the Staff of the Federal Reserve Board:

The Board has discussed methods of aiding its em

ployes, - all of whom it feels sure, wish, from patriotic 

motives, to "become subscribers for Liberty Bonds. It does 

not, however, believe that the facilities which are offered 

by practically all of the banks in Washington, can be im

proved upon. Most of the banks here have offered to receive 

subscriptions and to carry bonds of either $50 or $100 denomi

nations for subscribers, and to accept payments in weekly or 

monthly installments.

The Board would suggest that its employes acquaint 

themselves with the subscription plans offered by the banks 

in Washington, and would be much gratified if a very large 

proportion, if not all of its employes, should become sub

scribers. Savings can not be invested more safely or in a 

nobler cause.

Governor.

Secretary.
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Ex-Off ic io  m e m b e r s

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  Cu r r e n c y FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W . P . G . HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. W AR B U R G , VICE GOVERNOR 

FREDERIC A, D E jj$ * lo L g 9  ,  
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H . PARKER W ILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

June 1, 1917.

Dear Sir:

The activities of the Federal reserve banks as 
fiscal agents for the Government, and especially in con
nection with the sale of Liberty Bonds, seem, to require 
some additional accounting. With the exception of Receipts 
deposited with the Federal Reserve Bank to the credit of the 
Treasurer of the United States, general account, or to the 
credit of such other deposit accounts that may be opened at 
the request of the Treasury Department, no record of the trans
actions handled by the Fiscal Agent Department should be entered 
upon the general books of a Federal reserve bank, or upon Daily 
Statement Form 34.

Forms suggested for use in handling subscriptions were 
approved at the meeting of representatives of Federal reserve 
banks held in Washington on May 17. Copies have since been 
sent to each Federal reserve bank by the Treasury Department.

In the opinion of the Board, it is desirable and neces
sary that each Federal reserve bank should keep a full and com
plete record of all transactions handled by the Fiscal Agent 
Department, and that such general ledger and other accounts be 
kept as will permit of a proper system of audit and control.
For that purpose, your bank is requested to open in a special 
ledger the accounts shown on the daily statement enclosed here
with, and to make entries in the manner indicated in the memo
randum attached thereto. In order that the Board may be ad
vised as to the Fiscal Agent Department accounts, your bank is 
requested to forward a copy of the daily statement beginning 
Monday, June 18, and each day thereafter until further notice.
A supply of the necessary forms will be sent in the course of a 
few days.

Very truly yours,

Governor.

Enclosure.
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Fiscal Agent Accounts - 
LIBERTY LOAN BONDS,

PRIOR'TO ALLOTMENT •:
Subscriptions Received
Debit Credit

(a) Receipts deposited with Subscriptions Received*
Federal Reserve Bank,
.General Account.
Liberty Loan Account*
Full Payment Account*

(b) Certificates of Indebtedness*
(c) Unpaid Balanceŝ

Liberty Loan Bond Subscriptions
WHEN ALLOTMENTS HAVE BEEN ANNOUNCED:
(a) Ad j us tr s ufes c r ip t i on ac c ount

Debit Credit
Subscriptions Received
(This entry will close 

account)
(b) Adjust Receipts

Transfer balances,
Liberty Loan Account 
Full Payment Account 
Certificates of Indebtedness 

to account,
Receipts deposited to credit of 
General Account,
Treasurer of United States,

Subscriptions Allot;tM,
Unpaid balances on Liberty Bond 
Subs crip tions Received

After adjusting entries are made all receipts will there
after be deposited to credit General Account, Treasurer of United 
States, unless other instructions are issued.
PAYMENTS AFTER ALLOTMENTS HAVE BEEN ANNOUNCED:

Debit # Credit
(a) Receipts deposited for credit (a) Unpaid balances on Liberty

General Account, Treasurer of Bond Subscriptions*
United States,

(b) Depositary Banks,
Liberty Loan Deposit, balances 
due to Treasurer of United States
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should be kept for each of the 
all deposits and withdrawals.

FOR FOLLOWING DAY’S BUSINESS AND

Debit Credit
Cash and other items Suspense account
When items are collected, make necessary adjustments in above 

accounts, also, give credit to subscribers and charge "Recepits 
Deposited".

5. INTEREST RECEIVED:
Credit to this account, interest received from depositary banks, 

also, interest received in adjustment at time of full, or final, 
payment of bond subscriptions. Charge corresponding amount to ac
count "Receipts Deposited". Payment of interest on certificates of 
indebtedness should not be entered in this account.

INTERIM CERTIFICATES.

-  2

Individual ledger accounts 
several depositary banks, showing 
Boston Ledger is suggested:

4, CASH AND OTHER ITEMS CARRIED OVER 
ITEMS CARRIED PENDING COLLECTION.

(a) When received 
Debit

Interim Certificates on hand 
Separate accounts

20 per cent paid
4 0  i! o ii

7  0  ii ii ii

Full amt. "
(b) When deliveries are made

Debit
Interim Certificates
Delivered to subscribers

(c) When Certificates are surrendered 
Debit

Credit
Interim Certificates, 
Received from Secretary 
of Treasury.

Credit
Interim Certificates on hand 

20 per cent paid 
4 0  ii ii ii

70 " " "
Full amt. "

Credit
Interim Certificates delivered 
to subscribers.

Interim Certificates on hand
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LIBERTY LOAN BONDS.

(a) When received 
Debit

7.

Credit
Liberty Bonds on hand

(b) When deliveries are made 
Debit

Liberty Bonds delivered 
to subscribers.

Liberty Bonds received . 
from Secretary of Treasury

Credit
Liberty Bonds on hand.

8. TREASURY CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS:
(a) When allotted.

Debit Credit
1. Receipts deposited with

Federal Reserve Bank, Treasury Certificates of
credit General Account, Indebtedness allotments.
Treas. of United States.

2. Depositary Banks,
Treasury Certificate proceeds, 
deposited; balances due 
to Treas. of United States.
Individual ledger accounts should be kept for each of the 

separate depositary banks, showing all deposits and withdrawals.
(b) Interest account.

Credit to this account, interest received from depositary 
banks. Charge a corresponding account to "Receipts deposited".

9. INTEREST PAID ON CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS SHOULD NOT BE ENTERED 
IN THIS ACCOUNT BUT TREATED IN MANNER INDICATED BELOW:
1. Certificate deposited prior to June 15, 1917.

After allotments have been announced the certificate, will 
be deposited by the Fiscal. Agent’s department, with Reserve Bank 
as a cash receipt at face value. The Reserve Bank will issue 
its cashier’s check to the subscriber, for interest to June 15.
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The Reserve Bank will then add the interest to the face amount of certi
ficate and charge the combined amount to the General Ac count,, Treasurer 
of the United States, returning the certificate-^with other warrants paid,

2- Certificate deposited after June 15,1917.

Fiscal Agent*s department will add interest to date of 
payment to the face amount of certificate, accept the combined amount 
in the same manner as a cash receipt and deposit it with the Reserve 
Bank for credit of General Account, Treasurer of United States, The 
Reserve Bank will,in turn, collect the certificate and interest by 
charging the amount to the General Account, Treasurer of the United 
States, and forward the certificate to the Treasurer in the same man
ner as a Treasury warrant for credit at face value, plus accrued in
terest.

3 - Maturing Certificate of Indebtedness, not presented in 
payment or part payment for Liberty Bonds —

Should be handled by the Banking Department and not the Fiscal 
Agent1s Department.

When presented on or after date of maturity th© certificate 
should be treated in the same manner as a Treasury warrant; paid 
with interest to maturity and charged to the General Account of 
Treasurer of the United States.

CUSTODY OF COLLATERAL.

1- Security for Liberty Loan Deposits-with depositary banks 
to the credit of Treasurer cf United States,

(a) Held by Reserve Bank,
(b) Held by other custodians.

2- Security for deposit of proceeds of Treasury Certificate, 
with depositary banks to the credit of Treasurer of United States.

(a) Held by Reserve Banks.

Adequate records should be maintained shewing the securities held, 
deliveries, substitutions and withdrawals.
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Remarks o f
H. P. WILLIS 

before the
PENNSYLVANIA BANKERS1 ASSOCIATION 

June 7, 1917,

Mr. Chairman,
and members of the Trust Company Section of the 

Pennsylvania Bankers * Association:

In accepting your courteous invitation to join you on 
this occasion I said to your Chairman that I thought the topic he 
has announced - The Banking Functions of Trust Companies - would 
be especially appropriate at this particular time. The question 
is one that is of large general and permanent interest, but just 
now has special significance*

As you are aware, many strong trust companies are either 
joining, or considering membership in, the Federal reserve system. 
National banking associations have, under the Federal Reserve Act, 
been granted certain trust company powers. Many of them have been 
approved in the exercise of these powers by the Federal Reserve 
Board and are already doing considerable business under them. The 
question is thus plainly suggested: What is to be the line of di
vision between the banks and the trust companies in the future?
In other words along what line is our banking development to bo 
carried by these two classes of institutions? With trust compan
ies as members of the Federal reserve system and with national
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banks exercising functions heretofore regarded as peculiar to 

the trust companies where will the line of division between 

them run in the future?

From the abstract standpoint it would probably have 

been well had trust companies, from the start, confined them

selves to the operations especially belonging to their field 

in the narrower sense, and had the banks similarly limited 
themselves. This, however, has not been the history of our bank

ing development during the past few decades* The trust company 

has come, in many cities, to perform most important and extensive 

banking functions. We must suppose that this has been the result 

of real demand and that there is a good reason for growth in the 

direction Iiave mentioned. The fact that this mixture, or fu

sion, of functions has occurred, must have been due to public 

appreciation of the combined service or public desire that the 

two classes of duties should not be wholly separated, I do not 

believe that economic institutions develop after any haphazard 

plan. There may be survivals; obsolete institutions may be 

perpetuated; or peculiar legal conditions may bring about 

undesirable or temporary ramifications that would not have oc

curred had it not been for some special, or local, or perhaps 

temporary, cause. But this is certainly not the case with 

trust companies. They have taken on banking func
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tions because these were needed and because they could thus serve 

the public. On the other hand, it is not strange that banks have 

at times felt themselves hard-pressed by trust company competition 

and have in many cases found that the more liberal laws governing 

trust company organization and operation subject them to unfavor
able conditions* To these circumstances must be ascribed the

grant of trust powers made in the Federal Reserve Act. Congress 

might have proceeded, abstractly speaking, by attempting to legis

late the trust companies out of the commercial and banking busi

ness, although it probably would not have succeeded without the 

aid and cooperation of State governments. Be this as it may, the 

line of action chosen has been the opposite - that, namely, of 

throwing open the field for the exercise of trust powers to the 

banks. This is a condition and not a theory, and it is with the 

results of it that we are directly concerned at the present moment.

Must it be supposed that, as time goes on, the banks 

of the country will gradually expand their trust powers while the 

trust companies will expand their banking powers until the two 

classes of institutions have reached something like a parity of 

function so that many of them stand upon substantially the same 

basis? In order to follow such a line of development much mors 

legislation would be needed as well as many changes in banking 

and trust company practice. It is not likely that such a situa-

- 3-
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tion will "be reached in the near future. It is, however, possible, 

and even probable, that the development will be to some extent, at 

least, in that direction. The foundation has already been laid 

for it and we must expect progress to occur along lines that are 

already marked out. Nevertheless it is practicable to direct the 

development ana to make it rational and sound; to avoid, unneces

sary conflict and waste of energy in that kind of competition 

which does no good and which merely pays too high a price for 

lessons of experience better and more cheaply learned in some 

other way. There is a dividing line between the trust company 

and the bank that can and must be clearly drawn if our further 

advance in banking in the United States is to be efficient and 

economical. '

The key to the solution of this problem of relation

ship between the banks and trust companies is found in the Federal 

reserve system and in the new banking conditions that are being 

developed under that system. As I have indicated, it is as cer

tain as anything in the banking future that the banking functions 

now so well performed by trust companies will continue to expand. 

They will maintain themselves as popular banking institutions, 

receiving large funds subject to check, making transfers, doing 

a foreign exchange business, engaging in many of the lending ac

tivities that are common to the commercial banks of the country,
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and otherwice occupying and cultivating tho field in which they 

have already established themselves under public encouragement,

Our effort to shape conditions must devote itself primarily to 

the character of their assets and the adjustment of this char- 

acter to the business they are doing. Almost all, I think, will 

admit that in proportion as any banking institution accepts de

mand obligations it should hold itself ready to meet them prompt

ly and with only the least possible necessity of relying upon 

outside aid. Heretofore trust companies have deposited the bulk 

of their ready cash with banks. They have looked to these banks 

to pay them interest upon the deposits so made, and in case of 

necessity to assist them with advances upon collateral, usually 

of a long-term nature. So satisfactory have been the relations 

thus created between the trust companies and the banks that many 

of the companies have hesitated to enter the Federal reserve sys

tem. They have known that they could not keep their reserve funds 

at interest were they to become members, and in many cases they 

have doubted whether they would normally be in position to obtain 

aid from the Federal reserve banks in case of necessity because 

of the fact that they had not the kind of paper eligible for re

discount with the reserve institutions. With the first of these

considerations I confess I have never had much sympathy. The pay-*
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ment of interest by one bank to another upon reserve deposits 

is uneconomic and unsound in principle* In our own country it 

has been for many years an established practice, although the 

best bankers and financiers have recognized its evils and have 

wished to correct it* The fact that'some of the strongest trust 

companies in the country are already members of the Federal re

serve system.and that others are daily joining it shows that 

the logic of the case appeals strongly to trust company manag

ers - so strongly, In fact, that they have in these representa

tive cases chosen to forego the interest they have been receiv

ing upon their reserves carried with the banks. You are all 

familiar with the argument against the earning of interest in 

this way and it is not necessary to urge the matter in detail* 

Belief on this point is very much like belief in a religious 

principle - either you hold to it or you do not, and, if not, 

no argument that I could present on this occasion would convert 

you.

The other point - the question of the assets held by 

the trust companies - presents a quite different problem. On 

that subject, there is a large field of discussion and a still 

larger field of work for the improvement of existing conditions,, 

Undoubtedly if trust company managers heretofore exercising ncn~ 

banking functions for the most part could find adequate and rat-
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isfactory investments in live commercial paper eligible for re

discount with Federal reserve banks they would willingly place 

a substantial part of their funds in this form,, to the proportion

ate exclusion of the longer-term investments that have heretofore 

absorbed the greater part of their resources* They would then 

be in as good a position as the commercial bank to take advant

age of the opportunities of the Federal reserve system* Indeed 

they would be able to make, if anything, better use of them in

asmuch as they £§uld with safety invest a much larger share of 

their resources, while at the same time feeling assured of ready 

cash when it was needed* The danger of sudden demands on them 

being relatively less urgent, and their need for Cash in vault 

correspondingly small er* they could keep their funds closely in

vested, as many of them now do, but with the assurance, as just 

indicated, that such investment would not result in cramping them 

at times of need* yet the fact remains that hitherto the trust 

companies have not gone largely into the commercial paper field. 

Will they do so in the future? The answer to this question is 

found by inquiring why they have not in the past held more com

mercial paper - a query to which the reply is very plain* A 

trust company is, as its name implies, vested with certain high

ly responsible and onerous duties. Its funds must be as seem 3 

as good judgment and sound investment ability can make them. It
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must not take any more risk than is absolutely unavoidable. Yet, 

as every banker knows, investments in commercial paper involve 

either a rigid and careful scrutiny of credits or else accept

ance of the judgment of others with respect to the credits, The 

trust companies have not maintained large credit departments*

That has not been the kind of business for which they were fit

ted or the field which they chose to enter. On the other hand 

they have not been disposed to accept a mere personal assurance 

of the soundness of given paper* They have desired to find a 

field of absolutely reliable investment in business paper which 

they could with confidence enter and in which they would find 

the investments they sought for their funds, upon as safe a 

basis as that provided by the securities market, while at the 

same time obtaining a more liquid type of assets available for 

conversion into Immediate resources when necessary. Precisely 

such a type of investment the Federal Reserve Act was designed 

to supply. Its provisions with reference to commercial paper 

and acceptances were intended tC stimulate the development of 

the material of a discount market, while its organization sec

tions were intended to afford the structure*, of such a market*

If a true discount market could be built up in the United States 

the trust company would there find precisely what it needs as 

a field for the investment of that part of its assets which it
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is willing to use as secondary reserve. It would be able to buy 

commercial paper with the indorsement of the commercial bank 

which had investigated it, or better still, to purchase the ac

ceptance of such commercial banks themselves. It would thus 

be able to employ its funds in the support of the commercial 

business of the country, while the banks of the nation would 

first have devoted themselves to the analysis of credits, the 

study of the conditions surrounding them, and the approval and 

guaranteeing of paper presenting itself from time to time. For 

this they would have been adequately paid, and such demand would 

have sufficed to compensate them for the risk and labor involved 

in the service they thus rendered. 'The trust companies, on the 

other hand, would have assured themselves of the employment of 

their funds at remunerative rates, free of risk, and under con

ditions ensuring to them the possession of a liquid asset. Were 

they members of the Federal reserve system they would have sought 

possession of paper which they could turn into cash upon demand, 

and even when not members, they would have been in position to 

obtain their accommodation indirectly through some other chan

nel. The existence of the discount market would have assured 

to them not only the immediate opportunity for safe investment 

in commercial paper, but also the certainty of power to withdraw 

funds when desired and to apply them to the meeting of their own

-9 -
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obligations^ I do not for a moment suppose that the trust com

panies would or should thus employ the whole of their assets*

To do so would be to place themselves in very much the same po

sition as the commercial bank - an outcome which is hardly to 

be expected., even under conditions most likely to favor it*

What I do mean is that the trust company would have found it 

wise to pay a portion of its resources into a secondary reserve 

of this kind; and would thus have protected itself far better 

than in the past, while at the same time continuing to earn the 

income necessitated by the fact that it usually paid interest 

to its depositors upon their dormant accounts*.

No great change in banking or commerce comes about im
mediately, and the change to which I have made reference is too 

far-reaching in its significance to be produced without much ef

fort and more or less unavoidable delay. Since the beginning 

of the European war, we have made some progress in the develop

ment of the acceptance market in this country* The maximum 

amount of bankers1 acceptances available since the opening of 

the war is probably about $300,000,000, but the amounts coming 

upon the open market - that is to say not discounted and held 

in portfolio by the banks which made the acceptances - are of 

course very much smaller*. These acceptances have, moreover, 

been largely given by the institutions of the cities, includ

ing the larger trust companies. The practice of accepting and

-10-
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that of purchasing acceptances of others has not thus far been 

widely diffused. Tb ;encourage the development of which I have 

spoken wherein a trust company becomes the purchaser or holder 

of substantial amounts of absolutely safe commercial paper it 

will be necessary to bring about something of a revolution in 

the commercial and banking practice of the United States. I 

need hardly say that my remarks have no reference to those ci

ties where the trust companies are already under the law largely 

in the commercial banking business, but to the much larger part 

of the country where development has been far less marked*

What must be the nature of this change? We can an

swer that question by reviewing very briefly the status of com

mercial paper in the United States at the present time and the 

new conditions which it has been desired to ^establish in the 

market for commercial paper. The practice of the past has been 

that of borrowing from banks upon the "straight single-name" 

paper of individuals or corporations. Borrowers have made more 

or less ffrank statements of condition to the banks from which 

they sought accommodation and the latter have determined the 

amount of credit to which they were entitled. When this has 

been ascertained the credit has been extended, and the result 

has been to finance given trades or industries through the 

agency of the manufacturer or producer* He has obtained the 

necessary advances from his bank and has "carried" the trade
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dependent upon him by giving its members time within which to 

pay their indebtedness, subject to discount for prompt returns. 

The Federal reserve system recognized the demerits of some 

phases of this system and sought to improve upon it by adapt

ing the European practice to conditions in the United States. 

Following the intent of the Federal Reserve Act the Federal Re

serve Board has defined and described the trade acceptance and 

the bankers' acceptance and has fixed preferential rates of dis

count on these two classes of paper good at Federal reserve 

banks. The thought has been that merchants would seek to ob

tain from their customers acceptances evidencing the existence 

of indebtedness, and that in this way the commercial operations 

of the country would be represented by definite units of de

sirable paper. It should hardly be necessary to say that no 

substantial progress in banking method is made if the buyer of 

goods merely, gives to the seller a trade acceptance which the 

latter carries in his safe until maturity, or which he dis

counts with his own bank after indorsing it. Such a change may 

be desirable from the narrow standpoint of ease of collection 

or from that of the local relationship existing between the 

seller and the buyer. It does not, however, introduce any new 

element in banking practice, nor does it furnish in and of it

self any reason why the upright merchant or manufacturer should

-12-
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be able to obtain f rom his bank a greater volume of credit than 

he could otherwise have obtained upon tie strength of his own 

statement of condition. It is necessary that the business men 
and the bankers of the country should take advantage of this 

new mechanism by altering their methods of■borrowing. Such al

teration in its essence involves a radical change in the loca

tion of the business man's financing: If a manufacturer, for
example* has sold goods to a retailer* he has evidently parted 

with the goods and he expects to obtain reimbursement out of 

the funds arising from the sale of these goods to the customers 

at or near the point to which they are shipped. The financing 

of the operation should, therefore, be transferred from his 

bank to the bank at the point of shipment - that is to say where 

the buyer is located. If the local banker at that point is 
willing to accept the paper drawn upon the buyer the conditions 

conform to the best banking practice for two reasons - (l) The 

process of financing is now conducted at the point where the goods 

are located and where the funds from which payment must be made 

are in process of collection; (2) The aid of the local banker 

ha3 been enlisted in passing upon the credit to which the local 

merchant or buyer is entitled. Long-range credit is eliminated 

and the unsatisfactory features of our past method of financing 

tragle are done away with. The commercial transaction is now fi-

- 1 3 -
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nanced on the basis of local judgment and with local funds - Per

haps there are some who are inclined to suggest that the effect 

of such a change in method would be to limit each community to 

the banking resources there existing and that as a consequence 

the amount of business that could be locally done would be great

ly restricted. This might be the case if it were not that we 

have in existence a system of rediscount one of whose main pur

poses it is to provide a market for satisfactory paper of the 

kinds to which I have referred. The Federal reserve system aims 

to afford a place at which such paper may be rediscounted and 

thus stands ready to pour into any community that portion of the 

funds thus jointly owned by the banks of ihe district or of the 

country to which the business there originating is entitled.

There is nothing in the proposed method which cuts down the op

portunities of a community, but on the contrary there is every

thing to encourage those opportunities, improve them, and reduce 

the cost of doing business to which the members of such a com

munity have been subjected in the past. Whether the paper thus 

offered be trade acceptances indorsed by the local banker or a 

local banker’s own acceptances is a matter of detail. The point 

is the shifting of the process of financing the business opera

tion from the producer’s or manufacturer’s bank, where it has 

heretofore been concentrated, to the bank with which the buyer

* v
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habitually trades and which knows him and his circumstances.

Such a system is restrictive only in so far as it tends to pre

vent over-buying and to make each community responsible for its 

own judgment with regard to the credit of its members* It is 

not only the scientific way of financing trade, but it is the 

plan that has proved itself in those countries which have been 

most successful as traders and producers. That there is oppo

sition to it in some quarters is hot surprising. Many natural

ly dislike any innovation which looks in the direction of sound

er and more stringest credit and which seeks to eliminate doubt

ful elements upon which persons of weak and questionable credit 

may rely for the expansion of their operations.

While it is true that the introduction of this great 

change in commercial and financial practice calls primarily for 

the initiative of the manufacturer, jobber, merchant and credit 

man, and for the earnest cooperation of the banker, it is also 

true that the undertaking will be greatly advanced if it can 

likewise have the cooperation of the investment institutions of 

the country. Why should the community undertake so difficult an 

innovation as this? There are some enlightened members of all 

branches of trade who not only appreciate the advantage to the 

public at large that may be reaped from a far-reaching and de

sirable reform, but the rank and file will adapt themselves to

- 1 5 -
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the change only as they are persuaded, that it is beneficial to 

their business in the narrower sense of the term. They want to 

know how they will profit from it. This, however, is fortunately 

the easiest phase of the situation to make clear. With the devel

opment of a discount market based upon standardized credit in the 

Way I have just outlined th/b rate of accommodation is reduced to 

its lowest terms. The man with small capital but first-class 

credit becomes entitled to and will receive the rate prevailing 

in tie market. The banker who passes upon his credit and indorses 

his paper or accepts for him, as the case may be, obtains his due 

remuneration in the form of a commission, while the investment 

institution which eventually takes and holds the paper up to 

maturity receives the going rate of interest upon its advance. 

Since the credit is unquestionable and is moreover capable of 

liquidation at any moment, such an institution is safe and con

servative if it invests a much larger proportion of its funds 

than it would otherwise be warranted in doing. It is therefore 

better that it should have, let us say, $100,000 of prime ac

ceptances with good banking names upon them, yielding 3-g- or 4%, 

than if it should have an equal amount of money technically on 

deposit in banks at 2%, since we know that such deposits must 

be made to earn interest and are frequently employed in collat

eral loans which may or may not be promptly paid in the event of
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stringency. True, the commercial bank may wish to hold its 

acceptances or its indorsed paper, whether originating with 

itself or with some other bank, as an investfneftt. Many banks 

at the present time do so. This, however, is not the ideal 

condition, for good banking practice tells us that the pro

cess of discounting should, if possible, be separated from 

that of accepting or indorsing. It is just here that the 

trust companies of the country can be d great service both to 

themselves, to the banking community, and to the public in 

general. If a situation can be created in which the banks 

of the country, small and large, will devote their activities 

primarily to passing upon commercial credit and guaranteeing 

the paper that comes into their hands, the trust companies 

and other investment concerns can with confidence assume the 

function of carrying this paper. They will be warranted in 

placing their trust funds in such a form because of the safety 

they will enjoy through bank guarantees, while they will be war

ranted equally from the general public standpoint since they 

will be possessed of paper eligible for rediscount and hence 

convertible into available funds upon demand. They can in 

this way harmonize their banking and trust functions and serve 

as an indispensable element in the nation's commercial banking 

system. Their competition, so-called, .will be a help and not

-17 -
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a limitation upon the banks of the country,and the latter will 

find their power to make profits increased ’by reason of the 

existence of such an auxiliary. Where the trust companies are 

practical banking institutions, that is to say in those places 

where their banking functions have overshadowed their trust 

functions, they will find the new plan the only means by which 

they can get the advantage of the Federal reserve system and 

receive from it the benefits to which, as members, they will 

be entitled or which, as nonmembers, they may reap through 

the existence of a flexible and effective discount market.

Changes such as this are not, as I have said^ likely 

to be brought about at once* They will not be brought about at 

all except through the comprehension and appreciation of their 

meaning on the part of those who are to profit from them and 

to carry them into effect* In speaking recently to gatherings 

of business men I have endeavored to make clean the business 

man*fe direct and urgent interest in taking up this change in 

commercial practice. He must take the initiative, and it is 

to him that the community must look for the first steps in the 

movement. But his efforts will be unsuccessful unless he can 

have the aid of the banks and investment institutions of the 

country. I have shown that they have an important interest
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in the matter from the narrow profit-making standpoint. How 

much larger is this interest when viewed from the standpoint of 

the community as a whole I We can never make the nation's bank 

resources fluid and safe until we have established the credit 

of the country upon an unimpeachable foundation, and until the 

great majority of all those who are carrying on the business of 

banking in whatever form have united in the cooperative system 

of organization which gives to each the benefit of the combined 

results of all. Such a system is that of the Federal reserve.

Let ud now, however, make the mistake of supposing that the mere 

organization of such a system is enough. Many persons have fal

len into the error of supposing that the establishment of the ma

chinery of cooperation and creation of banks which could be re

lied upon in emergency to render help with an abundant issue of 

flexible note currency is all that is necessary. Indeed there 

are those who have asserted that such endeavors have made panics 

a thing of the past, but little reflection is needed to show 

that this is taking the shadow for the substance. The Federal 

reserve system will be useful in proportion as it succeeds in 

renovating and strengthening the credit business upon which banks 

rest. If it does not do this; if it does not perform its functions 

every day, then i.t is more or less of a failure. It must be contin

uously and actively at work passing upon credit, transferring it 

from one point to another, and rendering it acceptable to all who

are entitled to its use.
6/5/17
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, vice Governor 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
c o m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  Cu r r e n c y FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAELP. ALLEN, ASST, SECRETARY 
ANAPrSCAX^GENT

WASHINGTON A D D R ESS  R E PLY  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
DIVISION OF AUDIT AND EXAMINATION

June 1917,

Federal Reserve Bank,

Dear Sirs:

The Board has received a letter from an officer of a 
Federal Reserve Bank, suggesting certain changes in the form of the 
par list to be issued as of July 1, next, as follows:

"The list of towns should include all towns in the 
State in which are located banks whose checks are col
lectible at par through the Federal Reserve Banks, Where 
a State is located in two districts the number of the 
district immediately follows the name of the town. Where 
all tanks in a town are not on the par list the names of 
such banks as are on the par list are shown.- In making 
up this list all banks whether national, member or non- 
member, are considered alike. Towns collected indirectly, 
that is, through an intermediary point, are sc indicated.

"A par list compiled on this plan makes it unnecessary 
to refer to more than one place in the list to obtain all 
necessary information. For instance, referring to the 
specimen attached hereto, Alexandria, Tenn., is located 
in the 6th district; all bank3 in the town are on the par 
list. (They consist of two State banks). Ashland City 
is in the 6th district; the Ashland City Bank and Trust 
Company is the only bank in that town that is on the par 
list. Athens is in the 6th district; all banks in the 
town are on the par list. (They consist of two national 
bank). Bristol is in the 6th district; the three banks 
shown, one State and two nationals, are on the par list.
(The Washington Trust and Savings Bank of this town is 
not on the par list). Brownsville is in the 8th district; 
the First National Bank is the only bank in that town that 
is on the par list. (The two nonrcenber banks in this town 
are not on the par list). Buffalo Valley is in the 6th 
district; all banks are on the par list. This point is 
collected.through some other town."
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A copy of the specimen form referred to is inclosed
herewith.

Will you please give the Board your views as to whether 
or not the form proposed would increase the usefulness of the par 
list.

As the material for this par list should be in the hands 
of the Board by June 23, this matter should be given immediate at
tention.

Very truly yours,

Secretary.

Inclosure.
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T E

DISTRICTS NOS.

Alexandria, (o) 
Ashland City, (6) 
Athens, (6) 
Bristol, (5)

Brownsv ille, (8) 
*Buffalo Valley, (6)

X-194.

H N E S S E E  .

6 AND 8 - ATLANTA AND ST. LOUIS.

All banks.
Ashland City Bank & Trust Co. 
All banks.
Bank of Bristol.
Domino National Bank.
First National Bank. ’ •
First National Bank.
All banks.

* Collectible through an intermediary town
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PRESS STATEMENT.

June 6, 1917.

Governor W. P. G. Harding of the Federal Reserve Board left 

Washington this morning for St. Louis, Mo., where he will arrive 

on June 7th. At St. Louis he will make an address in further

ance of the success of the new Liberty Loan. Mr. Harding will 

leave St. Louis in company with the Secretary of the Treasury, 

going from that point to:

New Orlenas .......... Frida.y, June 8th.
Birmingham.......... Saturday,, June 9th.
Louisville....... . Monday, June 11th.
Cincinnati.......... Monday, Jane 11th.
Pittsburgh..........  Tuesday, June 12th.

and returning to Washington probably on June 14th.

This is Mr. Harding's second trip of the kind; he having 

joined the Secretary of the Treasury in the Liberty Loan speak

ing trip from May 17th to May 27th during which time he visited 

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, Des Moines, Denver, St. Joseph,Mo., 

Omaha, Topeka, Kansas, Kansas City, emd Columbus, Ohio.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  T r e a s u r y  

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

AL RESERVE BOARD

f

June 8, 1917.

Dear Sir:

Further delay in reporting the amendments to 
the Federal Reserve Act occurred today- It is now 
understood that no action will "be taken "before 

Tuesday., June 12th.

Very truly yours,

Secretary
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS _  _  _ _  _  _  _ _ ^
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER W »L  1.9ra reR E TA R Y  

SHERMAN pATLWfVrSST. SECRETARY 
AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

June 9, 1917,

Dear Sir:

Enquiries have teen made of the Board from several 
quarters concerning the Board’s circular of May 22. In this 
circular the Board has authorized member banks to rediscount 
for nonmember banks, including savings banks from June 15 to 
July 15, whenever the proceeds have been or are to be used to 
meet demands caused by subscriptions to the Liberty Loan. The 
question has been raised whether this authorization would per
mit member banks to rediscount with their endorsement with 
Federal reserve banks a direct obligation of a nonmember bank 
provided the nonmember bank states in an affidavit that the 
proceeds of the note have been used for the purpose of pay
ing for or carrying Liberty Loan Bonds.

The Board has carefully considered this matter and 
reached the conclusion that, in view of the importance of making 
this loan a success, and furthermore, in view of the fact that 
the amendments covering the admission of State banks are still 
under the consideration of Congress at this time, the Board 
should not, all things considered, withhold this authority, 
which it is advised by counsel it may grant, it being strictly 
understood that this authority, as stated before, is given to 
be in force only between June 15 and July 15, 1917, and the 
Board is desirous that it should be understood that the whole 
question will be reviewed after that date and a new decision 
then given to cover similar cases in the future.

Very truly yours,

Vice Governor
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Ex-Officio members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDfftAL) 0£|SERVE BOARD

June 11, 1917.

Dear Sir:

I enclose herewith a copy of the Conference Report 

on the amendments to the Federal Reserve Act. It is now 

understood that the discussion of this report will begin at 

11 a. m., tomorrow, June 12.

Also enclosed find copies of statements issued by 

the Treasury Department chiefly with reference to tho"Liberty 

Loan, i'

Very truly yours,

Secretary
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T R E A S U R Y  D E P A R T M E N T

WASHINGTON June 8, 1917.

The Governor̂ ,
Federal Reserve Board*

Sir:
f

By direction of the Secretary you are advised that the Depart
ment has referred to the Auditor for the Treasury Department for settle
ment the account of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing for preparing 
Federal reserve notes during the month of May last, amounting to $lH2,- 
867.78, as follows:

$10 $20 $50 4100
Total
Sheets

Boston...... .. 131,000 51,000 17,000 5,000 2,000 206,000
New York..... ..1,157,000 589,000 130,000 18,000 37,000 1,931,000
Philadelphia.. 60,000 179,000 49,000 , . . . 16,000 304,000
Cleveland.... 30,000 151,000 118,000 3,000 • . . • 302,000
Richmond..... 47,000 65,000 31,000 • • • • • • . • 143,000
Atlanta....... .. 39,000 29,000 2,000 « * - » « * * * 70,000
Chicago....... .. 126,000 159,000 111,000 14,000 1,000 411,000
St* Louis.... .. 97,000 74,000 13,000 1,000 • * * * 185,000
Minneapolis... .. 100,000 24,000 22,000 1,000 1,000 148,000
Kansas City*.. « ... 33,000 5,000 1,000 169,000
Dallas* *..... 55,000 31^000 • » . . * . . . 4,000 ' 90,000
San Francisco. 54,000 107,000 37,000 *  * ♦ ♦ • ... 198,000

2,026,000 1,459,000 563,000 47,000 62,000 4,157,000

U-, 157*000 sheets at $3^*3^8 per M-*.**....$lH2,867*7̂

The charges against the several Federal reserve hanks are as follows:
Bureau appropriations

Compen Plate
Sheets sation Printing; Materials Total

Boston....... .. 206,060 $2,246.64 $2,899.86 $1,933.31 $7,079-81
New York...... .1,931,000 21,059.48 27,182.69 18,122.43 66,364.60
Philadelphia-*. .. 304,000 3,315.42 4,279.41 2,853.04 10,447.87
Cleveland..... . 302,000 3,293.61 4,251.25 2,834.27 10,379.13
Richmond....... . 143,000 1,559.55 2,013.01 1,342.06 4,914.62
Atlanta.*..... 70,000 763.42 985.39 656.95 2,405.76
Chicago....*.. . 411,000 4,482.37 5,785.65 3,857.23 14,125.25
St#Louis* . 185,000 2,017.61 2,604.25 1,736.23 6,358.09
Minneapolis —  .. 148,000 l,614.09 2;083*40 1,388.98 5,086.47
Kansas City..* *. 169,000 1,843.11 2,379.01 1,586.07 5,808.19
Dallas*........ 90,000 981.54 1,266.93 844,65 3,093.12
San Francisco.. . 198,000 2,159.79 2,787.25 1,858.23 6.804.87

4,157,000 $45,336.23 $58,518.10 $39,013.45$!42.867.78
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The Bureau appropriations will be reimbursed in the above 
amount from the indefinite appropriation, "Preparation and Issue of 
Federal Reserve Notes, Reimbursable,n and it is requested that your 
Board cause such indefinite appropriation to be reimbursed in like 
amount*

Respectfully,

OSCAR T. CROSBY 
Assistant Secretary.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

W. P . G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. FILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 
AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDE&M^QEjsijjRVE BOARD

June 11, 1917*

Dear Sir:

I enclose herewith a copy of the Conference Report 

on the amendments to the Federal Reserve Act. It is now 

understood that the discussion of this report will begin at
/

11 a. m., tomorrow, June 12.

Also enclosed find copies of statements issued by 

the Treasury Department chiefly with reference to the"Liberty 

Loan. i*

Very truly yours,

Secretary
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CHAIRMAN
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SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 
and Fiscal Agent

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

X-20U

June 12, 1 9 1 7.

Dear Sir;

Debate on the bill amending the Federal Re

serve Act was begun-in the House of Representatives 

shortly after the opening of the session to-day, and 

was continued until 2.00, when the measure was dis

placed by another bill which had the right of way.

No definite action, therefore, was taken.

I inclose you herewith copies of statements 

issued to-day by the Treasury Department chiefly with 

reference to the "Liberty Loan".

Very truly yours,

Secretary.

Inclosures.
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
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a n d  f is c a l  a g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N
DIVISION OF REPORTS AND STATISTICS

ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

June 13, 1917.

Dear Sir:

Under date of May lH request was made by the Vice 

Governor of the Board that amounts received as subscriptions 

to U. S. certificates of indebtedness and U. S«. bonds be in

cluded by your bank on Form 3^ among Government deposits, and 

that a new asset item be set up headed 1,Due from depositary 

banks - fiscal agent account*”

Since then a special Fiscal Agent report (Form 

FISC 101) has been devised to take care of all transactions 

in connection with the Liberty Loan, including transactions in

volving the rsdeposit of amounts subscribed to !,Libertyn bonds - 

May I ask, therefore, that, beginning with June 18, you elimin

ate from Form 3  ̂item nDue from depositary banks - fiscal agent 

account” and corresponding liability item* In case amounts re

ceived in payment for subscription to Government bonds are held 

by the Federal reserve bank, such amounts should be carried 

with U% S*Government deposits on Form 3^  as well as under 
proper heads on new Form 101.

It will not be necessary to send us on Friday nights 

any telegraphic reports of fiscal Agent accounts in addition to

the daily mail reports on Form 101.

Respectfully

Secretary.
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WILLIAM G. MCADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

C h a ir m a n

Ex-Officio Members g o v e r n o r

PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 
a n d  F is c a l  a g e n t

W A SH IN G T O N A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

June 13, 1 9 1 7.

Dear Sir:

There was no discussion in the House of Representatives 

today with reference to the conference report on the hill amend

ing the Federal Reserve Act, hut it was understood that the mat

ter will he taken up at tomorrow's session and disposed of.

I enclose you herewith copies of statements issued 

today by the Treasury Department, chiefly with reference to the 

"Liberty Loan"

The opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States 

in the case of Bank v. Fellows will he in hand within a day or 

two, and it is expected that the Board will reprint it for im

mediate distribution.

Very truly yours,

Secretary.

Enclosure.
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LIBERTY LOAN DISCOUNT RATES,

Customers' Parer Banks’ Direct Obligations

Rate Maturity Ef fective Rate Maturity Effective
Bank

Boston M 90 dciys June 11

New York 3i1° V May 22

Philadelphia M Tt June 1 M 15 days June 11

Cleveland M u June 15 3 $ 15 days June 8

Richmond M 1? May 25

Atlanta y - W IT May 2k

Chicago 3 # t! May 2k 3# ti May 19

St* Louis M U May 2B

Minneapolis M U June k 3/0 IT May .8

Kansas City M n May 28 3fo tl May 7

Dallas M It May 22

San Francisco 3if0 T1 May 23
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WILLIAM 6. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Ex-Officio Members

X-209

W. P . G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

W A SH IN G T O N ADDRESS REPLY TO
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

June lk, 1917.

Dear Sir:

The conference report on the Bill amending

the Federal Reserve Act was adopted by the House of Repra
• . : ■ \ <.sentatives this afternoon.

I inclose you herewith statements issued 

by the Treasury Department, chiefly with reference to the 

"Liberty Loan".

Very truly yours,

Secretary.

*

Inclosures.
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM G. MCADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

X— 21 ?*• PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY J ^H ERM AN  P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY
a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

June 15, 1917*

Dear Sirs:

On May 29, 1917> the Eoard issued a circular letter re
lating to rediscount operations "between Federal reserve "banks, and 
inclosed with that letter a memorandum setting forth the general 
outline of the procedure to be employed in effecting those redis
counts.

All the Federal reserve banks, excepting Chicago, have 
advised the Eoard of their willingness to avail themselves of the 
opportunity afforded by that plan for making a speedy and effect
ive transfer of funds by rediscounts between the various Federal 
reserve districts. That plan was designed generally to cover all 
rediscount operations between Federal reserve banks, it being in
tended to leave arrangements of minor details to the banks them
selves* In view of the fact, however, that the next few weeks 
may create an emergency which will demand immediate transfers of 
funds between reserve banks, the Eoard suggests the following 
modus operand! in order to avoid any delay that might be incident 
to the working out of separate agreements between individual 
banks.

(1) As suggested in memorandum X-I85, inclosed with 
the Board's circular letter of May 29, each Federal reserve bank 
should pass a resolution (Form D attached to memorandum X-I8 5) 
authorizing the Federal reserve agent at each of the other Fed
eral reserve banks to receive and to hold for its account, sub
ject to its order, notes, drafts and bills of exchange which it 
has rediscounted and which are properly indorsed by the selling 
Federal reserve bank.

(2) Arrangements for rediscount operations may be
made either by telephone or by telegram and the funds involved may 
be transferred in the same manner on the same day through the 
gold settlement fund as described in Memorandum X-I8 5*
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(3) Paper which is rediscounted in this manner must 
"be indorsed by the selling Federal reserve bank either in blank 
or as follows:

"PAY TO THE ORDER OF ANY BANK, BANKER, 
OR FEDERAL RESERVE AGENT. 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF

CASHIER."

In order to avoid any undue delay in rediscounting large amounts 
this indorsement may be made by the means of a rubber stamp-

(U) The selling Federal reserve bank should prepare a 
detailed schedule (Regular Form B. D. U) of the paper rediscount
ed. This schedule should be made in triplicate, one copy to be 
sent to the purchasing bank, another to the Federal Reserve Board, 
and the third copy to the Federal reserve agent at the selling 
bank. This schedule need not be prepared in advance. It should, 
however, be prepared as soon as practicable after the rediscount 
operation is consummated, and should contain a detailed list of 
all paper and collateral, if any. Ratings should be furnished 
if the purchasing bank requests them.

(5) The Federal reserve agent of the selling Federal 
reserve bank who acts as custodian of the paper rediscounted, 
should notify the purchasing Federal reserve bank by telegram 
that he has received the rediscounted paper for its account and 
should confirm this telegram by letter (see Form C attached to 
memo randum X-185)*

Enclosed please find a reprint of X-I85., together with 
a reprint of the forms referred to in that memorandum. This re
print is made merely to eliminate references to indorsements "in 
blank," and to eliminate the requirement that ratings of the pay
ers of notes be given with each schedule of notes rediscounted-

Nothing in this proposed plan providing for redis
counts between Federal reserve banks should be construed to inter
fere with the right of any Federal reserve bank to participate, if 
it so desires, in the purchase or discount of notes or accept-
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ances made through the agency of another Federal reserve bank 
without the indorsement of the latter bank* The Board believes, 
however, that the exercise of the rights vested in the reserve 
banks to rediscount paper for other reserve banks necessitates 
the indorsement of the borrowing bank as indicated in this let
ter*

Very truly yours,

Governor*

Inclosures.
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WILLIAM 6. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Ch a ir m a n

Ex-Officio Members W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS#
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 
a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

X 2l<Ê>ERAL RESERVE BOARD

June 15, 19^7*

Dear Sir:

I inclose heTewith copy of decision of the Supreme 

Court of the United States in the case of Bank v- Fellows; 

also statements issued by the Treasury Department, chiefly 

with reference to the "Liberty Loan."

Discussion of the Conference Report on the Amend

ments to the Federal Reserve Act will begin in the Senate 

within a day or two.

Very truly yours,

Secretary.

Inclosures
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

C h a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Ex-Officio Members

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

- > K  % >
W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY 

AND FISCAL AGENT

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

June 16, 1917*

Dear Sir:

Numerous questions have recently been presented to 

the Federal Reserve Board with reference to trade acceptances, 

and I have in consequence been instructed to make some inquiry 

about the present situation in the matter, and to .report the 

results to the Board.

I know that considerable work has been done in your 

district with reference to the trade acceptance, and should be 

very much obliged if you would send us a complete set of all 

matter issued by your bank on the subject, and also any other 

material, or copies of correspondence showing the position 

of business men and bankers on the subject, that you feel at 

liberty to transmit for the information of the Board*

Yours very truly,

Secretary*
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REMARKS OF H. P. WILLIS 

before

American Institute of banking

at

Toledo> Ohio,

June 18, 1917*

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen:

The participation of the United States in the war against 

Germany has raised a multitude of pressing national questions 

which are calling for immediate solution. It is natural and un

avoidable that in preparing ourselves for our share in this strug

gle we should direct our attention, first of all, to those matters 

whose immediate urgency is such as to admit of no delay. We must 

arm and equip large forces, provide transportation on land, build 

an enormous quantity of tonnag;e, and in manifold ways adjust our 

social and industrial conditions to the special needs of the mo

ment* More important, perhaps, than anything else, is the re

quirement that we furnish at once the funds that are needed for 

the support of our undertakings both at home and abroad, and for 

those of the nations with which we are allied- Fortunately we 

are perhaps better ©quipped in the matter of banking and finance 

than in any other branch of public activity for meeting.and bear

ing the unprecedented duties and burdens which war has brought us.
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In all this, however, we must remember that immediate* must 

not be provided for at the expense of future, necessities* Wise 

advisers have told us that it is not safe to count upon a short 

war, and the experience of other nations enforces this counsel*

We hope that the duration of the struggle will be brief; we 

earnestly look to the coming of peace as a way of deliverance 

for the world from evils that are* if anything, worse than those 

that have yet been suffered. Nevertheless, we recognize that 

perhaps the surest way to hasten the early conclusion of peace 

is to act as if such an outcome were not probable- This Is true 

in every branch of our activity; it is conspicuously true in 

banking and finance* Every step that we take must be chosen 

with a view to its eventual effect upon our financial future, 

remembering that this future includes not merely our success in 

the war, but our industrial and economic position as a nation in 

the long years of peace that are to follow it*

The Federal reserve system is the nation’s basic reliance 

in its financial preparation; xhe central mechanism for coordin

ating and uniting the various elements of national strength; the 

only means by which we can hope for the proper development and 

marshalling of the country’s resources of credit and money*

Every step that it takes, every policy that it outlines, must be 

tested* not by its immediate success, but by its eventual bearing

-2-
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as illustrated by experience and tried financial principles.

The United States has recently struck a telling blow on the 

side of the Allied nations♦ It has furnished them in round num

bers a billion dollars of advances with which to meet their ma

turing obligations for supplies, munitions, transportation and 

the thousand and one requirements which must be provided if the 

war is to go on* Many persons think of this as our only contri

bution thus far* The truth is that this is only the latest cori-± 

tribution of the United States to the war. For three years past 

we have been e xporting at a rate never before dreamed of* Since 

the middle of 191^ we have sent abroad $12,000,000,000 of goods - 

a net merchandise balance of over $6,000,000,000 - and we have 

accepted in payment of this net indebtedness probably $2,000,000,- 

000 of our own securities which have been returned to us, $2,000,- 

000,000 of foreign securities, and opened our own credits amount

ing to another billion. No one probably would have imagined,be

fore the beginning of the European war , that any such aid could

be so promptly furnished by this country. Yet through our finan-
the

cial organization it has been possible to render/aid in question 

without shock to our banking or financial mechanism. The cost, 

however, has already been great. We have suspended the extension 

of our railroads; we have checked our building enterprises; we 

have discontinued the development and enlargement of our internal

“ 3 -
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undertakings in many lines. More important still, we have submit

ted to an enormous increase in the cost of living, which has borne 

heavily upon every man in the land, and particularly upon those 

whose incomes are fixed, whether they be drawn from labor or from 

invested capital. Some classes of labor have succeeded in obtain

ing advances of pay roughly corresponding to the rise in prices, 

but even they have not kept pace with the growing costs of all 

classes of necessaries. Strong as we are in material wealth, ef

ficient as we have become in industry, we have already accepted a 

great burden, and now that we are called upon to increase this 

burden perhaps many times over, we must take serious account of 

ways and means and must adjust our undertakings to our capacities.

Let me review for you in briefest outline what the Federal 

reserve system has already done as a basis for discussion of what 

it may yet be able to do. Even before the coming on of actual 

war, the System had prepared itself for any sudden pressure or 

strain. Early in the present year it placed very large orders 

for Federal reserve notes, and when these had been printed it 

distributed them throughout the country at the various subtreas

uries and mints in order that they might be readily available 

upon demand. There has never been a moment when the System did 

not stand ready to supply to banks in need of currency that emer

gency relief of which so much has been said in public and which
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has been so unf ortunately lacking in moments of crisis and strin

gency heretofore* The Federal reserve system has., from its very 

inception, moreover, sought to conserve its strength from the 

Credit standpoint* It has recognized that notes, however desir

able and valuable, could not be of much service unless they were 

backed by ample reserves held by institutions conservatively man

aged and in thoroughly sound and liquid condition- It has, 

therefore, discouraged long-term investments by the various re

serve banks and has at times recommended to them moderation even 

in the purchase of paper of recognised liquidity which, under 

other conditions they would have been glad to take over as a part 

of their assets. At the beginning of the year 191?>as a result of 

this policy of conservatism, the Reserve banks found themselves 

possessed of assets amounting to $7 6 9*500,000 of which $47U>600*000 

consisted of gold or lawful money. Since then effort has been made 

to secure accumulation of a- still larger quantity of reserve money 

in the System, and legislation in process of adoption has made 

provision for transferring a still larger share of the vault cash 

of the banks to the reserve institutions. Without this legislation 

the reserve banks could probabl]* supply accommodation additional to 

that already furnished by them in an .amount varying from one bil

lion to twelve hundred millions of dollars. With this legislation 

in effect, they could probably add $350,000,000 to the amount I
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have mentioned. Since the beginning of the war every effort has 

been made to prevent these resources from being dissipated and 

to place them reasonably at the disposal of the Government in 

the process of financing that has been in progress. Not only 

have the reserve banks endeavored to do their utmost as fiscal 

agents of the Treasury Department, but they have, by making-spec

ial.rates of discount in favor of paper secured by public obliga

tions, sought to further the flow of immediate funds from the 

bauiks and the people to the Government. The Government, on its 

part, has wisely refrained from initiating any policy that could 

result in depleting the store of cash either in the reserve banks 

or in the vaults of the members or nonmembers. Every arrange

ment has been made for maintaining the funds on deposit, for fâ  

cilitating their easy and natural transfer from one part of the 

country to another, for providing exchange in such a way as to 

avoid unnecessary friction and for relieving the banks of any 

of the older limitations of law with reference to reserves that 

seemed likely to stand in the way of the safe and efficient plac

ing of the new securities. The great loan of two thousand million 

dollars offered by the' Secretary of the Treasury a few weeks ago 

has thus been successfully put on the market. It is a satisfac

tion to know that after the great effort already made by the banks 

and people since the beginning of the European war, they were never-
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theless able to supply this sum, unprecedented as it is in .Amer

ican finance, for the immediate requirements of their own Govern

ment. It is a splendid record of public service for the finan

cial community in general and the Federal reserve system in par

ticular.

If we were now at the end of our requirements for addition

al financing we might, perhaps, give ourselves no further con

cern about the unusual banking problems growing out of the war.

But this, as we all know, is far from being the case. The Sec

retary of the Treasury has estimated our costs for the first 

year of war at perhaps ten billions of dollars* How can we sup

ply this immense sum? Can we confidently look to the Federal re

serve system to do the work? Can we expect the banks of the 

country to absorb and carry any considerable part of this immense 

volume of securities? Can we believe that our banking credit as 

such is sufficient to shoulder such a burden? I do not underesti

mate in the least what has already been done by the people of the 

United States in purchasing the bonds of their Government; but I 

believe it is true that in too many cases there is a fancied se

curity resulting from the very greatness of the resources of our 

banks which has led many to withhold their direct assistance* They 

look to the financial institutions to carry the load as if it were 

possible for them to go to almost any length they might choose in
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investing their funds in long-term securities. The bonds, they 

well know, are wholly safe; they are the premier security of 

the world to-day —  then why should the hanks hesitate to pur

chase them in any quantity that their resources will permit?

Is it only a reluctance to invest in a security that hears in

terest at so low a rate as If so, the average man may,

with safety, look to the banks to absorb any portion of securi

ties that may not have been subscribed through popular partici

pation. This is not a new point of view. It was adopted in 

England at the beginning of the war when the Government practi

cally looked to the banks for support, and when they absorbed 

vastly more of the short-term issues thus poured out upon the

market than,under other conditions,they would have dreamed of
same

accepting. Something of the/kind accurred in the other bellig

erent countries. It was not for a long time that the public be

came aware, even in a remote degree, of the nature of the trans

actions that were going forward and the real consequences to be 

expected from the absorption of securities by commercial and 

banking institutions. To-day it is recognized that inflation 

of bank credits, unduly large purchases of bonds by banking in

stitutions, congestion of these bonds in bank vaults, due to 

the fact that investors cannot, or will not absorb them, and loss 

of specie in consequence of the inflation policy, mean high prices,
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weakened financial credit, extravagance on the part of individ

uals^ and, if not checked, eventual bankruptcy. There are too 

many, even among our financiers of light and leading, who fail 

to appreciate the real efforts of undue enlargements of banking 

credit. At the outbreak of the Civil War American bankers were 

asked to absorb great issues of Government bonds. When their 

purchasing power was exhausted, issues of legal tender notes 

came in to take the place of bank loans. Gold was driven from 

circulation, prices rose enormously, and the country received a 

lesson as to the bad consequences of currency inflation that it 

has never entirely forgotten. To-day we have the greenback still 

with us, but we know the evils of an unrestrained issue of bank 

notes.

What we have less clearly recognized as a nation has been 

that inflation could occur quite as easily through the over-exten

sion of banking credit as through the over-issue of currency.

îhere is no difference in principle between the issue of a-bank’s 

notes and the establishment of a credit upon its books. Both rep

resent purchasing power,and in both the bank itself stands obli

gated to make immediate nayment upon demand. Both can and will 

be used by those who obtain them as a means of purchasing goods 

in the market, and both, therefore, add to the power of the holder 

to raise prices by exerting his demand for commodities. So long
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as the note or the hank credit represents actual lines of im

mediate purchase., its creation is beneficial and not injurious*

The man who obtains an advance designed to put him in funds at 

the present moment, knowing that he is sure to receive from 

others within the next 90 days fluid means of liquidating his 

account, has merely facilitated the exchange of goods against 

goods* He has been helped to render his real purchasing power 

available, but he has thereby received no greater control over 

goods than that which he enjoyed in the first place* If, how

ever, he receives a loan upon some long-term security, be it 

ever so sound and reliable, he has been given a means of ob

taining the goods on the market at the moment against a promise 

to pay some long deferred debt in the future- He has thus 

been enabled to make a demand for the current products of industry, 

notwithstanding that he had no right or title thereto as a pur

chaser* His long-term capital has been rendered immediately 

available as an offset against consumable articles, and the ef

fect is to raise the prices of those articles in preparation*

On the other hand the bank which grants this accommodation has 

placed 'itself in an ambiguous position- It may have every rea

son to believe itself safe and solvent, but it has undertaken to 

pay something upon demand and to keep it redeemed in specie de

spite the fact that it has not arranged for any corresponding
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claim upon specie in the near future* As a result, its specie 

tends to dwindle as the claims against it are presented for 

cashing, and if the process goes far enough, the bank is ir

resistibly driven towards the suspension of specie payments*

It tends to fall into the same position as a Government which 

issues legal tender notes which it has no immediate means of 

paying because the volume of the notes and the Governments 

own necessities are so much larger than what it can collect in 

current funds.

Language is hardly strong enough to depict with adequate 

force the effect cf such a development upon the individual and 

through him upon the nation at large, as prices are raised and 

his cost of living increases out of all proportion to his ef

forts. Relations between the debtor and creditor are deeply 

disturbed* The man who has agreed to pay a specific sum in 

money finds that he is really returning to his creditor a very 

much smaller control over goods than he had originally re

ceived. The receipts of the Government from taxation dwindle 

in value because they now no longer buy wh&ttthey were origin

ally supposed to command. Every element of production is dis

turbed; every industrial process is thrown out of gear# Every 

business relationship depending upon stability for its soundness 

and strength is rendered doubtful.- The financial foundations!of
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the community are shaken.

Such a condition cast not occur in the United States.

How can it be avoided7 First and most important of all, we 

must not look to our banks as the ultimate holders of long

term bonds or other obligations. Their assistance as distribu

tors is not only desirable, but absolutely essential. But this 

assistance is a very different thing from reliance upon than 

as ultimate investors or holders. If they are called upon to 

purchase and carry bonds in undue amounts a beginning has been 

made for all of the evils that I have set forth. It is to the 

individual investor and buyer, and to him alone, that we must 

look for the strength to furnish what the Government requires, 

and to conserve the power of the banks in their true capacity 

as commercial agencies for facilitating the transmission of 

funds and the maintenance of the liquid condition of the nation.

How far can he be expected to go in thus sustaining the 

fighting power of the nation? Before the coming on of the war, 

the wealth of Great Britain was estimated at some eighty bil

lions against which she had an outstanding debt of over three 

billions of dollars. The wealth of the United States was esti

mated at one hundred and eighty billions, and some estimators' 

have since raised this figure to two hundred and fifty billions. 

England to-day has a war debt of about fifteen billions, and
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there are some who think that reckoning upon a like basis we 

can support an indebtedness for war purposes of perhaps thirty- 

five to forty billions in addition to such taxes as we may be 

called upon to pay- If this be true, all that is required in 

the United States is a campaign of education designed to in

duce the average man to save, save, save, and bring his sav

ings to the support of the Government. It is of vital moment 

ior us to reach a positive conclusion on this question, since 

by so doing, we shall test our power to bear the great respon

sibilities by which we are now confronted^ and shall ascertain 

the true limits of our capacity to save and invest. No figures 

of absolute accur^y with reference to our national income have, 

so far as I am aware, ever been compiled. Some recent estimates 

fix the gross total at thirty billions of dollars, an estimated 

average family income of less than $1,500. Our annual savings 

fund is placed at from five to six billions. How much can this 

latter figure be increased? There are some who point out that 

an annual additional saving of $250.00 per family would yield an 

additional five billions a year, and would give us what we need 

for our war aims. Analyses of figures show us the difficulty 

of sustaining such an inference. Two-thirds of the families of 

the United States, it is estimated, have only two-fifths of the 

incomes. They are to a great extent, below the margin of saving
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since their average income is much below $1,000. They can con

tribute something, but the total will be relatively small- The 

recipients of higher incomes can, and should do much more in 

bearing the load of such compulsory saving. Here, however, there 

is another difficulty- The man of higher income who begins to 

save finds that his saving much be judicious or it will be in

effectual for our purposes. If he abandons certain favored out

lays, he will take work from men of specialized ability whose 

incomes will cease, but who must be set at work elsewhere in or

der to make the sacrifice bear fruit. Even if they are at once 

transferred to productive enterprise, it will remain a question 

how much they can for a good while contribute. Unfortunately 

the measure of the real saving brought to pass is not the money 

put aside by the owner of income, but the increased production 

effected by those whose labor has thus been set free. What can 

be done by them must be done through a general process of reor

ganizing our resources. What we do must, however, be judiciously 

done, if the real benefits are to be realized. When by a pro

cess of experimentation we have ascertained what we can do, and 

have done it, we shall have accomplished our utmost, and more 

can not be expected.

In a very special and peculiar way the economic problem of 

the nation is an unprecedented problem. In all other wars or
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nations to divide the load with them. They have induced others

to save by paying high rates of interest that would suffice to

call forth the necessary resources. It was in this way that the

European belligerents at the opening of the present war secured

from the United States and elsewhere the goods that they required*

This expedient is now closed. To all intents and purposes, the

United States is the last reservoir of liquid capital in the

world. We cannot sell our bonds to ncexico or China* We must
in

take and purchase them ourselves. It is/carrying out this pro

cess that the real test is supplied, the real measure of our con

tributing power furnished.

This is a genuine national problem, a problem for every man 

in the land. Financial issues are often thought of as something 

distant, vague, to be settled by experts. Yet in their real 

bearing they are not so. The present situation shows how the 

settlement of the pressing issue now at stake must be worked out 

in the home, the factory, the field - though not at the bank. 

Fortunately we have smoothed avay by wise legislation the 

problems of banking operation that in times past have troubled 

us* To-day we have ready to hand a highly perfected, smooth-work

ing, financial machine. We can, if we will, - and we must - 

take from our pockets with the minimum of friction and lost mo

tion the utmost we are willing to part with. Banking, however,

times of stress, the nations have been able to induce other
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i s  a process of exchange and not of production, and i t  i s  pro

duction that counts^ We must produce by creating goods, or by 

absta in in g  from th e ir  consumption, before we can, by the use of 

our banking mechanism, tran sfe r such good$, new or o ld , to oub lic  

uses. I f  we refuse to do so, i f  we say to aur banks and our ad

m in istra to rs  that they must carry the burden, we suggest that 

tfrey by the mere creation  of cred its, bid up p rice s and buy the 

goods away from the consumers who have been purchasing them in  

the past* Such a process may re su lt in  supplying the goods ca lled  

for, but only at a tremendous s a c r if ic e ,  fa r  greater than that re

quired by the act of saving them in  the f i r s t  place*

We must make of ourselves a nation  of experts and wise counsel

ors, on th is  great economic problem, surpassing as i t  does in  i t s  

s ign if ic a n c e  any that has been presented in the past* We must a lso  

present to the world an example of wise and conservative se lf -d e n ia l  

in  comsumption, carry in g  nothing to excess overdoing nothing, but 

sanely and calm ly se tt in g  ourselves to husband our strength  and to 

apply i t  to our purpose. Last but not le a st, we must comprehend 

the issue  in  i t s  e s se n t ia ls  and possess ourselves of the strength  

of mind that w i l l  measure our capacity  to the task, and attempt 

only what we can carry through. We have now no choice in the matter* 

Conditions, not theories, require to be dealt * w ith. Not only our 

success in  war, but our future as a so lvent nation  able to f u l f i l l
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the duties of reconstruction  that w i l l  come when the war i s  over, 

require that we conform to th is  high standard- We must not jeopard

ize our e sse n t ia l powers in the doing of i t ,  we must not deceive our

selves as to the rea l problems that are presented. In  a very unusual 

and p ecu lia r  way the successfu l conduct of our f in a n c ia l and banking 

a f fa ir s  depends upon the decisions of the average man# The Federal 

Reserve System i s  the instrument through which h is  judgments and con

c lu s ion s can and w i l l  be carried out, but the re sp o n s ib ility  fo r those 

judgments, the soundness of those conclusions w i l l  rest u ltim ate ly  

with him*

-17-
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE SUBJECT OF AN "EXCHANGE”

CHARGE ON CHECKS

—  0O0---

(1) U n t il the Federal Reserve Act went in to  e ffect

and, indeed, u n t i l  November 17, 1916 , when the f in a l  tran s

fe r  of reserves was made, i t  was perm issib le  under the Na

t io n a l Banking Act fo r  banks to  count as part of th e ir  le 

g a l required reserves funds redeposited in banks in  other 

c it ie s .  There were only three c i t ie s  in the country where 

th is  was not permitted, to -w it: New York, Chicago and S t . -

Louis; and those c it ie s ,  being Central Reserve c it ie s ,  

th e ir  n a tio n a l banks were not permitted to count as reserve, 

deposits which they held in other c it ie s .  Next in rank to 

these three Centra l Reserve c it ie s ,  there were f if ty -th re e  

reserve c i t ie s .  Banks in  any of these c i t ie s  could keep a 

part of th e ir  reserve deposits in  th e ir  own v a u lts ,  and a 

part in  Central Reserve c i t ie s .  Banks in  a l l  the other c i

t ie s ,  towns and v i l la g e s  in ^he United States, known as non

reserve c ity  banks, or country banks, were permitted to re

deposit th re e -f if th s  of th e ir  reserves in  any Reserve or 

Centra l Reserve c it y  bank. In c id e n ta lly  i t  should be po in t
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ed out that the term country hank does not mean a sm all 

hank n e ce ssar ily . Many la rge  c it ie s ,  fo r  example, Buf

fa lo , New York, are nonreserve c it ie s,a n d  hanks in  those 

c it ie s ,  however hig, are spoken of as country hanks.

Under the operations of th is  system hanks in Cen

t r a l  Reserve and Reserve c i t ie s  competed a c t iv e ly  fo r  

country hank * deposits, paying in te re st on these deposits  

and performing other se rv ices of value fo r  the country 

hanks.

One of the recognized e v i ls  of the old na tiona l 

hanking system which the Federal reserve system sought to* 

remedy, was the dup lication  of reserves, and the payment 

of in te re st on reserve deposits, which compelled the hanks 

ho ld ing those reserves to use the funds a c t iv e ly .  As a 

re su lt  of th is ,  in  times of s tre ss, the country hank was 

not always able to secure funds from i t s  c ity  correspond

ent. Hence, one of the main objects of the framers of the

Federal Reserve Act was to avoid th is  dup lication  

of reserve deposits by creating cen tra l hanks which 

would receive the reserves from the hanks of th e ir  respect

ive  d is t r ic t s ,  paying at the same time no in te re st  on these 

reserves, thus la rg e ly  removing the necessity  fo r in ve st in g
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these funds, which i t  was intended should "be conserved and 

employed c h ie fly  as a b a s is  fo r the extension of c re d it to 

member banks and., through them, to the pub lic  in  times of 

need.

(4) In c id e n ta l w ith the growth of the Nationa l Banking

System and in  part due to some of the cumbersome features 

of th e ir  n o te -issu in g  power, a system of bank checks came 

into general use. Indeed, there is  no country in  the world 

which has developed the bank check so fa r and so completely 

as has the United States. While the bank check i s  sp e c if ic 

a l ly  the order by a depositor in  a bank to pay to a named 

payee a ce rta in  sp ec ified  sum of money, i t  has come to per

form nearly  a l l  the functions which bank notes perform in  

other countries, fu rn ish in g  at the same time the added ad

vantage of g iv in g  the debtor a receipt for the money paid.

I t  must be obvious to any man of a f f a i r s  that the development 

of the check system in  the United States in  the la s t  f i f t y  

years has been one of the most important, sa t is fa c to ry  and 

u se fu l by-products of our business a c t iv it y .  Nothing must 

be done to hamper i t ,  fo r i t  must be remembered that from 

ninety to n in e ty -f iv e  per cent of the purchases and sa le s in  

th is  country are e ffected by check w ithout the use of e ith e r
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specie or tank notes.

(5) One of the objects of the framers of the Federal

Reserve Act, as already explained, was the tran sfe r  of the 

heserves from n a tion a l banks in  Reserve and Central Reserve 

c it ie s  to sp e c ia lly  created banks, known as Federal reserve 

banks, of which there are twelve. This done, the authors 

of the Act permitted a considerable reduction in reserves, 

a safe expedient under the circumstances. I t  was apparent, 

however; th a t an in c iden ta l; though very necessary func

t io n  of these reserve banks must be to act as c le a rin g  

houses fo r the tran sfe r  of funds from one section  o f  the 

country to another, and fo r  handling the vast system of 

check c o lle c t io n . In  the la s t  year a f a i r  beginning has 

been made and the checks upon a l l  n a tion a l banks, some 

seven thousand s ix  hundred in  number, and upon an even 

greater number of State banks and t r u s t  companies, may be 

co llected  at par through Federal reserve banks. The charge 

fo r  performing th is  service  va r ie s  now from l<p to 24 per 

item, and should be further reduced as the work develops. 

The bank d e p o sit in g  i t s  checks i s  given immediate cred it  

fo r  the g ro ss  deposit which i s  made a va ilab le  as soon as i t  

can be co llected . While the introduction  of th is  system 

of check c lea rin g  has met w ith  much favorable comment i t
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has been the cause of a very vigorous p rotest from many 

country bankers who claim  that they have been deprived 

of a charge for "exchange tnat is ,  a co lle c t io n  fee*

I t  i s  proper, therefore, to study exactly  what th is  charge 

i s  and how i t  operates* In  order to analyze i t  f a i r ly  we 

must consider i t  from opposite po in ts of view.

THE CITY MERCHANT'S POINT OF VIEW.

The customer of the c ity  bank i s  a ffected  in the 

fo llow ing manner: When he deposits checks which have been

sent to him in  payment for a r t ic le s  sold, he i s  to ld  by the 

t e l le r  of the c ity  bank there is  a deduction of a certa in  

fixed percentage on th is  and that check, ranging in  the 

past from, say, 10 cents per thousand to $2 . 50* There i s  

nothing on the face of the check to show what deduction 

would be made, and the recip ient o f a check had nothing to 

ind icate  the amount of the charge except the paying t e l l e r Ts 

word tha.t a ce rta in  deduction was r igh t and proper* The ex

p lanation  u su a lly  made by the paying t e l le r  of the c it y  bank 

was that he was charging the customer only the exant amount 

which the country bank deducted from the face of i t s  check* 

I f  the c ity  merchant complained to h is  country c lie n t  he 

might be to ld  that other c ity  merchants accepted country
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checks and that i f  he objected the buyer would go elsewhere.

THE COUNTRY MERCHANT'S POINT OF VIEW.

Let us see how the country merchant looks at it. The 

country merchant may possibly be interested in the bank: If

not actually interested, he is likely to be the friend and 

neighbor of the banker; the banker might also be paying him 

yfi, bf> or 5^ interest on his deposit , and when the country 

merchant receives letters from the city merchant complaining 

of deduction for collection, the country hanker suggests just 

the sort of response which has been referred to in the fore

going. While it is not agreeable to assume that the country 

merchant intentionally pays the bill due the city merchant 

with "short change” yet, it has been repeatedly argued by 

defenders of the system of deduction from checks for collec

tion, that the city merchant charges enough more for his 

goods to cover the deduction for collection of checks and 

that therefore a deduction is justifiable. Thus, we are 

forced to two conclusions, first, that the country merchant 

to some extent connives at defrauding the city merchant, and 

second, that the city merchant, recognizing the fraud, adds 

to the price of his goods enough to cover the deduction. The 

cost of the deduction, therefore, by the banker, falls upon
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the merchants, tut in the end on the ultimate consumer as 

a part of the cost of distribution.

THE CITY BANKER * S POINT OF VIEW.

(c) The city banker is not opposed to the collection or

exchange charge, partly because, he is able, to some extent, 

to pass it 6n to his customer, but, chiefly because, even 

if he is not able to so pass it on, he uses this payment to 

his country bank correspondent as a bait to secure country 

bank deposits. The service rendered is susceptible of close 

analysis. The city banker pays interest on the country 

bank deposits and also pays the deduction which the country 

banker makes for remitting for his checks. This so-called 

"exchange" charge the city banker analyzes most carefully, 

and rightfully demands compensation for the service he ren

ders and the mone}̂  he pays in interest on balances. The 

city bank handles the country account only so long as its 

value, lay reason of its size and earning capacity, is suf

ficient to compensate for the interest he has paid the coun

try bank, plus exchange charges, and all other expenses.

-7-
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THE COUNTRY BANKER1 S POINT OF VIEW.

(d) * The country banker, very n a tu ra lly , looks at the

subject in  a d iffe re n t way. F ir s t ,  he fe e ls  very stro n g ly  

that the c it y  banker has oppo rtu n it ie s  for making money 

which are superior to those in  the country, and therefore  

he has a, grievance* He has not the same f a c i l i t i e s  fo r  

c lo se ly  an a ly sin g  the cost of doing business, and would 

not be ju s t if ie d  in creating such f a c i l i t ie s *  The re su lt  

i s  that, while tenaciously  ho ld ing to the p ro f it s  made by 

charging "exchange11 -  that i s ,  a deduction from the face 

value of h is  own checks presented through c ity  correspond

ents -  he often f a i l s  to appreciate that the c ity  banker 

i s  not rendering th is  service  for him free, but i s  doing 

i t  only when he ca rr ie s  a compensating balance* Thus i t  

i s  that country banks have unw ittin g ly  carried  fa r  greater  

balances w ith c it y  banks than they were required under the 

law to keep, and have carried  these balances at, say, 2fo 
in te re st, when the money was needed at home, and could have 

been p ro f ita b ly  employed at home to help lo c a l enterprise  

at 51° anc* Furthermore, not in frequently  the c ity

banker, g lu tted  with funds upon which he was paying in te r

est, has often been compelled to send h is  money into  the

-8 -
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same d i s t r ic t  from which i t  o rig inated  and lend i t  in  

som petition w ith the country hanker. The country banker 

has undoubtedly reason to fe e l that he should receive  

some compensationswhen, he i s  required to remit Cash to 

pay h is  own checks rather than o ffse t t in g  items. I f  the 

flow of business i s  such that he i s  able to pay checks 

drawn on him by checks received by him, but drawn on the 

c ity , he can fe e l that "one hand washes the other", but 

i f  he must pay, say l/3  or 1/2 of h is  d a ily  balances by 

rem itting burrency, which of course ra re ly  happens* he 

i s  ju s t if ie d  in  fe e lin g  that he should receive some com

pensation, and the compensation should be enough to cover 

the expense of rem itting the currency and perhaps a lso  

the expense of rep len ish ing that stock of currency thus 

depleted. This statement i s  on the assumption that in  

some country d is t r ic t s  there is  a tendency fo r  currency 

to flow  away from the. country to the c ity , and that th is  

must be made good by shipments of currency from the c ity  

to the country. 'As, a general, .thing, the in te r io r ,  be

cause i t  represents the production of raw m ate ria ls, i s  

rece iv in g c it y  checks and d ra fts  to pay fo r i t s  produce# 

Thus country communities, genera lly  speaking, receive in  

checks and d ra fts  somewhat more than they pay out fo r pur
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chases in the city. There ce.n he no doubt as to the jus

tice of allowing the country hanker compensation where he 

is thus situated* and the Federal Reserve Board has that 

power* The question which has arisen has been wholly how 

this compensation shall he provided for. In the past it 

has been accomplished by charging the customer of the pay

ee hank ' in the city,, whereas, many students of the 

question take the position that the charge should he made 

against the drawer or maker of the check. But the country 

hanker will say that this will put a tax upon the maker 

of the check, which he will resentjand he will shovtf his 

resentment by withdrawing his deposit with the country 

hank, and thereafter keep it with the city bank* The pub

lic is interested, in a. correct and equitable adjustment 

of the question. If it is fair, as above outlined, that 

the country hanker should receive compensation for main

taining his balance o f trade with the city by paying for 

the shipment of currency, then the question to be decided 

is how shall that compensation be provided. If a small 

tax is put upon the maker of the country check sent to 

pay a distant bill, he will perhaps cease to use his checks 

to pay city accounts. In other words, he will use his 

country bank account, if at all, only to pay his neighbors
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in the country, and, if he wants to pay a hill in the city 

he will either pay it with a check drawn on a city bank, 

or go to his country bank and get a draft upon a city bank, 

for which the country banker may make a change if he sees 

fit.
the

The evil of/present method of charging is that 

it confuses the situation, and makes it impossible clearly 

to determine the entire expense; and yet that the expense 

is borne by the ultimate consumer, or the general public, 

can not be doubted.

THE PUBLIC'S POINT OF VIEW.

The general public, by which is meant the con

sumer, who is neither merchant, manufacturer nor banker, 

does not know a great deal about the subject. The indiv

idual receiving a check upon which a deduction is made by 

the paying bank knows nothing about the justice of the 

charge or propriety of the deduction. The further fact 

that he is being taxed a small amount on every article 

which he purchases is not appreciated by him. In fact the 

ultimate consumer's rights must be safeguarded for him be

cause he is without organization or protection except that
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which the legislator affords him.

The problem before the Federal Reserve Board is 

primarily to carry out the objects of the Federal Reserve 

Act. The twelve Federal reserve cities, each operating as 

a nerve center for an important area of country, connected 

together as they are by a central Gold Settlement Fund 

through which balances between them can be settled by wire, 

provides an ideal machine for check collection. Further

more, it is a machine which can be enlarged and expanded by 

the establishment of branches, and collection agencies in 

the larger districts. The problem is two-fold. First, to

create a machine which will operate as economically as pos- 
eve ry

sible, and there is/reason to believe that one can be 

created to operate very much more efficiently and economical

ly than any thafchas heretofore existed. Second, to distri

bute expense with reasonable justice and equity. At the 

present time the Federal reserve banks are charging their 

member banks a service charge, varying from 1# to per item. 

It is hoped soon to reduce this. It might indeed be arranged 

so that country banks be permitted to remit for checks sent 

to them for collection any offsetting items, such as checks 

drawn on other banks in the same Federal reserve district. 

When currency must be sent, the Federal reserve bank now pays
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for the shipment of currency. There is some question 

whether, in view of the equities of the case, Federal re

serve hanks should not go further in helping out the coun

try banker by a remission, for example, of charges in the 

case of checks sent direct by member banks to the Federal 

reserve bank, that is, upon all checks bearing only one 

bank indorsement. This would enable every country bank 

to offset (making due allowance for collection time) with

out expense the items sent against it. The payment of 

postage or express charges might properly be borne by the 

Federal reserve bank and, possibly the shipment of currency 

to the country bank might be borne by the Federal reserve 

bank when such shipment was necessary by reason of deple

tion due to the operation of what might be termed the"bal- 

ance of trade". The whole question is one of very consid

erable difficulty, and is highly technical. It is so

closely related to the question of reserves that it cannot
it

well be disassociated from it, and/was for this reason that 

the Federal Reserve Board was inclined to think that the 

fairest and surest way of compensating country banks was by 

reducing the balances which they were compelled to %eep 

with their reserve banks to a minimum figure. Coupled with 

the general provision of clearing all checks, the low re~
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serve requirement becomes of great value to the country 

bank. Balances no longer need be kept in various cities 

far in excess of reserve requirements, and a bank is able 

to render a larger service in its own community and to 

offset its losses on exchange by earnings received from 

loaning its funds at home. However,, if it appears that 

the country banks are still at a disadvantage, it may be 

said with some force that there is a great chance for 

profit by a reduction of excessive interest rates now 

commonly allowed to depositors. The Comptroller of the 

Currency and the Federal Reserve Board have always stood 

ready to help in the accomplishment of this much desired 

reform, for the reason that bank customers cannot hope 

for low interest rates on loans if banks continue the in

sane policy, usually the result of competition for depos

its, of paying exhorbitant rates of interest for deposits.

F. A* DELANO.

Washington, June 16, 1917
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H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 
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3544

WASHINGTON
DIVISION OF AUDIT AND EXAMINATION

ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Dear Sirs:

There is being sent to you to-day, under separ
ate cover, a supply of Forms 58 and 59 > blank certificates 
of increase and decrease of capital stock, together with 
Exhibits A and B.

Attention is called to the fact that the form 
of these certificates has been slightly changed, so that 
only one Exhibit A and one Exhibit B are required, and 
that these exhibits may be attached to either form of cer
tificate.

In this connection it has been noted that some 
of the banks have been making two certificates at the same 
time, one of increase and one of decrease. It will be sat
isfactory to this office if only one such certificate is made, 
all of the increases to be listed on Exhibit A and all de
creases on Exhibit B. Should there be a net increase, those 
exhibits should accompany Form 58, and should there be a net 
decrease the exhibits should accompany Form 59-

It will also be satisfactory to the Board if 
these certificates are made quarterly only - preferably at 
the close of the quarter.

Very truly yours,

Inclosures
Secretary.
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Ex -Off ic io  m e m b e r s

WILLIAM G. McADOO
S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  T r e a s u r y

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

*r\ AW. P. G. HARDJN̂ -̂ GĈ ERNOR 
PAUL'M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 
SHERMAN B0ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

2 2 > ^ F IS C A L  AGENT

WASHINGTON a d d r e s s  r e p l y  to

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Jun? l$j 191?♦

Dear Sir:
There is inclosed for your information and atten

tion copy of a resolution adopted by the Federal Reserve 
Board at a meeting held on June 19, levying an assessment 
of eleven hundredths of one per cent (*0011) against Feder
al reserve banks to defray the estimated general expenses 
of the Federal Reserve Eoard from July 1 to December 3L 
1917* This assessment does not include the cost of engrav
ing and printing Federal reserve notes.

There is also inclosed a statement showing the 
basis upon which tho assessment is levied.

I have the honor to request that you bring this 
matter to the early attention of the Board of Directors of 
your bank, and forward the assessment to the Federal Re
serve Board, one-half to be payable July 1, and one*-half 
on September 1, as indicated in the resolution.

Very truly yours.

Fiscal Agent.

Inclosures
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Total
X-223 
Ave rage

Estimated
monthly
require

January 1 
to May 31

Est xinate for
6

for
6

ments
7/1 to

1917 for June Months Months 1 2/71/17
Personal services:
Board & its Clerks 36,756.29 7,383-31- 44,1 3 9 .60 7,356.60 7,383-37Secretary's Office 1?.. 685,55 2,1+81.67 1 5,1 6 7 . 2 2 2,527.87 2,531,67Counsel's Office 1 0,741.66 2,018,32

1, 458,32
1 2,3 5 9 . 9 8 2,0 6 0 . 0 0 2,018.32Div. Audit & Examination 7,951.66 9,4 0 9 . 9 8 1,568.33 1,883.34

11 Reports & Statistics 5,180.00 1,130.00 6,7 1 0 . 0 0 1,118.33 1,230.00
” Issue 3,579*16 768.33 4,347.49 7 2 4 , 5 8 768.33Messengers 1,975*00 395*00 2,3 7 0 . 0 0 3 9 5.OO 3 9 5.OO
Charwomen 294.00 60.00 354.00 59.00 60,00

Total 7 9,163.32 1 5,69^-95 9 4,858.27 1 5,809.71 1 6,269.97
Non-personal Service:
Transportation & Subsistance •

Board & its clerks 1,128.62 121+.87 1,253.49 208.92 250,00
Secretary’s Office 219.64 100.00 319*64 53-27 50.00
Div. Audit & Examination 2, II+I.76 100.00 2,2 4 1 . 7 6 373*63 600.00
n Reports & Statistics 20.30 * * * » * 2 0,30 3-38 . . .  , .

Counsel's Office t ♦ * * < • * ♦ » « » * * * • # « • • « • » 10.00
Messengers (carfare) 15*00 • * ♦ * « 15.00 2.50 3.00

Copnunication service:
Telephone 493-91 235 - 0 0 7 2 8 . 9 1 121.49 225,00
Telegraph 1, 6 2 7.1+8 320.00 1,91+7 . 4 8 324.58 333-00
Postage 25.00 20.00 45.00 7.50 5.00

Printing & Binding., etc. 10,328.10 1,7 7 6 . 1 3 1 2,1 0 4 * ? 5 2,017-37 2,000.00
Contract repairs 64.9 2 • <. t # » • 6 4 . 9 2 10.82 20.00
Electricity (Light & power) 150.00 30.00 180.00 30.00 30.00
Steam (heat) 75.00 « * 4 4 7 5 . 0 0 12.50 1 5.OO
Other (non-personal services) 137*48 110.00 2 4 7 . 48 41.25 50.00
Supplies:
Stationery 650.73 100.00 750.73 125 . 1 2 150.00
Periodicals 120. 3 3 14.50 134.83 22.47 20.00
Other 73*52 5.00 78,52 13.09 2 5.OO

Equipment:
Furniture <fc office supplies 573-50 264.55 838.05 1 3 9 . 68 150.00
Books 1+51.29 4 * * » * 451.29 7 5 . 2 2 50,00

Gold Settlement Fund 957*28 250.00 1 , 2 0 7 . 28 201.21 250.00
Expert assistance transit
matters
Contingencies

1,133.80 . . .  . ♦ 1,133.80 188.97
500.00

To tal 20,387-66 3,450.05 23,837,71 L£T.2-9^ 4,736.00
qq,55Q,q8 iq.lU5.0Q 118,695.98 1Q.782.66 21,005*91GRAND TOTAL
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ESTIMATE FOR JULY 1917. ASSESSMENT.

Average monthly encumbrance for period
January 1, 1917 to June 30, 1917.......... $ 1 9 , 7 8 2 . 6?

Estimated monthly requii'ements, July to
December, inclusive, I9I7**..............  21,005<-97

Estimated monthly increase.......... $ 1,223*30

Estimated requirements, June to December,
inclusive, 1917........................... 126,035*82

Estimated unencumbered balance July 1, I917.•• 8,315*19

$117,720.63

Total capitalization of Federal reserve banks
June 15, 1917.......................  $114,3^2.00

Rate of assessment to produce $117,772.26.................... 00103

Rate of assessment to produce $125,776*20...  ................ 0011

In view of all conditions I have the honor to recommend that an

assessment of eleven-hundredths of one per cent be levied.

SHERMAN ALLEN__________
Fiscal Agent.

APPROVED FOR .0011: Committee on Organization,
Expenditures, and Staff.

F. A. DELANO 

A. C. MILLER

C. S. HAMLIN 

6/19/17
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WHEREAS, under Section 10 of the Act approved December 
23, 1913, and known as the Federal Reserve Act, the Federal 
Reserve Board is empowered to levy semiannually upon the Fed
eral reserve banks in proportion to their capital stock and 
surplus, an assessment sufficient to pay its estimated ex
penses, including the salaries of its members, assistants, 
attorneys, experts, and employes for the half year succeed
ing the levying of such assessment^ together with any defi
cit carried forward from the preceding half year; and

WHEREAS, it appears from estimates submitted and con
sidered that it is necessary that a fund equal to eleven hun
dredths of one per cent (.0011) of the capital stock of the 
Federal reserve banks be created for the purposes hereinbe
fore described, exclusive of the cost of engraving and print
ing of Federal reserve notes;

NOW, THEREFORE, EE IT RESOLVED, That pursuant to the 
authority vested in it by law, the Federal Reserve Board 
hereby levies an assessment upon the several Federal reserve 
banks of an amount equal to eleven hundredts of one per cent 
(*00.11) of the total capital stock of such banks, and the 
fiscal agent of the Board is hereby authorized to collect 
from said banks such assessment and execute, in the name of 
this Board, a receipt for payment made. Such assessment 
will be collected in two instalments of one-half each; the 
first instalment to be paid on July^l, 1917.* and the second 
half on September 1, I9I7.

6/19/17
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Ex-Officio members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  t r e a s u r y  

Ch a ir m a n

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
A D O L P I ^ g g l g R  
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  c u r r e n c y FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 
a n d  f is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

June 20, 1917*

Dear Sirs:

The Conference Report on Federal Reserve Act Amend
ments having passed the Senate, the Amendments will have been 
enacted into law as scon as the President affixes his signature*

Under separate cover there is forwarded to you a copy 
of the Conference Report as adopted. A reprint of the Act is in 
course of preparation and will be sent to you in a few days in 
such quantity as you may desire*

As soon as the amended, law goes into effect it will 
be necessary to adjust the weekly statements issued by the banks 
and the consolidated statement'issued by the Board so as tp con
form to the new provisions of the Act. -I take pleasure in inclos
ing herewith a copy of the consolidated statement showing the 
method which the Board will adopt in publishing the next weekly 
-statement, provided the new Act is in force at that time. There 
is also inclosed copy of Fom jk, containing the changes to be 
made by the bank in its daily statement to the Board.

In preparation of its weekly statement, the Board pro
ceeds on the theory that the liability of Federal reserve banks 
on outstanding Federal reserve notes will /be "reduced nby the 
amount/hiffiq by the Agent but that gold deposited with the Federal 
reserve agent is to be considered as collateral and reserve but is 
not to be considered as deducing liability.M

It was thought advisable to keep the item "Gold held 
by the banks" and "Gold with Federal reserve agent " separate so 
as to show exactly how the notes are secured.

A Federal reserve bank, under the amended law, will be 
entitled to withdraw gold held by the Federal reserve agent and 
substitute therefor commercial paper, provided it maintains a re
serve of at least *40 per cent of gold in its own vaults, or it may 
withdraw the gold held with the agent down to Uo per cent* It 
should be borne in mind, however, that whenever there is in the 
hands of the Federal reserve agent more than UO per cent of gold
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against notes, the excess "beyond that figure can be counted as 
additional reserve against notes only, but cannot be in that case 
counted as a reserve against deposits.

You will be advised by telegram as soon as the Presi
dent affixes his signature to the Bill, and, upon receipt of such 
telegram, the above instructions are to be considered as being in 
force*

Yours respectfully,

Gove rnor.

Inclosures.
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(CONFIDENTIAL.)

June 7, 1917'

Dear Sir:
The Board has received your letter of June sixth, 

informing it that you are negotiating arrangements with' the 

Bank of England by which about $50,000,000 in gold will be 

earmarked and held by that institution for your account, in 

order to effect payment of a loan of $50,000,000 made by 

New York banks to banks in London, which matures June 20th.

The Board understands that the Bank of England 

will agree to assume the cost and risk of shipment of the 

gold when you require it, and that it will assume full re

sponsibility for the safeguarding of this gold. You 

write to inquire if the Board would raise objection to 

counting this gold, to the extent of $50,000,000, as 

part of the reserve of the Federal Reserve Banks partici

pating in the transaction.
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The Board fully discussed this matter and X am instructed 

to advise you that it would not raise any objection to transactions 

of this character, under the present circumstances, so long as the 

amount involved remains wintin the limit of ten per cent of the aggre

gate gold holdings of the participating Federal Reserve Banks, author

ity being given in any event to the extent of $50,OCX),000.

It is obvious that transactions of this kind could not be 

engaged in except within a reasonable percentage of the aggregate 

gold holdings of the Federal Reserve Banks. The Board believes that 

the member banks might justly object if more than such reasonable 

amount of their reserves should be kept in foraign land^,out of easy 

reach of the Federal Reserve Banks. On the other hand, it is evi

dent that demands for gold in most cases will be made on Federal Re

serve Banks for the purpose of shipping it abroad in settlement of 

foreign balances. Gold kept in London would in such circumstances 

prove an economic means of satisfying such demands.

Within reasonable limits, the Board feels satisfied, 

therefore, that there could not be any objection raised to keeping 

a certain amount of the Federal Reserve Banks' gold reserve in the 

custody of foreign agencies of Federal Reserve Banks.

When peace is restored the matter should, however, be 

taken up again, from the point of view of securing, if possible, in-

- 2 -
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ternational agreements more fully safeguarding against difficul

ties arising from international complications* Under present 

conditions* which call for mutual assistance and cooperation be

tween allied countries, this aspect of the case may temporarily 

be disregarded*

In the near future the United States will have to 

make substantial payments in Europe in connection with the con

templated operations of the Army and Navy and the gold in the 

hands of the Bank of England may prove a welcome protection in 

this connection*

The Board feels, therefore,, that it should, for the 

time being, grant your request - reserving, however, the right 

at a later date to review the entire question*

Before the definite conclusions of this transaction, 

the Board expects that your arrangements with the other Federal 

Reserve Banks will be submitted for final approval, and pending 

this, it might be useful to give some thought to the question 

how this earmarked gold will be carried in the statements of the 

Federal Reserve Banks, it being the opinion of the Board that it 

will have to be frankly shown in the statement*

Respectfully,
P. M. WARBURGVice Governor*

Benjamin Strong, jr.. Esq*,
Governor* Federal Reserve Bank, 

New York, N* Y*
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Ex -Off ic io  Me m bers

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FRED LANOLANO

lERadolp!
C h a ir m a n CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
Co m p t r o l l e r  o f  t h e  C u r r e n c y FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H . PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY
a n d  F is c a l  a g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

June 22, 1917*

Dear Sir:

The bill recently passed by Congress amending the Fed
eral Reserve Act has today been approved by the President and has 
become a law* A revised draft of the Federal Reserve Act as amend
ed has been p L 0 p CX X 0 (3. CXx'.l d will be forwarded to all Federal Reserve 
Banks and member banks as soon as received from the printer. Mew 
regulations by the Board are in the course of preparation and will 
be forwarded to you in the very near future for distribution among 
your member banks. In the meantime., your attention is directed to 
Section 10 of the Act in question which amends Section 19 of the 
Federal Reserve Act and provides in part as follows:

"Sec. 19<• Demand deposits within the meaning of this 
Act shall comprise all deposits payable within thirty days, 
and time deposits shall comprise all deposits pa3~able 
after thirty days, all savings accounts and certificates of 
deposit which are subject to not less than thirty days1 
notice before payment, and all postal, savings deposits.

"Every bank, banking association, or trust company 
which is or which becomes a member of any Federal reserve 
bank shall establish and maintain reserve balances with 
its Federal reserve bank as follows:

n(a) If not rn a reserve or central reserve city, as 
now or hereafter defined, it shall hold and maintain with 
the Federal reserve bank of its district an actual net bal
ance equal to not less than seven percentum of the aggregate 
amount of its demand deposits and three percentum of its time 
deposits.

"(b) If in a reserve city, as now or hereafter defined
it shall hold and maintain with the Federal reserve bank of
its district an actual net balance equal to not less than 
ten per centum of the aggregate amount of its demand deposits 
and three per centum of its time deposits.

"(c) If in a central reserve city,as now or hereafter 
defined, it shall hold and maintain with the Federal reserve 
bank? of its district an actual net balance equal to not less 
than thirteen per centum of the aggregate amount of its de
mand deposits and three per centum of its time deposits.
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Compliance with this Section will make it necessary, in 
most cases, for member banks to increase their balances with the 
Federal Reserve Banks* It is, of course, desirable that these 
deposits should be made promptly, but with as little disturbance 
to financial conditions as possible, and to accomplish this the 
cooperation of all member banks is necessary*

Federal Reserve Banks in Central Reserve Cities should 
request their member banks located in such cities to increase 
their balances with their Federal Reserve Bank in an amount suf
ficient to comply with the new requirement of the Act, not later 
than June 2 /th.

In view of the fact that it is to be assumed that Reserve 
City banks and country: banks will be obliged to draw heavily upon 
their Centra.! Reserve City and Reserve City correspondents in order 
to meed demands to be made an account of the installments becoming 
due upon subscriptions to the Liberty Loan, country banks and Re
serve City banks should be requested immediately to build up their 
balances with their respective Federal Reserve Banks by remitting 
cash from their own vaults as far as they can do so without im- 
paring their ability to care for local needs.

The Board considers it inadvisable to increase at this 
time the pressure on Reserve and Central Reserve cities by encourag
ing hea.vy withdrawals from those cities by correspondent banks 
desiring to make transfers to the Federal Reserve Banks to meet 
the new reserve requirements.

While the new law becomes ..technically effective from this 
date it is, of course, understood that a reasonable time must be 
allowed ior making the necessary transfer of reserve to meet the 
requirements of the Act.

If, therefore, member banks continue to maintain with 
the Federal Reserve Banks the percentage of reserve required hither
to, the Federal Reserve Banks may, until Jul}r 1 5th, reasonably re
frain from imposing pena.lties against member banks on account of 
deficiency in reserve ca.rried with them. That is to say, failure 
to transfer the additional amount required by the new Act need 
not be penalized until after July 15th.

It is suggested to Federal Reserve Banks that it might 
be advisable for them, in order to facilitate and expedite the trans
fer of cash from vaults of member banks to the vaults of Federal Re-
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serve Banks, to show liberality, ad far as permitted by law, in re
funding to member banks the shipping expenses of currency sent to 
Federal Reserve Banks before Juno and in dealing with remit
tances of gold coin to be exchanged for Federal reserve notes* A 
similar policy is suggested in dealing with State banks desiring to 
establish balances with Federal Reserve Banks in advance of becoming 
either full members cr members of the clearing system*

It must be evident to all banks that it is to their own 
interest to strengthen as far as possible the reserve and lending 
power of their Federal Reserve Banks, the facilities of which are 
likely to be used extensively in connection with the shifting of funds 
incident to the payments to be made on account of Liberty bond sub
scriptions* Every bank, member and nonmember, should, therefore, do 
its utmost to strengthen the gold reserve of the Federal Reserve Banks 
by promptly transferring such vault money as can be scared and by ex
changing gold certificates and gold for Federal reserve notes, there- 
by'helping to carry out the policy adopted for the public welfare 
of encouraging, for purposes of general circulation, the use of Fed
eral reserve notes rather than of gold certificates*

It is hoped that banks in Federal Reserve Cities will make . 
a special effort to cooperate with the Central Reserve Cities in at 
once transferring to their respective Federal Reserve Banks such 
amount of vault money as they can conveniently spare* In- case of 
demand they can always replenish their currency supply by calling 
upon their respective Federal Reserve Banks*

Respectfully,

Governor*
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"WAR FINANCE AND THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS"

so*

x-233<

Address of Mr. A. C. Miller 

■before the

Joint Conference of the Western Economic Society and

the Chicago City Club.

Hotel La Salle.
June 22nd«

"Saving on a scale of unprecedented intensity will be an 

essential preliminary under any effective scheme of national finance 

we may adopt" said Mr. Miller, addressing the Joint Conference of the 

Western Economic Society and the City Club last night at the Hotel 

La Salle. Financing a war whose annual cost is estimated as high as 

$10,000,000,000 a year, "will involve, for many classes of the consum

ing public, very drastic revisions of their mode of living." "Only 

thus can we successfully undertake the financing of the war and put 

it on a foundation of economic concretes"

Mr. Miller reviewed the success of the Liberty Loan just 

negotiated, commenting on the numerous elements in the community 

that had loyally contributed to its success, and explaining the 

various steps taken by the Federal Reserve Banks, in the way of preier- 

ential rates of rediscount, to aid the banks in floating the loan.

He analyzed the existing figures of national wealth and income and 

showed that, despite our large wealth and enormous annual income - the 

latter estimated as high as $bQ,000,000,000 - the yearly burden on us
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of this war ($10,000,000,000) would involve the absorption of fully 

one-fourth of our entire annual income for Government use during the 

war. Inasmuch as the annual savings of the nation in peace times 

are, at the most optimistic estimate, only $5,000,000,000, it is 

evident that another $5,000,000,000 will have to be raised out of the 

new savings of the people*»

Because this new savings could not at once be induced, 11 it 

was clearly necessary that the great financial institutions of the 

country should make advances either to their customers in aid of their 

subscriptions to Liberty bends, or directly to the Government, in the 

expectation that they could subsequently place these bonds with the 

investing public.” Consequently the Federal Reserve System cooper

ated in every way and at every stage to aid the banks in this process* 

What the ultimate position of the Federal Reserve Banks will be in 

the nation's war finance program will depend upon what permanent form 

that program takes. ”The Federal Reserve Banks are, after all, but 

one part, however important, of our national machinery of finance, 

and that machinery will work to poor purpose if every part of it does 

not mesh in with the other essential parts. The making of a national 

financial policy for the conduct of the war is not in the hands of the 

Federal Reserve Board,” and Mr. Miller pointed out that ae yet Con

gress has evolved no definite program.

Speaking of the danger of over-confidence the banking 

structure of the country in absorbing var loans, Mr. Miller said,
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"Banks can perhaps safely undertake the financing of wars of ordinary 

financial magnitude, hut a war calling for expenditures and advances 

of $10,000,000,000 for the first year clearly calls for more funda- 

mental financial provision than Can he provided hy the hanking credit 

of this or any other country." This provision will have to he made 

from the savings of the people, and Mr. Miller showed that the much- 

discussed controversy over loans and taxation as means of raisittg war 

revenue really resolved itself into a question as which of the two, 

or what combination of them, would have the greatest effect in stimu

lating thrift and the growth of the annual savings. "The danger of 

the loan policy is that, hy deluding itself with the notion that it 

is putting the burden on to the future, it will, after failing to in

duce a commensurate increase of the savings fund of the nation, de

generate into inflation through abuse of hanking credit." The evils 

and iniquities of inflation were dealt with at length hy Mr. Miller, 

illustrations being drawn from our own Civil War experience and that 

of the European belligerents in ’'.he present war. He emphasized 

that inflation was essentially ccnscriptive taxation of the masses.

"If our loan policy, through an undue reliance upon hanking credit, 

degenerates into inflation, it mtans that that policy is failing, and 

therefore that the .system of undertaking to induce the people to save 

for the use of the Government - :.n brief the voluntary system - must 

give way to some other method, the system of compulsion, or financial
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draft.” "That may mean taxation carried to the limit.”

Although there are dangers in undue reliance upon banking credit, 

it nevertheless has a very useful and important part to play in aiding in

vestors to take up their bonds. ”How long a time might reasonably be al

lowed Libert}?- Loan subscribers., who have sought accommodation from their 

banks in order to complete their subscriptions* to take up these loans, or 

how long a time should be allowed the banks which have made direct subscrip

tions in order to work these loans off on the saving and investing public, 

in other words, how far we might safely go in anticipating future savings, 

is a question upon which opinions may well differ.” In England, the 

normal time was set at one year* but Mr. Miller thought our productive power 

and general economic position was enough stronger than England*s to make 

four to six months the limit. "Otherwise”, he said, "banks and investors 

will not be in a position satisfactorily to assume their obligations in 

connection with the subsequent loans that will be placed by the Government.” 

"But when all is said,” concluded Mr. Miller "and every reason

able and proper provision for the legitimate use of the banking machinery 

and credit of the country is made, in order to mobilize the nations money 

savings, let us not make the mistake of supposing that the savings which is 

called for in the present exigency is merely a saving of dollars. It is 

a saving of the productive power of the community from the service of 

private consumption for the service of public consumption which is called
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ion,, and the saving of money is of consequence only so far'as it re

sults both in a transfer and in an increase of the affective indus

trial power of the nation for Government use*

"Taxation, and even loans which are bottomed upon real 

economic savings can at best only provide the Government with buying 

power- But the Government will need more than buying power in order 

properly to finance the war- As the war goes on, it will become clearer 

and clearer that this is a war of economic resources, and that victory 

will lie with those who are best able to resist the processes of jo* 

economic exhaustion- More than buying power will, therefore be needed 

for the effective prosecution of the war and its successful issue, o 

matter how orthodox and carefully guarded in a financial sense, the 

methods of providing the Government with this buying power are. Hapo- 

leon, as the greatest soldier of his age, summed up his experience in 

the statement *An army marches on its belly-* The experience of the 

present war is every day reinforcing the doctrine that a successful 

army is carried on the back of industry- It can not therefore be too 

much emphasized, in the discussion of plans for the mobilization of 

the financial resources of the country, that, much as the Government 

will need buying power, it will need something far more potent than 

buying power- It will need arm power, tool power, natural power; and 

brain power and will power to organize' and vitalize them. Natural 

power we have in unlimited- abundance. Our present problem is

to combine with this the undeveloped potentialities of our
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a m  power, our brain power, and our will power; the power to do and 

the power to do without-* Our battles will be fought on the plains of 

Flanders and the heights of Arras. But the war will have to be won 

in the .American workshop and the American kitchen. The fate of de

mocracy may, therefore, well be said to rest in the hands of our women.

,!Can we reorganize our life during the period of the war so 

as to provide a quarter of the productive power of the nation for the 

use of the Government? Only, if at all, by an heroic exercise of our 

national will to enforce the necessary economic sacrifice and saving.

We must find a substitute fcr Englandfs blockade of Germany and Germany*s 

submarine blockade of England in forcing economy and saving* I have been 

told upon trustworthy authority that when the policy of the submarine 

warfare against England was under discussion in Berlin, one of the most 

eminent of Gomany1s economic strategists protested vigorously against 

it, not on the ground of its violation of the established rules of in

ternational practice, but on the ground that it would help England more 

than it would hurt her. •Keep the submarine away from England1 s shores 

and England will eat herself into bankruptcy quicker than the submarine, 

can starve her.1"

"Saving will never be as easy for the nation as during the 

period of this war, if we know why we are in-this war. The war and all 

that it implies in the way of high and chivalrous national endeavor 

should be our substitute for our customary luxuries during the war*
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We can afford to be generous in national indulgences. Indeed, when 

we consider the vast consequences for civilization and the democratic 

principle that hang on the issue of this war, we can not afford to be 

other than generous in support of a cause which we hold true and dear.’’

6/22/17
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 

Y E A T O lA  WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
■^FREtTEmC A. DELANO 

ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, S e c r e t a r y  
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

* FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

June 28, 1917.

Dear Sir:

The Federal Reserve Board has just reissued its cir

culars and regulations in a new series to conform with the 

changes in the Federal Reservo Act made in the Act approved 

June 21, 1917.

The check clearing and collection circular has been 

modified slightly, the most important change being that with 

reference to receiving checks from such State banks and trust 

companies as are qualified under the amendments of the first 

paragraph of Section 13,

It is the recommendation of the Clearing Committee 

of the Board and the desire of the Board that a strong effort 

shall be made to popularize the clearing functions in every 

proper way. The discussions, in Congress and out, of the so~ 

called Hardv/ick Amendment, and the comments which have been made 

in bankers' magazines have had the effect of stirring up some 

feeling on the subject, which it is now desirable to overcome.

The Federal Reserve Board, therefore, endorses the recommenda

tions made by the Board's Clearing Committee, for adoption by the
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Federal reserve banks, which may be summarized as follows:

.1. That the Federal reserve bank shall bear the 
cost of postage for the transmittal of 
chocks sent to it for clearance or collec
tion by its regular members and clearing 
members;

■2* That each Federal reserve bank shall grant to
each member or clearing member bank an exemp
tion of service charges upon, say, 25 checks 
or items per day, or upon a minimum of, say,
500 checks or items per month;

3* For all acceptable checks in excess of the
checks exempted as hereinabove provided the 
charge shall be limited to 1 ^  per item;

4* While direct inter-bank routing of checks should
be encouraged, the Board thinks that such direct 
routing should be only by mutual consent of the 
banks involved. For example, it is not fair 
to let a large bank in a Federal reserve city 
take advantage of its location by sending to 
a small country bank against its will checks 
to be credited to the city bank's account in 
the Federal reserve bank. This practice per
mits the large city bank to secure an advant
age of a day's time in settlement even after 
clearing hours in its own city;

5. In the large districts it is desirable that Fed
eral reserve banks shall consider the establish
ment of collection or clearing .agencies, at 
points where it may not be desirable to estab
lish branches. In this connection it may be en
tirely feasible to operate through the agency 
and with the cooperation of a local clearing 
house.

5. Attention is called to the fact that under the
amended provisions of the Reserve Act in respect 
to reserves the only reserves for member banks are 
those held by the Federal -reserve banks. There-
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fore, any form of currency held by a member bank 
or a clearing member is available for counter cash 
or ntill money.” Under these circumstances Federal 
reserve banks should be liberal in accepting any 
form of currency (fit for circulation) from those 
banks which are compelled to ship currency to make 
good their balances.

The Board will be very glad to have your bank proceed 

witn as little delay as possible with the development of your 

clearing operations along the lines above indicated. We shall 

also be glad to confer with you in regard to any of the details, 

or to receive your suggestions or criticisms.

Very truly yours,

Governor,
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WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Ch a ir m a n

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS ^  ,  — , _  ' *  ^  ^comptroller of the currency FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Ex-Officio Members

WASHINGTON

June 27, 1917*

W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 

PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

H. PARKER W ILLIS. SECRETARY 
-ySHtjdMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY

f is c a l  Ag e n t

A D D R E S S  R E P L Y  TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Dear Sir:

It has “been noted by various members of the 
Board, in looking over the reports of various Federal re
serve banks with reference to business, that some are in 
the habit of giving very detailed data regarding the situa
tion and outlook in the different branches of trade and 
commerce of the principal cities of the district. This in
formation is valuable in some cases, but it has been sug
gested that at present, at least, it is not essential, and 
that 60 much other work is in hand that members of the 
Board have not the opportunity to go fully into these de
tailed reports.

It is suggested that this data may, there
fore, be omitted in future reports. Of course in those 
cases where such material is compiled for local use in, 
any event, so that it does not entail additional work to 
transmit a copy to the Board, we shall be glad to con
tinue to receive it.

Very truly yours,

Secretary.
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EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS W. P. G. HARDING. GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE Go v e r n o r  
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

WILLIAM G. MCADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY
and  Fiscal  Agent

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDEFtAL. RESERVE BOARD2^3

June 28, 1917

Dear Sir:

There is inclosed for your information a cir

cular issued by the Acting Secretary of the Treasury cov

ering the procedure on the part of the Treasurer of the 

United States in connection with the Gold Settlement Fund 

account of the Federal Reserve Board. The Fund was turned 

over to the Treasurer to-day.

Very truly yours

Assistant Secretary

Inclosure
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RESOLVED, that it is the sense of the Board 
that no necessity exists for enforcing the requirement 
provided for under Section 18 of the Federal Reserve 
Act at the end of this quarterly period ending June 30, 
1917, and that it will not at this time require the Fed
eral reserve banks to purchase any of those bonds which 
are offered for sale by member banks through the Treasurer 
of the United States under the provision of Section 18.

BE IT FJRTHER RESOLVED, that the Secretary 
be instructed to send a copy of this resolution to the 
various Federal reserve banks and to the member banks 
which have offered bonds for sale in order that they 
may be notified of the action of the Board in the premises.

Adopted by Board 
June 21, 1917.
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Ch a ir m a n

W. P. G. H A R D IN «^ 5 © #Ef& O fK  
PAUL M. WARBURG. VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H . PARKER W ILLIS. SECRETARY 

SHERMAN P. ALLEN. ASST. SECRETARY
a n d  F is c a l  a g e n t

WASHINGTON ADDRESS REPLY TO

June 28, 1917

Dear Sir:

There is inclosed for your information copy 

of a resolution adopted by the Federal Reserve Board at 

its ireeting on June 21, with reference to the sale of 

United States bonds offered by member banks for the 

quarter ending June 30, 1917,

Very truly yours,

Secretary.

Inclosure
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM G. McADOC
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Chairman

W. P. G. HARDIN^! H s ^ a iN o iL  
PAUL m . w a r b u r g , v ice  Governor 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

JOHN SKELTO N W IL L IA M S
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

WASHINGTON

H. P AR K E R  W IL L IS . SECRETARY 
SH ER M AN  P. A L L E N . ASST. SECRETARY 

n d  f is c a l  A g e n t

X-2!47
ADDRESS REPLY TO

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

June 29, 1 9 1 7 .

Dear Sir:

The Act approved June 21 , 1917, amending the Fed
eral Reserve Act, has abolished the office of Deputy Federal 
Reserve Agent, and has provided that the Federal Reserve 
Agent shall appoint one or more assistants of whom bonds shall 
be required by the- Federal Reserve Board in such amount as it 
may deem necessary for the protection ox the United States. 
Section 16 of the Act as amended provides that ”all Federal 
reserve notes and all gold, gold certificates, and lawful 
money issued to or deposited with any Federal reserve agent 
under the provisions of the' Federal Reserve Act shall hereaf
ter' be held for such Agent, under such rules and regulations 
as the Federal Reserve Board may prescribe, in the joint cus
tody of himself and the Federal reserve bank, to which he is 
accredited. Such agent and such Federal reserve bank shall 
be jointly liable for the safe-keeping of such Federal re
serve notes, gold, gold certificates, and lawful money.”

The Board will, in the near future, issue regula
tions governing such joint custody of funds and securities, 
and would appreciate any suggestions which you may have to 
make. It also requests that 3rou have the directors or the 
Executive Committee of your bank consider the subject* with 
the view of recommending such changes as may be deemed expe
dient, in the amount of bond to be required of the Federal 
Reserve Agents and of their assistants. Meanwhile, assist
ants to Federal Reserve Agents who have not already done so, 
should make bonds in the same form and amount as have been 
given heretofore by the Deputy Federal Reserve Agents.

Very truly yours,

Governor.
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Ex-Officio Members

WILLIAM G. McADOO
Se c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  T r e a s u r y

CHAIRMAN

JOHN SKELTON WILLIAMS
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

W. P. G. HARDING, GOVERNOR 
PAUL M. WARBURG, VICE GOVERNOR 
FREDERIC A. DELANO 
ADOLPH C. MILLER 
CHARLES S. HAMLIN

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD H. PARKER WILLIS, SECRETARY 
SHERMAN P. ALLEN, ASST. SECRETARY 

a n d  F is c a l  A g e n t

WASHINGTON REPLY TO
. FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

X-2U8

June 29, 1917-

Dear Sir:

There is inclosed, herewith a draft of "by-laws 

of branches of Federal reserve banks based upon by-laws 

which have been substantially agreed upon between the Fed

eral Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Bank of San 

Francisco for branches to be established in that district. 

With respect to other districts these by-laws are, of 

course, tentative, and are submitted by the Board for your 

information, criticism, and suggestion.

Very truly yours,

Governor.

Inclosure
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FORM OF BOHD TO BE EXECUTED BY ASSISTANT FEDERAL RESERVE AGENT,
x-2 5 2

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, That we __________________
of ___________________________, as principal, and _________ ____________
of ___________ s________________ , as surety* are held and firmly bound unto
the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA in the full and just sum of _____________.
_____________|____________DOLLARS ($ ). lawful money of the
United States, for which payment, well and truly to be made, we bind 
ourselves, jointly and severally, our joint and several heirs, executors 
and administrators, successors and assigns, firmly by these presents.

Sealed with our seals, and dated this ______________ day of
_______________________________ in the year one thousand nine hundred and

THE CONDITION OF THE FOREGOING OBLIGATION IS SUCH, That whereas,
______________h&s been duly appointed Assist-the said __________________

ant Federal Reserve Agent o
^7 . . . ____________________
Bank of

the Federal Reserve Bank of
Federal reserve agent of the Federal Reserve 
________________, and whereas, such appoint

ment has bean approved by the Federal Reserve Board, and whereas, the
sa-i(i _______ __________________  has entered upon his duties as assistant
Federal r e s e r v e agent.

NOW, THEREFORE, if the said__________________________________
shall well and truly execute and discharge all the duties of said office 
according to the laws of the United States, and the regulations of the 
Federal Reserve Board made in conformity therewith, safely keeping and 
con^cilyaccounting for and delivering to the party or parties entitled 
thereto all moneys, notes, securities and other funds coming into his 
hands from time to time, without loaning, using, depositing in bank or 
exchanging for other funds except as allowed by law, then this obliga
tion to be void and of no effect, otherwise to remain in full force and 
virtue.

_______SEAL)

SIGNED, SEALED and DELIVERED 
IN THE PRESENCE OF -

Ry

ATTEST:
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REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ACTING 
AS COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES.

AUDIT AND EXAMINATION:

Mr. Delano 
Mr. Hamlin 
Mr. Miller

CLEARINGS:

Secretary - Mr. Broderick,

Mr. Delano 
Mr. Harding Secretary - Mr. Willis.

EXECUTIVE: *

Mr. Harding 
Mr. Warburg
A Member (rotating) Secretary - Mr. Willis.

GOLD SETTLEMENT FUND:

Mr. Hamlin 
Mr. Miller

ISSUE AND REDEMPTION:

Mr. Miller 
Mr. Delano 
Mr. Ham!in

LAW:

Secretary - Mr. Allen,

Secretary * Mr. Alien:

Mr. Harding 
Mr. Hamlin
Mr. Warburg Secretary - Mr. Elliott

OPERATION OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS:

BOSTON

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA

Mr. Hamlin 
Mr. Warburg

Mr. Warburg 
Mr. Delano

Mr. Warburg 
Mr. Hamlin

* Questions relating to establishment of Branch Banks should 
be reierrod to Executive Committee. (Mins. 6/27/17)
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